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Abstract 
 

This thesis comprises two related aims. The first is to define the identifying features of an 

artistically progressive popular music. The second is to use this definition to critically consider 

the canon of progressive rock, exploring its position as an artistically progressive musical style 

and considering how this quality changed over time. 

This thesis explores two discourses by which to define artistically progressive as it relates to 

popular music. The first is G.W.F Hegel’s depiction of the dialectic: the synthesis of two 

opposed forms (a thesis and antithesis) that is persistently rechallenged by new antithetical 

forms hence, thereby motivating its course inexorably forward. The second is the ideology of 

modernity, self-consciously striving for self-negation and avoiding repetition and stagnation 

at all costs. 

The term artistically progressive is used so as to differentiate the particular quality sought in 

this thesis from any other potential meanings of “progressive.” This thesis is interested in 

progressiveness as it relates to the artistic (compositional and creative) texts of the bands and 

musicians analysed, thereby linking popular music to the idea of progress in art history 

discourse. It is therefore a principally musical and paramusical study, analysing a broad range 

of music encompassing before and beyond the progressive rock canon. Moreover, it 

endeavours to pair this musical analysis with discussion of social, cultural, and historical 

context chiefly through the analysis of contemporaneous journalistic media in order to 

provide insight into the ideals and ambitions which drove the changes in the musics analysed. 

This study commences before progressive rock, considering the trajectory which led to the 

“proto-progressive” music of the mid/late-sixties. This trajectory begins with the advent of 

rock and roll, an industry-dominated music which was reoriented, primarily by the success 

of the Beatles, to the performative domain of the youth themselves. As the Counterculture 

became a widespread youth movement in the mid-sixties some of this music was shaped 

around its proclivities: enigmatic, sophisticated, complex. Artists and journalists began to 

invoke the term “progress” as a laudable ideal underpinning their increasingly diverse artistic 

project, one which foregrounded artistic sovereignty, sought artistic legitimation, and which 

was purportedly opposed to commodity. The music which developed in this context and 
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which challenged various aspects of contemporaneous pop music – the likes of the Beatles, 

the Beach Boys, Pink Floyd, Procol Harum, Frank Zappa, the Moody Blues, and others – was 

tremendously heterogenous, expressing its experimental ideals along myriad parallel stylistic 

trajectories. It is hypothesised that this was the first artistically progressive popular music: 

one invested in change and self-negation and one driven by ideals of artistic expansion. 

By the early-1970s the exploratory rock music developed throughout the previous decade had 

become enormously commercially successful and its biggest exponents – Yes, ELP, Jethro Tull, 

Genesis, and others – came to define progressive rock as a genre. This was the crystallisation 

of progressive rock: the shift from a popular music movement definitively diverse and 

compelled by artistic conceits to one adherent to an increasingly specific aesthetic. 

Furthermore, although the progressive rock style (although not all of its biggest artists) waned 

in popularity in the late-seventies, it was revived in the eighties by neo-prog bands like 

Marillion, Twelfth Night, Pallas, and others, who brought progressive rock to a new 

generation of fans. In the hands of these bands, progressive rock was consolidated – its stylistic 

compass was reduced as they promoted the sounds of their key influences. This process is 

perpetuated, too, by bands like Dream Theater in the present. It is therefore hypothesised that 

progressive rock, as it is conventionally conceived, has demonstrated less artistic 

progressiveness over time and has been driven by an increasingly conservative stylistic 

motivation as it has been exposed to further generations of reification. 

However, it is proposed that there has always persisted a small contingent of rock artists 

perpetuating the artistically progressive quality earlier defined irrespective of time and 

connection to the progressive rock canon. Two artists theorised to embody this quality are 

Radiohead (not conventionally considered to be progressive rock) and King Crimson 

(conventionally considered to be progressive rock). Both appear to embody a modernistic 

vision towards self-negation, and both seem also to exist in a state of continual stylistic flux, 

challenging their prior musical directions, their surrounding musical style, and popular 

music’s conventions. They are therefore theorised to be artistically progressive rock acts.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Progress and rock 
 

How does one conceive of progress in popular music? If “progressive” is taken to mean an 

imperative for continual reinvention and growth then the transformations in popular music 

throughout the mid to late-sixties offer a clear illustration of this quality. In this period a host 

of young artists, influenced by the Beatles’s and the Beach Boys’s success and development as 

songwriters and performers and also by the expansive and eclectic tastes of the sixties 

Counterculture, created popular music with a rapidly diversifying vocabulary. Many musical 

and paramusical qualities which typified the popular song up until this point – conventional 

arrangements, song structures, and lyrical themes – were recontextualised as the problematic 

half of a new art-versus-commodity dialectic. Subsequently, songs became longer and this 

expanded scope facilitated a wealth of sprawling compositional forms. Pop band 

instrumentation came to be supplemented with influences from classical music, jazz, folk, and 

sounds from beyond the Western tonal lexicon. Ideals of artistic legitimation came to 

dominate artist and media discourse (including the use of Adornoian terms like “serious 

music”) emphasising the modernistic, individualistic character to which these artists aspired. 

This progressive rock music – sometimes called “pre-progressive” or “proto-progressive” 

rock – proliferated in forking stylistic trajectories, its common quality being its very 

heterogeneity: stylistically-varied musics linked by a shared experimental idealism.  

However, “progressive” is conventionally associated with the rock music which immediately 

followed this period. By the early-seventies, progressive rock1 had crystallised as a musical 

 

1 “Progressive rock,” sometimes contracted to “prog,” is a particularly problematic term in this thesis  Its use herein is somewhat 

fluid, referring both to the genrefied musics that this thesis seeks to review and to an idealised and abstracted music with 

genuinely progressive tendencies  In order to ameliorate potential confusion, several variations of the term appear throughout  

“Classic progressive rock” will generally refer to the period and musical scene which spanned the late 960s to mid 970s in 

which King Crimson, ELP, Yes, Genesis, and their contemporaries rose to fame  To differentiate this period from its descendant 

musics, “neo prog” or “contemporary progressive rock” will refer to the acts after progressive rock’s popular decline in the late

seventies which based or base their sound on the sonic characteristics of the previously described progressive rock bands  The 

former will refer to acts such as Marillion who reached their commercial peak in the 980s, and the latter specifically to bands 
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style. The variability of this music was lessened as the decade bore on and the style became 

better established and increasingly popular. Progressive rock bands would almost all have 

long songs using comparable forms, most would experiment with lofty literary themes (many 

within the concept album format), most would employ similar novel keyboard technology 

(Moog, Mellotron, etc.) and orchestral instrumentation, and many – perhaps most as the style 

is described by scholars like Macan (1997), Covach (1997), and Sheinbaum (2008) – would 

align with what became known as “symphonic prog,” referencing the classical canon as a 

major component of their stylistic identity.2  

Moreover, revivals of the progressive rock aesthetic after the seventies reduced the music’s 

variability, and indeed its progressive ideals, further still. Progressive rock was recapitulated 

in the eighties by “neo-prog” bands, the best known being Marillion (formed in 

Buckinghamshire in 1979). By basing their sound on a particular subset of well-known British 

progressive rock (chiefly Peter Gabriel-era Genesis) and finding wide artistic and commercial 

appeal, Marillion constricted progressive rock for the generations who were influenced by 

them. This condition can be observed similarly in the vocabulary of more recent progressive 

rock (or metal) bands like Dream Theater who contemporise (in a performative and 

production sense) much of the same stylistic material. In both cases their impact legitimises 

their particular amalgam of influences as key to the progressive rock canon as it surrounds 

them, and as time passes the stylistic compass of progressive rock is restricted because of this. 

These bands’ legacy – their impact and influence – therefore seems to not be progressive, but 

it is difficult to locate much progressiveness in their discography regardless. Modernistically 

minded bands in the mid to late-1960s shattered the conventions they received and, in the 

process, advanced the conventional vocabulary of popular music, laying the groundwork for 

the sophisticated and expansive formats which followed. By contrast, progressive rock bands 

 

from around the 990s onwards  In some cases, bands which might be defined as progressive metal (principally Dream Theater) 

are treated as somewhat synonymous with progressive rock since the former is identified through largely similar stylistic 

indicators as the latter  

2 This characterisation and the “symphonic orthodoxy” is problematised by Anderton (20 0)  This is explored in Chapter 2  
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since the seventies (for example, Marillion, Flower Kings, Spock’s Beard, and Dream Theater) 

are better described as perpetuating a stylistic lineage and its heritage. 

However, there is no reason to assume that the modernistic impulse driving the 

transformations of the sixties – the notion of restlessly negating and re-negating a popular 

music foundation towards a more advanced form – does not persist to this day. There are 

many artists, past and present, who seem to embody precisely this quality. Some such artists 

nominally belong to the progressive rock canon, for example King Crimson’s career is 

characterised by several hiatuses followed by drastic reinventions. On the other hand, some 

such bands are not nominally progressive rock, for example Radiohead, who have built an 

enormously commercially successful career by melding their alternative rock foundations 

with a host of surprising and unusual influences and methods. Instead of sharing in the genre 

identifiers of progressive rock, these two bands’ music is linked by a dialectical character 

which pits the popular music text against novel forms and ideas, borrowed – in a similar 

manner to their sixties-era forebearers – from artistic theory and practice not yet common to 

popular music. As progressive bands such as these become widely known their innovations 

can enrich the stylistic milieu of popular music more widely. Whether influencing subsequent 

artists directly or otherwise, they become living examples of the potentials of the popular 

music format and thus bear (or inspire others to bear) the potential to drive its vocabulary 

forward. 

 
Thesis aims and rationale 
 

This thesis comprises two related aims. The first is to consider what the identifying features 

of a progressive popular music would be and to delineate the qualities which would therefore 

constitute an artistically progressive popular music artist.3 The second is to use this definition 

 

 There are many ways in which popular music could be called progressive, any of which could be the subject of a long form 

study  This thesis is interested in progressiveness in the musical texts of its analytical subjects  The terms “artistic” or “artistically” 

are used throughout this thesis to differentiate this particular quality from others which could be analysed for their 

progressiveness (socially progressive, politically progressive, etc )  Because this thesis focusses on musical composition and 

songwriting in its search for this progressive quality, “artistic” could be seen to be somewhat synonymous with “compositionally” 
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to critically consider the canon of progressive rock (through a host of its most eminent artists), 

exploring its function as an artistically progressive style and considering how its ideological 

impulse transformed over time. This inquiry begins before progressive rock, examining how 

the term “progressive” was employed by musicians before the term “rock” had become 

established in artist and journalistic discourse in the mid-sixties (Moore, 1993, p. 59); and 

spans to the present, examining how, and by what means, bands who claim the term 

“progressive” in their respective musical substyles (rock, metal) position themselves within 

this canon. The hypothesis is that progressive rock, as it is conventionally conceived, became 

less artistically progressive over time, driven by an increasingly conservative stylistic 

motivation as it was exposed to further stages of reification at the hands of new generations 

of artists. Furthermore, it is theorised that progressiveness is an identifiable quality in popular 

music which has remained present in spite of progressive rock rescinding in its artistically 

progressive character over time. It is theorised that one can identify such a progressive quality 

in the work of certain artists, some ostensibly progressive rock in style, some otherwise.  

This is not a discussion of genre theory – its goal is not the refinement or redefinition of the 

progressive rock genre as such. Instead, this project is focussed on the value and presence of 

progressiveness, a significant concept in art history discourse, as it relates to popular music. 

Discourses of popular music progress – whether voiced by academics, fans, journalists, or 

even artists themselves – are regularly related and committed to progressive rock-related 

musics. That this style bears qualities which could be considered progressive is an implication 

upon which much of its meaning is constructed, even if this purported progressive quality is 

imposed and interpreted with little clarity and consistency. As such, exploring 

progressiveness in the context of popular music is novel and potentially insightful. Examining 

(and indeed valuing) progressiveness as it relates to popular music is an undertaking 

markedly rare in popular music discourse, even if it is common in other fields of art. This 

project seeks to redress this deficiency. 

 

or “creatively,” although “artistic” is more open ended to allow for the inclusion of other qualities which may be of interest 

throughout this thesis (such as lyrics)  
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Methods and design 
 

Following this introduction is a literature review which surveys the manner in which 

progressive rock – both the genre and the idea of progress in popular music – has been 

handled in scholarly literature. It is evident from this survey that “progressive” is a 

problematic term imposed with little consistency or clarity. Accordingly, the thesis’s third 

chapter is concerned with the development of a definition and model by which progress in 

popular music can be consistently identified. “Progress” is conventionally tied to the ideals of 

modernism as an inexorable drive towards a greater state of being. For something to be 

progressive in this sense implies an incessant course of invention and reinvention and an 

aversion to repetition (Nisbet, 1980, pp. 4-5; Adorno & Horkheimer, 1997, pp. 130-31). To 

measure this continual growth, the chapter considers a model founded on Hegel’s dialectic. 

In this model popular music (the thesis) is subjected to non-pop vocabulary (its antitheses). 

The two synthesise only to be rechallenged by further antitheses hence, thereby persistently 

expanding. If a popular music artist’s work, or multiple works spanning their career, bears 

this characteristic of negation and re-negation it could therefore be called “progressive.”  

The principal method used in identifying this quality in the works of popular music artists 

throughout this thesis is musical (and sometimes paramusical) analysis. The methodology is 

detailed in the thesis’s fourth chapter. Much of this analysis centres on the music itself. To 

examine the “primary text” (Moore, 1993) is to push through the accounts and promises of 

artists and instead assess this music head-on. Of course, progressive rock (and the other 

musics examined throughout) is often varied and sophisticated. As such, the analytical 

approach is pliable and focussed towards the specific attributes which prove relevant to the 

discussion as it proceeds. Analytical subjects span song structure and form; melody, rhythm, 

and harmony; timbre, tone, instrumentation, and production choices; and paramusical 

components like lyrics and album artwork amongst others. 

Furthermore, these analyses will remain consistently supported by discussion of their subjects’ 

social, cultural, and political context. Artistic advancements, especially driven by a self-

conscious motivation to progress, do not appear in isolation, nor do they impose themselves 

within an artistic vacuum. Much of this background is provided through the rich and detailed 
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sociologies of Dick Hebdidge, Paul Willis, Simon Frith, Peter Wicke, Andy Bennett, Deena 

Weinstein, and others; as well as the blending of socio-cultural inquiry with music analysis in 

the work of New Musicologists 4  such as Allan Moore, Richard Middleton, and Sheila 

Whiteley. Additionally, secondary sources, specifically tabloids and newspapers, are 

surveyed to provide insight into the ways in which artists represent themselves and 

characterise the creative process founding their work in their respective periods. It is one thing 

to introduce a strange chord or unusual rhythm into one’s music; it is another to consider the 

normative expression of either of those traits and actively look elsewhere, beyond the ambit 

of popular music’s conventional vocabulary, in order to replace it with something deliberately 

novel. This proposed progressive music, as with all popular music, is inseparable from its 

culture and context. Only with these qualities underlining the analysis can the most 

meaningful conclusions be drawn. 

The music to be so analysed spans both before and beyond seventies progressive rock. The 

thesis’s fifth chapter begins before the “pre-progressive” or “psychedelic” rock music of the 

mid/late-sixties, exploring the socio-cultural transformations which catalysed such a 

significant change in popular music. The music of this time will be examined through a large-

scale survey of its changing qualities: the increasingly sophisticated rhythms and tonalities, 

the advent and acquisition of new electronic instruments and production tools, the rapid 

increase in scope and structure which these changes catalysed, and so forth. It will explore 

these changing traits which are all expressed in different ways and to different degrees in the 

work of practitioners like the Beatles, the Beach Boys, Pink Floyd, Procol Harum, Frank Zappa, 

The Nice, and others. The intention is to show not just the transformations enacted upon 

popular music in this period, but also the scope of this change and the tremendous variety of 

musical trajectories which it catalysed. The chapter’s discussion closes at the end of the sixties 

where the classic progressive rock period is conventionally portrayed to have begun.  

The sixth chapter will focus on classic progressive rock throughout the seventies. This is 

theorised to be the moment when progressive rock crystallised, when it transitioned from a 

 

4 The New Musicology is explored in the methodology, Chapter 4, on page 50  
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heterogeneous and stylistically varied form to one modelled increasingly on the work of its 

best-known proponents. The media and the record industry had embraced diversity in the 

sixties with “progressive” as a catchall for the broad and ideologically-loaded musics of the 

time, which sold in spite of their eccentricity. But by the early-seventies, thanks largely to the 

enormous commercial success (especially in the USA) and influence of select bands amongst 

the many characterising this vast scene (namely ELP, Yes, Jethro Tull, King Crimson, and 

Genesis), employment of the term became increasingly explicit in meaning. The music of this 

period continued to extend its use of the devices normalised in the sixties: even longer songs, 

greater intricacy in composition and performance, a more conceptual and thematic focus. 

Indeed, in all of these respects and more this music was further developed than its predecessor. 

But fundamentally it seems an extension of its predecessor’s ideas, not an interface between 

accepted and novel vocabularies but instead a qualitative development of already normalised 

and assimilated musical fusions. This theory is pursued through the analysis of two definitive 

instances of classic progressive rock, Yes’s “Close to the Edge” and Genesis’s “Firth of Fifth.” 

These songs both embody stylistic qualities commonly attached to progressive rock: the 

former with its compelling large-scale structure, the latter with its distinctively narrative 

dynamic, textural, and instrumentational scope. Both of these qualities, central to progressive 

rock’s conventional classification, are then compared to preceding rock pieces which embody 

earlier, perhaps germinal, examples of the same devices. For song structure and scope, Procol 

Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” is analysed; and for dynamics, texture, and instrumentation, 

King Crimson’s “The Court of the Crimson King” is explored. Comparing these works 

provides an idea of how (if at all) these traits changed from the pre-progressive rock era 

through to its most emblematic artists, and accordingly engages the wider question of how 

well this music fits the thesis’s model of popular music artistic progressiveness. 

By the late-seventies, progressive rock began to diminish in popularity through the fading of 

post-war affluence (and the Counterculture), the incumbency of right-wing politicians like 

Margaret Thatcher, and the rise of ideologically opposed subcultures and musics like punk 

and disco (Stump, 1997, p. 214). Only a half-decade later progressive rock would see its first 

revival in what came to be called “neo-prog,” a moniker attached to Marillion, the most 

commercially successful of this revival, but also to Twelfth Night, Pallas, Pendragon, Arena, 
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and others. Neo-prog represented a consolidation of the progressive rock style. It borrowed 

liberally from classic progressive rock, but its general stylistic streamlining and foregrounding 

of certain qualities above others, namely the aesthetic of Peter Gabriel-era Genesis, Yes, and 

other “symphonic prog” bands, resulted in a reification of progressive rock’s stylistic course 

around these favoured traits.5 Indeed, there are many qualities which were common to classic 

progressive rock that were shorn as it was reiterated in neo-prog, for example, improvisation 

(ELP, King Crimson, many of the Canterbury Scene bands6); discordant and angular sonorities 

(King Crimson, Gentle Giant); and twentieth-century tonal devices like bitonalism, atonalism, 

serialism and others, (ELP, Henry Cow) were all largely absent from neo-prog. Moreover, this 

activity of stylistic consolidation has been continued through the works of contemporary 

progressive rock bands like Dream Theater, Spock’s Beard, Änglagård, and many others in 

the present. These bands’ emphasis on certain qualities in the place of others has 

circumscribed the way progressive rock is currently defined. To examine this theory, 

Marillion’s “Grendel” and “Dream Theater’s “Octavarium,” two vast and detailed songs 

which encompass a large portion of the timeline of post-seventies progressive rock music, will 

be analysed. As in Chapter 6, the constituent material of these songs will be compared to 

antecedent works which developed or established their ideas. 

The progressive rock canon, viewed from its predecessors to the present day, is thus theorised 

to embody a trajectory which began as tremendously progressive in nature, but which 

gradually became more conservative over time. The analysis of these chapters so far outlined 

will scrutinise this theory. But even if the progressive rock canon, as it is conventionally 

conceived, can be shown to be a problematic embodiment of popular music progressiveness, 

such a progressive impulse (and its motivating ideology) conceivably persists elsewhere. 

There are myriad artists whose creative practice seems driven by such ideals. Fitting this 

 

5 It should be acknowledged that, while British bands were by far the best known of the 980s progressive rock revival, there 

were other contemporaneous revivals throughout Europe and the U S  (see Anderton, 20 6; Covach, 2000a)  

6 The “Canterbury Scene” (sometimes “the Canterbury Sound”) describes a particular subset of British progressive rock with a 

greater stylistic connection to jazz and jazz rock, a greater emphasis on humour, and an avant garde sensibility  Its most 

prominent bands include Soft Machine, Hatfield and North, National Health, Caravan, and Gong  Although the term effectively 

demarcates a unique sonic trajectory in seventies era rock music, its connection to Canterbury has been problematised by Bennett 

as a kind of retroactively imposed mythology (2002)   
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designation are artists who extol an aversion to imitation and repetition, whose musical 

output throughout their career shows continual reinvention, continual engagement with both 

their own stylistic backgrounds and with new ideas from beyond the normative language of 

popular music. The particularities of such progressive activity varies from artist to artist (a 

notion explored in the latter half of the third chapter), but some rare acts have seemingly 

maintained such a vision for decades.  

The first of two hypothesised exemplars of this quality is King Crimson, a band foundational 

to the popular definition of progressive rock, but a band whose style drifted inexorably from 

the stylistic core they exemplified through both a disdain for its formalisation and a will to 

advance their own experimental agendas. So radical were these ideals that King Crimson, 

under the leadership of Robert Fripp, entirely recast their musical approach multiple times, 

each with distinct challenges to the format they had previously explored and with ideas 

intended to challenge the style to which they were subsequently engaged.  

The second exemplar is Radiohead, whose critically and commercially lauded music is laden 

with strange and unexpected musical and paramusical details, many borrowed from sources 

distant from popular music normativity. Radiohead have upheld a massively influential 

position in contemporary rock but have done so with an uncompromisingly artistic vision. 

Like King Crimson, this vision has resulted in many novel musical experiments, but where 

King Crimson’s most radical transformations occur in phases (often following disbandment, 

hiatus, and reformation), Radiohead often reinvent themselves over a much shorter period, 

sometimes album by album, as in the critically acclaimed and stylistically singular pair OK 

Computer (1997) and Kid A (2000). The particularities of both of these bands’ engagement with 

non-pop materials will be explored through a select musical biography exploring key albums 

and songs. Looking at these bands’ careers in this way allows a view to not just the musical 

innovations they sought, but also their interaction with their own musical pasts.  

The volume and depth of these case studies is limited by the scope of this thesis. It must be 

acknowledged that, while the particular works analysed are justified in their inclusion, they 

clearly do not embody the entirety of progress in popular music (progress as an abstract 

concept or progressive rock as a musical style). Rather, the discussions and conclusions herein 

are limited to the outcomes of these key case studies.   
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Is the term “progressive” actually important? 
 

“Progressive,” as a popular music term, has its origins in the parlance of jazz musicians (Birzer, 

2012), and later in the early rock acts of the sixties (explored in depth in Chapter 5), but the 

commodification of “progressiveness” – the way this music was marketed by clambering 

record labels and empowered radio deejays only after it had proved its commercial mettle – 

casts doubt on the legitimacy of its employment. Are the origins of “progressive” as a popular 

music adjective/qualifier little more than marketing spin? If we are to critique and reframe the 

current usage of “progressive” in a popular music discourse, it is important to consider why 

it is worth keeping the loaded qualifier “progressive” at all. The innovative and forward-

thinking popular music sought in this thesis could be called anything, and the most innovative 

of progressive rock bands from the sixties and seventies could easily be placed under this new 

umbrella – removed from the considerable baggage of the term – alongside music with which 

it shares little stylistic commonality.  

However, there seem two cogent reasons to consider the term “progressive” important. The 

first accepts the proposition that some of the rock music of the sixties pioneered in popular 

music a unique idealism and innovative function, and its legacy is continued by contemporary 

acts negating and innovating in equal measure, irrespective of their style. To call 

contemporary bands progressive in this sense is to valorise their innovativeness and assert 

that this ideology itself is their shared quality, not its sonic outcomes. In other words, current 

actively progressive bands perpetuate the modernistic compulsion to progress first 

exemplified by certain rock bands from the sixties and seventies, adapted to the popular music 

musical milieu which surrounds them. Their trajectory and legacy is alike, and the 

terminology should reflect that.  

The second reason concerns the simple notion that the term “progressive” has a meaning 

which precedes its employment as a marketing term, a positively or negatively framed 

adjective delimited by fans and media, or an abstract objective for ambitious artists. When a 

piece of popular music is defined as “progressive,” it should mean something tangible, as it 

does in practically any other artistic or literary discourse. 
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As a final point, this thesis does not seek to denigrate the work of the bands and artist explored 

within. Whether given acts embody this thesis’s conception of progressiveness or otherwise 

has no correlation with judgements on their quality or their artistic legitimacy in a wider sense. 

This project is purely an exploration of a musical trajectory and an idea, progressiveness, 

rarely addressed in popular music discourse.  

 
Thesis structure 
 

This introduction has identified the problematic nature of discourses of progress as they relate 

to popular music. It has been suggested in this chapter that the term “progressive” in a 

popular music context is employed with little theoretical specificity, and that the established 

implications that progressive rock is indeed a progressive form are seldom evaluated critically. 

This thesis intends to explore these issues by considering what progress is in popular music 

and how it aligns with the canon of progressive rock. 

Chapter 2, the thesis’s literature review, discusses what rock and popular music progress has 

been taken to mean historically. Since the late-1990s there has been a proliferation in scholarly 

examination of progressive rock, much of it interested in the boundaries of its style and its 

catalysing socio-cultural mechanisms. Many scholars aim to clearly demarcate the progressive 

rock genre, but definitions rarely align on even basic points. Others employ a more abstract 

usage of the term linked, instead, to time, place, or attitude. Others still embrace the definitive 

heterogeneity of the music, observing likenesses in ideological or socio-cultural characteristics 

instead. Finally, a very small subset is interested in the idea of progress itself and what 

progressiveness could mean in a more abstract sense. The merits of all of these perspectives 

are considered and compared, contextualising the position of this thesis within this literature. 

Chapter 3 is concerned with what a progressive popular music could mean and is intended 

to present a framework by which this quality could be appraised. This chapter broadly 

surveys the historical “idea of progress” and pinpoints two useful models for the 

identification of progressiveness. The first is G.W.F Hegel’s accounts of the progressive 

impulse of the dialectic: the synthesis of two opposed forms that is persistently rechallenged 

by new antithetical forms, thereby motivating its course forward. The second is modernity 
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and its ideology, self-consciously working towards self-negation and avoiding reiteration. 

These two systems are then contextualised within the unique condition of popular music, a 

style historically precluded from the domain of modernist thought by seminal popular music 

analysts like Theodor Adorno. It closes with a discussion of the varied dialectics which 

motivate popular music and how a modernist-inspired form – one continuously and restlessly 

synthesising with ideas beyond its traditional vocabularies – is indeed possible and 

identifiable within the parameters of the popular music text.  

Chapter 4 describes the thesis’s methodology. As in much popular music analysis, this thesis’s 

methods are diverse in order to honour both the breadth and variability of the musics 

analysed and to appreciate the musical texts within them which are most significant to their 

individual expressivity (as opposed to a uniform approach song to song). In addition to the 

conventional ambit of musicology – tonality, rhythm, structure, and so forth – this thesis looks 

to qualities like timbre, texture, instrumentation, and production techniques in order to most 

appropriately explore its subjects’ texts and compare them to their precursors and 

contemporaries. This chapter also details a means of contextualising (temporally, culturally) 

the progressive qualities of this music through the analysis of secondary sources, namely rock 

tabloids and newspapers. These sources provide insight – from either the artists themselves 

or those surrounding them in the industry – into the rationale and ideas motivating the music. 

With its models and methods delimited, the remaining chapters begin a wide-ranging and 

generally chronological examination of progressiveness in popular music. Chapter 5 opens 

with a prehistory to this canon. It begins at the advent of rock and roll after World War 2, 

looking at the foundations of the “youth music” which was reshaped by the Beatles’s success 

as both songwriters and performers throughout the sixties. Young artists assumed the 

Beatles’s model of using the pop song text as a pliable and expressive form and soon stretched 

this music to fit their flourishing subcultural tastes. This condition was intensified as the 

Counterculture became a major cultural force in the mid/late-sixties, bringing with it a wealth 

of novel perspectives on artistic representation and, especially, a rigid aversion to music as 

commodity. This chapter then details the diversity that arose from these catalysing steps by 

surveying the varied musics of this period. It posits this moment, one preceding traditional 
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discourses of progressive rock by several years, as a definitively progressive time in popular 

music history.  

Chapter 6 explores the period immediately following this stylistic explosion, namely the time 

of progressive rock as it is typically portrayed: the late-sixties to late-seventies. At the outset 

of this period the exploratory rock music developed throughout the sixties had become 

enormously commercially successful and the biggest of its exponents had become de facto 

exemplars of a progressive rock aesthetic (promulgated by the record industry and media). 

This was the crystallisation of progressive rock: the shift from a popular music movement 

definitively diverse and compelled by artistic conceits to one adherent to increasingly fixed 

stylistic directives. This chapter explores this crystallisation through the analysis of two 

celebrated works from the period, Yes’s “Close to the Edge” and Genesis’s “Firth of Fifth,” 

songs chosen for their notable expressions of extended song structure and narrative-driven 

dynamical and instrumentational contrast respectively. These qualities, which are 

conventional style indicators related to progressive rock, are subsequently compared to works 

from the period explored in Chapter 5, demonstrating their novelty (or lack thereof) and 

questioning their currency as actively progressive texts. 

Chapter 7 explores progressive rock’s commercial decline in 1977, its subsequent revival (neo-

prog) in the eighties, and its perpetuation through to the present. Best representative of neo-

prog, Marillion found commercial success in the early-eighties with a style largely constituted 

of the vocabulary of Peter Gabriel-era Genesis. Because they so foregrounded this aesthetic 

with significant commercial success, and because they are conventionally considered as the 

next step in the progressive rock canon, it is proposed that Marillion (and neo-prog more 

broadly) consolidated the progressive rock form, delimiting the style towards an even tighter 

and more prescribed format for those they influenced. Representing this same trend a decade 

later are Dream Theater, perhaps the most commercially successful progressive rock band 

from the nineties onwards. Dream Theater appear to have had a similar impact on the 

direction of progressive rock as Marillion, restating, through their unique merger of influences, 

a more stylistically precise genre, but one therefore further divorced from an experimental 

and exploratory nature. As in Chapter 6, this condition is examined through an analysis of 
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key works by both bands, “Grendel” by Marillion, their first “side-length” song, and 

“Octavarium” by Dream Theater, one of the band’s most beloved and sophisticated works.  

Chapter 8 offers a counterpoint to this traditional history of progressive rock. Its concern is in 

identifying and examining musics which continue the modernistic ideology and exploratory 

nature of the rock music of the mid/late-sixties which has seemingly been underrepresented 

by “progressive” rock acts since. Two proposed bearers of this quality are King Crimson and 

Radiohead, bands who have wholly reinvented themselves several times throughout lengthy 

and influential careers to remain at the vanguard of popular music innovation. Their restless 

self-transformations, driven by syntheses between popular music and non-pop vocabularies 

(for example, Radiohead’s use of Messiaen’s non-retrogradable rhythms, or King Crimson’s 

embracing of Indonesian gamelan music), would seem to fit the models of progressiveness 

proposed in Chapter 3. This chapter examines both bands through musical biographies, 

exploring their innovations through musical analysis but also considering how both bands 

negated their own musical pasts to remain defiantly progressive, even as they found critical 

and commercial favour in these formats. 

 
Conclusion 
 

This thesis seeks to clarify the constitution of progress as it relates to popular music. Its subject 

in seeking this quality is the musical and paramusical products of certain artists throughout 

rock history, from that of the tremendously innovative post-Beatles bands of the mid to late-

sixties to that of the genrefied progressive rock of the recent past and the present. Rather than 

seeking to reconsider the progressive rock genre, this project is intended to discuss popular 

music progress itself – principally as it relates to art history discourses of progress. Progressive 

rock is commonly implied (and sometimes explicated) to be a, or perhaps the, progressive 

popular music form (explored in the next chapter). This thesis will therefore employ this 

model to explore the progressive character of the conventional canon of progressive rock as 

well as some if its preceding and surrounding musics. Although it is theorised that 

progressive rock has not embodied a truly artistically progressive impulse since the late-

sixties, this thesis hypothesises that such actively progressive popular music persists to this 
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day in the work of numerous bands and artists, some progressive rock in name, some 

otherwise.  

In summary, the objective of this thesis is to first develop a framework by which to identify 

artistic progress in popular music, then to employ this framework to problematise the way 

the term “progressive” is currently employed in rock, and finally to explore alternatives to 

this narrative.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

What is a progressive rock music? Answers from academics, journalists, fans, and artists vary 

widely. In popular music circles the employment of the term “progress” is entangled in 

inconsistent discourses encompassing genre, style, value, and aesthetics. The adjective 

“progressive” in rock music can mean a specific musical style or genre defined by the 

appearance of lengthy songs, odd time signatures, and arcane lyrics; it can be conceptualised 

as a music connected to its Countercultural origins and politics; or it can be located through 

conceptual tropes like its ambition and its conceits towards “high art” artistic greatness 

(Ahlkvist, 2011, pp. 641, 645-648; Atton, 2001; Whiteley, 2000, 2003; Keister & Smith, 2008; 

Sheinbaum, 2008). For progressive rock fans, calling something “progressive” can be a 

statement of perceived value (Ahlkvist, 2011).7 For its detractors (famously sixties/seventies 

music journalists like Lester Bangs and Robert Christgau), progressive rock represents the 

overblown and the melodramatic, a hopelessly naïve and supercilious side-story to rock’s 

more visceral offerings (see Macan, 2005, pp. xlii-xlv, 165-8, 189-96; Johnes, 2018). A small 

contingent of scholars, too, foreground “progressiveness” itself, reflecting on how progressive 

rock has or has not continued to progress, or even whether progress exists in popular music 

at all (Frith, 2007; Burns, 2018; Melançon & Carpenter, 2015). These views (and others) are not 

only varied in their opinions on quality and value, they are varied in their foundational 

perspective and epistemology. That such an innocuous question engenders such diverse and 

incompatible responses is telling of its difficulty. 

Progressive rock’s historically maligned forms (at least after its well-known fall from 

commercial and critical favour at the close of the seventies) have made a resurgence as a 

subject for serious critical consideration over the last four decades. This reinterest was 

broached first in the early nineties through the seminal New Musicology of Middleton (1990), 

Whiteley (2003), Moore (1993), and others; it was extended further in the late nineties through 

detailed book-length studies by journalist Paul Stump (1997), and academics Edward Macan 

 

7 As Ahlkvist (20 ) concludes  “albums that are considered innovative are described positively as ‘progressive’ while those that 

are perceived as unadventurous are panned as insufficiently progressive” (p  646)  
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(1997) and Bill Martin (1998); and further still into the twenty-first century where a profusion 

of books, book chapters, essays, and journal articles have explored the music and its culture 

from myriad perspectives and through varied methodologies. Within these studies are a 

wealth of models and explanations for progressive rock. Much of this literature is vibrant, 

impassioned, and detailed. However, there is little consensus in its conclusions.  

This literature review is intended to explore all of these perspectives. It begins by examining 

the vast musicological research on progressive rock, a literature which attempts, somewhat 

ineffectively, to find stylistic commonality in this expansive and diverse music. It then turns 

to the work of scholars who focus more on the historical, sociological, and cultural tropes of 

progressive rock. Finally, this chapter concludes with a discussion of the few extant scholarly 

works which critically consider the idea of rock or popular music progress itself. In many of 

the sources discussed, multiple of these disciplines are spanned. Indeed, some even touch on 

all three. This survey will contextualise both of this thesis’s central concerns: problematising 

progressive rock as a musical style which is actively progressive and seeking a suitable model 

for identifying popular music progress. 

 
Progressive rock as genre 
 

Most progressive rock-focussed literature is chiefly interested in its capacity to be identified 

as a genre and the musical and (perhaps deemphasised) socio-cultural elements that such a 

classification comprises. Jerry Lucky (1998) has provided a commonly cited overview of what 

this genre usually constitutes: 

• Songs predominantly on the longish side, but structured, rarely improvised. 

• A mixture of loud passages, soft passages, and musical crescendos to add to the 

dynamics of the arrangements. 

• The use of a Mellotron or string synth to simulate an orchestra backing. 

• The possible inclusion of a live symphony orchestra backing. 

• Extended instrumental solos, perhaps involving some improvisation. 

• The inclusion of musical styles from other than a rock format. 
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• A blending of acoustic, electric and electronic instruments where each plays a vital 

role in translating the emotion of compositions which typically contain more than 

one mood. 

• Multi-movement compositions that may or may not return to a musical theme. In 

some cases, the end section my bear little resemblance to the first part of the song. 

• Composition created from unrelated parts… (Lucky, 1998, pp. 120-1) 

Edward Macan, who also touches on most of these characteristics to varying degrees in his 

discussions, adds to this definition the centrality of the influence of classical music: 

[Progressive rock is] a style that sought to expand the boundaries of rock on both a 

stylistic basis (via the use of longer and more involved structural formats), and on a 

conceptual basis (via the treatment of epic subject matter), mainly through the 

appropriation of elements associated with classical music (Macan, 1997, p. 26).  

Indeed, the conception of progressive rock as a classical and rock hybrid is fairly pervasive, 

acknowledged by Sheinbaum (2008), Moore (1993), Atton (2001), Covach (1997; 2000a), Dowd, 

2014 (pp. 4-5), and others. In amongst the earliest examples of this treatment, Josephson (1992) 

examines the appearance of baroque-style bass and vocal ornamentation, impressionist-

inspired harmony, and elaborate structures in progressive rock works. His conclusions 

suggest that progressive rock fits into a similar creative trajectory as the syntheses of the 

twentieth-century classical sphere, where composers like Bartók, Janáček, and Stravinsky 

merged their “high art” vocabulary with popular and folk idioms (pp. 91-3).8 Macan stresses 

progressive rock’s employment of “nineteenth-century programmatic forms” (1997, pp. 12-13, 

45), a comparison also explicated by Spicer in discussing the early concert formats of 

progressive rock band Genesis (2000, pp. 79, 85). Additionally, Macan points to the more 

challenging and dissonant modernist classical vocabulary employed by ELP (modality, 

bitonality), as well as Brian Eno, Robert Fripp, Pink Floyd, Soft Machine, and Frank Zappa’s 

use of minimalist and musique concrete devices (1997, pp. 87, 91, 140-142; 2005, pp. 165-68). 

 

8 This perspective extolled by Josephson and others is problematized by Sheinbaum as a biased reading caused by want of such 

conclusions to be true  He suggests that these analyses find connections that are at best tenuous, and at worst non existent (2002, 

pp  27 9)  
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Spicer, von der Horst, Covach, and Hegarty & Halliwell, examine the large-scale structures 

and thematic development used in progressive rock songs, associating these approaches with 

formal archetypes like sonatas, tone poems, and fugues (Spicer, 2000, pp. 77-112; von der 

Horst, 2002, pp. 165-82; Covach, 1997; Hegarty & Halliwell, 2011, pp. 19-29). This approach to 

scope is conventionally depicted to have culminated in the proliferation of “side-length” 

compositions common in the early to mid-seventies: pieces that were as protracted and 

adventurous as the LP medium and its roughly twenty-minute per side capacity would allow 

(Palmer, 2001, p. 245; Zak, 2008). Atton (2001) notes that progressive rock’s association with 

classical music is deeper than its appropriations of compositional and performative devices, 

it also provided progressive rock with its unique “vision”: its ambition towards grandeur 

hitherto unseen in popular music (Atton, 2001, p. 32), bearing, as Palmer (2015) identifies, an 

expansion of rock texts to create unified multi-textual narratives, akin perhaps to a Wagnerian 

Gesamtkunstwerk (see also Macan, 2005, p. 15; Macan, 1997, p. 11). Further still, Sheinbaum 

links the changing form of progressive rock – from its sixties origins, to its developmental 

apex in the early-seventies, to the commercialised “prog lite” (see Holm-Hudson, 2005) of the 

eighties – to a sort of “periodisation” redolent of the classical canon demarcating Beethoven’s 

music into “early,” “middle,” and “late” periods (2008).  

While all of these qualities lie ostensibly within the ambit of “classical” music, it is certain that 

conflating Renaissance and baroque devices with musique concrete, minimalism, and angular 

modernist forms like expressionism and serialism (amongst many others) into an overarching 

designation (“classical influence”) is reductive and perhaps unhelpful. These forms all relate 

to a common history and project. But, in addition to the problematic nature of reducing four 

centuries of artistic evolution into a single musical class, the compositional methodologies and 

syntax of these musics are often not just dissimilar but wholly unrelated. Compare the 

Renaissance and medieval influences evident in Gentle Giant’s music (a band who rarely 

employed protracted song lengths); to Varèse and Webern’s influence on Zappa; to Carl Orff’s 

influence on Magma; to the influence of Holst and Copland on Keith Emerson; and to the 

seemingly limitless and inventive influences portrayed in the work of Henry Cow (to invoke 

but several examples). These acts are all stylistically distinctive in spite of all being influenced 

by “classical music.”  
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Moreover, this classification obviates the fact that many classic progressive rock bands had 

little to do with any of classical music’s history, or at least expressed this influence in less 

pronounced ways than what Anderton calls the “symphonic orthodoxy” expressed by many 

“symphonic prog” bands (2010, p. 419). Numerous bands including those from the 

Canterbury scene (Soft Machine, Caravan, Hatfield and North, Egg, Gong, etc. See Bennett, 

2002) and the second iteration of King Crimson seemed far more interested in jazz musical 

influences and improvisation, a point contradicting Lucky’s definition and challenging much 

common treatment of the style (see Stump, 1997, p. 16). Jethro Tull (with exceptions like their 

swung arrangement of Bach’s Bouree from the “Suite for Lute in E Minor, BWV 996”) are 

more a folk and hard rock fusion. Furthermore, many of the most patently classically-

influenced bands frequently engaged in simpler songs more oriented around pop formats, for 

example, ELP (“Lucky Man”), Genesis (even before their eighties pop-stardom – “Time Table” 

as an example), as well as Pink Floyd, and Caravan (Martin, 1998, p. 84; Macan, 1997, p. 43). 

However, some scholars treat this classical influence as significant, but generally integrated 

into a wider network of non-pop stylistic material, from folk, to jazz, to non-Western musics, 

and beyond (Burns, 2018; Stump, 1997; Holm-Hudson, 2002c, pp. 10-12); some bands were 

more indebted to classical music, some more to jazz and other musics (Martin, 1998, p. 181). 

Martin’s concise overarching definition accordingly eschews this classical centrality for a 

more ideologically and sociologically-directed definition: 

As a style of music progressive rock has five specific traits: 1) it is visionary and 

experimental; 2) it is played, at least in significant part, on instruments typically 

associated with rock music, by musicians who have a background in rock music, and 

with the history of rock music itself as background; 3) it is played, in significant part, 

by musicians who have consummate instrumental and compositional skills; 4) it is a 

phenomenon, in its “core,” of English culture; 5) relatedly, in significant part, it is 

expressive of romantic and prophetic aspects of the culture (Martin, 1998, p. 121). 

Martin’s definition offers a relatively liberal depiction of a progressive rock style compared to 

the more conventional and conservative definitions of Macan and others. But this quality 

carries its own classificatory problems. For example, Martin is the only commentator to name 

Mahavishnu Orchestra as an exemplar of progressive rock, a band who he situates alongside 
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Yes and King Crimson in his stylistically definitive “first line” of progressive rock acts (Martin, 

1998, p. 214). It would be reasonable to rebut that including Mahavishnu Orchestra in this 

classification would also suggest a precedent for including Weather Report, Yellowjackets, 

Return to Forever, or any number of other highly arranged jazz-rock bands who seem no less 

aligned to the progressive rock style than Mahavishnu Orchestra. Covach explores these 

classificatory difficulties (2000b) but his conclusions are inverse: Weather Report share many 

stylistic characteristics with progressive rock while Mahavishnu Orchestra represent a more 

distant relation, revealing only a few apparent corollaries (see also, Hegarty & Halliwell, 2011, 

pp. 105-119). The point of division between progressive rock and jazz rock in the scholarly 

literature is blurry indeed.9  

A similarly open-ended take on progressive rock belongs to Robert Burns (2018). Burns’ 

categorisation emphasises “fusions” as the key to progressive rock. Burns focusses on the 

variety of these fusions as they appear in the works of classic bands, and in this depiction 

classically-influenced bands are situated alongside bands like Colosseum with their blues 

influence, and Jethro Tull with their folk influence, in order to demonstrate that progressive 

rock was more diverse than it is often credited for being. These fusions also function to 

contemporise the progressive rock narrative, as contemporary acts like Tesseract and Animals 

as Leaders demonstrate, in Burns’ estimation, a similar compulsion towards fusing musics. 

Burns regularly alludes to progressive rock being actively progressive, as in “progressive 

rock… still progresses” (p. xxiv), “the music remains in a continual state of progression” (p. 

42), and “progressive rock maintained its progression” (p. 77). These invocations of the term 

are treated as mostly self-evident, substantiated mostly by Burns’ fusions theory: “it is this 

concept of a fusion of styles with rock music that is the defining descriptor that easily provides 

an identity for [progressive rock]” (p. 122). An issue with this definition is that not all fusions 

could be said to be necessarily progressive, and few offer convincing arguments to be so. Most 

popular musical styles can be traced to some kind of stylistic fusion, and many contemporary 

styles remain abreast of current production trends such that they could be seen to be 

 

9  Brennan (20 7) also explores the historical interactions between jazz and rock and the shifting points through which 

commentators drew their differences   
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contemporising this stylistic foundation. This definition is therefore too ambiguous to be 

especially helpful either in classifying a progressive rock genre, or in exploring 

progressiveness itself (both undertakings are attended in this book). Moreover, although 

Burns’ discussions of progressive rock’s progressiveness are noteworthy, it is unfortunate that 

the actual meaning of this quality and what it represents is left largely unexplained. 

The obliqueness of Martin and Burns’ characterisations are echoed, too, in Paul Stump’s 

simplified definition of the style: “[Progressive rock is] any form of rock music which 

foregrounds musical expression of the imagination as the paradigm of the text” (Stump, 1997, 

p. 6). This classification exemplifies a problem in much progressive rock literature: when 

attempting to frame a musical style (aesthetic or otherwise; something that Stump, Burns, and 

Martin all aspire to do in their books), such an idealised view of progressive rock is impractical. 

The division between progressive rock as a style and the countless musical styles and creative 

trajectories which could be said to fulfil such a requirement is indistinguishable – even some 

of the more common characteristics of progressive rock blur into related styles. Zak (2008) 

notes that many of the traits Jerry Lucky attributes to progressive rock (see p. 17) are actually 

common to much popular music outside of progressive rock.  

Martin’s perspective is interesting because, while liberal in descriptions of progressive rock’s 

sonics, it is unreliable in other capacities. Martin asserts that musical virtuosity is a vital 

quality of progressive rock. For example, in his opinion the Who were not progressive rock 

largely because of their apparent deficient technical ability in spite of their pivotal concept 

album (or rock opera) Tommy (1969) and expansive songs like “Won’t Get Fooled Again” 

(1971). Martin excludes Pink Floyd from his definition of progressive rock for this same reason, 

an opinion that positions him at odds with most other progressive rock scholars (Martin, 1998, 

p. 46, 102). Interestingly, Martin states that neither Van der Graaf Generator nor Caravan 

really showed virtuoso-level instrumental command and technical facility, but both are 

included nonetheless in his definition (p. 169, 183). Martin also excludes Can (“two thirds 

Stockhausen, one third Beatles”) and Captain Beefheart (pp. 177-178, 207) for not being typical 

of progressive rock’s stylistic tenets. The exclusion could be justified for either act, but there 

is little explanation provided. Furthermore, to Martin, Rush are not progressive rock because 

of their supposed political alignment to Ayn Rand's objectivist philosophies (pp. 239-240, 270-
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271), an assessment countered in a more pragmatic light by Macan, who suggests that through 

the lyrics of Rush one could conclude that progressive rock is clearly not exclusively left-wing 

(Macan, 2005, p. 253). These exclusions, often substantiated by the perceived absence of a 

solitary quality, are inconsistent. Many, perhaps the majority, of progressive rock acts could 

be excluded for deficiencies in similarly minor qualities. 

Martin’s exclusion of Frank Zappa’s music is harsher. He asserts that he does not find Zappa’s 

music funny, and is not convinced of the veracity of his “ideas.”10 Problematically, Martin 

uses Frank Zappa’s state of not being a progressive rock act as a means to explicate the 

characteristics that would define a progressive rock act – as in stating that Zappa is satirical, 

thus satire has no place in progressive rock – rather than approaching it in the reverse: setting 

Zappa’s textual traits against a clear classificatory paradigm and judging the artist 

accordingly (Martin, 1998, p. 127). If Zappa is excluded because his satirical, comical themes 

and lyrics are at odds with the purportedly thoughtful and poetic bearing he attributes to 

progressive rock, why are satirical works like Jethro Tull’s Thick as a Brick, any number of ELP 

and Genesis-penned farcical songs, or the parodic humour of many Canterbury Scene bands 

acceptable in the style’s canon (Martin, 1998, pp. 212, 239-240, 270-271)? Moreover, it is 

problematic that the quality of a band’s humour, subjective as it necessarily is, should have 

bearing over their place in this definition. 

Although there are some problematic features in his accounts of progressive rock, Martin 

(1998, pp. 93, 99; see also Martin, 2002) posits two eminently useful theories of the internal 

logic of the music. Firstly, he extends upon Macan’s classically-centered definitions of the style 

with the clarification that progressive rock is a rock music, rather than a derivative of the 

avant-garde (or indeed the classical world, as Josephson implies). This point is intuitive but 

significant to this thesis’s ideas (the following chapter will examine more closely the 

relationship between avant-garde vocabularies and rock music, the synthesis of the two being 

key to a model of popular music progress). Secondly, in order to differentiate progressive rock 

from its related styles (psychedelic rock, for example) Martin posits a theory of “generous 

 

10 “Ideas” refers to music built to explore theories and concepts rather than created for its aesthetic enjoyment alone  
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synthesis”: the idea that progressive rock’s stylistic appropriations are built on integration 

rather than pastiche and that the outgrowth of popular music through these explorations is a 

natural process – this is how rock should be expected to grow (Martin, 1998, p. 41). Rock is 

“generous” in that it is a broad and somewhat eclectic medium that allows great stylistic 

variability. In being so, it uniquely (to popular music) affords the opportunity for more 

adventurous artists to experiment while still being recognizable as rock. According to Martin, 

progressive popular musicians gradually moved from the musical novelty of psychedelic rock 

towards a more integrated synthesis culminating in pre-progressive works like The Beatles’s 

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967) (Martin, 1998, pp. 21-41; Moore, 1993, p. 57; see 

also Martin, 2002). Although the second of these observations is disputable – at what precise 

point did this split occur? – it is clear that rock was the precise vessel through which a 

modernistic idealism could flourish (a view explored in this thesis’s fifth chapter). Moreover, 

it is important to note that a progressive rock music, such as that sought in this thesis, must 

still contain elements of rock lest it become something else entirely (explored in this thesis’s 

third chapter). Both of these theories have been influential to this thesis’s formulation.  

In extant definitions, progressive rock is frequently described as an artefact of English culture. 

Martin and Macan both adopt this line, the latter directing his seminal book-length study of 

progressive rock exclusively to the British origin of the style (1997). Stump traces much of the 

musical and ideological material in progressive rock to English composers like Ralph 

Vaughan Williams and Gustav Holst, but he notes that “rising above one’s station” – 

virtuosity and the conceits of greatness – is perhaps antithetical of English culture (Stump, 

1997, p. 3, 130). Macan believes that the English Anglican Church’s tradition of hymns and 

iconography is foundational to much of the progressive rock language (Macan, 1997, pp. 144, 

147; Martin, 1998, p. 13), a sentiment reinforced by Richard Sinclair of Caravan (quoted in 

Bennett, 2002). Macan also discusses how, in using harmonic, rhythmic, and melodic syntax 

which deemphasises the blues, young progressive rock artists were merely accessing their 

own European cultural heritage, rather than appropriating that of American culture (Macan, 
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1997, p. 169).11  These perspectives, alongside exemplars of the more obviously “English” 

sounding and looking bands (Genesis being a clear example), as intuitive as they may seem, 

are countered by much recent research. Chris Anderton disagrees with this proposition, 

suggesting that, in fact, progressive rock, as it is currently treated (largely synonymous with 

the “symphonic prog” substyle), is actually only one constituent of a greater European meta-

genre, equally encompassing Italian, German, French, Dutch, and other nations’ 

contemporaneous popular music inventions (Anderton, 2010). Similarly, Anderton has 

critically appraised the way Italian progressive rock is underemphasised in the music’s 

conventional canon (2009). Moreover, Covach (2000a) and Holm-Hudson (2002b, pp. 43-64) 

describe parallel stylistic and ideological popular music transformations in roughly 

contemporaneous popular musics from the USA through the work of bands like the United 

States of America, Kansas, Starcastle, Happy the Man, and Echolyn, a list to which one could 

conceivably add Frank Zappa. Finally, on a smaller geographical scale, Bennett (2002) 

contends the veracity of the Canterbury Scene’s connection to its eponymous location, 

suggesting instead that this is a more recent fan construct, and the mythology of Canterbury’s 

place in this music is just that. Classifying progressive rock through its adherence to varied 

ideas of its English culture or history, or otherwise to geographical locations, may hold some 

truth, but they remain inadequate as genre markers. 

Several scholars have focussed, instead, on the way fans construct, define, and value 

progressive rock. Ahlkvist (2011) examines the discursive struggle inherent in fans’ use of the 

term “prog”: seventies “symphonic prog” remains something of a benchmark for progressive 

devotees. Accordingly, many fans invoke the term “progressive” to imply a likeness to these 

bands while simultaneously proclaiming a want for “progressiveness” – for innovation (p. 

646). This tension between actively progressive rock and heritage (see Lena & Peterson, 2008; 

Bennett, 2009) is frequently implied, but rarely is there as clear evidence of the former as the 

latter in fan discourse. Reinforcing this issue, Dowd, Ryan, and Yun Tai (2016) examine the 

 

11 This observation is problematic since it seemingly conflates British and European culture  It was, in fact, German, Austrian, 

and Italian cultural heritages which were most clearly represented by the “symphonic prog” bands  Moreover, as Burns (20 8) 

emphasises, there is much progressive rock which demonstrates a stylistic debt to the blues, for example Jethro Tull, Colosseum, 

even much of ELP’s music  
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“consecration” of a progressive rock canon by specialised critics at the Dutch Progressive Rock 

Page.12 These critics invoke “benchmarks”– top tier acts – in their reviews, using these artists 

to locate and position other progressive rock acts. Seminal bands and bands who are held in 

especially high regard are rarely reviewed with reference to benchmarks (they may, in fact, be 

the benchmarks). However, it is exceedingly flattering for newer bands to be likened to these 

benchmarks since the genre discourse constructed by these reviewers is so reverential of this 

musical past. Relatedly, Atton (2001), explores progressive rock fanzines. A pervasive theme 

he locates is that current fans of classic progressive rock treat it as akin to a folk music. Their 

goal is ostensibly to valorise or revive this precious form through their artisanal (not 

mainstream) media, thereby recontextualising it against a new set of social, economic, and 

cultural circumstances. Furthermore, Dowd (2014) notes the heritage-derived nature of the 

line-ups and song choices in American progressive rock festivals, a setting which attributes 

value to older bands and even to newer bands doing covers – “tributes” – of older material. 

There is a common thread in this literature: progressive rock fans are principally concerned 

with perpetuating the past. Few progressive rock fans, it seems, are interested in their music 

progressing beyond this revered and mythologised golden age. 

Progressive rock fans emphasise past music, but it is interesting to note that many scholars, 

too, seem to ignore more recent incarnations of progressive rock.13 Moore (2016), offers an 

interesting exception by exploring “post-millennial prog,” namely the stylistic centrality of 

the allusions contemporary bands make to their seventies-era forebearers. Moore suggests 

that progressive rock exists on four discrete levels: as a style – “as a means of regulating 

musical decisions about what sounds to make”; as a genre – as this style is broadcast into the 

industry; as a practice – as a way for artists to self-identify as progressive rock; and as a 

repertory – as a “device for categorising individual items of music” (p. 2). Through analysis of 

the music of certain post-millennial prog bands (such as Syzygy and the Flower Kings), Moore 

concludes that this music is largely based on allusion, most of which seems to act largely as 

homage and sometimes as pastiche; however, parody does not seem to be present (p. 17). 

 

12 www dprp net 

1  Burns (20 8) and Hegarty & Halliwell (20 ), both discussed earlier, are key exceptions  
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Moore describes an earnest project undertaken by contemporary progressive rock bands: “for 

post-millennial prog, it is memory of other prog idiolects which feeds that rehearsal memory, 

rather than memory of stylistic clichés or of idiolects one wishes to avoid copying, which 

might be felt more normative for other rock musicians” (p. 19). While Moore’s argument is 

persuasive, his conclusions are contrary to those presented in this thesis. Although present-

day artists perpetuating the music of the past reinforces the parameters of the canon, thereby 

creating a recognizable musical style (or idiolect), to imitate in this way is the very opposite 

of the spirit of the earliest progressive rock and its modernistic aspirations to widen the 

popular music stylistic field. As a work of genre theory, Moore’s observations are 

incontrovertible. However, because this thesis is less interested in the progressive rock genre 

and more concerned with the function and form of popular music progress, this conclusion 

could be read in a very different manner. 

Finally, although less applicable to the present discussion, there are several studies by 

academics which examine specific bands and records, many of which are discussed 

throughout this thesis. This includes Edward Macan’s Endless Enigma: A Musical Biography of 

Emerson, Lake and Palmer (2005), a tremendously detailed musical biography of the titular band 

which includes also manifold noteworthy side discussions (intended as context to this 

detailed narrative), and a comprehensive progressive rock listener’s guide at the conclusion; 

Bill Martin’s Music of Yes: Structure and Vision in Progressive Rock (1996), a musical overview of 

Yes’s career and their place in progressive rock’s development; Kevin Holm-Hudson’s Genesis 

and The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway (2008), a multifaceted study of the influential album 

which comprehensively examines the circumstances around its release and reception; and 

also Allan F. Moore’s 33 1/3 instalment on Jethro Tull’s Aqualung (2004), which explores the 

musical, paramusical, and technological qualities of each track on the album. These analyses 

are referred to throughout this thesis.  

A counterpoint to the more conventional scholarly view of progressive rock as genre can be 

found in the literature of the New Musicology from the early nineties. This stream of literature 

generally posits that progressive rock was definitively diverse, that its very plurality was its 

shared quality against a backdrop of forms whose qualities were much better defined. Richard 

Middleton ponders the significance of a music so varied: 
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By the mid-1960s rock as a whole was hardly monolithic; but progressive rock was 

a particularly heterogeneous genre (compared to, say, rock ‘n’ roll, which is fairly 

tightly defined). Is progressive rock, then, a single phenomenon at all? If so, what 

makes it such? Is the variety itself significant? (Middleton, 1990, p. 28)  

Middleton’s query embodies a small contingent of academic thought on progressive popular 

music styles (see also Sheinbaum, 2002; Cotner, 2002), one that is less interested in a common 

form or set of rules and which focussed instead on the manifest variety and heterogeneity of 

the music, the reason that this heterogeneity came to be, and the relationship between socio-

cultural cause and practical (musical) effect. Moore explains that “the stance that unifies this 

historical moment [of late-sixties progressive rock] is reconciliatory” (Moore, 1993, p. 59). He 

explains this moment (the birth of the terminology, “rock,” which he dates to around 1967) as 

one where popular music approached a new degree of creative possibility through the process 

of building upon a clearly-defined popular music past with the endless possibilities of an open 

and self-consciously broad popular music future. Frith complementarily discusses a shift from 

listening to music to appreciating art: the products of a mounting socio-culturally-inspired 

discourse of freedom and self-expression in popular music artists (1983, p. 74). Novel musics 

were less allowed than expected, and popular music was pushed beyond its normative markers 

within this state. Deena Weinstein, a music sociologist, summarises this perspective: 

[Progressive rock’s] defining feature is not a set of concrete sonic elements, such as 

particular rhythms or instrumentation. Instead, progressive rock is distinguished by 

a conceptual trope: the appropriation of non–popular musical forms (Weinstein, 

2002). 

The motivation for this change was multifarious (and is explored exhaustively in Chapter 5), 

but arguably the central catalyst was the increasing prominence of Countercultural politics, a 

force that, through their esoteric and enigmatic proclivities (see Willis, 1978), influenced a 

musical form self-consciously averse to stylistic indicators: if it perpetuated the past, it was 

deficient. Musicians holding this perspective portrayed themselves as in opposition to the 

status quo, especially vying against the state of the pop song as a commodity. As Wicke 

outlines, this was a music that “distinguished itself by virtue of its artistic and political 

ambitions from the purely commercial products of the music market” (Wicke, 1990, pp. 92-3).  
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Sheila Whiteley too, in The Space Between the Notes, uses this outlook to differentiate her 

conception of progressive rock from its surrounding musics: “progressive rock was… the 

major communicative organ of the counter-culture” (Whiteley, 2003, p. 2). Whiteley’s take 

aligns more closely with the manner in which “progressive” was used by the press of the late-

sixties and early-seventies encompassing what would now conventionally be called 

“psychedelic” (see also Chapter 5). In this way its varied forms can be seen as an outcome of 

the eclecticism and equivocality of the Countercultural taste, one disinterested in “objective 

content” and one wherein “everyday life had become a kind of art” (Willis, 1978, p. 134). When 

viewed through this lens, progressive rock’s stylistic fluidity is an unsurprising result. 

However, this theory does lock the outcomes of this music to their Countercultural moment, 

unable to be contemporised. Whiteley would follow up on the thesis of this book (originally 

printed 1992) a decade later (after much of the definitive literature on progressive rock had 

appeared), suggesting that “musical analysis of [progressive rock] is an underdeveloped field 

of study, including only an identification of musical characteristics” (Whiteley, 2000, p. 37). 

While many scholars have commented on social, cultural, and political tenets of progressive 

rock, it is hard to deny that these features are deemphasized in this literature compared to its 

musical and paramusical texts. 

 
Rethinking progressive rock 
 

There are several scholarly studies which are particularly critical of the way the progressive 

rock style or genre is demarcated. Progressive Rock Reconsidered (2002), is a scholarly collection, 

edited by Kevin Holm-Hudson, which is diverse by its nature. Chapters in this book span 

numerous methods and analytical paradigms (from formal musical analysis, to religious 

studies, to gender studies, and more), and also stretch conventional definitions of progressive 

rock to include styles like math rock and the Dadaist psychedelic rock of (the band) the United 

States of America. Perhaps the overarching theme is one of decanonisation: Holm-Hudson 

suggests that the chapters seek to “[transcend] common stereotypes of the genre (p. 1), and 

some directly handle progressiveness itself (Cotner, 2002; Robinson, 2002; Holm-Hudson, 

2002c). Some of these analyses prove to be directly relevant to discussions throughout this 

thesis, namely Karl’s analysis of King Crimson’s “Larks’ Tongues in Aspic” and von der 
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Horst’s analysis of Yes’s “Close to the Edge,” both suggesting novel compulsions behind their 

respective artist’s creative project which are teased out further within this thesis’s analysis 

(Karl, 2002; von der Horst, 2002). Progressive Rock Reconsidered is critical of practically all 

commonly attributed qualities of progressive rock: its sound, its time and place, its history, 

and the thrust of so many uniquely positioned studies present a compelling critique of this 

canon taken together.    

Sean Albiez (2003) critically considers the dominant narrative of progressive rock being 

violently dethroned by punk in the late-seventies. Its focus is John Lydon who declared a loud 

and recurrent loathing for progressive rock bands like Pink Floyd.14 However, in spite of 

bearing an identity largely constructed around this distance – one which would become 

somewhat de facto of punk and progressive rock in general, Lydon shared many qualities with 

progressive rock artists. Some such qualities contradict the conventionally imposed 

punk/prog dialectic, namely Lydon’s art school sensibility, his view to the utopian potentials 

of musical expression, and his individualistic artistic attitude. Albiez implies that the distance 

between Lydon’s music and progressive rock, especially Lydon’s later Public Image Ltd., is 

less clear-cut than it is often presented to be, an important sentiment explored further in this 

thesis’s seventh chapter. This nearness between postpunk music and the sensibilities of 

progressive rock is explored also by Reynolds (2006), who suggests an exploratory and 

innovative trajectory from the likes of Public Image Ltd. to the present. 

Melançon and Carpenter (2015) appraise progressive rock through Adorno’s model of 

progressiveness, asking whether key progressive rock songs can actually fulfil Adorno’s 

standards. Adorno famously saw the popular music form (and popular media more 

generally) as in opposition to progressiveness. He saw it, instead, as one side of a persistent – 

though unseen – conflict: the industry dominates the tastes of the public at large through 

media saturation and so it deprives the public of the possibility of welcoming more difficult 

formulations of art which could progress the medium (see Adorno & Horkheimer, 1997). 

Melançon and Carpenter’s thesis is that the works analysed – Yes’s “Roundabout” and Pink 

 

14 Although he famously expressed a like for Van der Graaf Generator and Hawkwind, amongst others  
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Floyd’s career progression – embody, respectively, two important features of Adorno’s 

modernism. “Roundabout” is argued to bear much of the same vision which Adorno sought 

in his “serious music” in that it apparently requires structured listening and eschews mass 

consumerism (p. 138). Melançon and Carpenter suggest that Pink Floyd’s career demonstrates 

a kind of political progressivity, remaining current even as their fame rose and their musical 

surroundings and socio-cultural circumstances changed, and even reformulating their 

outlook in the face of such change. This latter point is especially problematic being that Pink 

Floyd were a tremendously high-selling band on a major label. Although they arguably 

embedded subversive political qualities into their work, they embody the very passivity-

inducing capitalist mechanism which Adorno so criticised. A similar point could also be made 

for “Roundabout” being that it was a single destined for the pop charts (in spite of being, in 

its construction, a subversion of pop norms, explored in Chapter 6). Regardless, Melançon 

and Carpenter’s is a highly specific but nonetheless compelling view of what rock progress 

could entail. 

Another important view to popular music progressiveness belongs to Chris Cutler, formerly 

the percussionist of Rock in Opposition15 band Henry Cow. Cutler’s account of Henry Cow’s 

creative process and vision in the late-seventies seems a clear embodiment of an artistically 

progressive popular music as this thesis defines it (Cutler, 1985, pp. 154-6). But Cutler’s 

investment in progress is deeper than his artistic explorations. In File Under Popular (1985) 

Cutler critically appraises several views of progressiveness in popular music which occupy 

two important concepts: their avant-garde sensibility, and a more politically-founded view to 

subversiveness: to “combat the imperialised status of European youth culture” (p. 158). Cutler 

offers a definition for his employment of the term “progressive music”: 

...that which develops one or both of the two main pillars of Rock music, i) the new 

means of production, namely electric and electronic instruments, including the 

 

15 Rock in Opposition (RIO) was an experimental and politically suffused late seventies musical movement and collective led by 

Henry Cow  Although stylistically diverse, RIO bands were aligned by an avant garde sensibility, a resistance to traditional 

means of commercial music production and promotion, and, at least in large part, their left wing politics (Piekut, 20 9, pp  368

9; Cutler, 985, pp  57 8)  Besides Henry Cow, the initial collective included Stormy Six, Univers Zero, and Samla Mammas 

Manna  
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recording studio; ii) the folk aspects of music making which Rock is reforging: 

collective work in the group, the unification of composition and performance, 

expressive improvisation, direct communication with listeners. I also include 

mention of what I would call directly political advances: the seizing of control over 

not only the musical content but also over production and distribution (p. 171). 

Cutler’s assertion is framed around aesthetic and (predominantly) political discussions, the 

latter embodying his largest gripe with conventionally defined progressive rock. The aesthetic 

reasoning is somewhat general and is not evidenced by musical analysis. The political, on the 

other hand, is more compelling. Like this thesis, Cutler is interested in tracing a “progressive 

thread” in popular music (p. 197), but in Cutler’s politically-framed view to this thread is 

distanced from the primarily artistic/musical one sought in this thesis. Nonetheless, Cutler’s 

is amongst the most strongly developed and persuasive framings of popular music 

progressiveness in the progressive rock literature. Interestingly, Cutler asserts that the 

transition from late-sixties psychedelic rock to the classic progressive rock period embodied 

a decline in progressiveness (p. 186-7), a conclusion aligned with that of this thesis (see 

Chapter 5). 

Perhaps most relevant to this thesis’s discussion is the eponymous question in Simon Frith’s 

“Can Music Progress?: Reflections on the History of Popular Music” (2007). Frith notes five 

dominant discourses throughout popular music history through which this question can be 

situated: industry, musicological, sociological, historical, and with respect to art history. These 

avenues are addressed in turn. The music industry does not progress since new technologies 

are often as imperfect as their predecessors; popular music is difficult to see as progressive 

sociologically since it is decreasingly linked to place and culture and increasingly timeless – 

in other words “the ‘authentic’ describes a musical form before ‘progress’ happens to it” (p. 

254); popular music history is often written in terms of declines rather than advancements, 

and even great artists are seen as inferior to their golden age works; and in terms of the 

musicological dimension, the moment a style is fully adopted by artists and media it is said 

to be in a qualitative decline – the natural splits and convergences of musical styles are seen 

less as moving towards something greater than as an inevitable cycle of “birth/life/death” (p. 

252). With respect to art history, Frith observes that popular music, unlike the classical canon, 
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has never instituted a dialectic of tradition/innovation – instead there is an emphasis on 

essence and a conservative view to its maintenance (p. 255). This discourse seems to align well 

with this thesis: rather than viewing a progressive rock music as limited to its sociological 

boundaries, its musicological requirements, or even the industry pressures which motivated 

its rise and crystallisation, it should be considered within the wider ambit of progress in art 

history. Even if popular music does not intrinsically valorise such a quality, does it exist 

within some artists’ careers? It is the intention of this thesis to identify such a dialectic as it 

exists in popular music, whether in nominally progressive rock or otherwise. 

 
Conclusion 
 

This literature review has surveyed the varied ways that progressive is situated in rock and 

popular music discourse. The greatest portion of this literature concerns progressive rock as 

a genre. This is a wide-ranging literature encompassing primarily musicological discussion 

but spanning also the social, cultural, historical, and even political dimensions of the music, 

and is overwhelmingly concerned with classic progressive rock from the late-sixties to late-

seventies. Common throughout this literature is the implication that progressive rock is a 

music of ideas: one linked to individualistic expressivity and modernistic artistic development. 

This is typically tied to there being a progressive element underlining this music: progressive 

rock is, or was at some point, progressive. This implication, whether justified or not, is little 

substantiated, and this progressive quality is rarely explored in detail. In fact (as discussed on 

page 25), many fans and journalists appraise contemporary progressive rock by way of its 

likeness to classic bands. Moreover, the adventurous nature one would expect of an 

artistically progressive work would seem at odds with much scholarly discussion where strict, 

exclusive stylistic markers are obstinately emphasised. It seems that whether progressive rock 

is actually progressive or not, few fans, pundits, and scholars have much interest in the 

meaningfulness of the term “progressive” itself, a concept meticulously deliberated in fields 

like philosophy, literary theory, and art history. 

While progressive rock is a frequently analysed popular music, the meaning of popular music 

progress itself remains underexplored. This thesis intends foremost to explore artistic 

progressiveness, situating the unique context of popular music within historical discourses of 
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artistic progress. The thesis will then turn to the progressive rock canon, using this model as 

a means to explore the progressiveness of the music itself. The following chapter is dedicated 

to the development of this framework of artistic progress, and to situating this model in 

popular music. 
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3. DEFINING POPULAR MUSIC PROGRESSIVENESS  
 

Progress is an idea which has received little critical consideration in popular music discourse. 

Although employed in various disciplinary and discursive contexts, attributions of 

“progressiveness” (beyond its specific use as a genre marker) are often taken to be self-evident, 

in spite of the fact that the idea of progress is a complicated, contentious, and long-ranging 

discussion in art history discourse. This chapter is intended to formulate a more thorough 

model for the identification of this quality based on two significant treatise of progress. The 

first is Hegel’s dialectical theory, a means of describing how a progressive course is set by a 

continual sequence of negation, synthesis, and further negation, thereby maintaining a 

consistent instability. The second is the ideology of modernism and the visionary outlook with 

which modernist artists infused their provocative works. The former is a tangible model with 

which observations in the analytical subject can be made, for example, noting an artistic device 

appropriated from a distant vocabulary which styles itself as a negation of a normative quality. 

The latter presents an idealism which compels such innovative practice. These two 

dimensions will then be contextualised within the history of popular music, a form which was 

historically treated as a commodity, not an art form, and was therefore taken to be antithetical 

of progress by the likes of Theodor Adorno.  

Such a model of artistic progressiveness is important. To question whether a music is or is not 

artistically progressive requires more than a “common-sense” invocation of the term. Because 

this thesis is explicitly geared towards identifying progress, this quality needs to be 

dependably sought: what attributes designate a work as progressive? Where is the line drawn 

between progressive and non-progressive works? This model will be foundational in this 

thesis’ analyses. 

 
The idea of progress  
 

In generic terms, progress means to move towards a superior state, to “[develop] towards an 

improved or more advanced condition” (“Progress,” 2019). As Nisbet (1980, pp. 4-5) 

summarises: “the idea of progress states that mankind has advanced in the past… is now 

advancing, and will continue to advance through the foreseeable future.” It is a proposition 
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determined unambiguously: “advance from the inferior to the superior must seem as real and 

certain as anything in the laws of nature” (p. 5). As such, progress is self-aware and self-

referential, “a synthesis of the past and a prophecy of the future” (Bury, 1920, p. 7a). The 

historical idea of progress refers generally to the human condition and the directions of our 

society and culture. It has become synonymous with liberty, freedom, and democracy. It is 

connotated with egalitarian values like equality, tolerance, and inclusiveness (p. 5b). 

Progress as a linear trajectory is a relatively recent idea. The ancient Athenians, for example, 

treated progress as cyclical (Meek Lange, 2011). Plato’s view of the world, and one seemingly 

typical of his time, was one wherein perfection was followed by entropy, a concertina of 

progress and regression (Bury, 1920, pp. 9b-10a; Nisbet, 1980, p. 18). It was in early Christian 

theology that “progress” came to mean a singular trajectory. St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430 

C.E.) saw the Athenian’s historical continuum as inconsistent with the momentousness of the 

crucifixion and resurrection, and so posited, instead, a linear trajectory for humanity with 

clear directives and goals based on Christian dogma and a final optimal conclusion, heaven 

(Meek Lange, 2011; Bury, 1920, p. 28b). 

It was during the Enlightenment of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, that the 

potential of the idea of progress, as it is understood now, was set. Rapid advancements in 

science and mathematics (for example, Newton’s Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica, 

building upon the works of Copernicus, Galileo, and Kepler), and discovery (The Age of 

Exploration) imbued in public thought an optimistic view of the world and the potentials in 

human inquiry and discovery. In this condition the potential of the individual was 

foregrounded. German philosopher Immanuel Kant famously differentiated Enlightenment 

from “self-incurred immaturity,” asserting that it is cowardice, not a privation of 

understanding or faculty, that supresses human potential from the state of Enlightenment and 

progress (Kant, 1996). He saw this cowardice as propagated and maintained by convention 

and conservatism, gratuitous acts of authority, and most specifically, religion, conditions that 

must be challenged for individuals to reach their full state of freedom (Rohlf, 2016). Kant’s 

depiction of progress is founded in historicity: the advent and growth of civil and religious 

liberty represented clear moral advancements, and these, in turn, supposed an ideal condition 

towards which progress courses (Bury, 1920, 118a).  
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Hegel’s dialectical theory and aesthetics 
 

G. W. F. Hegel was an avid student of Kant’s work, and, subsequent to Kant, a central figure 

in the German Idealist tradition during the transition between the Enlightenment and the 

Early Modern period. He wrote his most famous treaties, 1807’s The Phenomenology of Spirit, 

1812’s Science of Logic, and 1817’s Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences, at the onset of the 

nineteenth century against the backdrop of the Industrial Revolution and its opposition, 

Romanticism, a movement that Hegel championed. Hegel’s oeuvre is disciplinarily vast, 

encompassing logic, political philosophy, philosophy of history, aesthetics, ontology, and 

epistemology, acting centrally, alongside Kant, to reconstruct metaphysics in the wake of the 

empiricist/rationalist division that dominated Enlightenment philosophy (Bristow, 2011; see 

also Vanzo, 2013). Central to his work, and highly influential over future scholars like Marx 

and Engels, and the Frankfurt School, is the dialectic. Hegel understood the dialectic as a 

deliberation on opposed forces that, in their tension, induce a trajectory towards improvement 

(often referred to as sublation or overcoming/aufgehoben) within a system (Simon, 2001, p. 626). 

It is often described within the triad of thesis, antithesis, and subsequent synthesis, although 

this terminology actually belongs to Hegel’s contemporary, Johann Fichte. 

Hegel’s dialectics build upon a concept that spans much of the history of Western philosophy. 

Plato, whom Hegel credits as the idea’s originator, conceptualised dialectics as a method of 

debate: a mode of rhetorical refinement wherein a series of arguments and counterarguments 

would linearly (and inevitably) progress towards a more sophisticated view or position 

(Evans, 2010 pp. 65-84; Maybee, 2016). Conversely, Kant, whom Hegel credits with 

revitalising the device during the Enlightenment, invoked the dialectic to describe antinomies, 

“mathematical” and “dynamical” states which existed in contradiction to one another but 

appeared equally true, like “there must be a first beginning to the world in time and… there 

cannot be” (Kant, 1998, pp. 16-17). In the face of such inescapable but undeniable conflict, Kant 

declared a “Copernican revolution” in ontology in the late eighteenth century: knowledge 

does not revolve around what the world is like, but rather it revolves around what we are like 

(Maybee, 2016, para. 56). Our knowledge is fundamentally grounded in our intersubjective 

experience, while the essence of the world – the chaotic dialectics of nature that supersede our 
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faculties – must necessarily remain obscured by this “logic of illusion” (Kant, 1998, p. 384). 

Hegel largely agreed with Kant’s philosophy, but he offered an essential amendment: the 

same rationality that vitalises our intersubjective experience exists in the world. This rationality 

endures, according to Hegel, within the very mechanism that Kant deigned inscrutable: the 

dialectical underpinnings of reality, what Hegel called “[reality’s] self-moving soul, the 

principal of all natural and spiritual life” (Hegel, 2010, p. 35). Hegel saw reality as messy, 

changing, transient; later states within this cycle sublate earlier states, the synthesis of past 

tensions. But because of their dialectical relationships with these tensions, and through their 

common history of dialectical refinement, they remain consistent (Hegel, 1873, p. 68; Maybee, 

2016).  

Hegel saw these dialectics as omnipresent. The common thread in vast and diverse systems, 

and “the moving soul of scientific progression” (Hegel, 1873, p. 67). They could be observed 

in science, history, politics, and nature, and in all cases this dialectical process lucidly 

delineates not just progress, but the mechanisms behind its course (pp. 67-69). Interestingly, 

Hegel did see a conclusion to this route in an eventual stasis of Geist16 where reality rests in a 

perfect system of unity (see Simon, 2001, p. 626), a view clearly at odds with the later outlook 

of modernity.  

In all respects, then, this was a doctrine of progress. Its mechanism – negation, and its 

interlocutor, reciprocative negation – perpetuate a system that is intrinsically unstable, 

resulting in a cyclical state of fluctuating dominance and acquiescence. The synthesis 

subsequently becomes, itself, the thesis, and is readily challenged again by a new antithesis. 

In this way, the conflict does not occur on a single plane. Instead, as the tension wages its 

points expand rather than repetitiously circle, building on their past syntheses and evolving 

as their internal wisdoms collide. The conflict consequently moves irrevocably towards a new 

dimension. The propellant, the dialectic, drives the form ever upwards. It is Hegel’s engine of 

progress.  

 

16 Often translated imperfectly as “spirit” or “mind,” but perhaps more accurately, “self conscious life” (Houlgate, 20 6, para  

0)  
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Figure 1. The Hegelian dialectic (with Fichte’s triad) 

 

 

 

 

 

Hegel’s aesthetics follow from his dialectical models of politics, history, and metaphysics, but 

rather than his dialectical system itself encompassing art, art is treated as an auxiliary of the 

path of progress. Art’s greatness is contingent upon its propensity for personal and societal 

improvement. Like Kant’s philosophy, Hegel views art through a lens intrinsically connected 

to humanity and its virtues. It is concomitant to the ontological implications he ascribes to 

self-realisation: “life itself becomes more explicitly rational and self-determining when it 

becomes conscious and self-conscious” (Houlgate, 2016, para. 15). Hegel viewed these more 

advanced states of humanity, the product of the progressively reengaged dialectic of human 

history and present, as necessary for the realization of ultimate rationality and freedom, the 

advancement of Geist. Only humans have this capacity for reason and its pursuit represents 

humanity’s highest virtue. And so, according to Hegel, the expression of self-determination 

is also the apex of art. The best art was individualistic, autonomous, and heroic. It should not 

exist for its own sake, nor should it exist to represent the world (mimesis), to promote a political 

message, or to valorize religion. Rather, it should be an apparatus through which freedom 

and humanity is conveyed unobstructed (Houlgate, 2016, para. 19).  

Hegel’s view of art would share few similarities with the aesthetics of modernity. He lionized 

Classical and Romantic art and asserted that the most effective of art (that is, art which 

conveyed freedom and liberty) must involve humanistic or divine imagery to achieve this 

purpose and be therefore recognized as beautiful – perspectives which would render his 

aesthetics all but obsolete to the modernists (Simon, 2001, pp. 628-629; Houlgate, 2016). 

Adorno, a student of Hegel’s philosophy, would go so far as to suggest that Hegel (and Kant) 

“were the last [philosophers] who… were able to write major aesthetics without 
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understanding anything about art” (Adorno, 1997, p. 334). Hegel’s dialectical method 

represented a cogent model for the course of progress and its measurement in society, 

philosophy, science, and nature. But it is through the work of his successors that Hegel’s 

dialectics would be resituated to critical discourse on art. 

 
Modernism: The ideology of progress 
 

Synonymous with the contemporary notion of progress is the project of modernity whose 

roots lie in the Enlightenment and the outcomes of its rational and secular ideals (Foster, 1983, 

p. ix, x). Lyotard (2001) defines modernism generically as “constant change in the pursuit of 

progress.” This pursuit catalysed a myriad of distinctive approaches to artistic expression 

under the broad banner of “modern art.” This catchall encompasses the art of the “Early,” 

“Classical,” and “Late” modernist expression, from the Romanticism of the early nineteenth 

century, through early twentieth-century movements like Dada and Abstract art, through to 

post-World War 2 movements like Expressionism, Surrealism, Constructivism, and more. 

Central to these vastly divergent movements was the eschewal of tradition, supplanted with 

a predilection for drastic experimentation pursuing new potent courses of expressivity. These 

were dynamic forms self-consciously exploring the limitations of their own means of 

communication and attempting to undermine any semblance of conventionalisation. 

The fragmentation of creative theory and practice occurred likewise in classical music where 

modernist composers and musical movements forcefully negated different facets of 

contemporaneous musical convention. This resulted in movements like Impressionism and 

its esteem of atmosphere, colour, mood, and place above form and structure; and 

Hyperrealism and its mimetic caricature and subversion of the familiar. The apotheosis of this 

discourse of progress, at least according to Adorno (1992, pp. 201-224), was in the forms of 

Expressionism and Serialism, namely the innovations of the Second Viennese School. This 

music, that of Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, and their subsidiaries, progressed via its critique 

and circumvention of tonal syntax, exchanging a time-honoured system of tonal organisation 

with one entirely new. The organ remained – the voices of the orchestra – but its language 

was transformed wholly.  
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A key modernist aspiration is purity of expression. One engaging with modernist aesthetics 

was aware of his or her engagement with past or even concomitant formal values. Their 

pursuit of progress was self-conscious, and repetition was avoided at all cost. If art was to 

advance it needed to remain mobile. Its limitations and boundaries had to perpetually remain 

in a state of flux, moving outwards ceaselessly. Progress, insofar as modernist discourse is 

concerned, can be defined as an artistic impulse endeavouring relentlessly towards the 

transcendent and negating the normative (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1997, pp. 130-31). 

Moreover, modernism values autonomy and artistic sovereignty (Habermas, 2001, pp. 1754-

55), and its currency is dominated by discourses of conceptual purity (Hyussen, 1986, p. vii).  

Modernity’s progress is thus dialectical, even if its dialecticism is disguised behind the 

apparent binary, invention and reinvention. Modernist negation is the sublation of the 

familiar (the thesis), and the alien (its antithesis). The constant push towards shocking and 

ground-breaking praxis is not, itself, the course of progress, rather this course is traced 

through the means with which this momentary synthesis continually engages and re-engages 

with its own parameters in order to supersede them. The sublation of the moment is 

constantly usurped by a new means of expression and the chameleonic nature of its form 

becomes, itself, the trajectory of this art. This is why the idea of a “Grand Narrative” of 

modernist progression – progress being the singular move from a less advanced state to a 

more advanced state – is consistent with a multitude of divergent artistic models, and why 

myriad forms of art can be simultaneously and equivalently progressive in spite of their 

varied characteristics. Modernist progress is deontological: adherence to its tenets matter 

interminably more than the consequences of such adherence.  

Despite its greater concordance with Hegel’s dialectical model of progress, there is a great 

aesthetic distance between the two. Modernist theorists centralise art within its own discourse 

rather than justifying art as the outcome of an external process (for example, the advancement 

of society and culture, as Hegel would have it). In the aesthetics of modernists like Adorno, 

art is both a lens through which society can be analysed17 (as it was for Hegel), and a text with 

 

17 Especially in his polemic of the “culture industry” and the passivity it engenders in the public (Adorno & Horkheimer, 997)  
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profound power in its own right. Classical ideals of beauty and expressivity, traits that 

ostensibly engender passivity in requiring little from the art’s receiver since they are 

contingent on the history of artistic convention, are supplanted in discourses of artistic quality 

with art that stimulates, challenges, and reframes. This incendiary art might seem ugly or 

confronting or distasteful, but it is exactly because of its challenge to its receiver that its 

comprehension is a worthy endeavour. To Critical Theorists like Adorno, recapitulations of 

pre-modern art represented little more than decoration. It was only in a process of radical 

upheaval that art’s expressivity could be returned (see Adorno & Horkheimer, 1997, pp. 120-

68). Radical experimentation was necessary to realign art with its potential for expression and 

influence. 

 
How popular music artistically progresses 
 

Where can one fit popular music into this vast and complicated discourse? For much of its 

lifespan, popular music has been refused the status of art (see Shuker, 2001). Although treating 

it as such today is somewhat uncontroversial, this is a representation which seldom, if ever, 

appeared prior to the 1960s (see Bennett, 2009, pp. 475-6). Throughout the early to mid-

twentieth-century popular music was synonymous with its industry, with commodity and 

stylistic conservatism. The perennial notion of the bland, universal, well-made song defined 

through the “song factories” of Tin Pan Alley (see Shephard, 1982) was crystallised rapidly in 

the twenties when the music industry’s delivery medium transitioned from sheet music to 

records and consumer phonographs (Whitcomb, 2013, p. 1851). Frith (1983) describes the 

popular music of the 1920s-1950s as an inoffensive, homologous form meant to “transcend 

the differences between [its] listeners” and meant to be sufficiently cheery, uplifting, and 

devoid of risk or edge so as to “fit into the domestic round” (p. 32). Middleton (1990) depicts 

this as a musical style in which “‘hotter’ and radical elements [were] squeezed out” (pp. 14-

15). This popular music’s qualities as a mass media – its “low art” aspirations, its commodity 

character, and its stylistic conservatism – would seem to situate it as no less than antithetical 

to modernistic artistic value and its implied currency of dynamic and perpetual progression 

(Huyssen, 1986). Middleton (1990) describes two binaries, art versus industry or progress 

versus conservatism, as always engaged in a “symbiotic struggle” (p. 14); two opposites that 
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exist, or are identified, at least in part, by reference to their other (see also Huyssen, 1986, pp. 

vii-xii). 

Theodor Adorno considered popular music a “negative dialectic,” one engaged in a dialectical 

relationship with the culture industry that ultimately synthesised to form a stagnant trajectory 

devoid of the transcendent spirit inherent in progressive art (Adorno, 1973). This update of 

Hegel’s model changed the characterisation of dialectical progress by suggesting that the 

synthesis does not inherently embody a moment of sublation but can rather be negative in its 

bearing: in capitulating to a commodity uniformity and being broadcast so ubiquitously it can 

have a tremendous effect on the masses’ ability to appreciate genuinely challenging (and thus 

superior, insofar as this modernist judgement is concerned) art. 18  Its purpose and its 

constitution is problematic enough that the subtleties his polemic neglects have been argued 

to be relatively unimportant by Adornoian scholars (see Dineen, 2011, pp. 29-57). The 

common rebuttals to Adorno’s polemic are that it does not appreciate the diversity of popular 

music and that its simplifications fall apart under scrutiny (for example, see Gracyk, 1992).  

Negative or otherwise, there are internal dialectical processes at play in the artistic 

constitution of all popular music, and it is the differences in these processes song to song 

which are key to identifying and differentiating its progressiveness. These logics of popular 

musical development can be loosely demarcated into three interrelated categories. These are 

not intended as definitive subsets of popular music but rather as a descriptive means of 

differentiating the musics explored in this thesis.  

The first can be called the “closed system.” This classification describes a 

style/genre/movement which rigidly maintains its forms and characteristics as it subtly 

transitions within given constraints. The music in this system shifts dialectically within a 

 

18 This point, outlined in essays like “The culture industry  Enlightenment as mass deception,” is that the dominance of the culture 

industry suffuses the lives of all so significantly that it effectively removes the possibility of people having their own tastes and 

interests (Adorno & Horkheimer, 997)   
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predetermined set of intensional19 traits with clearly defined margins and the totality of the 

music, even in the face of stylistic fluctuations, is kept strictly within these margins. This 

system is most clearly embodied by commodity musics like Tin Pan Alley, Motown, or some 

producers/songwriters/performers of contemporary pop music (for example, Max Martin and 

his many commercially-successful collaborators: Britney Spears, the Backstreet Boys, and so 

forth). The dialecticism of this system is based on capricious trends which are ultimately 

limited in scope. The current state of normalcy in any of these styles may be supplanted by a 

notable hit song with a tempo, vocal inflection, structural element, production element, or 

anything else that is marginally different but still within the predetermined acceptable 

parameters of the musical style. The approach that other artists in the style adhere to then 

takes influence from this hit or standout song (synthesis), and the style broadly follows the 

course of this (commercial) success. In effect, the music is likely to bounce back and forth 

between the extremes of its parameters, hence the designation “closed.” This music does not 

reach beyond itself, and exceptions to this rule represent, instead, a momentary engagement 

with the second system, explored hence. In this system, the intended outcome of the music 

would usually seem to be commercial (sticking with a formula that “works” as commercial 

pop songwriters are wont to do), but could conceivably include heritage musics too, those 

perpetuating or recreating a past style.20 Lena and Peterson’s “Traditionalist” genre category 

represents a designation of the latter (2008), in this case the music has no motivation to 

advance since its replication of past styles is its principle currency. 

The second can be called the “momentarily progressive system.” This system describes the 

moment that a genre branches into a subgenre, or else transforms in a significant way. In this 

case the dialectic is constituted of the closed dialectical system (which acts as its thesis), and a 

conflicting musical trait or set of traits (its antithesis) which spurs a new synthesised trajectory. 

 

19 To define something in an intensional manner is to outline necessary and sufficient conditions and test the subject’s embodiment 

of those conditions  This is opposed to extensional categorisation where all of the representatives of the class/definition/quality 

are listed    

20 Blues purism exemplifies such a pursuit, but this also covers some of the fan/pundit/artist views extolled towards classic 

progressive rock explored in the previous chapter, namely the way progressive rock since the late 960s has largely perpetuated 

the sonics of the style’s past  
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Once the change is instituted (and the subgenre canonised), the subgenre rescinds again into 

a closed system, but one with a new set of rules: a synthesis of the old closed system (perhaps 

excluding certain traits lost in the synthesis) and the introduced system. From this point its 

course continues in the same manner as the previously described closed system: it sequences, 

by way of trends, through its extremities, but these extremities remain important since they 

are connected to a value discourse of authenticity by way of association with its foundational 

styles. An example of this system could be the subgenre thrash metal (exemplified by bands 

like Slayer or Metallica throughout the eighties) which married the dominant musical 

characteristics and cultural coding of heavy metal (thesis) with the speed and intensity of 

punk (antithesis) to create its own closed system of praxis, dynamic in a dialectical sense in 

its extremities and stylistic potential and fundamentally linked to the same line (and value 

discourse) of metal. Despite this subgenre forming in the early-eighties it remains largely 

unchanged since. Once these systems are set, they too become closed with further subgenres 

branching and encompassing their own directions and rules. 

The third classification can be called the “continuously progressive system.” This 

classification describes musical genres, scenes, or styles that continuously synthesise with new 

forms outside of the ambit of their conventional vocabulary. Unlike the momentarily 

progressive system, this system engages constantly and self-consciously with outside musical 

and paramusical ideas. And as in modernist art, its ensuing form is varied and provocative, 

thus eschewing traditional popular music value discourses, especially stylistic authenticity, 

which are subverted by the continuously fluctuating form. Perhaps the definitive example of 

this system was the radical transformations in mid-sixties popular music, catalysed by the 

Beatles, the Beach Boys, and others, where the centrality of the professional record industry 

was subverted by young artists writing and producing their own music to match their own 

artistic proclivities (see Harron, 1990). The rapid uptake of this democratised and artistically-

centred idea of popular music resulted in an abrupt widening of its vocabulary and these 

innovations were justified discursively with definitively anti-commercial and individualistic 

rhetoric. Hegel’s arrow of progress is driven by syntheses destabilised perpetually by new 

antitheses. Likewise, in this musical period the thesis of the pop song was subjected to broad 
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and varied outside influences and kept in a state of stylistic mobility. This example is 

expanded upon extensively in this thesis’s fifth chapter. 

These systems should not be seen as mutually exclusive. Most trajectories of popular music 

encompass multiple, perhaps even all, of these categories at different points in their lifecycle. 

Rather than treating them as synonymous with the styles they best represent, it is informative 

to treat them dynamically. They are less a way of characterising a given musical style than 

they are a way of demonstrating that there are multiple catalysts, objectives, and events by 

which popular music is motivated to develop and change.  

Central to this thesis – and indeed the purpose of demarcating these three categories – is the 

differentiation between the momentarily and continuously progressive classes. If the former 

is accepted as a statement of artistic progress then literally every work of popular music that 

is even marginally and temporarily negatory of convention could be seen as equivalently 

progressive. Although this second system could be seen to fit the dialectical model of progress 

– it is, after all, a transient sublation of conventional form – it does not maintain the continuous 

self-conscious push central to the ideology of modernism but rather rescinds into inertia after 

its progressive moment. It is common to find, in all musical styles, ephemeral instances that 

could be called progressive in a dialectical sense. Conversely, it is exceedingly rare to locate 

artists and scenes which maintain both a sense of stylistic tension in a Hegelian manner 

wherein there is constant mobility between custom and innovation, and which define 

themselves through reinvention in a modernistic pursuit. It is the synthesis of these two 

qualities which embodies the progressiveness sought in this thesis. In this way, such artists 

do not just challenge their surroundings, but should also challenge the artistic vocabulary 

which has defined their career before this point.  

So “progress” in popular music can be envisaged as a dialectical process maintaining tension 

between its binaries. The thesis of this dialectic is the vocabulary of rock and the antithesis is 

a hitherto alien vocabulary resting beyond the conventional scope of rock. For popular music 

to be progressive necessitates the continual collision of these forms and the unique tension in 

which such a synthesis endures. Because its existence is contingent on the constancy of this 

tension, stasis looms at every step, and these two qualities must be commensurate and 

consistently engaged. Once one falters – if the work aligns with normalcy in the foremost or 
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else abandons it entirely for a truly detached avant-garde – the interaction is broken and the 

work inclines inexorably towards either binary: unchallenging, conventional, and 

conservative; or unrecognisable as popular music whatsoever. This falter need not be 

dramatic. Any repetition, even of a trait that may have been innovative recently, unbalances 

the tension and challenges its sublative trajectory. This would preclude any instance of genre 

formalisation: once a trait has become codified in a musical system it ceases to engage the 

avant-garde axis. Even if innovative and negatory in its seminal manifestation, its progressive 

currency declines as it stylistically crystallises and becomes, itself, an object of the status quo. 

It is precisely these tendencies in much progressive rock musics that appears problematic. 

Figure 2. The “continuously progressive” system 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(P  typical popular music vocabulary, A G  avant garde vocabulary) 

 
Conclusion 
 

Artistically progressive rock, as it concerns this thesis, is defined as a musical form which is 

grounded in rock but which continuously exposes this foundation to new and novel ideas not 

yet integrated into the rock idiom. Moreover, this is a music which treats this innovativeness 

as key to its identity, challenging both the state of normativity surrounding the artist, and the 

artist’s career trajectory up to that point. Artists supposed to bear such a quality should 

produce a music which self-consciously looks beyond rock’s normative parameters, 

borrowing from distant styles and theories. Furthermore, they should avoid stylistic 

conventionalisation, challenging and reorientating their style and artistic practice regularly. 
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There are myriad other ways one could conceive of a progressive popular music, some 

musical, many not. Some of these ideas were explored in the previous chapter, from Melançon 

and Carpenter’s explorations of progressiveness as an embodiment of Adorno’s modernism 

(2015), to the five discourses through which Frith considers popular music as potentially 

progressive (2007). Perhaps a popular music could be called progressive because of a political 

or cultural message, or perhaps it is progressive because of its alignment to other paramusical 

communication. Such notions are diverse, and epistemologically contrastive. This thesis is 

interested in popular music being artistically progressive (this progressive quality 

manifesting in its compositional and creative texts). That is to say, the musical text itself aligns 

with the two models described above – it is the composite of a dialectical nature and it is 

positioned by its creator to be modernistically innovative. To seek this quality is foremost a 

matter of textual (primarily musical) analysis, but conclusions are also contingent on context. 

A modernistic popular music is in constant negotiation with its surroundings and such 

negotiation is enormously varied, encompassing time, place, situation, and so forth. It is clear 

that while the presence or absence of progressiveness in the text itself is key to this thesis, the 

contextualisation of this data is vital too. The following chapter will explore both the thesis’s 

methods of textual analysis, as well as the methods used to position the musical data sought 

within its context.
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4. METHODOLOGY 
 

The previous chapter discussed artistic progressiveness and the manner in which this quality 

could manifest in popular music. This chapter will explore the methods used in order to 

identify this artistic progressiveness throughout this thesis. 

As exhibited in the previous chapter, an artistically progressive popular music text is one 

which can be identified by its internal dialectical constitution. It comes from, and is 

recognisable as, popular music, but it also sublates the conventions of this foundation by 

synthesising with ideas and practices from beyond the normative popular music vocabulary 

(see Chapter 3). Assessing the presence or absence of this quality in select musical works is 

the primary objective of the analysis throughout this thesis. This crucial synthesis has the 

potential to occur in any constituent quality of the work, from harmony, to form, to 

instrumentation, to production, to a whole host of paramusical qualities like lyrics and album 

artwork. Within all of these qualities (and numerous others) rests the potential for artistically 

progressive advancement – negation followed by reformulation. Furthermore, “rock is a 

cultural text” (Wicke, 1990, p. 26) and so these qualities must be appraised in the context of 

their cultural underpinnings. 

While the artistically progressive nature of the musics analysed remains the primary concern 

throughout this thesis, exhibitions of this quality do not occur in a communicative vacuum. 

Questions of the expressivity of the texts, specifically the way their progressive (or otherwise) 

qualities function within their communicative arrangements, are auxiliary concerns which 

necessarily frame these discussions, requiring a more open analytical perspective. Moreover, 

much of the analysis in this thesis is intensional by nature: the texts are examined for the 

presence or absence of certain qualities sought to validate or refute certain conclusions. 

Conversely, analysing the constitution of a musical text from various complementary 

perspectives allows the possibility of a more extensional, inductive form of insight, 

uncovering qualities and patterns which may not have impelled the analysis, but which prove 

equivalently enlightening with respect to the goals of the thesis, especially as the analyses are 

compared and contrasted to one another as the thesis progresses. 
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Accordingly, the analysis in this thesis requires a mixed-method, pragmatic approach, pliable 

enough for the given needs of any of the constituent qualities of the texts analysed but 

mutually consistent and comparable. The variety of expressive means and the diverse sonics 

of the music, as well as the underlying cultural context, are all central to decoding the music 

reviewed in this thesis, therefore its requirements align closely with the approach typical of 

the “New Musicology.” It is worth momentarily considering this analytical paradigm. 

 
Popular music scholarship and the “New Musicology” 
 

Analysing any popular music is an enterprise which builds upon decades of scholarly work. 

To analyse popular music is necessarily to engage with many of the foundational questions 

posed by popular music scholars, from defining popular music and noting its unique 

challenges for analysts (Middleton, 1990; McClary & Walser, 1990; Frith, Straw & Street, 2001; 

Middleton, 2000), to observing the intricate reflexive relationships between music and its 

culture (Whiteley, 2003; Shephard, 1991), to considering the requirements of a rock and 

popular music analytical methodology (Middleton, 1993; Moore, 1993; Brackett, 2000; Covach, 

1997; Agawu, 1997; Moore, 2012).  

These questions, amongst many others, came to be the purview of the “New Musicology,” a 

music analytical movement, beginning in the 1970s and finding prominence in the 1980s, 

dedicated to the study of popular music. The foundational texts of the New Musicology are 

studies as diverse as Middleton’s Pop Music and the Blues: A Study of the Relationship and Its 

Significance (1972), Fabbri’s Elettronica e musica (1984), Tagg’s “Musicology and the Semiotics 

of Popular Music” (1987), and McClary’s Feminine Endings: Music, Gender, & Sexuality (2002, 

originally published in 1991). Although not related directly to New Musicology, pivotal 

popular music sociology texts such as Frith’s The Sociology of Rock (1978), Hebdige’s Subculture: 

The Meaning of Style (1979), and Chambers’ Urban Rhythms: Pop Music and Popular Culture 

(1985), are also vital to this developing critical paradigm. It is the relationship between New 

Musicology and these latter sociology texts which embodies an important distinction between 

“New” and traditional (or positivistic) musicology, namely that the former situates its 

scholarship at the intersection between (popular) music analysis and the humanities and 

social sciences. 
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Traditional musicological methods are suited to, and were developed to accommodate, 

classical music, a format explicitly based around its written form. Conversely, popular music 

de-emphasises the score (compared to classical musics), is often structurally simplistic, is 

more disposed to improvisational practices, and its tonal and rhythmic qualities oftentimes 

play a subordinate expressive role to qualities like timbre, tone, and even visual presentation 

(music videos for example). Consequently, the analytical methods designed for classical 

music analysis have been argued to be ineffective in analysing popular music (McClary & 

Walser, 1990; Frith, 1983, pp. 12-3). Nevertheless, popular music clearly is an expressive form, 

and much of the ambition of the project of the New Musicology is in accounting for the 

mechanisms of its expressiveness. Middleton notes that “[popular music produces] meaning 

through dialogue at many levels” (2000, p.13), a sentiment echoed by McClary & Walser (1990, 

pp. 278-9), and in this search for meaning, New Musicologists have focussed on countless 

diverse components of its text (see Hawkins, 1996, p. 18; Middleton, 1993; Pieslak, 2007; 

Zagorski-Thomas, 2007; Tagg, 2015). These enquiries span the musical (Moore’s 1993 Rock the 

Primary Text advocates for a rigorous musicology of rock), and paramusical (Fiori’s “Listening 

to Peter Gabriel’s ‘I Have the Touch’” [1987] focusses chiefly on lyrics and performance), but 

the majority typify a fluid and contextually-suited middle-ground between the two. 

Progressive rock, either as conventionally defined or this thesis’s model of artistically 

progressive popular music, is a popular music form, even if it challenges or even circumvents 

many popular music tenets (see Chapter 3). As such, analysis focusing on this music 

necessarily spans the interests of musicology and the humanities. Furthermore, progressive 

rock (again, either usage of the term) is often highly sophisticated and stylistically contingent. 

It bears the influence of myriad musical styles from within and without popular music’s 

vocabulary and commonly exists on the cusp of popular music by design. Examining both 

classic progressive rock and the artistically progressive popular music hypothesised in this 

thesis requires a host of musicological tools deployed with a sensitivity towards the 

idiosyncrasies of their texts. 

The music-analytical portion of this thesis spans the next four chapters: 5, 6, 7, and 8. These 

chapters, excepting Chapter 8, are arranged chronologically with each relating to a particular 

period and its music. Later chapters refer to the findings of earlier chapters resulting in a 
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gradually building comparative discussion. Although all chapters’ analyses are intended to 

assess the artistically progressive nature of the works examined while simultaneously 

exploring their distinctive approaches to expressivity, each of these chapters caters its 

analytical approach uniquely to the content surveyed therein. Chapter 5, in differentiating the 

diverse rock musics of the sixties from the more manufactured musics which preceded them, 

undertakes a wide-ranging survey of how popular music changed in this time. This survey is 

accompanied by a discussion of the way journalists and artists began to portray (and indeed 

differentiate) their artistic project from their precursors. Chapter 6 explores the classic 

progressive rock period through analysis of two of its best-known songs, Yes’s “Close to the 

Edge” and Genesis’s “Firth of Fifth.” These songs are compared to earlier works which bear 

similar textual qualities in order to appraise their innovativeness. Chapter 7 follows a similar 

process but focusses on one song from neo-prog in the 1980s (Marillion’s Grendel”) and one 

from progressive metal in the 2000s (Dream Theater’s “Octavarium”). Again, this analysis is 

intended to explore the lineage of both bands’ vocabularies and how they demonstrate (or 

lack) an alignment with artistic progressiveness. Finally, Chapter 8 presents musical 

biographies of Radiohead and King Crimson, exploring how their music changed over their 

careers and whether, as is theorised, it embodied, and perhaps continues to embody, an 

artistically progressive impulse (see Chapter 3).  

Chapter 8’s more “longitudinal” approach to analysis is suitable given its limited subject 

matter (how two bands evolved throughout their careers) and lesser emphasis on the 

observation of detailed qualitative analysis. While a similar approach could be helpful in 

strengthening the conclusions sought in Chapters 6 and 7, the scope of each of these periods 

(in the case of Chapter 6, the entire “golden era” of progressive rock, for example) would make 

each one a thesis-length study in its own right (if even that would be possible), and even so, 

would obviate much vital small-scale detail. Limiting the analysis of Chapters 6 and 7 to 

several important musical works is necessary given this project’s scope. While this precludes 

the possibility of incontrovertible conclusions about each era’s progressive credentials, it 

offers a stronger discussion on the more fundamental point of how this artistic 

progressiveness manifested in the works themselves. 
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The primary quality sought through these analyses is the identification of an artistically 

progressive vocabulary in the music (synthesis through negation; challenging the artist’s past, 

their surrounding style, and popular music norms by way of new vocabulary). However, this 

vocabulary is also contextualised by discussions of its artistic purpose and effectiveness. In 

fact, the line between these primary and auxiliary concerns proves somewhat blurry at times. 

For example, an artist might be influenced by, and attempt to replicate in their own work, a 

past instance where the collusion of lyrics and music create a palpable sense of narrativity. In 

this instance a specific compositional approach encompassing multiple qualities is 

undertaken by the artist to elicit a certain effect. But in this case, which aspect would be the 

primary instigator of progressiveness? Is it not the totality which is important here? Clearly 

these qualities function on multiple simultaneous levels (McClary & Walser, 1990). To note 

only the most unambiguous instances of innovativeness would be to disservice the care and 

thought many artists instilled in their works as well as missing one of the most important 

concerns: how the negatory statement is situated in the text. It is with such an open-minded 

approach to analysis that the manifold ways a work could be artistically progressive can be 

exposed.  

 
Methodology 
 
Positivistic musicological methods 
 

Traditional musicology is applicable to many interests within this thesis. Such analysis 

necessarily touches on a practice which spans centuries, the length of Western music’s 

documented presence. Analysis in this thesis is instructed by the likes of Goetschius (1913), 

Piston (1959), and Schoenberg (1969), as well as music theory texts such as Levine (1995), Laitz 

(2012), and Clendinning & Marvin (2005). Given the variable nature of the subjects throughout 

this thesis, there is no single analytical model employed (from these texts or otherwise). Rather 

it is the cumulative influence of these texts, alongside the other methods described hence, 

which is drawn upon where required. 

The simplest manner in which musicology can evidence the presence or absence of 

progressiveness in a work is by comparing the music, perhaps by way of the written score, 
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and examining similarities in parameters like pitch, harmony, or rhythm. For example, 

observations of the notes or chords employed between two pieces of music could demonstrate 

the shared use of atypical tonal or rhythmic structures, properties which might otherwise be 

absent or rare in a popular music context, or could conversely demonstrate the similarity 

between a musical structure and its antecedent in another popular music work. 

Qualities which could be interesting in this regard are qualitatively manifold. They potentially 

encompass any musical component and their analysis can be used to describe similarities and 

dissimilarities with varied scopes, from a gentle single note to the organisation of dozens of 

instruments in sophisticated arrangements. In a broader context, parameters like melody, 

harmony, tonality, modality, rhythm, and meter can explain hermeneutic qualities in the 

music analysed and comparisons of these expressive outcomes can describe or reinforce 

comparisons and contrasts between works in a more holistic sense. When it comes to 

expansive musical works articulating complicated composites of textual information 

comparisons can be drawn with this method at innumerable analytical levels: consonance and 

dissonance; functional, modal, and ornamental harmonies; idiosyncratic and gestural uses of 

rhythm and meter; and countless others. This organic focus on the most interesting and 

expressive texts also unlocks various comparable and discussable analytical avenues, 

sometimes distanced from the qualities around which the thesis’s analyses are framed, that 

prove equivalently insightful as the thesis proceeds. The language of tonality acts 

foundationally to many other analytical methods in this thesis and is a consistent means by 

which the subjects can be described, scrutinised, and contextualised.  

 
Analysis of song structures and form 
 

While the expressivity of notes, chords, and rhythms is apparent, pulling the focus back 

further can present another interesting perspective through which popular music artists 

communicate, namely analysing compositional form. Analyses of form often encompass what 

Tagg (2015) calls a “diatactical” view: episodic, extensional, long-term development” (pp. 383-

417). Indeed, it is this unidirectional dimension which encompasses much of the musicological 

practice of formal analysis (p. 383) and which allows the simplest grasp of the music’s 

synthetic foundations, innovative or otherwise. As an example, it is rare for any piece of rock 
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music to adhere strictly to the programmatic forms of the classical domain such as sonata or 

rondo, and so this rarity makes evidence of exceptions more notable. Even if not adhered to 

in the strictest sense, it is easy to draw broad comparisons to diatactical structures such as 

these in order to evidence their influence.  

Furthermore, song structure is a component which has been subject to much experimentation 

in rock, notably throughout the sixties and seventies. In this period there were countless 

instances of artists pursuing different structural layouts and designs often inspired by the 

innovations of classical composers or experimental jazz artists (amongst others), and so 

comparing this quality between different analytical subjects offers a potent insight into their 

nature.  

To explore this facet, the structure of every song examined in this thesis will be illustrated 

through two complementary diagrams. The first, a song structure table, demarcates the song 

into its constituent sections, noting the musical qualities therein and relating these sections to 

one another (this is a recapitulation of this, these sequential sections are of an entirely different 

tempo and rhythm, and so forth). This comparison is aided through the use of corresponding 

colours: similar or related sections share hues and are differentiated by different shades or 

otherwise near colours while contrasting sections are represented by complementary colours. 

Because of the formal complexity of some pieces analysed, the colour palette becomes 

necessarily divorced from such prescriptions and becomes reliant, instead, on the clearest 

possible combinations available. Each table includes a time stamp and designation of the 

structural component in question. This is both to orientate the reader and to allow quick access 

and reference to any part described in the analysis. These are supplemented by a brief 

description of the section, offering an opening lyric or otherwise an idea of the mood and any 

notable qualities therein. Finally, the table demonstrates the metrical qualities of the section 

through its time signatures and length, again for easy reference. 
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either their practical similarities, or, as is hypothesised, their dissimilarities: their varied and 

mutually distinctive approaches to the subversion of the same normative texts.  

Conversely, Chapter 6 explores form more deductively. The chapter’s analysis of Yes’s “Close 

to the Edge” begins with a critique of the common notion that the work represents a kind of 

rock sonata. This prospect is noteworthy since it would represent an intentional engagement 

with non-pop vocabulary. In this case the analysis begins by appraising this notion and then 

goes on to explore complementary formal readings framed around the structures of earlier 

“side-length” songs to understand the antecedents of the work, the structural efficacy of the 

work, and later in the thesis, the influence the work has had on more recent musics (for 

example, the similarities between “Close to the Edge” and “Octavarium” explored in Chapter 

7).  

 
Textural analysis 
 

Analysis of texture, timbre, and instrumentation is somewhat less common in traditional 

musicology, often treated as auxiliary qualities.21 However, these qualities are often essential 

in popular music’s expressivity and are thus important elements for analysis. Much of the 

language and framing of texture throughout this thesis is borrowed from Moore (2012), and 

his descriptions of functional textural “layers” which are common (if not wholly pervasive) 

to the systematic way popular songs derive meaning (pp. 19-51). Furthermore, his account of 

the connotations of timbre (pp. 46-9, 101-118) – encompassing the smoothness or roughness 

of tones, the grain of distortion, the unique delivery of the human voice,22 and the dualism of 

naturalistic versus synthetic – is easily adaptable to the myriad voices of the subjects of this 

thesis. 

 

21 Conversely, some New Musicology emphasises texture, timbre, and instrumentational relationships, see Tagg, 20 5, pp  4 7

84, 494 8; Moore, 20 2, pp  9 5  

22 Roland Barthes’ essay, “The Grain of the Voice,” published originally in 977, is an early musing on the singularity of the 

human voice and its mediating role in musical signification (Barthes, 990)  
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There are easily identifiable instances of how instrumentation can invoke non-pop musical 

associations. As an example, the genre synecdoche (Philip Tagg’s language, explained in the 

next titled section) of employing a sitar in rock, which might insinuate or attempt to invoke a 

connection to Indian classical music and the cultural associations which might be linked to 

this canon. Similarly, Keith Emerson’s emulating of orchestral instruments on his Moog 

synthesizer in the late-sixties alludes to classical music. In some cases, unorthodox 

instruments can convey substantial novel connotations. An instance of this, explored in 

Chapter 8, is Radiohead’s employment of the antiquated Ondes Martenot, an early electronic 

instrument, invented in 1928, which has little referent in popular music and so is a unique 

instrumentational voice alluding to an earlier musical time (and functioning in a dialectical 

manner with the modern production trappings which surround it) and challenging the 

orthodoxy of rock band instrumentation. Such uses of unconventional instrumentation (or 

using instrumentation in unconventional roles) proves a pervasive theme throughout much 

of the music analysed in this thesis. 

However, as with most elements of popular music, these qualities usually appear as a fluid, 

contingent, and complex fusion. Accordingly, it is the interconnected nature of multiple texts 

in interplay, the syncretic dimension (Tagg 2015, pp. 417-484), which often conveys the most 

apparent meaning. While instrumental density is notable, especially relevant for discussions 

of a song’s diatactic dynamics, it is usually the constituent effects of this density that prove 

especially interesting to this project. For example, in Chapter 6 the Genesis song “Firth of Fifth” 

is analysed. This song infers many apparent likenesses to its (also analysed) precursor, “The 

Court of the Crimson King” by King Crimson. A key point of differentiation is the scope in 

which “Firth of Fifth” utilises its instrumentation, namely with a more pronounced sense of 

narrative-driven dynamic fluctuation compared to the binary dynamics of its precursor. This 

would become something of a signature sound for the band and this, in turn, becomes a 

relevant observation when examining Marillion’s “Grendel” in Chapter 7 since it 

approximates this signature composite aesthetic. In the case of “Firth of Fifth,” this density 

alone does not directly constitute an artistically progressive activity. However, it does provide 

insight into the recursive vocabulary of its successor. 
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Music semiotics: Tagg’s sign typology of music 
 

In order to better express and analyse certain musical gestures, especially those which prove 

difficult to notate or appraise through the previously explored methods, this thesis employs 

some of Phillip Tagg’s music semiotic methods and terms (see Tagg 1987; 2000; 2015; Tagg & 

Clarida, 2003). Tagg offers a comprehensive system for music analysis intended to be 

applicable to musicians and non-musicians alike. It is based on a Peircean (object, sign, 

interpretant) semiotic model, using the metric of the “museme” – the smallest portion of a 

musical gesture which still bears meaning – to examine how meaning is generated in the 

present (synchronic) and over time (diachronic) with an emphasis on the analysis’s framing 

through paramusical qualities and context. His method finally compares analytical inferences 

to similar musical gestures, noting the relativity of the effect observed and thereby developing 

“interobjective” substantiation of the conclusions drawn (see Tagg, 2015). 

Tagg’s method, as a self-contained system, is not used in this thesis. However, much of Tagg’s 

sign typology proves useful discursively, helpful in delineating both the means of expressivity 

in some musical gestures and the relationships between certain musical gestures and their 

cultural connotations.  

The table below, taken from Music’s Meanings (2015, p. 486), defines the terms utilised: 

 

Table 2. Elements of Phillip Tagg’s sign typology 

 

Note  Reprinted from Tagg (20 5)  
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The most used amongst these are anaphones and genre synecdoche. Anaphones link a musical 

gesture and a non-musical event: sonic anaphones describe a musical likeness to a non-

musical sound like a scream or a car horn; tactile anaphones describe a likeness to a bodily 

feeling or sensation (like being cold or touching something abrasive); kinetic anaphones 

describe a likeness to a movement (such as sprinting or floating). These descriptors act in a 

subordinate role to previously explored methods, rarely descriptive of the progressiveness of 

a given gesture directly but rather as a conceptualisation of the gesture’s place in the music’s 

totality: how it interacts with its surroundings, how it expresses meaning, and so forth. This 

becomes especially relevant in the analyses of the later chapters (7 most notably) which 

compare complicated intramusical relationships and practices, such as the interactivity 

between music and lyrics and the narrativity produced through their collusion, to antecedent 

musics. 

Genre synecdoche describes a musical gesture representing a part for the whole: an 

instrument, playing style, or sound becomes a stand-in for the music of which it is emblematic, 

and by extension the extramusical information conventionally attached to that music. As 

mentioned in the previous section, the appearance of a sitar in a psychedelic rock work might 

imply Indian classical music to some, and therefore infer a connection to extramusical 

information embedded in those listener’s understanding of that music (perhaps social, 

cultural, and political connotations). In psychedelic rock, using a sitar connoted the sacred 

and the mystical since many in that scene associated these qualities with Indian culture. 

This concept of using a musical referent as a synecdoche for a larger corpus is expanded 

further still in Chapter 7, where two contemporary progressive rock works are demonstrated 

to define themselves as such partially through direct musical and paramusical references to 

famous progressive rock works from the past. These references are stylistically notable, 

especially being that the two songs analysed are far from unique in undertaking such a 

practice (see p. 177). But the very nature of the synecdoche – using famous musical passages 

as a stand-in for progressive rock itself – existing within the boundaries of an already 

established popular music style would also seem antithetical of artistic progressiveness.  
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Paramusical content analysis 
 

There are several instances of pure lyrical analysis in popular music analysis (Weinstein, 2002; 

Fiori, 1987; Randle & Evans, 2013), along with analyses focussed on qualities like album 

artwork and images (Libeks & Turnbull, 2011), and largely interested in music video 

(Hawkins, 1996), as well as the combinations of such paramusical texts and music (Cook, 1998). 

Conversely, the paramusical components of the subjects analysed – be they lyrics, titles, 

related artwork, or similar – are used throughout this thesis in a supplementary manner to 

other components. This is foremost to maintain a sense of consistency, both in terms of 

presentation to the reader and in terms of methodological practice. But this approach also 

speaks to the relative lack of emphasis some artists in the progressive rock pantheon, 

especially in recent times, seem to attribute to lyrics.23 This is certainly not to suggest that 

lyrics could not be a viable means of exploring the progressive nature of some artists – indeed 

there is a clear illustration of lyrical practice expanding throughout the sixties in line with the 

Counterculture, as but one example.  

However, this thesis, bound as it is by scope, focusses on music and takes a secondary interest 

in lyrics. For example, the analysis of Genesis’s “Firth of Fifth in Chapter 6 is concerned 

especially with the song’s impressive use of dynamics and textural/timbral juxtaposition. A 

comparison of the colluding musical forces and the song’s lyrics demonstrates a profound 

corollary between the two:  the lyrics are descriptive of a river and its movements, and the 

music, from its tinkling and flowing melodic frameworks to its dynamic ebbs and flows, 

reinforce this narrativity. In examining the progressive nature of Genesis’s texturally-varied 

and dynamic songwriting, the music’s relationship with its lyrics demonstrate a deeper 

integration of its tools which becomes relevant in comparison to the way these tools were 

employed by artists before and after 

There are rare instances in this thesis of the paramusical becoming a focal component. For 

example, describing the early work of Marillion (Chapter 7) necessitates a mention of Fish’s 

 

2  See McCandless (20 0, p  68) for a discussion on Dream Theater’s compositional emphasis on music over lyrics  
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usage of theatrical stage outfits similar to those worn by Peter Gabriel of Genesis, as well as 

his approximation of Gabriel’s vocal delivery (crossing into the territory of texture and timbre). 

Similarly, the analysis of Dream Theater’s “Octavarium” considers the direct references to 

famous progressive rock song titles in the work’s lyrics which act as a synecdoche for the 

history of progressive rock and its value discourse  (see p. 176).  

 
Quantitative methods 
 

Although the vast majority of analysis in this thesis is qualitative in nature, there is occasional 

reason to examine statistical data related to the music. This quantitative data encompasses 

ratios of instruments, constitutional proportions of song structures, and song and album 

lengths. These data occupy specific roles unique to their appearances throughout the thesis. 

In most cases they are used as metrics for comparison. This is true of some analysis in Chapter 

5 in which early progressive rock material is compared to popular music at large through the 

quantitative property of song length (p. 79), or in Chapter 6 where the proportion of Yes’s 

“Close to the Edge” which could be said to correspond to a pop song format is differentiated 

from its more ambitious structural materials (beginning on page 126). The other use of this 

data is in providing insight as to how certain qualities are integrated into otherwise normative 

popular music structures. For example, in Chapter 5, there is a section exploring the varied 

ways that artists challenged instrumentational norms. This section explores the pivotal 

Moody Blues record, Days of Future Passed (1967) which seems to be the first genuine synthesis 

of an orchestra and a rock band. Examining the ratio of songs which represent the former, the 

latter, and a composite of the two is helpful in delineating just how integrated this experiment 

proves to be (p. 94). This method, although useful, is always subordinate to a larger qualitative 

project, and is used sparingly throughout the thesis. 

 
Analysis of secondary sources 
 

Secondary sources, namely journalistic media, are used as the primary supplement to 

musicological analysis throughout the project. These sources are used as supporting evidence 

for the historical accounts which frame each chapter and as cross-references in musical 
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analysis. These sources, necessarily laden with the cultural tropes of the time and the biases 

of their custodians, provide an unparalleled view into the zeitgeist – the way artists 

represented themselves, the qualities which were praised and rebuked, and the relationship 

between the artist and the audience. They are ideal as a counterpoint to music-analytical 

findings throughout this thesis in that they act as a tether to the cultural underpinnings of the 

music. This is especially important given the temporal distance these analyses share with their 

subjects (half a century in some cases). Findings in the music can be reinforced or refuted; the 

preconditions for the music’s creation and the attitude it faced at its release can all be noted, 

compared, and retold. A particular advantage of accessing these historical media is the ability 

to read interviews with artists conducted contemporaneous to their rising fame and musical 

growth. Such interviews offer a particularly candid view into their respective scenes and 

culture, one generally removed from the self-awareness and hindsight that would 

contextualise these artist’s opinions on their past musical creations in contemporary 

interviews. 

Similarly, current magazines and blogs can be useful. Like historical media, these can provide 

insight into contemporary artists, their theories and their aspirations, as well as their 

connections, by way of influences, to past artists. Magazines like Classic Rock Presents: Prog 

have become authorities in modern progressive rock discourse, read widely by progressive 

rock fans and available globally. This magazine has a particular affinity for the classic 

progressive rock era and as such frequently offers editorials focusing on, and featuring 

interviews with, many of progressive rock’s figureheads decades after their peak in 

popularity, therefore communicating their experience through an altered contextual lens. 

These viewpoints are patently biased but in a different way than how young and ambitious 

emerging artists might present themselves (as read in archival media), and this counterpoint 

is useful in balancing perspectives and deriving a more neutral view of the ideals which drove 

their work. Moreover, as Ahlkvist (2011) and Atton (2001) have explored, journalistic media 

on progressive rock can also provide insight into the problematic value discourses of the style 

and the “mythscapes” (see Bennett, 2002) which pervade its canonical narrative. A critical 

view to these sources can be instructive in understanding the music’s construction and 

consumption. 
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Project aims, expectations, and significance 
 

This thesis comprises several related goals. The first, undertaken in Chapter 3, was to develop 

a model through which popular music’s artistic progressiveness can be identified. The model 

presented in this chapter is based on Hegel’s treatment of the dialectic where a thesis (here 

generally referring to conventional popular music qualities) is pitted against and synthesised 

with various antitheses (devices not yet integrated into the popular music lexicon) in order to 

drive the boundaries of the form outwards. Moreover, this framework concerns itself with the 

idealism of modernity, namely that progressive popular music artists should aspire to 

destabilise their own stylistic trajectories, their surrounding style, and popular music more 

broadly. These qualities together embody an artistically progressive popular music artist as 

defined in this thesis. 

With this definition in hand, the remainder of this thesis is concerned with surveying the 

progressive rock canon and its negotiation with this model over time. Was the progressive 

rock canon progressive? Is it currently progressive? How did its relation to this concept shift 

throughout its lifespan? This study therefore spans decades. Firstly, it explores the 

preconditions and motivating forces of the varied musics of the sixties as well as surveying 

this music’s heterogeneity (Chapter 5). Secondly, it explores classic progressive rock through 

two of its most iconic bands: Genesis and Yes (Chapter 6). And thirdly, it considers neo-prog 

and contemporary progressive rock/metal after the classic period of the 1970s through two 

bands definitive of these movements: Marillion for neo-prog and Dream Theater for 

contemporary progressive metal (Chapter 7).  

There are several hypothesised outcomes for this study. Firstly, it is expected that the rock 

music of the mid/late-sixties will prove to have embodied this thesis’s model of popular music 

artistic progressiveness (as delineated in Chapter 3). The transformations in popular music in 

this time, personified by the Beatles, the Beach Boys, and the early progressive rock acts, was 

a wholesale shift to not just the sound of popular music but the motivation behind it and the 

meaning attributed to it. As the sixties passed into the seventies and progressive rock became 

commercially successful, the style began to crystallise. Many amongst its once definitively 

heterogeneous forms moved closer and closer towards an identifiable stylistic core, one 
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determined by pundits, by media, and by artists. Accordingly, it is theorised that as artists 

began to technically perfect the models prototyped in the sixties, they also shed progressive 

rock of much of its self-negatory impulse, building on a logic of the past rather than 

challenging its limitations with a view to the future. After the style (but perhaps not the bigger 

bands) faded in popularity in the late-seventies, progressive rock was revived through 

movements like neo-prog in the eighties and the varied progressive rock subgenres persisting 

to the present day. It is hypothesised that these styles represent an even more problematic 

engagement with progressive rock coding. If seventies progressive rock represented a stylistic 

crystallisation – a tapering towards simpler and more homogenous forms than its predecessor 

– neo- and contemporary progressive rock (and metal) consolidate this form, shaping it 

around a smaller ambit of influences (for example, Marillion and their likeness to early 

Genesis), thereby delimiting it further in a stylistic sense for those who took these bands as 

influences.  

If, as is hypothesised, much within the progressive rock canon does not represent a consistent 

engagement with artistic popular music progress, what bands and artists do? To explore this 

question, the final purpose of this thesis, undertaken in Chapter 8, is to consider artists who 

may or may not be conventionally attached to progressive rock, the genre, but who 

nonetheless seem to embody artistic progressiveness as defined in Chapter 3. It is 

hypothesised that King Crimson and Radiohead embody such a quality. Both are artists who 

have engaged in a continual process of self-negation and reinvention over the course of 

lengthy and influential careers, and both have left an indelible mark on the popular music 

language in the wake of their innovations.  

This study occupies a novel position in the progressive rock literature. The idea of considering 

the constitution of an artistically progressive popular music and considering whether 

progressive rock embodies this quality or not, is manifestly rare in popular music literature 

(see page 29). This is the first large-scale study concentrated on this perspective. It therefore 

offers a useful counterpoint to conventional interpretations of progressive rock, delineating a 

quality – progressiveness – which is often invoked in progressive rock discourse but seldom 

defined in any meaningful sense. Moreover, to consider popular music progressiveness itself, 

especially given the problematic anti-art perspective some scholars have historically imposed 
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on the form, is to view an important element of popular music’s artistic currency and 

transformative impulse.
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5. POPULAR MUSIC’S ENLIGHTENMENT: WHEN POP ASPIRED TO BE 
ART  
 

This chapter commences a wide-ranging survey of progressiveness in musics typifying and 

surrounding the progressive rock canon. Its focus is on the period that is usually called “proto-

prog” or “pre-progressive rock” and which sometimes overlaps with “psychedelic rock” in 

popular music discourse – approximately 1966 to 1969 (Cotner, 2002, pp. 84-9; Macan, 1997, 

pp. 15-29; Melgar-Morey, n.d.). The popular music of this time, that which developed 

alongside and in contact with the burgeoning Counterculture (see Whiteley & Sklower [eds.], 

2014), scattered rapidly into a heterogeneous form throughout the sixties, one with scarce 

aesthetic commonality. Perhaps more important than its sonic and stylistic margins were its 

embedded ideas. This was the first time popular music artists self-consciously aspired 

towards modernistic ideals (Stump, 1997, p. 41). Their language and practice came to be self-

consciously concerned with progress, and they drew on influences and ideas from beyond 

popular music’s heritage and its conventional vocabulary with the stated intention of 

broadening its possibilities.  

This chapter follows a mostly chronological structure. Its first purpose is to explore and 

contextualise the changes which popular music underwent in this time (and how it differed 

from its predecessor). It begins with a brief overview of the social and cultural conditions 

which catalysed the “youth culture” and its definitive music, rock and roll, after World War 

2. Next, it follows this form as it transformed throughout the early-1960s at the hands of the 

Beatles, who subverted the professionalism with which it was synonymous – it was 

dominated by an industry of producers, songwriters, and studio musicians – effectively 

democratising its production and normalising the possibility of a youth music created by the 

youth (see Harron, 1990). Popular music expanded in line with proliferating subcultural 

tastes, but the most important of these, at least with respect to this early progressive popular 

music, was the Counterculture of the 1960s – namely the hippies – who insisted that their 

media and art be enigmatic, expressive, and complex (Willis, 1978). This profoundly impacted 

many young musicians’ view of the popular music medium. The necessity for music to be 

individualistic and complex came to be championed by artists as well as journalists. This 
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outlook proliferated into a dualistic art-versus-commodity discourse by the second half of the 

sixties (explored on page 74).  

With this narrative presented, this chapter will then turn to two complementary analyses. The 

first, a survey of historical secondary-source material from this time, will consider artists’ and 

journalists’ discourse, namely the way they defined popular music and rationalised its value. 

This is expected to frame the period as uniquely modernistic (therefore fulfilling the 

modernistic component of Chapter 3’s model). The second, a sweeping musicological 

overview, will look at how the music itself reflects the progressive ideas of the time by 

negating and subverting popular music norms (therefore fulfilling the dialectical aspect of 

Chapter 3’s model). Finally, this chapter will close with a critical discussion of this chapter’s 

findings, asking whether the hypothesis – that the mid/late-sixties was a definitive moment 

of artistic progressiveness in popular music history – is substantiated. 

 
The preconditions of a progressive popular music 
 

The trajectory of this artistically-minded and heterogenous popular music can be traced back 

to Eisenhower-era North America24 and the effort of social and cultural reconstruction which 

followed World War 2. The future was bright; wealth, wages, and quality of life rose 

significantly in this time (see Young & Young, 2004) resulting in a broader and more pervasive 

commodity culture escaping its once middle-class dominion (Bennett, 2001, p. 9). The victory 

of America and its allies was conflated, inadvertently at least, with the success of its culture: 

the victory of democracy and the defeat of fascism. Western hegemony was triumphant, and 

its pillar, capitalism, was seemingly proved (Wicke, 1990, pp. 28-29). But the instruments of 

capitalism were more advantageous for some than others. The mechanisation of 

manufacturing resulted in a divide between highly educated and specialised career work and 

“depersonalised manual work” (Wicke, 1990, p. 9), and a course was set in motion, first in the 

working class but eventually across the wider youth populace, wherein career was decoupled 

 

24 Although Hebdige ( 979) describes a similar contemporaneous trajectory occurring in parallel in post war Britain (pp, 73 75), 

it is perhaps a less publicised and arguably less influential one  See also Bradley ( 992) for a British account of rock and roll  
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from personal identity. To fill this vacuum many turned, instead, to leisure, the artefacts of 

which came to symbolise this generation’s place in society and disconnect them from the 

values and principles of their parents. Their dress, their interest in cars, their “antisocial” 

attitudes, and their music became symbolic of their cultural independence and self-realisation 

(pp. 9-11). This was the generation gap, the advent of the “teenager” and subsequently its 

culture and music, rock and roll (see Chambers, 1985, pp. 15-16). 

Rock and roll emerged as an answer to this new youth market in the late forties (Wicke, 1990, 

pp. 35-36). It was a designation which, in spite of its rebellious character, was no less governed 

by the record industry than its antecedent popular musics. Its every quality, from production 

and marketing to creative content, was professionally mediated (Wicke, 1990, p. 49; Frith, 

1983, p. 33). Rock and roll was a commercial phenomenon. The post-war youth, with 

newfound time outside of their day jobs and with disposable income thanks, in large part, to 

their refutation of the aspirations of their parents (namely career, house, family), were 

especially primed to consume this music. Rapidly, the dominance of the youth leisure market 

suffused every potential avenue of delivery: record, radio, television, and cinema, becoming 

the first true mass media (Wicke, 1990, p. 4). That rock and roll became so pervasive had 

substantial ramifications over the way in which popular music in general was consumed 

thereafter. Rock and roll’s use was broad and diverse: the background music to housework, 

the mood music on dates, music to dance to, music played on car radios, and so forth. This 

was not only music to absorb contemplatively (“head music” to use the imminent terminology 

of the Counterculture), but an ancillary to the lives of the generation. 

While rock and roll was the music of this generation, it was not until the early-sixties that it 

would also become their creative and expressive domain. Wicke (1990, pp. 48-72) points to 

the Beatles’s “Love Me Do” (1962 in Britain, 1964 in the USA) as a key moment in this regard 

(and in popular music history in general): a contestation of professionalism (p. 52). “Love Me 

Do” was written, performed, and sung by a group of young men from the clubs of Liverpool, 

an unprecedented provision (Chambers, 1985, p. 62). However, the popular music revolution 

which was spearheaded by the Beatles was, at first, not an artistic one. Their early music was 

a fusion of generally normative popular music forms: American rock and roll, British skiffle, 

and R&B (see Chambers, 1985, pp. 44-49). Wald (2009) describes their approach as not only 
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lacking in innovativeness but worse, as regressive: “by the time the Beatles hit, still playing 

the rhythms of Chuck Berry and Carl Perkins, that style was already archaic” (p. 5). Wicke 

(1990) points to the lack of musical originality in “Love Me Do” by way of its close stylistic 

resemblance to the work of its compositional antecedents: Carl Perkin’s “Sure to Fall (In Love 

with You)” and “Hey! Baby” by Bruce Channel (pp. 49-50). Everett (1999), in discussing this 

period in the Beatles’s career, alludes to its stylistically restricted employment of form, often 

based on Tin Pan Alley structures; harmony, largely I-IV-V; and melody, often redolent of the 

major modal lines of Buddy Holly, Carl Perkins, the Everly Brothers, and others (pp. 49-56). 

Indeed, as an instigator of musical change this material was underwhelming – “fresh and 

exciting” rather than “alien and offensive” (Chambers, 1985, p. 63). Instead, what was of 

greatest consequence was the Beatles’s “amateur” origins. In finding commercial success on 

the back of their own songs and performances they inspired a generation of future bands to 

enter the music industry with the hope of pursuing a similar path (Chambers, 1985, pp. 62-63; 

Frith, 1983, pp. 70-71). Whereas rock and roll previously was largely a transmission – made 

according to an identified and cumulate taste and distributed to its audience from on high by 

the record industry – the Beatles normalised the notion that popular music could be a 

conversation, both transmitted and received by youth. And while their commercial and 

cultural ascendency was not without its detractors (see Johnson’s “The Menace of Beatlism” 

[2014] originally printed in 1964), its outcomes – none more than the myriad bands who 

followed in their footsteps – proved tremendously consequential. The Beatles were a clarion 

call, “the vanguard of an internal remaking of British pop music” (Chambers, 1985, p. 51).  

 
The Counterculture and popular music as art 
 

As popular music became a more accessible creative domain for youth, so too was its stylistic 

scope extended in line with proliferating subcultural tastes (see Hall & Jefferson, 1991). Of 

particular relevance to the progressive popular music sought in this thesis was how certain 

youth music was expanded in conjunction with the sixties Counterculture and its unique 

views towards art and media. The term “Counterculture” describes varying related ideologies 

and implies mixed dedications to politics and ideals, but at its centre was the “hippy or “head” 

subculture and its outlooks and predilections. This culture emerged in early-1960s San 
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Francisco and spread throughout the Western world by the middle of the decade before 

peaking and crystallising in the “summer of love” in 1967. It became a pervasive youth culture 

throughout the western world in the sixties and early-seventies, suffusing mass media 

(Whitely, 2003, p. 61), and its codes – visual, musical, thematic – became mainstream. 

The hippies were immersed in idealistic and utopian politics. “Truth, freedom, peace, love, 

and self-expression were all intrinsic to a cultural agenda that stressed liberation from straight 

society, repressive social orders, personal neuroses, and commercial fakery” (Bannister, 2010). 

Their fundamental values were commonly oppositional: anti-establishment, anti-hegemony, 

and deeply critical of the contrivances of a “normal” worldview which they supplanted with 

notions of communal oneness culminating, at least for the more extreme of hippy ideologues, 

with the ambition of “the annihilation of individual consciousness linked to personal freedom 

and subjective experience” (Whiteley, 2003, p. 82; Willis, 1978, p. 111; Reich, 1970). Luminary 

Countercultural poet Allen Ginsberg, during his appearance on William F. Buckley Jr.’s The 

Firing Line, described the conclusion of such an ideology as “an alteration of consciousness 

towards some greater awareness and… individuality” (“Firing Line with William F. Buckley, 

Jr.,” 2017). The hippies’ subcultural coding encompassed their much publicised propensity 

for hallucinogenic drugs, as well as their long hair, “functionally inappropriate” clothing, 

rejection of work/career and the mechanism of late capitalist society more broadly, and also 

through their interest in intentionally indirect and enigmatic language and communication 

(Willis, 1978, pp. 107-238). 

This penchant for arcane, inexplicable dialogue was reflected also in the hippies’ musical 

tastes and the way they consumed music. As they insisted conversation be circular, enigmatic, 

and unresolved (Willis, 1978, pp. 133-139), and life be grounded in the ambiguous and fluid 

milieu of “the now” (pp. 116-117), their music should be vast and equivocal, always implying 

the possibility of deeper interpretation and inestimable meaning within its layers. 

Complicated “head music” was central to the hippies’ identity. It was viewed as an impossibly 

profound object, one of “immediate apprehension,” inexplicable outside of itself and its 

forms, “impossible to decode” (p. 139). Its meaning – not its apparently unfathomable 

connotations but rather its emotional and spiritual weight – was intrinsically subjective and 

this promotion of the self and of the profundity of individual experience was echoed, in 
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response, by the creators of its music (Whiteley, 2003, p. 2). As the demand for music that was 

increasingly protracted, exploratory, esoteric, and eclectic solidified, popular music discourse 

in these circles (from artists, fans, and journalists, as explored presently) shifted towards one 

of music’s “meaning.” To be “commercial,” conversely, was seen as a deeply negative 

quality25 (Willis, 1978, p. 140).  

This climate was facilitated by several complementary conditions. The first was that the 

biggest record labels experienced a temporary loss of control during this rapid proliferation 

of stylistic variety through the mid-sixties. As musical taste diversified, these labels found 

themselves less able to direct its bearing (Harron, 1990).26 Their recourse was to relinquish 

some of this control back to the artists whose music would be indiscriminately released and 

whose subsequent sales would be monitored for future investment priority. In this 

unprecedented condition the labels became at least somewhat stylistically subordinate to the 

whims of the developing tastes and the responding musicians (Macan, 1997, p. 18; Moore, 

1993, p. 57). Moreover, this situation was supported by the advent of independent record 

labels, which, through specialised subcultural focusses and less concern for the high-stakes 

capitalism of the big corporations, were able to foster a thriving progressive underground 

supplementary to the major labels’ control, thereby deconsolidating their power (Frith, 1983, 

pp. 97-99).   

Concurrently, FM radio rose to popularity in North America through the “progressive radio” 

format. By circumstance, this format entered the popular sphere in an altogether different 

arrangement than its AM counterpart (that is to say programmed around “top forty” material). 

The Federal Communications Commission had ruled in the mid-sixties that jointly owned 

AM and FM bands could not simulcast playlists. Consequently, radio airtime needed to be 

filled cheaply. Longer songs offered greater bang-for-buck in terms of accounting royalties, 

 

25 Ironically, by the mid seventies progressive rock came to be a dominant commercial force in popular music  

26 Paul Stump offers a detailed list of progressive record labels in The Music's All That Matters ( 997, p  6 62)  
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and when paired with the increasing popularity of LPs over singles,27 the format became 

highly successful (“Radio,” 1986, p. 454-5; Ruffner, 1972). 

Finally, print media too adopted this “progressive” outlook. In addition to underground zines 

championing subcultural tastes (Macan, 1997, p. 18), this period saw the rise of mainstream 

rock tabloids conveying new approaches to rock journalism which reflected the 

connoisseurship emerging in youth music (Harron, 1990, pp. 188-91). The first of these were 

British papers Melody Maker and New Musical Express, formed in 1926 and 1952 respectively. 

In both cases these magazines adapted to the growing commercial successes of youth music 

in the fifties, attaching themselves to the pop stars of the era and orienting themselves by the 

chart success of these stars. However, following the Beatles’s tremendous success in the 

early/mid-sixties, and the more varied fan base they engaged, Melody Maker and New Musical 

Express began to adapt to its readership’s culture. Their language, mirroring that of their 

readership and the artists that they covered, became suffused with depictions of popular 

music as art (explored under the next subheading), and in the late-sixties they “went 

progressive” (Frith, 1983, pp. 165-172). Rolling Stone, the “mouthpiece of ‘progressive’ rock 

music,” was formed in San Francisco in 1967 (Wicke, 1990, p. 103). 

By 1967 “flower power” music was a fixture of pop charts (Whitely, 2003, p. 61), represented 

by the likes of Hendrix, Donovan, Cream, and the Beatles. Many young people were 

“[beginning] to be more consciously involved with rock music” (Wicke, 1990, p. 92) and 

discourses of individualism and expressivity and its implications for “artist choice [and] 

consumer choice” (Frith, 1983, p. 100) became a common attitude for many invested in this 

music – fans, as well as artists and journalists. Amongst those invested in these artistic ideals, 

notions of “progressiveness” and “meaning” became synonymous with positive value 

judgments. In simplistic terms the best music was artistic, individual, and expressive while 

more conventional musics were viewed increasingly negatively. In this period many young 

rock musicians began to view their music as a self-expressive project with an emancipatory 

cause: for popular music to aspire to art and act progressively as art can. This was the first 

 

27 Bill Martin claims that The Beatles’s Rubber Soul ( 965) instituted this new emphasis, but it is perhaps best exemplified by their 

967 release Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (Martin, 998, p  4 )  
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time popular music was expressed through a modernistic idealism and this outlook had 

significant ramifications on its sonics. The following section will explore this outlook, after 

which the varied sounds of the period will be surveyed. 

 
What “progress” meant to artists, fans, and journalists in the mid/late-
sixties 
 

The heterogeneity of the popular music in this period was a reflection of the changing outlook 

of this new generation of artists (see Middleton, 1990, p. 28). These artists aspired to varying 

ambitions: expanding one’s vocabulary, being open-minded and experimental, and seeking 

to attain artistic legitimation (see Keister & Smith, 2008), all qualities which are frequently 

invoked in artist interviews in this era’s rock media. Psychedelic star Arthur Brown, in a 1967 

interview with International Times asks “why should you do one style of music? What's the 

point of doing one style of music? Why shouldn't everybody do everything – soul, classical 

[sic] ballads – anything that you feel like?” (Farren, 1967). Asserting this position, artists began 

to invoke terms like “progress,” “expression,” “ambition,” and “freedom” to describe their 

project in the mid-sixties, as in Roger Waters stating that Pink Floyd were “trying to play 

music of which it can be said… has freedom of feeling” in 1967, or the Rolling Stones claiming 

that “Have You Seen Your Mother, Baby, Standing in the Shadow?” is “the most progressive 

number they have recorded” in 1966 (Welch, 1967; Altham, 1966).  

A persistent theme in these interviews and articles is the “rock group as artist”: those 

emulating the Beatles’s prototype of creating their own music as an apparently incorrupt, 

artistic counterpoint to the “inauthentic” work they perceived in the popular music of the 

past. Keith Reid of Procol Harum explains his bands’ rationale in an interview in New Musical 

Express in 1967:  

What we wanted were people with ideas, not just a group who would do just what 

they were told and that was that. We wanted progress… Our philosophy now is that 

making money is only a by-product of making the music and records we want to. I 

wouldn’t have been brought down if ‘Whiter Shade Of [sic] Pale’ had been a flop, 

because it was something we wanted to do and it was satisfying for that reason. The 

same will apply if we flop with the follow-up (Smith, 1967). 
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These nascent rock artists were quick to distance themselves ideologically from the popular 

music which came before. They saw their project as more important than commerce and 

capital, and so, through their creatively diverse works, challenged the dominance of generic, 

impersonal themes and lyrics; behind-the-scenes songwriters and studio musicians; and 

litigious arrangements wherein power was regulated by producers and marketers rather than 

musicians. Since youth-oriented popular music was increasingly aware of (and to some 

degree obliged to engage with) discourses of art, these artists inferred that it could not afford 

to be beholden to such purportedly inartistic external forces. Their music was not ephemeral, 

not homogenous and substitutable. Instead, these musicians, on their creatively developing 

canvas, aspired for historical permanence (Dawbarn, 1969). 

As this ideology encompassed popular music more widely, discourses of artistry were 

directed towards an ideal state (realistic or otherwise): the demise of a conventional “popular 

music sound” and a future of truly conglomerated forms; a union of the past and the 

boundless potential these artists saw in their future. As John Locke of the band Spirit 

explained in 1967: 

NOW is what’s happening. There is no going back to what WAS. The boundaries 

that separated ‘jazz’ from ‘rock’ from ‘blues’ no longer exist. The influences reaching 

us all, from India, from Africa, from Europe and the past, from China and Brazil and 

our own traditional areas are too strong to be ignored. Through it all runs one 

common strain of the now music; love of all music and the deep personal 

commitment of the musicians to their art (World Countdown News, 1967). 

Moore affirms that this period’s rock music was reconciliatory: a music that absorbed its 

precursory forms of blues, gospel, and folk (1993, pp. 61-104). Its foundation was one where 

the history of popular music was primed to be freely and readily drawn upon. But its 

condition was also one where the exploration of influences beyond the existing language of 

popular music was permissible, indeed encouraged. Because of this its stylistic potential was 

practically boundless, and the music that came from within this state (at least until the 

following decade, explored later in this thesis) came to be increasingly defined by these 

freedoms. The fluidity and stylistic dynamism exhibited in this music – the very fact that it 
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was not consistent, not uniform, not easily grouped – was its common quality (see Middleton, 

1990, p. 28). Moore speaks to this shift: 

Up until the mid 1960s, individual idiolects always operated within particular styles. 

What was so revolutionary about this post-hippie music that came to be called 

'progressive' ... was that musicians acquired the facility to move between styles—the 

umbilical link between idiolect and style had been broken (Moore, 2004). 

Concomitantly, the media came to value these varied fusions, using them as the foundation 

for a new discourse of value. An artist versed in the esoteric and unconventional was lauded 

for their arcane knowledge and this was understood as an important quality of their genius. 

A sense of specialism subsequently pervaded rock media wherein artists’ work was related 

to high art, as in the statement that “[the Velvet Underground’s] ‘Heroin’ is seven minutes of 

genuine 12-tone rock ‘n’ roll,” relating the Velvet Underground to the Second Viennese School 

(Goldstein, 1967). Or differentiating the ephemera of pop and the purportedly superior world 

of classical music, as in “Zappa [is] interested in the serious music of this century, particularly 

the work of Edgar Varèse,” a use of modernistic terminology, often invoked by the likes of 

Adorno, contrasting the “popular” and the “serious” (Alterman, 1966; for a discussion of 

Adorno’s terminology see Held, 1980, pp. 100-4). Moreover, Zappa’s contempt encompassed 

both the readers and the magazine, both mediums apparently undeserving of respect. When 

recommending a selection of his favorite classical and jazz artists in a 1967 article, he chided: 

“I hope you spell their names right because if any of these composers read Hit Parader and see 

a mistake, they're going to be real mad at you” (Delehant, 1967).  

Fans, too, were increasingly expected to partake in this discourse by having a robust 

knowledge of music (history, theory) and by being acclimatized to the discordant or the 

difficult. If someone was unable to enjoy the recondite vocabulary of a progressive artist it 

was professed to be the fault of their education, intelligence, or maturity, not the fault of the 

music or its creator.28 In a 1967 article reviewing the first two Mothers of Invention records, 

 

28  It is worth noting that this perspective thrived throughout the classic progressive rock era and persists to this day in 

contemporary progressive rock fan circles (see Atton, 200 ; Dowd, Ryan, & Yun Tai, 20 6; Ahlkvist, 20 )  
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journalist Geoffrey Cannon disparages an apparently naïve youth audience: “[Zappa’s] 

albums won't register for the kids… but an adult may well feel drawn to the rite” (Cannon, 

1967). This sentiment burgeoned as the bands of the late-sixties pushed further away from the 

vocabulary of the fifties and before, looking to distant sources for material which was 

subsequently alien for many listeners (explored in the next section). 

The term “progressive pop” first appeared in British tabloids in the mid-sixties.29 Its use, at 

this time, was as an adjective not a genre term, although it was sometimes used to group 

together certain mid-sixties rock bands (see Anderton & Atton, 2019). On the 1966 release of 

the Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds, Melody Maker asked a selection of British pop royalty the question: 

“is [Pet Sounds] the most progressive pop album ever?” (“The Beach Boys,” 1966). Personal 

responses to this landmark record (from the likes of Eric Clapton, Keith Moon, and a host of 

music celebrities) were varied. The recognition of the album’s sophistication and depth was 

unanimous, but not unanimously lauded. The perspective that would eventually see critics 

turn against progressive rock bands formed alongside the growing style: many responses to 

Pet Sounds suggested that it, and pop music generally, should be “young, loose, and rough”; 

not a labored and meticulous art form but rather one unrefined and vital. English singer-

songwriter Dave Dee stated in 1967 that: “Too many groups are killing the pop scene with 

this so-called ‘progressive’ music which no one understands and has everyone confused” 

(Altham, 1967). 

By the late-sixties, the media’s use of “progressive” became decreasingly abstract and instead 

related to a specific stream of bands. Rolling Stone labelled King Crimson, Led Zeppelin, and 

Jethro Tull as a “new breed of British progressive pop bands,” also including the newly-

formed Yes as a “valid progressive rock” act (Williams, 1969a). Melody Maker referred to The 

Nice as “leading in the new progressive movement” (Welch, 1968a) and the group elicited a 

similar response across the Atlantic where Rolling Stone called them “cult heroes for the new 

generation of progressive music acolytes” (Williams, 1969b). Around the release of their 

 

29 Although the term “progressive” was used as early as the 920s, especially in the USA, to describe jazz that was relatively more 

adventurous and complicated (Birzer, 20 2)  Moreover, the USA employed a similar usage of “progressive” somewhat 

concurrently through the progressive radio format described on page 72  
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critically revered debut In the Court of the Crimson King (1969), King Crimson were amongst 

the earliest acts to be called progressive rock in the music press with several mentions the same 

year in magazines including The LA Times and The Sunday Times. Although journalist Paul 

Stump contends that bands mostly did not self-identify as progressive during this period 

(Stump, 1997, p. 64), Canterbury act Caravan’s 1968 self-titled debut claims in its liner notes 

to “[belonging to] a new breed of progressive rock groups – freeing themselves from the 

restricting conventions of pop music by using unusual time signatures and sophisticated 

harmonies” (quoted in Macan, 1997. pp. 26-27). Finally, featuring amongst the earliest 

instance of the term in popular media, Billboard refers to “Arthur Brown, Procol Harum, The 

Who, and The Pink Floyd [sic]” as progressive rock groups as early as 1968 (Hall, 1968).  

 
A survey of musical innovation throughout the mid/late-sixties 
 

Rock artists and media in the mid/late-sixties conceited towards, and were assessed through, 

an artistic lens decidedly different from that which preceded them. It is interesting, then, to 

explore how these conceits were materially reflected in the musical texts this idealism 

motivated. This section will examine some of the stylistic transformations in mid/late-sixties 

rock music contextualized as negations of related normative traits. The characteristics 

examined are song structure and length, arrangement and production, and tonal and 

rhythmic language, each explored under its own subheading. While this overview is 

musicological in nature, it will be concise, context-dependent, and rooted within discussions 

of time and place. The purpose is not to dismantle the subjects as a means unto themselves 

but rather to convey the breadth of popular music innovation occurring in this period, asking 

how artists responded to the same problems that they perceived in the popular music status 

quo in distinctive and divergent ways. Moreover, the traits explored are not suggested to be 

the entire and limited ambit of this transformative project, rather they are examples, amongst 

potentially many, of the diversity of musical change in this period, a subject that could be 

explored endlessly were the space and time available. 

This inquiry has two purposes within this thesis. The first concerns the identification of the 

modernistic self-negatory practice hypothesised to be present in this period. The traits 

presently examined all challenge normative aspects of the popular song. While pop songs 
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occasionally exhibit stylistic exceptions, popular music’s classification rests generally on an 

intensional adherence to this format (Everett, 2000, p. 269-345). As such, exploring challenges 

to this model – not just the presence of change but its magnitude and fluctuations over time – 

is to explore the negatory practice of these artists. This is complemented by the previously 

explored language of artists in this period: was their music actually representative of their 

purported modernistic ideals? This second point will become more relevant in the following 

chapter: to explore the multiplicity of musical innovations in this period – not just the way 

music was changing but the quantity of changes occurring in parallel – is to develop a point of 

comparison for the genrefied progressive rock which followed, a music hypothesised to 

embody more a stylistic development of existing vocabularies than a wholesale modernistic 

expansion (as the period under review in this section is hypothesised to be). 

 
Song structure, scope, and album formats 
 

The structure and scope of pre-sixties popular music can be generalised from existing 

quantitative studies. Most popular songs can be broadly categorised into three prevailing 

models: verse/chorus form; strophic or simple verse form; and “32-bar” form, also known as 

American popular form (von Appen and Frei-Hauenschild, 2015, p. 3).30 The popularity and 

prevalence of these forms has changed drastically since the late nineteenth century and 

although they have evolved both convergently and discretely, their basic expression remains 

consistent enough to classify (see Moore, 1993, pp. 47-48). By the mid-sixties, the dominant of 

these forms was verse/chorus by a small margin which increased to a vast majority by the 

outset of the seventies (Summach, 2011; von Appen & Frei-Hauenschild, 2015, p. 73). Within 

these forms, song length has varied, but always within nominal boundaries. Data sets from 

 

0 Verse/chorus form describes alternations between verse (A) and chorus (B), usually broken up by a bridge or “middle eight” 

(C) section before a final chorus  Its most typical arrangement is ABABCB  AABA form consists of three (often 8 bar) sections, 

the B acting as a variation on the A, and the arrangement repeating several times  Strophic form consists only of verses repeated 

with new lyrical, textural, dynamical, etc  material   
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the Whitburn project31 show the total time of popular songs dropping from a little over three-

minutes in the mid-forties to a low in the late-fifties and early-sixties of around two and-a-

half minutes, before gradually rising and stabilising at the four-minute mark during the 

nineties (see Baio, 2008). All of these data refer to hit songs at the top of the Billboard charts. 

 

Figure 4. Graph of average song lengths of hit singles between 1944 and 2008 

 

 

Note  Reprinted from Baio (2008)  Retrieved from  https //waxy org/2008/05/the whitburn project 

 

Song structure and length, even in the more adventurous of popular music in 1966, rarely 

differed from these standards. The Beatles’s Revolver (1966) and the Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds 

(1966), although otherwise inventive and innovative, seldom abandoned these standards. The 

former has only three of its fourteen songs exceed the three-minute mark (or rather meet it 

exactly), and although the typical song formats are often playfully subverted (for example the 

strophic-with-a-coda layout of “Love You To”), such slight exceptions still rely on, and adhere 

dominantly to, normative length and form. The latter, Pet Sounds, is slightly more 

adventurous in this regard. Of its thirteen songs, five exceed three minutes. Its songs rely 

mostly on variations of AABA and verse/chorus forms, but, as O’Regan (2014) notes, five of 

 

1 The Whitburn Project is a collective internet undertaking to preserve high quality recordings of every popular song since the 

late nineteenth century (see Baio, 2008)  In this endeavour its users have compiled an exhaustive spreadsheet of hit songs 

including details like song length  
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its songs experiment with unconventional versions of AABA and AABB forms, namely 

structures that do not revolve around typical ordering of A and B, or songs with what Osborne 

has called “terminally climaxing” B sections (Osborn, 2010; see O’Regan, 2014, pp. 119-20 for 

a detailed description of these forms in the Beach Boys’ music). These structures do not boast 

the internal complexity of the works of seventies-era popular music (at least with respect to 

form and scope, Pet Sounds was much more ground-breaking in other ways, explored soon), 

but, considering the influence this record had on subsequent albums, most notably those by 

the Beatles, its subtle changes are significant.  

For the most part this observation can be extended to the majority of experimental popular 

music from this period. Debuts by Cream, Jefferson Airplane, and the Incredible String Band 

hint at a style that would soon dominate psychedelic popular music but was yet nascent and 

undeveloped in a formal sense and with respect to scope. An exception is the debut by Frank 

Zappa and the Mothers of Invention, Freak Out!, which was released in June of 1966, a month 

after Pet Sounds and two months before Revolver. Freak Out! is a profoundly innovative record. 

It is one of the first double LPs in popular music, featuring fourteen tracks over the course of 

sixty minutes and fifty-five seconds of music, and has a mean average running length of four 

minutes and twenty-one seconds per track. While Bob Dylan’s Blonde on Blonde, is arguably 

the first rock double LP, released a month prior to Freak Out!, it was in fact recorded after. 

Moreover, Zappa’s use of the format was constitutive to another of its defining qualities: it 

was a concept album, a parody of the Counterculture, both the hippies and figures of 

authority.32 This period, mid-1966, still predated albums dominating singles as the primary 

format of popular music consumption, a shift established largely by the Beatles’s Sgt. Pepper’s 

Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967) and dominant by the early-seventies (Martin, 1998, p. 41).  

Moreover, the music on Freak Out! exhibits even more radical experimentation. The record 

includes two exceptionally long works, “Help, I’m a Rock” at 8’37”, and “The Return of the 

Son of Monster Magnet” at 12’22”. Both contain forms that are unorthodox relative to their 

contemporaries, but they are interestingly similar to one another. Both broadly encompass 

 

2 See Hegarty and Halliwell, 20 , pp  65 83 for a detailed discussion of the history of the concept album  
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comparison against formal archetypes. It is as unpredictable as the psychedelic experience 

that it invokes. It is less a predicate of thoughtful reflection and organisation than a nova of 

colour and awe; one no doubt experienced in equal measures by those performing and those 

listening. In this way it is perhaps more fitting to treat this work as through-composed, or 

excuse it from such formats entirely, considering it perhaps as along the same lines as free-

improvised pieces by the likes of Cecil Taylor, Ornette Coleman, or John Coltrane. 

If Zappa built his negation of the pop song on an interest in musical parody, pastiche, the 

influence of Varèse and Stockhausen, and an aspiration to what he called “serious music,” 

and the Beatles built upon their mastery of pop song forms and their mounting range of 

influences and cultural experiences (including their time in India), then Syd Barrett and Pink 

Floyd’s negation of the pop song was the impulsive and violent articulation of the 

Counterculture itself. Engagement with these codes was a point of differentiation between 

Zappa, the Beatles, and Pink Floyd. Zappa famously eschewed drug use (beyond his 

cigarettes and coffee). He was not a participant of the hallucinogenic experience and its culture 

so much as a critic and commentator (Loder, 1988). Furthermore, he derided hippy culture as 

much as he polemicised the authority to which it was opposed, and his engagement with its 

aesthetic was calculated to some degree (Ellen, 2015; Hopkins, 1968). Resultantly, his was a 

less visceral music with evident high art materials and aspirations embodying a cynical 

character. The Beatles famously experimented with LSD, but they were of a different 

generation and distanced (thanks to crowd size and response) from their audience’s receipt 

of their music, a situation advanced after abandoning touring entirely in 1966 (Runtagh, 2016). 

Resultantly, their approach was psychedelic and exploratory but crafted carefully by the band 

and their producer and expected to be experienced on a home record player. Conversely, 

Barrett was deeply immersed in psychedelic culture, so much so that it culminated in his 

artistic and professional demise ostensibly from an overuse of hallucinogenic drugs (Blake, 

2008, pp. 86-102). “Interstellar Overdrive” is a work built from audience and band interaction 

in a colourful and loud club. Its texts were honed in such a setting, motivated by it in a way 

mirroring the experiences of their fans.  While these artists were challenging the same text – 

the structure and scope of pop music – they challenged it from disparate backgrounds and 
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with equivalently disparate ideologies. Consequently, they pursued its change along 

different, albeit parallel, trajectories.  

Zappa, the Beatles, and Pink Floyd were early challengers to the pop song format, but by late 

1968, two works appeared that pushed this experimentation much further. The first was 

Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I,” the second was the Nice’s “Ars Longa Vita Brevis.” Both 

were released within two months of one another, the former in September of 1968, the latter 

in November, and both bore differing prototypes of what would come to be a definitive 

progressive rock trait, the “side-length song,” a song which spanned an entire, uninterrupted 

side of a vinyl LP. “Ars Longa Vita Brevis,” from the album of the same name, followed closely 

the Moody Blues’s Days of Future Passed (1967) as one of the earliest attempts to orchestrate a 

rock song (Macan, 2005, pp. 28-9). However, unlike its precursor, “In Held ‘Twas in I,” the 

veracity of its large-scale composition is questionable. Macan (2005, p. 29) notes that the song 

is built around a cohesive eight-minute ABCBA “nucleus” performed in the band’s live show 

during the summer of 1968. Surrounding this core are two auxiliary sections roughly doubling 

the track’s length: a drum solo and a seemingly independent arrangement of Bach’s 

“Brandenburg Concerto.” The assembly of these suites are topped and tailed with orchestral 

arrangement to infer a sense of otherwise absent unity. The presence of these auxiliary 

sections, arguably included to extend the work across the entire LP side, infer a more elaborate 

structuring. But, in spite of its undeniable audacity, “Ars Longa Vita Brevis” seems more a 

medley than an intricate and thoughtful work. 

 

Figure 10. Waveform view of the structure of the Nice’s “Ars Longa Vita Brevis” 

 

 

Conversely, “In Held ‘Twas in I,” arguably the first side-length pop song, embodies a more 

integral engagement with large-scale form, one that would precede the progressive rock epics 

of 1972 and 73 (“Supper’s Ready,” “Close to the Edge,” “Thick as a Brick,” et al). Its internal 
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structure revolves around six suites ranging from under a minute in length (“’Twas Teatime 

at the Circus”) to over four minutes (“Glimpses of Nirvana”). Within each suite is a wealth of 

structural variation, some sections being internally simplistic, as in the two strophes that 

constitute “’Twas Teatime at the Circus” or the AAB layout of “In the Autumn of My 

Madness”; and some encompassing multiple motifs and intricate internal developments, like 

the progressive ABCD layouts of “Glimpses of Nirvana” and “Look into Your Soul.” The 

relationship between these last two suites exemplify another interesting property: the latter 

reprises and redevelops the C section in the former as material for its B section, one example 

amongst several in the piece of thoughtful thematic development. This is a song aware of its 

large-scale movement and self-consciously involved in invoking threads of consistency into 

an expansive, eclectic work. Its title is an acrostic: a phrase created using a consistent sequence 

of lyrics and suite titles34 which stresses the unity in its material with respect to its greater 

context. It suggests that, as each section is weighted alike in its title, so is each section an equal 

compositional constituent of the greater work. Expansive and ambitious as it may be, it is 

coherent, a journey rather than a collage. Both of these songs represent watershed moments 

in late-sixties rock, foretelling trends which would soon form. “In Held ‘Twas in I” is analysed 

in depth in Chapter 6 (see page 136). 

 

Figure 11. Waveform view of the structure of Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” 

 

 
Production, arrangement, and instrumentation 
 

Before records like the Beatles’s Rubber Soul (1965) and the Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds (1966) 

popular music production was largely conservative: it documented a sound (early blues 

 

4 In this case, “In Held ‘Twas in I” comes from a combination of the first word from the first suite, the first word from a verse 

later in the suite, and the first word of each consecutive suite  
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recordings for example), or it portrayed a specific instrumentational orientation (a pop band 

being defined by its instrumentation and layout, as seen on album covers etc.).35 In effect, 

production was not to become an artistic pursuit in popular music until the mid-sixties, at 

which point its expressive potentials were adopted by psychedelic artists looking to expand 

their sonic palette. Similarly, as a taste for a more elaborate and intricate popular music 

aesthetic flourished, experimentation with unusual instruments became a key means through 

which to widen one’s textural and dynamic voice. 

Accordingly, many non-pop instruments found a place in the expanded popular music canon. 

One such example is the incorporation of Indian instruments (and emulations of these 

instruments) like the sitar, tambura, and tabla into rock, a combination which came to be 

known as raga rock. This style was arguably introduced by the Yardbirds on “Heart Full of 

Soul” in June 1965. It was subsequently popularised by the Beatles’s “Norwegian Wood” and 

the Byrds’ “Eight Miles High” in December 1965, and March 1966 respectively. Journalist 

Sandy Pearlman (who would later found Blue Öyster Cult), in a feature article in the 

December 1966 issue of Crawdaddy, demarcates raga rock into two categories: songs which use 

these instruments in standard tonal settings for their “self-conscious attempt to introduce 

novelty into rock,” and those which engage, in a more holistic manner, with the compositional 

methodology of the musics from which the instruments were appropriated (Pearlman, 1966). 

Pearlman’s thesis is interesting in that it was written contemporaneously to the outset of raga 

rock and within the mounting psychedelic movement and is thus a part of the new critical 

outlook of mid-sixties rock journalism. As such it is interested in the veracity of this new 

musical fusion: were these little more than dressed up pop songs using Indian classical music 

as novelty or were they incorporations of new compositional vocabulary into popular music? 

Certainly, conclusions differ across the canon but what is consistent, no matter the intention, 

is what this fusion meant and how it was understood. To a hippy audience, Eastern 

spirituality and its related ideologies were revered as a solution to the manifest problems of 

 

5 An important exception appeared in the world of classical music two decades prior  the experimental musique concrete of the 

likes of Schaeffer and Stockhausen  For them, the manipulation of pre recorded sound itself became a communicative text  Their 

methods found their way into the mid sixties rock of the Beatles, Zappa, and others, influencing some early studio production 

experimentation  
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modernity, even if the hippies often had little idea as to the content of these beliefs to which 

they aspired (Willis, 1978, pp. 189-91). The introduction of musical instruments and 

compositional methodologies with direct connections to these cultures invoked, 

metonymically, the cultures themselves, or perhaps a caricature of them, a “genre synecdoche” 

(see p. 59). And so, as innovative as these integrations were relative to their surroundings, 

they were problematic, and their progressiveness was variable. Raga rock will be explored as 

a melodic and harmonic innovation, rather than one of instrumentation, subsequently. 

The other crucial advancement in instrumentation was keyboard technology and specifically 

the electronic instrument innovations in the early twentieth century, like the Theremin (1919) 

and the Ondes Martenot (1928). The legacy of electronic instrumentation matured in the 

sixties with the advent of several devices that would become somewhat synonymous with 

progressive rock in the seventies. The first of these was Harry Chamberlin’s Mellotron, 

released commercially in 1963. The device acted as an analogue sampler: piano keys would 

engage short tape loops of different instruments which could be sustained for several seconds 

to invoke a warm, warbling approximation of the desired instruments. The Mellotron would 

become essential to the music of King Crimson and Genesis in the seventies, but its first 

notable appearances were on the Beatles’s “Strawberry Fields Forever” (1967), and the Moody 

Blues’s pivotal Days of Future Passed (1967), the latter of which will be discussed in detail 

presently. Although the Mellotron made symphonic textures more attainable to popular 

music artists in the studio and live, its versatility was limited by the slow attack of its tape and 

the finite-nature of its samples’ running time. Although it may have initially acted as a stand-

in for the instruments it modelled, it has since become a distinctive sound in its own right.  

The counterpart to this lush, polyphonic instrument was the Moog synthesizer, a modular, 

voltage-controlled subtractive synthesizer which became, by 1964, the first such device 

commercially available. Despite being monophonic, its potential timbral variety was 

enormous. It was definitively used on Walter (now Wendy) Carlos’s seminal Switched on Bach 

(1968) where it filled the roles of a host of overdubbed orchestral voices. This use of the Moog 

synthesizer as a stand-in for orchestral instrumentation would mature in the seventies 

through Keith Emerson’s work, but it represented only one possible course for this versatile 

instrument. It was used, even in this early period, in a variety of ways, from its appearance in 
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the Doors’ “Strange Days” (1967), where its oscillators were employed to effect an alien 

ambiance on Jim Morrison’s vocals; and the Byrds’ the Notorious Byrd Brothers (1968), namely 

the soaring Theremin-like sci-fi tones of “Space Odyssey” and the varied droning, swirling, 

and percussive tones of “Moog Raga,” where it was used to approximate an entire ensemble 

of Indian instruments (the latter available as a bonus track on the 1997 re-issue of the record). 

The Beatles’s “Here Comes the Sun” (1969) – amongst many songs on Abbey Road – famously 

employs a dense Moog sound in the bridge which is then complimented by a host of 

multitracked Moog lines, some languid and smooth and some punctuated and defined. The 

Beatles’s use of the instrument is characteristically non-symphonic and hints at the divide 

between Emerson’s symphonic approach and that of the other most celebrated Moog player 

in the seventies heyday of progressive rock, Rick Wakeman, who advanced the bizarre, 

otherworldly possibilities of the instrument rather than using it to imitate pre-existing 

instruments (see Macan, 1997, pp. 104-5; Macan, 2005, pp. 733 for a more detailed comparison 

of the two). 

Expanding the tonal range of popular music in this period could also be less about the 

particular instrument and its unique sonic properties or extramusical connotations and more 

about the sophistication of the textural totality. The Beach Boys’ celebrated Pet Sounds (1966) 

is frequently cited as a direct precursor to progressive rock (Martin, 1998, pp. 40-1; Cotner, 

2002, p. 85). Its warm, sumptuous layering and instrumentational density offered a stark 

counterpoint to the conventions of popular music production and arrangement hitherto. Pet 

Sounds is not necessarily progressive (that is to say, negatory of convention) in its approach to 

song form, rhythmic/tonal syntax, or even lyrical matter (although there are some interesting 

variations on normative pop lyrical themes), but rather through the creative scope of its 

production and its thematic and conceptual unity, characteristics for which Brian Wilson was 

responsible in his dual appointment as the record’s writer and producer.  

The entrepreneurial producer’s trade was of principal importance to the success of the major 

labels in this stylistically turbulent mid-sixties period. This job was intended to “meet the 

demands of a changing market” and Wilson’s role as the producer of his own musical output, 

built upon the commercial success of the Beach Boys’ previous work and the trust resultantly 

garnered with their label, Capitol Records, was unprecedented at the time (Butler, 2014, p. 
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225). Wilson’s dual appointment as artist and producer bore an internal conflict. Pet Sounds 

was to arrive in a world concerned with the teenage market, and it was within this context 

that Capitol Records intended for it to neatly integrate, but it was also released 

contemporaneously to (and with influence from) the Beatles’s watershed Rubber Soul (1965) 

and alongside hippy culture and the increasingly art-centric outlook it engendered. The 

nature of these two goals suffused the work in a dualistic nature. O’Regan (2013) suggests 

Wilson as definitive of, Becker’s (1978) “artist-craftsman” model: a creator writing and 

producing within, and with great respect for, the craft and predetermined conventions of the 

popular music idiom, but interested also in the expansion made available to him through 

changing cultural, social, and technological conventions (p. 20). The outcome of this dualism 

was that the songs were fundamentally pop in nature but adorned in a sophisticated, complex, 

and adult-oriented presentation unusual for that period’s pop music. Capitol were unhappy 

with what Wilson had presented them as they had little faith in its ability to sell. They 

responded by burying the album in the charts with a concurrently released best-of 

compilation. It peaked at #10 and faced a generally lukewarm critical reception in the USA. 

Pet Sounds challenged many pop norms. Firstly, building on Phil Spector’s “wall of sound” 

production approach, 36  it challenged the fundamentality of pop band instrumentation, 

exchanging (or supplementing) guitars, drums, and bass for a dense and sophisticated 

aesthetic catered to the unique requirements of each song. Its instrumentation, both standard 

and otherwise, was frequently obscured through layering and overdubbing, anonymising 

instrumental voices within a rich totality capable of innumerable atmospheres, textures, and 

dynamics. Wilson employed a fluid assortment of orchestral elements as well as percussion, 

conventional band instruments processed with varying tones and effects, all in support of his 

characteristic harmonised vocal arrangements. While the basic setup throughout the album is 

“grand piano, harpsichord, stand-up bass or electric bass, electric guitar, a couple of acoustic 

guitars, drums, and maybe two percussion instruments” (Buskin, 1999, p. 98), it is rare for 

instruments to appear in standard or predictable orientations. Instead, conventional 

 

6 “Wall of sound” is characterised as the layering of many instruments playing either the same or complementary parts to 

produce a dense, lush sonic backdrop  
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instruments are layered with unconventional ones to create composite sounds beyond the 

scope of either, as in the dense, shimmering blend of harpsichord, guitars, and bell sounds 

throughout the verses in “You Still Believe in Me,” or the rolling, contrapuntal arrangement 

of bass, bells, and guitar lines in “Sloop John B,” eventually layered further with flute, tuba, 

and a host of other orchestral instruments which progressively encircle the growing rhythmic 

whole, building texturally towards crescendo. On “Let’s Go Away for a While” the drums 

lead each bar with an eighth-note pickup and subsequent downbeat accentuation performed 

only by toms while the principle rhythm throughout the building introduction is offered by 

way of the strummed acoustic guitar and simplistic piano block chords, and filled out by a 

tinkling syncopated vibraphone extemporisation. The foundational rhythm is the composite 

of these discrete rhythmic roles rather than being conveyed through the drumkit. On the early 

verses of “I’m Waiting for the Day” an English horn doubles the vocal melody with 

continuous sustained notes below a rhythmically varied vocal line only to peak with a 

contrasting and rhythmically distinct vocal arrangement in the chorus, while “God Only 

Knows” features polyphonically arranged voices echoing the song’s eponymous hook 

throughout. The album is a wealth of such unique approaches to production, arrangement, 

and instrumentation. Even relative to the densest and most intricate seventies progressive 

rock works, the variety and contextual eloquence of the instrumentation on Pet Sounds is 

notable. 

Some artists in the mid/late-sixties explored the orchestra as a counterpart to more 

conventional instruments. Recorded with the London Festival Orchestra, the Moody Blues’s 

Days of Future Passed (1967) is arguably the first such integration of the orchestra into a rock 

record. Days of Future Passed came about, according to guitarist, pianist, and vocalist Justin 

Hayward, because The Moody Blues’s record label, Decca, had paired them with conductor 

Peter Knight with the intention of producing an orchestra and band performance of Dvorak’s 

“Symphony No. 9,” ostensibly to demonstrate the benefits of stereo versus mono audio 
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orchestration is soft and impressionistic, redolent of “golden era” film music in its flowing, 

atmospheric, and structurally indistinct refrains, as in the introductions to “Dawn: Dawn is 

Only a Feeling” and “Lunch Break: Peak Hour.” “Evening: The Sunset” invokes the then 

nascent strains of raga rock throughout with its sparse and gentle ethnic percussion and 

cyclical i-IV harmony below Knight’s languid Dorian-tinged string melody. Oftentimes 

Knight’s arrangement is more typical of conventional uses of strings and light orchestra in 

pop ballads, as in “Nights in White Satin” and perhaps “Evening: Twilight Time.” But 

sometimes the orchestration is emotionally dramatic and impactful to a degree that would 

seem beyond a rock ensemble’s dynamic and timbral capabilities, as in the immense cinematic 

conclusion to “Nights in White Satin” and again after the subsequent narration, “Late Lament.” 

In all cases these arrangements are suited to, and integrated within, their surroundings; they 

neither dominate, nor feel irrelevant.  

It is interesting to contrast these arranged sections to those performed by the band only. The 

latter are conventional pop songs (although featuring generous use of the then-novel 

Mellotron). The scope of the record and its thematic continuity is owing in large part to 

Knight’s work. Moreover, his arranging situates another key innovation of the record: motivic 

development, a mainstay of much later progressive rock. “The Day Begins” features intricate 

and succinct references to vocal melodies and themes from throughout the album, acting as 

something of a Classical overture, perhaps building upon the Classical device of reprise used 

in Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. Furthermore, the brief interludes following “Dawn: 

Dawn is Only a Feeling” and “The Morning: Another Morning” create a lighter contrast to the 

songs they surround while recapitulating (and thereby reinforcing) several of the album’s 

themes. These sections also provide a bridging point between songs with contrary moods, 

lending a sense of unity to the record. In any case, Days of Future Passed represents a 

comparably significant although artistically distinctive innovation in production, 

arrangement, and instrumentation as Brian Wilson’s lush and hazy layering in Pet Sounds. 

 
Tonal and rhythmic elements 
 

This section surveys the varied ways that mid/late-sixties popular musicians experimented 

with melody, harmony, and rhythm.  
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Raga rock, while interesting in its exploration of unconventional instrumentation (see p. 89), 

also contributed to the growing tonal vocabulary of sixties rock music. If Pearlman’s 

previously outlined thesis is to be believed (see p. 89), one contingent of raga rock was merely 

an instrumental redressing of popular music melody. As an example, the opening and 

repeated main theme from Donovan’s “Three King Fishers” is performed on a sitar, but, rather 

than featuring Indian-influenced tonal material, is solely minor-scale and redolent, instead, of 

English folk songs like “Scarborough Fair.”38 

 

Figure 13. Score of excerpt from Donovan’s “Three King Fishers” showing its standard minor key constitution 

 

 

However, raga rock was responsible for the introduction (or popularisation) of a host of 

scales/modes used to represent Indian classical music within a popular music framework. The 

novelty of these scales was variable. For example, the Beatles’s Norwegian Wood” (1965) is 

largely Mixolydian, a mode that is not out of place in the blues-influenced vocabulary of early 

rock in its own right. But in this song the characteristic ♭7 (played atop a ♭VII chord) occurs 

as a “turn” within an otherwise diatonic framework, subduing the leading-tone function 

within the melody and by extension its implied cadential movement, dominant to tonic. This 

infers in this music a circular thematic contour analogous to the pensive and meditative 

qualities within which hippies revelled and (problematically) took as largely synonymous 

with Eastern cultures. The Rolling Stone’s “Paint it Black” (1966) uses the harmonic minor 

scale over a minor i-V in order to articulate a sense of exoticism by focusing on the leading-

tone – in this case an E – and implying the Phrygian Dominant mode: the fifth mode of the 

harmonic minor scale and a mainstay of Middle-Eastern tonal frameworks under several 

culturally-specific names (The Freygish scale in Jewish musics; the Hijaz-Nahawand in 

 

8 A song popularised by Simon and Garfunkel’s 966 rendition (from the album Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme), based on an 

arrangement by Martin Carthy  
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employment of the Lydian mode (with the occasional inclusion of several other unusual 

intervals) (Everett, 1999, p. 340). Conversely, Frank Zappa often used modal material to create 

a peculiar and oftentimes comical musical backdrop to support the parodic and ironic 

message in his song’s lyrics. For example, the verse in “Who Needs the Peace Corps” from 

We’re Only in It for the Money (1968) opens with an alternation between the chords C major 

and F♯ minor, diatonically unrelated and situated a tritone apart. Above this harmonic 

structure the lead guitar and vocals (transitioning in and out of unison) frame alternating C 

Lydian and F♯ minor melodic phrases which are then pivoted temporarily to an inferred 

chromatic mediant, E major in the fifth measure, which finally resolve to another chromatic 

mediant, A major, for the remaining three bars. This tangled and erratic melody and harmony 

acts as an evocative counterpart to Zappa’s cynical and sarcastic commentary on the 

purportedly confused and perhaps disingenuous nature of the hippy’s beliefs and values. 

A shared trait amongst some of these examples and common throughout this period is the 

use of non-diatonic (and sometimes non-functional) harmony. In many cases, particularly 

those derived in the foremost from Indian classical ideas, this is a modal approach to melodic 

organisation, evolving convergently alongside (and appearing functionally similar to) Miles 

Davis and John Coltrane’s experimentation with modes. Sometimes it is an engagement with 

Romantic-era harmonic devices, as in Zappa’s use of chromatic mediants (a device which will 

become something of a feature in the more detailed analyses of the next chapter), or the 

similarly otherworldly melodic organisation explored by bands like the United States of 

America (The verse in “The American Metaphysical Circus” is a prime example). Moreover, 

there was a less prominent but equally momentous innovation occurring in parallel: this was 

also the moment when functional classical harmony emerged as a viability in the popular 

music lexicon. 

Perhaps the definitive instance of classical harmonic material in early rock music was Procol 

Harum’s “A Whiter Shade of Pale” (1967). The song is built around an organ obligato whose 

harmony and ornamentation is strikingly similar to Bach’s “Wachet auf, Ruft uns die Stimme, 

BWV 140” (commonly referred to as “Sleepers Awake”) and “Suite No. 3 in D Major, BWV 

1068” (commonly referred to as “Air on the G String”) as well as more broadly representing 

baroque characteristics (the mordant ornamentation in bar 4 and the bass line’s resemblance 
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to basso continuo for example). This song – alongside works like the Nice’s previously 

discussed “Ars Longa Vita Brevis” and its constituent arrangement of Bach’s “Brandenburg 

Concerto” – preceded a larger trend towards this approach in the early-seventies where 

classical material was absorbed and resituated into the instrumentation and organisation of 

the rock band. This culminated in works like Emerson, Lake & Palmer’s “The Barbarian” 

(1970), a rock arrangement of Béla Bartók’s “Allegro Barbaro,” or “Fanfare for the Common 

Man” (1977), an adaption of the work of the same name by Aaron Copland, amongst myriad 

others. In Days of Future Passed the classical material was mostly discrete from the pop music. 

The two components create a coherent whole album-wide, but they are largely 

compositionally discrete. “A Whiter Shade of Pale” is a different kind of composite. Its 

arrangement is that of a rock band (although the organ sound could be seen as a genre 

synecdoche of baroque music, perhaps inferring sacredness) and its form is that of a rock 

ballad, but its use of baroque harmony is integrated fundamentally into the work. 

 

Figure 17. Score of opening organ obligato in Procol Harum’s “A Whiter Shade of Pale” 

 

 

Concurrently, Frank Zappa created his first record devoted entirely to “serious music,” Lumpy 

Gravy (1968).39 As a piece self-consciously aspiring to the avant-garde, Lumpy Gravy is dense 

and eclectic. It spans jazz-inspired improvisatory sections (“Gum Joy”), sporadic 

 

9 Lumpy Gravy was released initially in 967, pulled due to a legal dispute with MGM, Zappa’s record label, and re released in 

968  
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expressionistic atonal works (“Up and Down,” “Let’s Eat Out”), and rhythmically 

complicated big-band arrangements (“Sink Trap”). Its harmony, rhythm, and indeed melody 

are unlike anything explored by its contemporaries. It is rife with modal and otherwise 

unconventional melodic and harmonic material; melodic and thematic development to a 

degree not unlike Days of Future Passed; and rhythmic variety with multiple time signatures 

changes and instances of odd meter (see Sloots, n.d.). Zappa, discussing the classical 

musicians employed for the record teased that “they don’t want to sweat. I mean, the hardest 

thing in Lumpy Gravy was this one section where everybody had to play in 5/8. In 1966 when 

that session took place, you never saw anybody hand you a piece of music in 5/8. It just wasn’t 

done” (quoted in Reed, 2015). 

Most popular music is in 4/4 time with a hypermeter revolving also around groups of four 

bars (Moore, 1993, pp. 39-41). Although there are no doubt exceptions to this in the popular 

music of the sixties and before, it was notably rare to hear the time signature or underlying 

rhythm act as a focal point of a popular music piece, rather than its foundation. An exception 

that proves the rule is Dave Brubeck’s 1959 “Take Five,” a song whose title revels in its 5/4 

meter and whose novelty endures decades after its release in no small part because of this 

trait. There were occasional popular music forays into odd-meter constructions before the 

advent of rock, like Dionne Warwick’s Bacharach-penned hit “Anyone Who Had a Heart” 

(1964), which variates between several time signatures, 4/4, 3/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 5/4 (see Everett, 

2000, p. 291). More common use of unusual time signatures in this period was “gestural” 

meter: alternations in time signature, usually between different standard meters, which 

variate in accordance with, and in support of, a lyrical theme. The Beatles were prolific in their 

experimentation with rhythm and meter (as they were with myriad other musical qualities). 

For example, “We Can Work It Out” (1965) alternates between common-time and waltz-time 

to connote two opposed parties in a domestic disagreement. Similarly, the moment described 

in the lyrics of “Being for the Benefit of Mr. Kite” (1967) where “Henry the Horse” dances “the 

waltz” sees the song abruptly shifts from a 4/4 meter to an oom-pa waltz. Meter in pop music 

is generally foundational and stable; changes usually occur with an aspiration to consistency 

and subtlety rather than contrast, leaving the tension-and-resolution drama to qualities like 

melody or even texture. In these examples the now-foregrounded meter becomes, instead, an 
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agent of the song’s meaning and expression, supporting musically the paramusical quality of 

its lyrics in a way tantamount to a key change or a severe shift in instrumentation or dynamic. 

This transient and contrastive use of meter is common to much of the Beatles’s later work, 

even if the specific link and interplay between lyric and music was not always as pronounced. 

Some examples include the 4/4 to 6/8 to 9/8 and back to 4/4 transitions that define “Happiness 

is a Warm Gun (1968)” to say nothing of its interesting hypermetric variation; or the 

labyrinthine changes in the main riff of “Dig a Pony” (1970), mainly in 6/8, but with forays 

into 3/4 and 4/4. They would infrequently utilise actual odd time signatures, as heard on songs 

like “All You Need Is Love” (1967), with its 7/4 verse, or “Here Comes the Sun” (1969) with 

its brief 7/8 and 11/8 bars during its bridge section (surrounding the lyric “sun sun sun here it 

comes”). 

By the second half of the sixties more bands were experimenting with odd meter. The Turtle’s 

“Grim Reaper of Love” (1966) spans several time signatures, including substantial sections in 

5/8, while the Monkees’ “Love is Only Sleeping” (1967) is mostly in 7/4. By the late-sixties 

these time signatures were relatively common in the more experimental contingent of rock 

acts. American psychedelic band The United States of America, on their 1968 self-titled debut, 

wrote in 7/4 (“The American Metaphysical Circus”) and 7/8 (“Cloud Song”). The Nice’s 

“Azrael Revisited” (1969) opens with a riff in 5/4. Chicago’s “Does Anybody Really Know 

What Time it Is” from The Chicago Transit Authority (1969) is loaded with time signatures 

changes, heard especially in the song’s extended piano intro. Jethro Tull’s Stand Up (1969) has 

many examples of odd meter, like “A New Day Yesterday” and “Look into the Sun” (both 

alternate between 5/8 and 7/8, the former in simple meter, the latter in compound meter); 

while Soft Machine’s Volume Two (1969), contrasting their debut from the previous year which 

is less metrically exploratory, is rife with odd time signatures. Zappa’s “America Drinks & 

Goes Home” (1967) features polymeter, situating 3/8 and 5/8 alternations over a consistent 4/4 

backing in the drums. Furthermore, it was not uncommon for acts to eschew meter entirely in 

this period, exploring atemporal free-time sections. This was sometimes the backdrop to full-

band improvisational sections, as heard on Pink Floyd’s “Interstellar Overdrive” (1967) and 

A Saucerful of Secrets” from the album of the same name (1968); Amon Düül II’s “Phallus 
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instrumental arrangements, and so on – there is great variety to the manner in which these 

qualities were implemented. Zappa and Procol Harum were both drawing from the classical 

canon, but Zappa’s appropriation of twentieth-century compositional influences differs 

drastically from Procol Harum’s explorations of Bach and baroque music. Similarly, Brian 

Wilson and the Moody Blues were both experimenting with the scope of their studio 

productions, but the former’s indistinct employment of symphonic instrumentation stood in 

stark contrast to the latter’s integration of the personality and idiosyncrasy of the orchestra. 

In the first example, Zappa was an outsider of much of the cultural practice of the hippies, 

composing, instead, with views to creating large-scale works that surmounted what he saw 

as “serious music.” Conversely, Syd Barrett was engaged in, and inspired by, the codes and 

matters of the Counterculture. Both came to compose longer songs, but these songs bore 

distinctive internal logics. In the second example, Brian Wilson was inspired by the Beatles 

and Phil Spector to create something that was more sophisticated and nuanced than most 

previous popular music, while the Moody Blues, and especially Peter Knight, were interested 

in the melding of a rock album with the power of an orchestra. Both came to use varied 

instruments and techniques beyond the realm of popular music, but these instruments 

appeared in decidedly different roles.  

These examples, and the others in this discussion, are intended to convey the tremendous 

sonic variability in mid/late-sixties rock. Although many rock artists in this period were of a 

similar mind, invested in progress, they nonetheless bore individualistic trajectories directed 

and stimulated by different motivations and backgrounds. Resultantly, their approaches to 

innovation were diverse from one another, sometimes in subtle and sometimes in blatant 

ways. In subsequent years this heterogeneous course would narrow into progressive rock, as 

it is conventionally known, but at this early stage these artists’ challenges to rock normativity 

were as numerous as were the artists themselves. 

 
Discussion: The first progressive popular music 
 

This chapter has explored the first progressive popular music and its origins. Its narrative 

focussed on several interconnected events. It begins with the advent of youth music – rock 

and roll – in the years following the second World War, which altered popular music so that 
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it was no longer a homologous form fit for all but rather a style through which generational 

difference could be articulated. The success of the Beatles, a band of amateur musicians from 

the clubs of Liverpool, democratised this youth music, hitherto governed by a professional 

industry, and standardised the notion of youth music created by the youth themselves. This 

coalesced with booming subcultural tastes and the sonic boundaries of popular music were 

expanded, diverging in myriad specialised directions suited to these tastes. Once popular 

music collided with the nascent Counterculture in the mid-sixties, it motivated a new and 

distinctively idealistic popular music with a modernist impulse: it was now ostensibly art; its 

quality was now contingent upon its engagement with ideas of expansion and progress. These 

ideals became central to a new value discourse – perpetuated by media, fans, and artists – 

where positive value judgements were synonymous with challenging convention and 

rejecting commodification. As in the doctrines of modernity, this music strove instead for 

autonomy and self-negation. 

Many popular music artists in this period explicated this idealism: foremost, they were in 

opposition to what they saw as a hackneyed status quo that did not represent them or their 

interests. Rock and roll formed the basis for this expanding music, and against this thesis the 

artists – with support from media and pundits – pitted varied non-pop compositional devices. 

They aspired to challenge everything that was involved in the popular song, from the position 

of instruments in a band, to what a band should look like, to the influences a band should 

draw from, to the value of song structures and length, to the purpose of a song’s lyrics and 

their capacity for expression, to the foregrounding of autonomy and individualism over 

commodity and industry. These ideas were articulated equivalently in this period’s music, 

resulting in a definitively heterogenous stylistic climate. These artists aspired to similar 

ideological positions, yet, in accordance with their individualistic aspirations, they seemed 

not to directly imitate one another but rather experimented inimitably. Their claims to this 

progressiveness followed individual trajectories aware of both the past and the present, the 

thesis and the varied antitheses pitted against it. If the thesis was pop song form then its 

progressive course can be mapped against varied antitheses which had immediate effects, by 

way of synthesis, on what was permissible. Consider the effects that songs like “A Day in the 

Life,” “Interstellar Overdrive,” or “Ars Longa Vita Brevis,” had on song structure in popular 
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music, the burgeoning underground, or even on the artists and their close associates at the 

level of the scene. None supplanted pop formats wholly; instead, like all other changes in the 

period, these challenges to the normative state of pop song form synthesised with 

existing/accepted forms to imbue the popular music language with a slightly wider domain 

of structural possibility, one which could then be pursued progressively further as the given 

attribute was negated by more bands and from new viewpoints hence. The multiplicity of 

these challenges kept the course unstable and progress tangible rather than rescinding into an 

inertia of imitation; Zappa and Pink Floyd both explored long songs, but their challenges to 

form represent a mutual departure, a split into parallel but differing compositional methods. 

Both represent negations of popular music and both consequently extended the possibilities 

of popular music for interested acts who would follow, but both pursued their negation of 

these texts in unique ways. And, at least insofar as a modernistic popular music progress, 

defined in Chapter 3, is concerned, these musics should be expected to be just so divergent 

and heterogeneous. 

The same is true for all of the different aspects of popular musical syntax surveyed in this 

chapter: form, tonal and rhythmic language, production and instrumentation, and so forth. 

But this scope is manifestly limited due to the logistical constraints of this thesis. Such a survey 

could be extended to any text (musical or paramusical) from this period’s popular music, 

extended to a far greater scope of examples within these texts, and could be analysed in far 

greater detail (this latter point will be addressed somewhat in the more detailed analyses of 

the following chapter). The point, demonstrated through the discussions and analyses of this 

chapter, is that the innovations in mid/late-sixties music aligned with the verbalised ambitions 

of its creators. Their theory was rendered into practice.  

This thesis’s third chapter identifies three models by which popular music progresses: closed, 

momentarily progressive, and continuously progressive. Each describe a way in which a 

popular musical subject is dialectically engaged to stimulate its form and motivate its change 

over time. In this model, rock and roll was a momentarily progressive music. The vocabulary 

it drew from remained stable in form and harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic material for the 

most part, and its chain of production remained unchanged also. Its internal dialectical 

constitution seems linked to the coding of the culture to which it was joined. For example, the 
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physical appearance of the rockers was antithetical of the clean-cut pop stars that preceded 

them and of which they subsequently replaced in the musics of their scenes. The same could 

be said for lyrical matter and any number of paramusical texts. But, as marked as these 

paramusical transformations were, the music was still adherent, in the foremost, to its 

precursory popular forms. Reaching-beyond-the-text seemed more the provision of its means 

of commodification (how it was marketed) than a true challenge to the longstanding 

vocabulary of the music. This is not to suggest that rock and roll did not bring with it a host 

of subtle musical changes to its precursory forms of which it, itself, was a synthesis: jump 

blues, boogie woogie, rhythm and blues, gospel, country, and so forth; on the contrary, it 

clearly did. The point being made here is that, at least prior to the Beatles, music directed 

towards the youth market was restricted to a limited system of creative material. This material 

would variate often, but always within nominal boundaries. It was always recognisable 

through its musical characteristics as rock and roll. It had to be, for if it were not, the record 

industry could not be assured of its marketability.  

Conversely, the trajectory of popular music from the mid to late-sixties appeared initially 

radical and came to be progressively more so as the decade advanced. Its forms and their 

diversity begin with records like Rubber Soul and Revolver and Pet Sounds, all broaching a new 

sense of exploratory and artistic approaches around a fundamentally normative foundation. 

These first antitheses to convention – the Beatles writing their own songs, Brian Wilson 

producing his own records, and so forth – were soon synthesised, becoming the new thesis, 

one upon which ensuing artists could build in their own ways. With this as an established 

practice, influences came from within and without to further destabilise the normative 

vocabulary of the style. The key influence was the Counterculture and its views on art. This 

ideology resulted in the more modernistic (and indeed elitist) value discourse espoused by 

journalists and artists in the period. Resultantly, this thesis – the rock and roll text, with the 

artist now bearing agency – was barraged with new and varied antitheses. Because autonomy 

and individualism were rife in this discourse, their approaches were equally singular; because 

the scope of the challenges were increasingly significant and momentous (each innovation 

building upon the last), the original shape of this popular music form was rapidly diluted in 

an exponentially advancing vocabulary. Many artists found their niche in this innovative 
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moment: The Moody Blues never took their orchestral pop far from Days of Future Passed in a 

fundamental sense; much of Pink Floyd’s music in this period was either psychedelic 

extemporisations or relatively conventional pop works; in both cases, and many others, their 

trajectory of progressiveness was, at the level of the individual artist, momentarily 

progressive. But as a period in time, these years were a continuous stream of progressive 

challenges to what was conventional. The mid/late-sixties, specifically nascent rock, was the 

definitive moment of artistic progress in popular music history. It bore numerous bands who 

could be called continuously artistically progressive as is defined in this thesis. 

This moment catalysed nothing short of a paradigm shift in the format of the popular song. It 

was not just an expansion of its formal praxes but a reconstruction of its substance, its 

language, and its manifest ideals. It did not, as it would seem to aspire, supplant the music 

industry and its commodity-bearing wholly, but it normalised a counterpoint ideology which 

had far-reaching consequences, spatially and temporally, across the expanse of popular music 

to the present day. The action undertaken by these artists was revolutionary and even as the 

representations of their innovations were expanded further by artists in the seventies – longer, 

more technical, more consistently conceptual, more redolent of classical forms, etc. – the music 

remained the product of the selfsame expression of progress. These are the nascent 

revolutions of a snowball that, although escalating in size and velocity, maintained its form 

and constitution into the grandiosity of progressive rock in the seventies.  
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6. THE CRYSTALLISATION OF PROGRESSIVE ROCK 
 

We have been working on the second movement which recalls our past which can 

be seen as part of a sea of life. Well it's all very boring and complicated to explain… 

(Welch, 1973) 

Jon Anderson of Yes in 1973 discussing Tales from Topographic Oceans 

 
Progressive rock goes mainstream 
 

From 1971 to around 1977 progressive rock was one of the most commercially successful 

music genres in the world. Jethro Tull, after finding reasonable success with Stand Up (1969) 

and Aqualung (1971), reaching #1 and #4 respectively in the British charts, released Thick as a 

Brick in 1972 which reached #1 in America and performed similarly across the globe. Yes’s 

celebrated Close to the Edge (1972) reached #3 on the Billboard chart, eventually going double 

platinum. Emerson, Lake & Palmer’s greatest studio chart success, Brain Salad Surgery (1973), 

reached #2 in the U.K. and #11 in the U.S. but the band are perhaps best remembered for the 

colossal tour attached to the record. This tour included no less than thirty-six tons of 

equipment and an entourage of forty-two people. It is remembered through suspended-in-

the-air grand pianos, stainless-steel drumkits, and Greg Lake’s always-underfoot Persian rug 

for a (very costly) sense of homely familiarity (Macan, 2005, pp. 259-64). In Anaheim, 

California the band played to 22,000 fans, a performance documented on the live album 

Welcome Back, My Friends, to the Show that Never Ends ~ Ladies and Gentleman (1974) which 

peaked at #4 on the U.S. charts, the band’s overall highest charting record (Macan, 2005, pp. 

315-21). A section of Mike Oldfield’s Tubular Bells (1973) was used as the soundtrack for 

William Freidkin’s The Exorcist after which it topped charts around the world, eventually 

selling an estimated 17 million copies (“10 Best Selling Prog,” 2015). Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of 

the Moon (1973) initially topped the Billboard chart, but endured in the Top 200 for 736 weeks, 

the longest ever such stint (Gallucci, 2013). It remains one of the greatest selling records of all 

time with certified sales of 24.2 million and suggested total sales of upwards of 45 million. 
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This was undeniably a mainstream music. While the culture of the sixties had been 

responsible for much of its stylistic direction, progressive rock had outgrown its 

Countercultural roots by the early-seventies. Moreover, by 1972, the enormous success of 

what Macan has called the “Megabands” of the classic progressive rock era (ELP and Yes for 

example) redirected a dominant portion of the record label’s resources to their promotion. 

This effectively undermined the possibility of smaller and more stylistically idiosyncratic 

progressive rock acts reaching the upper echelons of commercial success (Macan, 2005, pp. 

242-3). Whereas the mid/late-sixties saw record labels relinquish some degree of control to a 

fluid and continually expanding stylistic palette (see Harron, 1990), the success of this 

progressive rock genre – or perhaps more accurately, certain amongst its ranks – allowed the 

record labels to again control their music’s style. They reverted their focus, as before and since, 

towards the music which was sure to sell. The result was a well-defined divide between the 

majority of less mainstream progressive rock bands – Gentle Giant, Curved Air, even Genesis 

at this point in time – and stars like Jethro Tull and ELP. These latter monumental bands, 

through their visibility and influence, became synonymous with the progressive rock genre. 

Journalistic media, building upon the specialist discourses broached in the mid/late-sixties, 

helped to shape this form’s eventual widespread success, as did fan connoisseurship and 

specialism. These forces had aided this music in establishing its cultural credibility before its 

full commercial potential was realised. But as the style became increasingly synonymous with 

its most famous proponents rather than through its conceptual or ideological impulsions, it 

became functionally limited in a quality present in some sixties rock music: its experimental 

and innovative inclinations. 

To be sure the artists in the seventies were, if anything, louder and more assertive in their 

claims to “progress” then their mid/late-sixties counterparts. Mont Campbell of Egg 

suggested a want to “do for pop what [Stravinsky has] done for mainstream music in the 

twentieth-century” (Williams quoted in Atton, 2001). Carl Palmer was famously polemicised 

by Lester Bangs for stating his want for kids to listen to music of “more quality,” by which he 

meant the lineage of classical music (Macan, 2005, p. 192). Likewise, there is no doubt that the 

music became more complex and more abstruse in this time, enacting an arms-race of longer 

and more intricate work, a condition recognised (and condemned) by critics in the likes of 
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Yes’s Tales from Topographic Oceans (1973), Rick Wakeman’s Journey to the Centre of the Earth 

(1974), Jethro Tull’s A Passion Play (1973), and Genesis’s The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway (1974) 

(see Stump, 1997, pp. 146, 161).  

But there was a fundamental difference in this music when compared to its sixties antecedent. 

Rather than challenging and extending the popular music language through a dialectical 

process of synthesis with outside influences, this was an extension of the sonic outcomes of 

those innovations which had emerged a decade earlier. The progressive rock sound, or at least 

that of its most famous and visible practitioners, had stabilised. The heterogenous innovations 

of sixties-era artists had crystallised into a set of broadly definable stylistic parameters and 

common practices. The appearance of these qualities would vary in their extremity, pushing 

in quality and quantity beyond their counterparts in the musics that preceded them. But the 

scope of the characteristics on display came to be limited to a set of key stylistic methods in 

place of the diverse and idiosyncratic approaches that they succeeded.40  

That progressive rock was shaped into the genre it is understood to be today through this 

process of stylistic crystallisation is somewhat uncontroversial in popular music discourse, 

although the moment at which it occurred is interpreted differently by its commentators. For 

example, Moore suggests that progressive rock had stylistically stagnated by the mid-

seventies (1993, p. 58) and Macan suggests specifically the year 1972 (1997, pp. 26-7). Whereas 

the literature sometimes frames this positively – when progressive rock matured into the 

definitively sophisticated and complex genre which coursed through neo-prog and still 

thrives today – such stylistic codification would seem the very opposite of the actively 

progressive music sought in this thesis. Indeed, if seventies progressive rock is a style based 

around a codified musical language – its claim to “progressiveness” predicated upon its 

adherence to the practices of its forbearers – then its constitution as an artistically progressive 

text is questionable. Rather, this would situate this music as a closed dialectical system: a 

music fluctuating within set parameters (revolutionary in the decade past, but no longer so). 

Here these parameters become necessary and sufficient for the music’s place in this 

 

40  There are, of course, exceptions to this characterisation, particularly amongst some smaller bands who maintained an 

experimental direction  
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increasingly popular progressive rock genre, but this is clearly different in a functional sense 

from the definitively heterogeneous artistic approaches of the previous decade. This theorised 

difference is highly significant to the theories of this thesis. If this seventies-era progressive 

rock was as stylistically closed as it is hypothesised to be, it is not an artistically progressive 

text in the manner put forth in Chapter 3. 

 
Innovation versus development, the substance of seventies progressive 
rock     
 

This chapter will comparatively examine the way key works from the sixties (preceding the 

progressive rock genre) and works from the seventies (embodying the classic progressive rock 

era) approached certain musical and paramusical traits which are today considered style 

markers of the progressive rock genre. The intention is to consider how artistically progressive 

the latter music was by examining certain of its qualities and comparing them to similar 

qualities in earlier musics. This will establish the compositional innovation of this music, or 

at least key of its qualities, within the framework explored in Chapter 3: does it embody a 

“continuously progressive” music? In other words, is the work self-negatory and challenging 

of its artist’s musical past, their contemporaries, and the state of surrounding popular music 

at large? 

The musical survey in Chapter 5 considered several ways in which mid/late-sixties (pre-) 

progressive rock moved beyond the normative bounds of popular music, as well as the 

variability and breadth of the innovations in this period. All of the qualities explored in that 

chapter would eventually become synonymous with progressive rock as a genre (albeit to 

varying degrees). However, some potential qualities prove more suitable than others for the 

qualitative analysis undertaken in this chapter. Take, as an example, musical virtuosity, a trait 

generally considered to be a stylistic indicator of progressive rock. How does one differentiate 

qualitatively between instances of virtuosity? Would it be possible to chart this quality as it 

entered the pop lexicon and as it became de rigueur in the mounting progressive rock style? 

More fundamentally did it enter the popular music lexicon or was it always present to some 

degree? What is its metric? More notes per-second? Using this quality as a vantage point into 

the conventionalisation of progressive rock is clearly problematic.  
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Conversely, certain musical traits are well-suited to comparative analysis and the specific 

needs of this study. Such qualities can be recognised as innovative or as imitative, the latter 

shown to be such by comparison to the former. Ideally such qualities offer insights deeper 

than a dualistic is-or-is-not consideration (the music is virtuosic, the songs extol a classical 

influence, etc.). Perhaps there is information to be garnered from these qualities, such as their 

non-pop origins (from what source does the musical idea originate?), or even their 

representations/reflections of a scene or subculture.  

Equivalently important, though, is that the qualities analysed are definitively representative 

of progressive rock, as it is conventionally conceived. As such, the subjects for analysis will 

be Yes’s “Close to the Edge” and Genesis’s “Firth of Fifth,” songs essential to the progressive 

rock canon. Each of these works is notable for their enduring popularity – the albums from 

which these songs come are the two highest fan-rated albums of all time on Progarchives 

(“Progarchives,” n.d.) – but they are also archetypal of several distinct musical/paramusical 

qualities and central to the propagation of these qualities through their enduring influence. In 

“Close to the Edge,” perhaps the definitive (though certainly not the first) “side-length” 

progressive rock song, this aspect is song structure and scope. In “Firth of Fifth” this aspect is 

narrative-driven contrasts in dynamics, timbre, and texture. Both of these qualities are 

considered to be progressive rock style markers (see Chapter 2) and both are presented in 

sophisticated and highly developed formats through these pieces. Furthermore, both would 

seem to have clear antecedents spanning at least a half-decade prior, therefore allowing a 

detailed comparative analysis. Clearly these songs and their constitutive qualities do not 

nearly encompass the scope of the progressive rock style. However, given their popularity 

and influence, they are as fitting exemplars as any in this discussion. 

 
Developments in dynamics, density, and contrasting instrumentation 
 
Analysis of musical narrativity in Genesis’s “Firth of Fifth” 
 

When their fifth record, Selling England by the Pound, was released in 1973, Genesis were only 

moderately commercially successful. The album was one of their larger critical triumphs, but 

even after its release the band remained far removed from the likes of ELP and Jethro Tull in 
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conversely likens the song’s structure to the exposition, development, and recapitulation of 

the sonata (1997, p. 109).41  

“Firth of Fifth” revolves around three principal sections called A, B, and C above, although 

there are several unique variations and interludes linking them. Within these sections are 

myriad compositional subtleties and intricacies, an enormous scope of dynamic range, and a 

uniquely clean and thoughtful approach to texture and timbre. It is worth emphasising the 

sense of economy to the musical material in this work. Unlike some of the more conspicuously 

complicated epics of the classic progressive rock era, Genesis’s music is notable for its ability 

to unravel the many possibilities offered by its source material (rather than transitorily 

moving from idea to idea). “Firth of Fifth” is a superb example of this economical quality. 

The foremost lyrical theme in “Firth of Fifth” is water. The title is a pun referencing the Firth 

of Forth, an estuary where several Scottish waterways meet north-east of Edinburgh. Its lyrical 

subject is an anthropomorphised river, portrayed as tremendously powerful, but whose 

power is often forgotten, due to its immutability and age, by the civilisation that surrounds it. 

The river, throughout the song’s six stanzas, becomes something of a metonym for the power 

of nature itself: for its magnificence and its ferocity, for its nourishment of life and for its 

capacities for damage or death. And while these lyrics do not specifically relate a story, there 

is a notable chronological scheme (supported, too, in the music) to their structure: they follow 

this river from its origins to the vastness of the open ocean. There is much meaning to tease 

from this. Consider the palindromic outline of the structure as a reference to the cyclical nature 

of the river’s currents; the song’s wide dynamic undulations as the ebb and flow in the 

waterway’s geography, torrential to tranquil, eventually dissolving into nothing as the river 

joins the sea and the song fades to solo piano.  

Captivating in this regard is Tony Banks’ tinkling piano introduction, a sonic anaphone (see 

page 59) expressive of ripples and swells: suggestive of the gentle burbling of the tributary 

before it joins the river and mounts in power. This musical pattern is comprised entirely of 

sixteenth notes in the treble-hand, oscillating repetitiously in a manner redolent of Ravel or 

 

41 Macan also ascribes the sonata format to Yes’ “Close to the Edge,” examined and discussed presently  
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Debussy’s impressionistic piano works. The dynamic is steady but sensitive, and the legato 

notes flow languidly throughout its chameleonic metre changes. The metrical variety is 

unpredictable but smooth as water is unrestricted in form. The gentle dynamic, contrasted 

against its unusual chromatic mediant-heavy harmonic framework, embodies the underlying 

chaos and volatility of natural grandeur.42 In these ways, Banks’ introduction represents a 

potent and expressive link between music and lyrics. It also establishes a thoughtful and 

thematically consistent dynamic baseline for the subsequent developments in dynamical, 

textural, and timbral narrativity throughout the piece. 

Verse 1 (1’07”) heralds the first drastic dynamic shift in the piece. Here the solo piano 

introduction is contrasted conspicuously by the full band performing in what will prove to be 

the maximal dynamic of the song – from quiet to loud in an instant. The lyrics assert the 

subject’s character as “majestic,” and so fragility and playfulness capitulate to a decidedly 

different representation of nature: forceful and mighty. This characterization is highlighted 

lyrically with references to powerful natural images: mountains, waterfalls, inland seas, all 

fed, surrounded, and beholden to this river as it expands. Where the intro was harmonically 

transient, there is a stability and primacy to the harmony in this verse. It is as close to 

“signature” Genesis compositional material as exists in this regard: small chords sustained 

over shifting bass notes, slash chords, occasional modal mixing, and chromatic mediants. The 

plodding bass and unwavering drums invoke a sense of scope and grandeur in the place of 

the free flowing and metrically transient introduction. The introduction’s sense of intimacy, 

intricacy, and delicateness broadens and boldens to a wider all-encompassing vantage point 

– a sort of musical and lyrical zoom-out. 

Genesis’s expression of fortissimo speaks to a different character than the sharp organs and 

synthesizers of ELP or the cacophonous layers of King Crimson’s more abrasive works. Much 

is made of the clarity in their arrangements and the relative lack of distortion in their music 

(Macan, 1997, p. 107). This is not a “wall of sound” where instruments become anonymous in 

 

42 As will be seen in the forthcoming analyses of Yes and Procol Harum, chromatic mediants seem a fairly common harmonic 

device in progressive rock, perhaps evidence for the often extolled connection the style bears with the music from the Romantic 

period   
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their layers and the totality outweighs individual elements. Even as this radical dynamic 

impresses a sense of contrastive weight its expression remains austere and pure. Harmony is 

clearly communicated. The change in rhythm is decisive and meaningful. The deliberateness 

of its arrangement allows a more natural dynamic progression to manifest throughout the 

peaks and valleys of the song. “Firth of Fifth” demonstrates how in Genesis’s work a maximal 

dynamic need not mean “all instruments at once” but can rather mean myriad combinations, 

each different but equally potent in expressing the dynamic. 

The first verse is carried by drums, vocals, and bass, layered with a lightly overdriven electric 

guitar. The moment the song shifts to its second verse (2’07”) this instrumentation swaps 

entirely to tinkling cymbals, acoustic guitar, Mellotron, and a much softer vocal which will 

eventually bloom into a series of warm choral layers. This change is marked, too, by a dynamic 

drop, a shift to a less propulsive chord sequence, and a restricted vocal range. In each case the 

music matches the lyrics, and each transition displays thoughtfulness and consistency. 

Perhaps the most memorable dynamic shift in “Firth of Fifth” is the one that occurs next. The 

partial verse 1C gives way to a drop into solo piano – the inverse of the introduction exploding 

into the first verse – and, over the course of seven bars, it contracts into the song’s softest 

dynamic. The subsequent Bridge 1A section (3’29”) is led by Peter Gabriel’s flute which is 

accompanied sparsely by piano, a tremendously significant drop in volume and density. Its 

rhythm is understated whereas the verses were plodding and strident; its melody is lingering, 

legato, and haunting rather than majestic and forceful; its harmony is minimal and static 

rather than functional and momentous. There is an interesting dialectical evocation of 

masculine/feminine evident in its contrast, an element often discussed in progressive rock 

literature (Macan, 1997, p. 31; von der Horst, 2002). Deena Weinstein invokes an Apollonian 

and Dionysian duality in her analyses of heavy metal (Weinstein, 2000): the former 

conventionally being related to femininity, thoughtful, soft, and subdued characteristics, and 

connected to acoustic instrumentation and warm timbres; the latter being related to 

masculinity, aggressive, passionate characteristics, and attached to electric instrumentation 

and hard timbres. This section’s transition clearly spans the extremities of this dualism: the 

forthright nature of the verse’s loud and propulsive drums, overdriven guitar, and heavy bass 

are countered by the understated rhythm of the piano and the warmth of the flute. It is not 
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simply a loud/soft dynamic contrast, it is an entire shift in the work’s dimension: vivid to sepia, 

wide and potent to narrow and calm, from a fast and transient attack to a swelling and gentle 

expression of rhythmic punctuation; a roar to a sigh. This relationship, especially the emphasis 

on soft and thoughtful Apollonian qualities is a point of differentiation between progressive 

rock and rock otherwise, and few classic progressive rock bands employed this approach 

more clearly than Genesis. 

The flute was clearly nothing new to progressive rock by 1973. Ian Anderson of Jethro Tull 

and Ian McDonald of King Crimson (amongst others43) had already demonstrated a more 

virtuosic exhibition of the instrument by the early-seventies. But there is a distinct difference 

in both purpose and presentation in the use of flute in “Firth of Fifth.” Anderson and 

McDonald are extremely adept and virtuosic instrumentalists. Gabriel, relatively speaking, is 

not. The flute section in “Firth of Fifth” is a simplistic performance of a melody, although one 

with a distinctively fragile, tremulous quality. In Jethro Tull and King Crimson’s work there 

is an obligation towards the instrument’s use. Anderson is Jethro Tull’s flautist, principal 

songwriter, and lead singer and so most Jethro Tull songs use flute; McDonald was King 

Crimson’s woodwind specialist and so he alternated woodwind instruments throughout the 

band’s works. Conversely, Gabriel was Genesis’s lead singer who also happened to play flute, 

and consequently the employment of flute in “Firth of Fifth” seems a deliberate partnering of 

melody to instrument rather than an obligatory instrumental presence (see Guy, 2010). The 

melody’s definitive qualities – its gentleness, lyricism, and classical-sounding harmonic minor 

sonority – are suited impeccably to the instrument’s timbre and performative limitations. To 

treat the song’s dynamical nadir with such a mild instrument also establishes an even wider 

degree of possible dynamic development for subsequent sections. When this C section is 

reprised after the song’s arch (6’26”) it is played, instead, on an overdriven guitar. And while 

its register and melodic/tonal character remains the same, this simple instrumental contrast, 

paired with the familiarity of thematic repetition, proves profoundly affecting; conflictingly 

close and sentimental and dramatic and vast in equal proportion.  

 

4  Other notable progressive rock flautists from this era include (but are not limited to) Andrew Latimer from Camel, Thijs van 

Leer from Focus, Mauro Pagini from Premiata Forneria Marconi, and Jimmy Hastings from Caravan and National Health  
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The overarching metaphor in “Firth of Fifth” is expressed consistently and coherently through 

both its musical and paramusical qualities. A river is constitutive of opposed qualities. It is 

gentle and delicate one moment and booming and frightful the next. It encompasses tranquil 

streams and gushing torrents. The simultaneity of these clashing characteristics is predictable 

and intuitive: to describe a river is to embrace its variability. And this effortless assemblage of 

the width of nature’s grandeur in the abstract seems an apt comparison to the conflicting 

dynamics, timbres, and textures in “Firth of Fifth.” The material of its sectional transitions is 

distant; the A, B, and C sections of the work are as varied materially as the extents of the river’s 

extremities. But, where such clashes in popular music so often end in unnatural contrasts – 

patchworks absent of the necessary common thread and topographical lucidity common to 

enough progressive rock to be seen, by some, as a stylistic indicator (Lucky, 1998, pp. 120-1) – 

the nature of “Firth of Fifth” is evocative and expressive of its subject. Nature is not 

predictable, nor need be the music expressing it. Few bands have so thoughtfully spanned the 

circumference of rock instrumentation and the minutiae of performative dynamics and the 

individual ranges available to its players as Genesis. In their hands these qualities are pliable 

and ripe for experimentation, but they are engaged with sights to a measured and expressive 

outcome, not a grasping for the strange and esoteric for its own sake. Most importantly, these 

dialectical qualities are subordinate to the song’s theme, and are consequently suited to its 

expression above all else. 

 
Antecedent: Analysis of King Crimson’s “The Court of the Crimson King” 
 

In the Court of the Crimson King (1969) is frequently cited as either the first true progressive 

rock album or the genre’s first great album by commentators (Stump, 1997, pp. 42-3; Martin, 

1998, p. 177; Macan, 1997, p. 11, 23; Holm-Hudson, 2002c, p. 13).44 Its title track, arguably more 

than any other song except perhaps “Epitaph” from the same album, exemplifies what would 

come to be called “symphonic prog,” and would prove enormously influential over the likes 

 

44 Although Macan notes that it was seen as little more than a logical extension of the work of its precursory psychedelic rock 

bands in its day (2005, p  72)  
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the later choruses and the titled section “Dance of the Puppets,” itself a variation on the 

chorus). The song is entirely in 4/4, although it deploys a 2/4 bar at the close of each verse to 

an interesting effect explored presently.  

In spite of its rhythm and structure being relatively conventional, the texture and dynamics 

in “The Court of the Crimson King” and their collusion with other communicative qualities 

in the music are novel and expressive. The song’s central contrast occurs between verse and 

chorus, an alternation repeated four times throughout the song. The verse is eerie and 

mysterious. Peter Sinfield’s lyrics – to which the music was apparently written (Keeling, 2000) 

– are cryptic. They are dreamlike and surreal in constitution and are steeped in arcane 

medieval and ritualistic overtones (“the tournament’s begun,” “three lullabies in an ancient 

tongue”). Their enigmatic message is grounded atop a suitably indistinct harmonic 

foundation. Its three “A” stanzas all occur over a static E base where a minor third is quietly 

implied but where a second and minor sixth are accentuated to convey an ambiguous and still 

tonal atmosphere. The vocal melody descends unassumingly down a portion of E Aeolian, 

starting on its fifth and resolving to the restless major second, F♯, a delicate tritone jar against 

the freshly introduced minor sixth, C, in the grounding guitar figure. This darkness is felt as 

a subtle implication of harmonic movement, oscillating with each call and response in 

Sinfield’s stanzas. Every first line is mysterious and equivocal and every second answers the 

first in a darker modal character and with a more fatal and active sentiment. 

Figure 21. Excerpt from verse lyrics in King Crimson’s “The Court of the Crimson King” shown below chords 

Em9 
The rusted chains of prison moons 
Em9(♭6) 
Are shattered by the sun 
 
Em9 
I walk a road, horizons change 
Em9(♭6) 
The tournament s begun 

 

The verse’s “B” variation moves to the subdominant, Am, and establishes a contrasting sense 

of harmonic movement: Am, Fmaj7, F♯ø, Fmaj7, a progression borrowing liberally from the 

related E Phrygian mode. Its harmonic primacy, heightened further by the theatrical F♯ half-
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diminished chord, is a dramatising of the lugubrious minor-key sentiment hinted at in the “A” 

section but now fully realised. It acts here as a break from the wallowing modal foundation 

to a more pronounced sense of romantic drama, even if its lyrics are no less oblique than they 

were in preceding stanzas. 

The harmony is interesting, but its instrumentational presentation is equivalently 

communicative. There is no rigid rhythmic foundation to the section. Its mysterious tonality 

is presented principally by a sparse, gentle acoustic guitar passage steeped in a long reverb. 

Certain lines are ornamented, as in “the Purple Piper plays his tune” where Ian McDonald’s 

flute enters, representing the eponymous character. Overall there is a pronounced sense of 

solitude and stillness here. The section feels personal, close, and so its esoteric lyrics seem all 

the stranger, an experience both internal and entirely unfamiliar, hallucinogenic. A connection 

to psychedelic drugs seems plausible but considering Sinfield’s poetic aspirations and broad 

influences (see Stump, 1997, p. 44), to invoke this as the work’s chief inspiration would seem 

an unfair simplification. Nonetheless, considering when and where it was written, it is 

impossible to ignore this connection. 

With a lurching 2/4 bar the verse ends early and is juxtaposed dynamically by the song’s 

chorus. The early close of the verse and instantaneous lift into the chorus suggests a loss of 

control, a feeling of being overwhelmed. It is as though the sensory experience is stolen from 

the listener’s agency and they are thrust from one extreme experience – a confused, 

ruminative stasis – into euphoria. This contrast’s power lies in the fact that it does not occur 

only dynamically (soft to loud) but equivalently through the collusion of several 

complementary attributes: harmony, instrumentation, and texture. Firstly, the verse’s static 

modality and minor-key mood is contrasted by a distinctively grand major-key sequence: D, 

D/C, C, Bsus4, B. These chords are primal – their sense of colour is simplistic and 

appropriately exuberant as a contrast to the subtle colouring and inactivity of the verse. The 

D to C, by way of a slash chord combining the root of the former with the triad of the latter, 

invokes a Lydian ethereality to the major-key proceedings which is instantly collapsed further 

into what appears a secondary dominant movement (Bsus4/B). But, as proves exceedingly 

common in the harmony of classic progressive rock, it resolves, or rather upheaves, to the 

upper minor chromatic mediant, D, its original starting chord, and the grand cycle repeats.  
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The shifting rhythms – first wallowing and indistinct then marching and grand – are matched 

also by contrasts in instrumentational width and breadth. The solitary guitar and quiet vocal, 

dark and contemplative in the verse, are usurped in an instant by dense Mellotron, thick bass, 

and a harmonised vocal (here louder in the mix) in the chorus. While not as clear a 

representation of the Apollonian/Dionysian contrasts evident in “Firth of Fifth,” the 

expressive character of these sections’ other dualistic relationships are stark: acoustic to 

electric (the Mellotron being an interesting peculiarity in this respect), thin to thick, mono to 

stereo. The quality of the texture itself invokes a shift in tactility: the guitar in the verse could 

perhaps be a tactile or kinetic anaphone representing respectively the feeling or the flow of 

trickling water, alone, sparse, gradual; its chorus counterpart, however, is grainy, dense, and 

full, its sense of tactility immersive and radiant (see page 59). The only lyric in the chorus is 

“king” and while the other transitorily invoked characters of the dreamlike narrative (the 

Purple Piper, the Keeper of the City, the Black Queen, and so forth) are painted with a sinister 

brush or as otherworldly and curious, the regent is musically portrayed to be deific, a 

character whose very invocation transforms the dream/trip/story entirely. In effect, the 

(Crimson) King is mentioned, and the music recognises him in answer. 

At 4’14” the song dips into a gentle flute melody based on the bridge section (“The Return of 

the Fire Witch”) heard earlier at 2’20”. While the melody and harmony remain essentially the 

same in these two sections, their dynamical qualities are different and so too is their meaning. 

The latter, flanked by two choruses, is a temporary suspension of the driving rhythm in the 

drums and the lead vocal, a bridge section that is structurally conventional, a point of melodic 

and harmonic deference breaking the monotony and refreshing the power of its preceding 

(and succeeding) material. This flute-led bridge is stark and communicative, led by an 

instrument that has not yet been heard in the song and accompanied by an instrument that 

has yet to play in this softer dynamic region – the bass guitar. In this respect, this section offers 

an obvious parallel to the bridge in “Firth of Fifth.” Both are led by flute (which appears for 

the first time in a leading role in both songs in their bridge sections), both encompass an 

immediate plunge into the dynamical nadir of the song, and both appear in the structural 

position of a bridge (that is to say, after several verse/chorus alternations). The atmosphere in 

this soft flute bridge is distinctively Lydian. The bass intimates a movement between D and 
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C while the flute hints at fragments of harmony by moving between F♯, G, and A over the D, 

and resolving to the second, D, over the C bass. Where the chorus was somewhat Lydian but 

expressing a sense of restless motion through its descending chromatic movement and 

chromatic mediant resolve, this bridge is static, still. Its oscillation leads nowhere. It offers no 

dominant/tonic drive towards resolution (a quality typical of Lydian modality). It is a 

suspension of the journey, a moment of self-reflection. It is interesting, then, that it refers 

outside of itself, to a past section (the first bridge), although reimagining this section through 

a distinctively different lens, like an old memory flooding new senses. And so there is a sense 

of nostalgia and sentimentality in this ethereal and dreamlike state, and its formal repetition, 

a quality absent in the flute bridge of “Firth of Fifth,” is imbued with a sense of meaning even 

while much of the repetition in “The Court of the Crimson King” feels (perhaps unnecessarily) 

protracted.  

The use of flute seems fitting as expressive of a moment of reflection or clarity: it is gentle, 

thoughtful, soft in its attack and languid in its sustain. It is also an interesting answer to the 

Mellotron in several ways, especially considering the two instruments’ proximity and place. 

The flute has a similar timbre to the Mellotron, but by its live (as opposed to tape-recorded 

and played back) nature, it communicates a more human expressivity. The Mellotron is grand 

and immersive but bears an undeniable artificiality that borders on the uncanny. When 

contextualised within a story, a dream, a trip, it seems manic, disorienting, and hallucinatory 

situated against the humanistic flute.  

Although these stark communicative contrasts are relatively rare due to the structural 

simplicity of this song, all carry an expressive weight with contextual significance. And, being 

that the material is so sparse, it is easy to recognise these central contrasts as chief in the song’s 

impact. “The Court of the Crimson King” has endured as a classic of progressive rock, but it 

adheres to relatively few traits one would normally associate with the style: it is structurally 

unchallenging, it is not complex in a performative sense, its rhythm and meter are regular and 

predictable. Sinfield’s lyrics, on the other hand, are perhaps the template for a psychedelic 

lyrical approach extended by the likes of Jon Anderson and the surrealistic contingent of 

lyricists for which seventies progressive rock is partially known. However, even in that 

context they represent less a story than an abstract poetic sketch. There is no narrative as such. 
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And while the music communicatively colludes with the lyrics in many instances, much of 

the song’s dynamical spectacle occurs outside of this relationship: the “Return of the Fire 

Witch” bridge, the flute bridge, and the “Dance of the Puppets” final chorus reprise played 

on recorder all invoke a crucial sense of narrative drama, but none seem especially connected 

to the lyrics.  

 
Comparison and discussion 
 

Genesis clearly pursued the development of a key aspect of King Crimson’s musical 

personality throughout their early-seventies career: the warm, mid-paced, and often balladic 

approach of songs like “The Court of the Crimson King,” “Epitaph,” “In the Wake of 

Poseidon,” some of “Lizard,” “Starless,” and countless others which would become 

synonymous with the designation “symphonic prog.” This approach often foregrounded the 

Mellotron and acoustic guitars and invariably it concerned itself with dynamical contrast. 

Through bands like Genesis the evolution of this sound came to favour more advanced and 

narrative-based contrasts. The sophistication of these dynamical, timbral, and textural 

contrasts is the key difference between “Firth of Fifth” and “The Court of the Crimson King.” 

In the latter, dynamics are almost binary: the most powerful moment (the chorus – repeated 

essentially the same in each main instance) is pitted against quiet and rhythmically indistinct 

verse and bridge sections. There is, of course, some variation, but it exists on a different scale 

to that of “Firth of Fifth” whose multifaceted ebbs and flows convey a great sense of narrative 

subtlety. 

“The Court of the Crimson King” pits the electric against the acoustic, the diminutive against 

the monolithic. It revels in several constituent contrasts, all colluding to form a stronger 

musical impact as sections transition. Less like “Firth of Fifth,” the lyrics are abstract and 

suggestive, and the music becomes a necessary supplement in the implication of narrative. 

The lyrics’ vagueness acts as a peculiar strength here, lending themselves to subjective and 

artistic interpretations and thereby empowering the listener. In this way, they favour the 

mindset of the sixties and the Counterculture: equivocality and interpretation. The listener is 

given enough fragments to piece together meaning but not enough that that meaning is 

unambiguous. Genesis employ a much wider degree of dynamics across all aspect of “Firth 
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of Fifth.” Its quiet is quieter, its explosions are equally powerful, but each is unique. It is a 

subtler use of the same tools. In “Firth of Fifth,” as in much of Genesis’s music, there is a 

complex relationship between lyrics and music, one supporting the other in complex narrative 

interplay: the paramusical and musical offering simultaneous and complementary insights 

into a central theme or story. One could consider Peter Gabriel’s stage costumes, representing 

characters from the song’s lyrics, as further proof of their awareness of the impact of multiple 

concurrent expressive tools acting together to create a greater totality.45 Genesis’s refinement 

and re-situation of this foregrounding of section-to-section dynamics, texture, timbre, and 

instrumentation is an extension of King Crimson’s innovation, albeit with a more defined and 

consistent commitment to narrative. This innovation itself could be traced, to varying degrees 

of similarity, back through the sixties, from the Beatles’s “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,” to 

The Moody Blues’s Days of Future Passed, to Frank Zappa’s “Peaches en Regalia,” and so forth. 

Whether “Firth of Fifth” was therefore a progressive work will be explored in the discussion 

after the next analysis. 

 
Developments in form and scope  
 
Structural analysis of Yes’s “Close to the Edge” 
 

For many, Yes’s “Close to the Edge” is as archetypal an example of classic progressive rock as 

exists (Macan, 1997, p. 95), from its “side-length” constitution; its vivid, adventurous, utopian, 

and surrealistic thematicism; its compelling metrical and tonal variety; and its fiery and 

dextrous performative elements. This song, and indeed this era of Yes more generally, 

embodies very closely the contemporary reading of progressive rock and its constitutive 

stylistic parameters. Indeed, it remains a benchmark in these respects today. The song comes 

from the album of the same name released in 1972, the final in a three-album series commonly 

considered to be Yes’s creative apex: The Yes Album (1971), Fragile (1971), and Close to the Edge 

(1972) (Macan, 1997, p. 95). Close to the Edge was voted by Prog magazine fans to be the all-

 

45 These costumes were also introduced, at least in part, in response to Gabriel’s frustration with an inability to be clearly heard 

at gigs  
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time greatest progressive rock record (Kilroy & Ewing, 2014). It also holds the highest overall 

fan rated score on Progarchives (“Progarchives,” n.d.). Macan refers to the layout of “Close to 

the Edge” as “one of the structural marvels of progressive rock” (1997, p. 99) while Martin 

suggests that it “represents something as close to perfection as we are likely to find in this 

world” (1998, p. 211). He further posits it to be a kind of “cultural barometer,” it was highly 

commercially successful in spite of its uncompromising length and difficulty (1998, p. 211). 

Yes’s celebrated exploration of scope and form in this song is the focus of this analysis. 

A common reading of the structure of “Close to the Edge” is that it observes some degree of 

similarity to sonata form (Macan, 1997; Von der Horst, 2002), an idea which has become 

somewhat renowned in progressive rock discourse. While Macan and von der Horst both 

make compelling cases for the appearance of an adapted sonata structure within the work, it 

is difficult to ignore the concessions these authors apply to their analyses in order for it to 

qualify: such as the obviation of sonata tonal frameworks (Macan, 1997, pp. 103-4) and the 

changes in the form’s archetypal layout (von der Horst, 2002, pp. 169-70). Structurally, von 

der Horst and Macan both situate the first two named sections as the sonata’s exposition and 

suggest consequently that the third is a development and the fourth is the work’s 

recapitulation (Macan, 1997, pp. 99-104; von der Horst, 2002, pp. 169-70). This type of 

investigation seems problematically unfalsifiable: most large-scale works of this calibre and 

complexity would likely bear at least passing resemblance to this most venerable of 

instrumental structures and especially its three broad functions (exposition, development, 

recapitulation). It is plausible that one could identify vestiges of the sonata’s function in many 

popular music “epics,” whether related to progressive rock or otherwise.  

Both Von der Horst and Macan invoke a version of the sonata detached from the form’s strict 

programmatic origins, and both relate the form (and the song’s meaning) to the elicitation of 

extrinsic themes. Von der Horst reads “Close to the Edge” through feminism and queer 

theory; his liberal reading of usually strict classical systems an intriguing analogy to the 

freedom of realising and engaging in one’s sexuality. He is firm in situating his reading of 

“Close to the Edge” as a sonata as principally “thematic” (2002, pp. 170-1, 4). Macan reads the 

work as a co-operation of feminine and masculine qualities – themselves important aspects of 

sonata thematicism as Von der Horst notes (2002, p. 167) – driving a spiritual journey which 
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begins somewhere and transcends to somewhere entirely different (1997, p. 103). Macan 

suggests this latter point as a justification for an important variance from sonata format: 

ending at a different structural point entirely rather than on a restatement of the main theme 

(p. 103). Clearly neither are strict readings of this formula. Rather, both invoke sonata 

somewhat symbolically to situate the work within a classical musical methodological context 

and to broaden the discursive tools available in their analysis. This is not to suggest that 

reading “Close to the Edge” strictly as an expression of sonata in rock is wrong, it just seems 

unnecessary to seek this connection when the piece is so structurally interesting regardless of 

its intermittent resemblance to the form (see also Karl, 2002).  

Conversely, John Covach likens “Close to the Edge” to Tin Pan Alley-derived AABA forms, 

albeit with a wealth of internal complexity (1997). Covach identifies a verse and chorus 

metastructure that appears in three of the four titled sections in the piece. These 

metastructures, his “A” sections, are designated as repetitions in spite of their internal 

variations. The “B” section (aligning with the titled section “I Get Up, I Get Down”) constitutes 

new and substantial material and is through-composed. Covach deconstructs this wider 

layout further suggesting that the “B” section may in fact relate to the song’s introduction (one 

can make out a semblance of the opening theme heard first at 2’58” played lightly on 

Mellotron as the ambience mounts in this section). This being the case, he suggests that it may, 

in fact, represent a larger binary structure, the “B” section being a development and 

recomposition of the “A” section. Covach ultimately explains this larger binary form as 

representative of Herman Hesse’s Siddhartha (1922) – a book influential to Jon Anderson and 

the lyrics to “Close to the Edge” – specifically its dualistic themes of life and death, spirit and 

intellect, and also its titular character’s gradual ascension to transcendence. Covach’s reading 

is not altogether contradictory to those of Macan and von der Horst, but Covach’s brevity, 

focus, and clarity seems to work more elegantly than the concessions and adaptions 

necessitated by Macan and von der Horst.  

However, it seems that foregrounding the verse/chorus metastructure, or seeking the three 

functions of sonata in the work, underplays the significance of several other sections which 

are, in these readings, treated as variations, introductions, transitions, or interludes. 

Alternatively, the piece could be thought of as relating to a broader seven-part form conveyed 
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the second harmonic minor mode, which is repeated over three octaves to the highest range 

of the bass guitar. This tonality is peculiar, arguably more typical of Mahavishnu Orchestra 

or the more dissonant side of Yes’s jazz rock contemporaries than the symphonic prog the 

band are best known for. The bassline builds into a virtuosic counterpoint riff beneath Steve 

Howe’s strange, atonal guitar solo. Both this solo and its accompanying drums by Bill Bruford 

are virtuosic but both sound chaotic, even disorganised. The cumulate character of the section 

is primordial – churning, formless and inhospitable. Its situation at the work’s outset 

reinforces this theme: the listener is abruptly thrust into an evocative (and indeed uninviting) 

environment. Building upon Covach’s reading of the work as a larger intellectual and spiritual 

metamorphosis, this section represents both the utmost extreme of experiential hostility from 

which to transcend, and a confusion from which to learn and develop. Its sudden entry is like 

the sensory overload experience of a child entering the world, perhaps an apt analogy 

considering the Siddhartha’s dominant theme of growth.47 This section is never repeated in the 

song because its journey takes the subject (and by extension the listener) irreversibly away 

from this foundational state. 

Examining the diagrams above, it is interesting to note just how much of “Close to the Edge” 

relates to a verse/chorus structure. Indeed, a large portion of the song, approximately 40% 

relative to overall song length excluding the sound effects at the beginning and end, is either 

a repeat of the main verse and chorus, a clearly structurally subordinate transition, or a 

recapitulation of these parts in new contexts. These repeats and related parts are all somewhat 

distinctive, maintaining their sense of interest through devices like polymetric layering (6’13”), 

suspension of instruments (drums at 7’10”), and dynamic building through additional 

instruments (Mellotron at 16’35”), amongst others. But at their heart remains a familiar vocal 

melody and wordsetting syntax, as well as harmony. 

Verse 1, throughout all of its variations, is also modal, Dorian specifically. Its bassline 

accentuates the tonic, A, and its ♭7th, G, while the guitar highlights several inversions of an A 

minor chord and occasional punctuated D major and E minor triads, and the lead vocal 

 

47 These themes, of course, are also typical of Countercultural thought  one must transcend from convention, conformity, and 

“cold” intellectualism  
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prominently accentuates the Dorian major 6th, F♯. There is an equivocality to this tonality and 

the bouncing rhythm and treble-heavy character of its instrumentation relegates its minor-

key quality (already brightened by the Dorian 6th) to a lower degree of expressive significance. 

Instead, its harmonic inertia and tonal ambiguity juxtapose the brighter verse 2 and chorus 

sections to which verse 1 is connected; this is a tonally vague but rhythmically propulsive 

section allowing greater drama to manifest by way of contrast. As the chorus enters (first at 

4’36”) and the harmony becomes plainly functional, there is a tangible release. The chorus’s 

Em, F♯m, and D chords suggest a D major resolve long suspended by this point. And with 

this tonal character established, the verse 2 progression and its vocal melody simplifies further 

to a predictable plagal progression in C using sweet, sentimental maj7 chords. This transition 

is documented too, in its lyrics, which, for the first time introduce the narrator’s first-person 

“I,” and self-consciously refer to the easing tension of the section: 

 

Figure 23. Excerpt from lyrics in Yes’s “Close to the Edge” 

Getting over all the time I had to worry 
Leaving all the changes far from far behind 
We relieve the tension only to find out the master s name 

 

After roughly four minutes of verse to chorus alternations and variations, the work transitions 

sharply into a baroque-themed bassline above which an ephemeral instance of the song’s 

main theme is situated (8’02”). This theme acted before as the conduit from the chaotic 

introduction of the song to its first verses. It thereby invokes a sense of familiarity while 

functionally insulating the contrastive tonal/rhythmic atmospheres on both sides. It concludes 

at the halfway point of the song, the titled section “I Get Up, I Get Down,” where Covach 

situates the outset of his larger “B” section. Macan describes this section as central in the 

narrative build and transition from the intellectual to the spiritual (1997, pp. 95-105).  

In addition to its distinctive change in mood and dynamic, this bridge section contrasts its 

main verse/chorus counterparts in practically every quality. Its internal verse/chorus 

alternations, rather than utilising a three-part metastructure like the main verse and chorus 

sections (verse 1, 2, and chorus), are binary. Its two alternating components do not contrast 

but rather flow seamlessly and effortlessly, one into the other. This section is also perhaps the 
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most melodically and harmonically evocative in the song. The verse is forlorn and ruminative, 

its drama unfolding almost entirely through its subtle piano chords: G♯m, Bm(add9), F♯m, 

Am6, B, a series of subtly ornamented minor chromatic mediants. Each chorus, heralded by 

the secondary dominant B that closes each verse, modulates to the submediant key, E, where 

it suspends its sonorous journey in a much simpler I - vi(m7) sequence, a fragile and nostalgic 

oscillation whose tender evocation is heightened by its gentle delivery and almost ironic 

interaction with its lyric, “I get up, I get down.” Whereas the previous verse and chorus 

sections had a static and modal approach to harmony, eventually transitioning to simple and 

functional triadic progressions, the harmonic colour and delicateness of this part are a key 

difference to its preceding sections. Their effect is undeniable. This bridge section then 

employs the song’s first true crescendo as the instrumentation and Jon Anderson’s vocals 

swell into Rick Wakeman’s church organ at 12’12.” 

It is interesting that, as with the introduction, this crucial organ bridge is composed of material 

that appears at no other point in the song. These two are musical moments singular to their 

structural positions and also mutually unique in their state of being non-repeated material. 

Their lack of familiarity invokes a potency and, indeed, conspicuousness lost through the 

reinforcement of past statements. This is uncharted territory for the listener, as it is for the 

song’s subject. The section has a distinctive baroque atmosphere, partially because of its 

instrumentation and melodic ornamentation, but chiefly for the diminished and secondary-

dominant forays in its harmonic content. The harmony borrows liberally from parallel major 

and minor keys; the tonic is major, but subsequent chords relate to its subdominant: I - ii° - iv 

- I - iv - V/iv - iv - V. This contrasts the chromatic mediant-heavy bridge verse and the 

simplistic I - vi alternations of the bridge chorus in its dramatic grandiosity and tension. Each 

chord is patiently dwelt upon. Some, like the F♯° and the E7, are tense in this suspenseful 

context; all are novel enough tonally to invoke a sense of persistent instability. This moment, 

in all of its climactic enormity, represents less a transcendent release (as the song’s second 

climactic point at 16’49” arguably does) than a moment of heightened resistance, a revelation 

which is hard-earned and carries with it deep thematic ramifications. In spite of this section’s 

powerful dynamic, there is a sense of contemplation and reflection in its spatiality and lack of 

rhythmic emphasis. Like the song’s introduction, this unrepeated and tense moment is 
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equally representative of a unique, important, and revelatory moment in the song’s narrative 

structure. In general, repeated sections in “Close to the Edge” are recognisable and 

comfortable while non-repeated sections play further on their tension and its resultant drama 

by also being exclusively unfamiliar.    

The main and bridge verse/chorus metastructures are less structurally communicative but 

their generic nature bears an easily overlooked communicative tool. The very appearance of 

systematically repeated verse and chorus structures is deeply familiar to popular music 

listeners: it can be likened to a phatic statement, to invoke Dietrich Helms’ adaption of Roman 

Jakobson’s linguistic models (2015). This function, deemed the opposite of poetic function with 

its imperative for new and stimulating means and methods of communication, is built 

through expectation: queuing the listener to notice a familiar pattern in any constituent 

qualities of the work (rhythm, melody, lyrical content, structure, etc.) and subsequently form 

conclusions about the intent of the statement being broadcast. It is akin to a stranger asking a 

stranger a question like “how are you?” which begins a cycle of conventional conversational 

processes not intended to carry any informational value in their own right but rather to engage 

in an action that leads elsewhere (Helms, 2015, pp. 78-79; Jakobson, 1960). In this way, a 

verse/chorus structure is so familiar as a means of delivering popular musical messaging (see 

the discussion of song structure in Chapter 5) that it is tantamount to the absence of stimulating 

communication in this specific capacity, and so in this instance lyrics, melody, rhythm, 

harmony, or any other aspect are foregrounded by contrast. The communicative keys to this 

absence of structural interest are the moments in which this prolonged phatic presentation is 

broken, and expectation is consequently twisted. When structural changes do occur, they are 

thereby heavily foregrounded. They immediately dominate the musical communication.  

This is obviously not to suggest that these moments of less structural novelty are not highly 

communicative in “Close to the Edge.” They sometimes are. But their communicative 

properties are much less related to the work’s structure than other communicative properties 

(like, for example, the discussed variety in harmony between sections, or the song’s 

fluctuating instrumentation). One could envision a line graph mapping novelty and 

excitement as it relates specifically to structure. It lulls with each verse/chorus repetition 

which affirms expectation and accordingly feels “safe,” and this consequently foregrounds 
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the sonorous music and positive lyrics common to these repeated moments. The line is roused 

by each transient moment of variation in the song: the verse transitions, the overlay of themes, 

and so forth. The line peaks – structure dominating this musical discussion above other 

communicative qualities – with the entrance of new material, critically the beginning of “I Get 

Up, I Get Down” and the sweeping keyboard bridge. This peak represents the break from the 

stable and the familiar and such an effect only functions by contrast to its opposite. Were this 

piece wholly complex or wholly simple, sporadic or standard, or were its overarching formal 

parameters entirely predictable or unpredictable, its thematic potentials would be 

compromised. This ebb and flow of expectation is an important agent for the compelling, 

adventurous nature of “Close to the Edge.” In a similar way, it is interesting to consider the 

ebb and flow of other aspects of this song section by section: the gradual “opening” of the 

harmony, from dark and modal in the intro, to emotively ambiguous but still modal in verse 

1, to simplistically functional and diatonic in the chorus and verse 2, to highly evocative and 

colourful in the bridge sections and the organ build. Similar wide-scale shifts seem to manifest 

across other of its aspects: the way the rhythm shifts between sections, or its rises and falls in 

dynamic. It is tremendously well-balanced in this regard.  

 
Antecedent: Analysis of Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” 
 

Released in September of 1968, Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” was arguably the first 

side-length song in the progressive rock canon. Just as the band had spearheaded the 

classical/rock hybrid which would become synonymous with the “symphonic prog” 

designation through “A Whiter Shade of Pale” in 1967, this was a work undoubtedly ahead 

of its time. Its structure appears as such:  

 

Figure 24. Waveform view of the structure of Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” 
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In interviews, Procol Harum were amongst the first rock bands to claim an interest in artistry 

over commodity, ostensibly writing music for themselves with little care for its commercial 

or critical viability (Smith, 1967; Welch, 1968b; Goldberg, 1971). Shine On Brightly (1968), the 

album from which “In Held ‘Twas in I” is taken, saw the band at a professional and personal 

ebb pursuing this credo. “A Whiter Shade of Pale” had been an enormous hit and the band 

was never able to match its success. This relegated the band to a lower tier of popularity 

(compared to the likes of Jethro Tull, for example): they were able to record and release music 

but never headline concerts and festivals or top the charts (Welch, 1968b). Concomitantly, the 

band endured several management changes, lawsuits, and a slew of internal conflicts and 

creative differences (Goldberg, 1971). Against this backdrop, the band released an album, 

their second, which would have no significant lead single (“Quite Rightly So” would peak at 

#50 in the UK) and of which the vast majority of Side B was occupied by the esoteric and novel 

suite, “In Held ‘Twas in I.” While the record reached #25 in the USA, it failed to chart 

anywhere else. 

“In Held ‘Twas in I,” like much of Procol Harum’s output, is lyrically dark and enigmatic. 

Structurally, its lyrics encompass three chapters (distinct from the five titled song sections). 

The first, the opening monologue, seems to narrate the pressures felt by a man at a particularly 

low moment in his life, wallowing in existential anxieties (“when everything around me, even 

the kitchen ceiling, has collapsed and crumbled without warning. And I am left, standing 

alive and well, looking up and wondering why and wherefore”). His mind turns from his 

maudlin contemplations and self-pity towards an apparent moment of wisdom in 

remembering the story of a pilgrim and his experience with the Dalai Lama. This shifts the 

tonal character of this chapter, heralding the entrance of angular and hefty guitar riffs and 

ultimately the dark main theme of the song. This monologue with its allusions to pilgrims, 

spiritual contemplation, and its employment of the sitar (genre synecdoche, see page 59) has 

dated the song as an unconvincing artefact of Counterculture poetics, diminishing its legacy 

(Stump, 1997, p. 47). The ensuing second monologue, connected thematically to the first 

lyrically although situated within a different musical atmosphere, is perhaps even more 

obtuse; the moment of “revelation” ushered by the Dalai Lama (an ill-conceived joke: “life is 
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like a beanstalk, isn’t it?”) transitioning into a vague and equivocal musing on the nature of 

communication: 

 

Figure 25. Excerpt from monologue in Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” 

Held close by that which some despise 
Which some call fake, and others lies 
And somewhat small 
For one so tall 
A doubting Thomas who would be? 
It s written plain for all to see 
For one who I am with no more 
It s hard at times, it s awful raw 
They say that Jesus healed the sick and helped the poor 
And those unsure 
Believed his eyes 
- A strange disguise 
Still write it down, it might be read 
Nothing s better left unsaid 
Only sometimes, still no doubt 
It s hard to see, it all works out 

 

These lyrics overhang a set of interesting musical devices whose tense and ambiguous 

character subsequently infuse the harmonic and melodic sensibilities of the remainder of “In 

Held ‘Twas in I.” The first of these devices, called “theme 1” in the above diagram, introduces 

an interesting sense of harmonic instability. The melody, played on a sitar, leads the 

movement between an Fm and an E♭m insinuating a gloomy Phrygian tonality (i - ♭vii) only 

to unmask the first chord as the ii to the newly introduced parallel major, E♭’s, I, a 

conventional chord progression suspended long enough to produce the necessary tension in 

this melancholic setting. The second half transitions to an alternation between Gm and A7 

beneath a transposed variation on the first two measure’s melody. The Gm acts predictably 

as the iii in the original key of E♭ but the A7 seems to behave as a false secondary dominant 

movement – one appearing in the same tense point as the minor/major switch in the first two 

repeats of the melody – here following a kind of voice-leading where the B♭ and D of the Gm 

chord are dropped a semitone and subsequently returned to (rather than resolving through a 

more conventional cadential movement). These third and fourth instances are therefore 

tonally darker and the passage of this section acts as a thematic foundation to the narrator’s 

moment of acceptance at the end of the first poem (as he realises the futility of his situation) 
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towards a deeper existential awareness. His position is more troubling than he may have 

initially thought. 

This second poem plays out above an understated but intriguing piano motif, one which will 

be referenced subtly several times throughout the track. Tonally and rhythmically (if not 

dynamically) this figure is reminiscent of Beethoven’s “piano sonata op. 10” or perhaps his 

14th piano sonata, “Moonlight.” It is unambiguously minor-key although it frequently diverts 

this tonality in surprising ways. Its preceding section, theme 1, maintained a sense of tension 

through modal inferences and subtle belays of expectation. Conversely, the chord progression 

behind this piano motif is genuinely provocative, furtively changing key in clever and 

thematically appropriate ways. The progression is: A♭m, Cm, D, all for one measure each; Gm 

and F for one measure; and Cm and E♭ for one measure. The majority of this progression 

relates to a tonal center of G minor, but its exceptions are especially curious. The first two 

chords are a minor chromatic mediant, specifically the “lower flat mediant” (Kopp, 2002, pp. 

15-6), a sequence vividly dark and saturnine in character. This dramatic statement is quickly 

followed by what appears to be a secondary dominant in this restless harmonic environment, 

but which is actually the true dominant of the underlying minor key of G minor, a D, a tritone 

against the inferred tonic opening the progression. It acts (finally in a predictable course) as a 

V-i resolving to a Gm which subsequently moves in a tonally familiar sequence through 

diatonic triads F (♭VII) and Cm (iv) before landing at its pivot chord, an E♭, which acts as both 

the ♭VI chord in this key and as a secondary dominant prefiguring the modulation back to the 

transient key of A♭ minor. This harmonic construction, so expressive of the darkness and 

confusion extolled in the poem (as melodramatic as that text may be) seems remarkably novel. 

But it is not just the appearance of such complicated and expressive harmonic material that is 

interesting here – just as novel is the economic way this harmonic material is progressively 

referenced and expanded further throughout the song. 

The second lyrical chapter opens with “Teatime at the Circus,” beginning at 4’27”. This is 

something of a low point in the song due to its thematic incongruity. It is built from an excerpt 

from Julius Fučík’s “Entrance of the Gladiators” – here used as a metonymic representation 

of the circus – to tell a brief Sisyphusian story of performer “King Jimi,” his demanding 

occupation, his disconnect and alienation from his audience, and also perhaps his own views 
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to his life’s purpose. In a narrative sense this is connected to the existential themes suffusing 

the opening monologues and the fatalistic themes that follow it. It seems like a manifestation 

of these abstract ideas personified through a human character. However, its short length, 

static thematic material (it never really evolves or provides any meaningful 

tension/resolution), and musical whimsy divorces it from the consistent severity underlying 

the majority of the song.  

Lyrically, the ensuing titled sections, “In the Autumn of My Madness” and “Look into Your 

Soul,” are connected. The first finds the narrator, (conceivably he from the introductory 

monologue, perhaps “Jimi”) in his “autumn years.” He recesses into his mind and 

pessimistically muses on his mortality. “Look into Your Soul” continues chronologically. In it 

this same narrator reflects, seemingly after dying, on a sort of overarching moral: “it's all so 

simple really if you just look to your soul.” This fatally dated sentiment, treated with such a 

po-faced severity, expresses a potential reason why this song remains less known than many 

enduring progressive rock classics in spite of its clever compositional moments, and this 

sentiment is not helped by the direct, literal, nature of its delivery. Regardless, these lyrics do 

surmount the novelty (in 1968) of a consistent and expansive narrative theme, one relatable to 

the Hesseian journey of self-discovery central to “Close to the Edge.” The key difference (a 

difference also reinforced in the dissident tonalities of the two pieces) is that “Close to the 

Edge” is predominantly positive and vibrant whereas “In Held ‘Twas in I” is dark and solemn. 

The music from “Teatime at the Circus” through to the song’s close is not just thematically 

suitable, it is responsible for legitimizing the song’s lyrics. The verses of “In the Autumn of 

my Madness” cyclically transition through two I - IV - ♭VII progressions, the first in G and the 

second in E minor, both in 11/4 meter. There is sense of rising pressure as this motif is 

transposed in regular intervals throughout the length of the section. Its dropped beat infers a 

sense of frantic, intensifying anxiety, at this stage latent but obdurately growing. This verse 

(and its repeat) is followed by an instrumental organ motif which bears a concentrated 

recurrence of both of these same types of harmonic devices and their resultant expressivity. 

Its melody opens with a conspicuous and lingering tritone harmonised by a I - ♭vii - IV - ♭III 
sequence, a colourful progression borrowing from parallel modes: the minor ♭vii hinting at a 

Phrygian dominant modality, and the ♭III either a Neapolitan chord to the forthcoming key 
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(G♭ resolving to F for the next cycle) or an upper chromatic mediant to the home key. However, 

this sequence is overshadowed by its gestural modulation: every two bars the melody and 

harmony are harshly transposed up a major second. Its relentless rising acts as an effective 

supplement to the song’s themes of inevitability and mortality. In its second instance (7’41”) 

it transitions through no less than six consecutive keys a tone apart: E♭, F, G, A, B, and C♯ 
before repeating through the entire cycle a second time. Rather than end abruptly at its close 

this lengthy pattern fades into a muddy bass rumble and unintelligible shrieks, and then 

transitions through an angular set of riffs somewhat redolent (primarily in their atonal nature 

and harsh timbre) of those from the song’s intro at 1’30,” announcing the beginning of “Look 

into Your Soul.” One could read this production effect of fading legibility and the dissonant 

(both melodically and rhythmically) riff as a punctuation mark to the narrator’s life, 

transitioning the song’s perspective from the material world to the afterlife. 

Following a repeated tritone ostinato – B♭ to E – played first on bass but eventually extended 

to piano and guitar, theme 1 is repeated. In its first instance this theme bridged two internal 

self-reflective monologues with a combination of subtle harmonic foreignness and steady 

resolution representing an alien frame of mind but one borne of familiar contemplation. In 

this new instance the melody jars above this repeated tritone ostinato. It is deeply dissonant 

and unremittingly strange, a moment of reminiscence within an unfamiliar mental (and 

perhaps spiritual) plain. In a narrative sense it seems to signify that death – here subscribing 

to themes of the spirit literally leaving the body and remaining extrinsically aware – is just a 

more concentrated instance of the same experience in meditation and self-discovery. This is a 

clever development of this melody, one both structurally suited and thematically consistent. 

The succeeding verse section mirrors the dramatic minor mood of the second monologue 

section. It hints first at an Andalusian progression – E♭m to D♭ – but quickly deviates into 

chromaticism with a Csus4 (the F-note common tone is the highest note in the piano chord, 

acting as the third in the D♭ and the fourth in the Csus4) which resolves to a C, the same upper 

chromatic mediant as is featured in the cyclical organ figure of the preceding section and a 

kind of reference to the undulating tonality of the piano motif below the second monologue. 

Once again, the suspension of familiarity is key. This verse is followed by a chorus which 

melodically (in the lead vocal) refers to the main melody in the verse 2 section of “In the 
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Autumn of My Madness,” but which maintains a diatonic and predictable progression hinting 

at a more ornate, baroque sonority. This reference is reinforced by the presence of a harpsicord.  

As the section turns over to the final titled chapter, “Grand Finale,” a new elative theme is 

introduced. It is distinctly hymnal in its choral vocal, conspicuous plagal cadence, and soft 

band instrumentation. Metrically it is interesting, spanning a set of rolling time signatures: 

3/4, 3/4, 2/4, 2/4, 4/4, 4/4, 3/4, 3/4 which seem carefree and resolute, almost ethereal. It is 

impossible to ignore the liturgical connotation of this section - which, itself, is a reference to 

Haydn’s Keyboard Sonata no. 26 in A major - a thematic reference that Macan has astutely 

made about classic progressive rock in general (Macan, 1997, pp. 32, 66-7). The song up to this 

point has referenced Eastern religion and more esoteric views of spirituality as central 

narrative devices, but there is a distinctly Christian (perhaps Protestant) air to this resolve, as 

though this spiritual journey must end somewhere familiar once its lesson is internalised. This 

concluding moral seems to clash with some of the thematic material previously introduced. 

Interviews with members of Procol Harum contemporaneous to the release of this song 

suggest that their approach to composition was methodical from the beginning; that structure 

was an important device for them, one through which they sought to differentiate themselves 

from their contemporaries (Welch, 1968b). “In Held ‘Twas in I’ is a structurally intricate work. 

While its sections are sometimes autonomous in their lyrical and atmospheric expression (the 

worst incongruity being “Teatime at the Circus”) its overall harmonic consistency and use of 

thematic development (here used to reinforce the underlying narrative, a spiritual journey), 

adapting material to new ends and further, as consistent narrative devices when paired with 

lyrics, is not just ahead of its time, it is genuinely comparable to that same use in “epics” from 

a half-decade later and through to the present. It is remarkable to consider just how fully-

formed the first progressive rock “epic” proves to be. 

 
Comparison and discussion 
 

“Close to the Edge” holds an enduring legacy in the progressive rock canon. By looking into 

its constitutive qualities many of the reasons for this lasting esteem can be explained. For 

example, its interesting harmonic development, starting with open and irresolute modal 
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sections, traversing through somewhat plain diatonic progressions, and eventually engaging 

in more colourful and sophisticated harmonies; or its dynamic interplay, building in 

instrumentation and grandiosity and rarely, if ever, repeating parts exactly as they first 

appeared. Perhaps its essential genius, however, lies in its clever engagement with familiarity 

to both affirm and negate expectation. This manifests through its layering of familiar sections, 

its engagements with both typical and atypical formal archetypes, and its interaction between 

music and lyrics. 

However, the novelty in these constructions is questionable. Firstly, the idea of the “side-

length” song was itself something of a trope by 1972, popular examples including King 

Crimson’s “Lizard” (which features Jon Anderson), and Focus’s “Eruption” from 1970; and 

Caravan’s “Nine Feet Underground,” Pink Floyd’s “Echoes,” Uriah Heap’s “Salisbury,” and 

ELP’s “Tarkus” from 1971, amongst countless others. But the strength of these works, as 

intricate, thematically consistent, and engaging large-scale statements, varies.  

While “Close to the Edge” is materially consistent and its formal ebb and flow function 

effectively in conveying its lyrical themes of transcendence, its structural makeup itself is not 

particularly novel. The majority of the song consists of different verse and chorus pairs. These 

structures are organised fairly conventionally: the first (main verse 1, 2, and chorus) pairs a 

somewhat unresolved verse with a simplistic and “open” chorus and situates its verse 2 as 

something of an internal bridge. The second spans a relatively simplistic binary structure, 

building in dynamic throughout its appearance. The song feels more integrated than the vast 

majority of progressive rock “epics” because of this reuse of material and “phatic” formal 

presentation. However, it is more a refinement of past compositional practice than a challenge 

to convention. It could even be seen, admittedly somewhat cynically, as a step back in creative 

structural practice: a simplification and recursion to well established models, albeit extended 

to a larger pool of thematic material and greater song length. 

In fact, on examining “In Held ‘Twas in I” it is difficult to volunteer any progressive rock 

“epic,” from then to now, which fundamentally challenges its innovations. The template it 

had set, observed generally, has remained practically unchanged since: multiple titled 

sections with a relative sense of autonomy (like movements in a sonata or other large-scale 

form), an overarching lyrical narrative or theme with a sense of grandiosity and scale, and a 
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sense of compositional development seeing key components reprised and recapitulated often 

in new and thematically suited manners. In this maiden instance, Procol Harum’s side-length 

song seems underestimated by progressive rock commentators: its harmonic contour, 

although less drastically variable than “Close to the Edge” is vivid and colourful; its chapters, 

excluding perhaps “Teatime at the Circus,” build towards something larger than the sum of 

their parts. It does feature several shortcomings: its chapter transitions are sometimes clumsy, 

a quality one could never suggest of the seamlessness of “Close to the Edge”; its monologues 

are dangerously steeped in Countercultural pretention; and its conclusion, while grand and 

effective (albeit perhaps inconsistent in its shift from spiritual esotericism to a distinctly British 

Christianity) does not engage in a thorough recapitulation of its primary themes, a sonata-like 

quality common to many progressive “epics” since. This last point is only a small one in the 

scheme of its template, but its conspicuousness further highlights just how well articulated 

every other quality of this formal approach proves to be.  

To be clear, as an expression of structural development, “Close to the Edge” is more refined 

than “In Held ‘Twas in I.” But that is precisely the point: it is a refinement not an evolution. 

By the time Yes began toying with such scope, many bands had blazed the trail before them, 

experimenting with its possibilities and establishing a vocabulary of what works – the very 

mechanism of the stylistic crystallisation which “Close to the Edge” is hypothesised to 

embody in this thesis. Yes, themselves, had written lengthy songs before – “Heart of the 

Sunrise,” “Roundabout,” and “Starship Trooper” for example – and so creating side-length 

works was a matter of extension, not invention. The skills needed to execute such a piece had 

already been applied by the band in the past and were long established in the practice of their 

contemporaries.  

An interesting conclusion might be that “Close to the Edge” has endured, in part, because of 

its relative proximity to pop form (the majority verse/chorus metastructures) as well as its 

melodic and harmonic accessibility. The song traversed a tightrope between mainstream 

viability and the esoteric musics explored more deliberately by Yes’s contemporaries (bands 

like Gentle Giant or Van der Graaf Generator, for example). It was both a welcome point of 

entrance for those on the periphery of underground musics and an expertly crafted text for 

those who delved into progressive rock’s more challenging (tonally, and in terms of themes 
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and atmosphere) offerings. The status of “Close to the Edge” would be diminished were it 

seen as “pop-prog,” but these accessible and indeed conventional qualities are manifest in its 

constitution. This does partly explain the enduring popularity and influence this song has had 

even as its more progressive precursor, “In Held ‘Twas in I,” as well as myriad other 

progressive rock epics, have not. 

 
Discussion: Is classic progressive rock progressive? 
 

Both “Close to the Edge” and “Firth of Fifth” bear a common quality: they demonstrate, in 

certain aspects of their makeup, a qualitative maturation of innovations which preceded them. 

Yes and Genesis’s masterful work represents a benchmark for progressive rock music in the 

seventies, one which would remain influential throughout the history of rock music. But it 

was made with the blueprints left by its forbearers. Theirs is a matter of a “next step in logic” 

versus “another logic altogether,” an observation Bill Martin made of the difference between 

Stravinsky and Schoenberg (2002, pp. 3-12). Conversely, “In Held ‘Twas in I” by Procol 

Harum or “The Court of the Crimson King” by King Crimson, occurring in the period 

immediately predating “progressive rock” as it is conventionally known, exhibit a uniqueness 

difficult to trace, at least with the clarity demonstrated by both, in any earlier rock musics. In 

both cases, these ideas were notably well-formed in spite of their novelty. 

Nevertheless, none of these innovations appeared in a vacuum. Instead they perpetuated a 

lineage of evolution which could be traced through the pre-rock musics explored in Chapter 

5, pushing continuously (if non-linearly) towards greater novelty, sometimes in a manner 

forceful and obvious, other times more subtly. The difference is the scope of these innovations. 

The antecedents explored in this chapter engaged in practices new to popular music. For 

Procol Harum to develop a cogent, well-conceived, and stylistically coherent rock suite in the 

late-sixties is enormously consequential. The repetitions in the song are mostly of 

instrumental themes situated so as to represent narrative conditions and new perspectives 

therein; the length of the piece acts as a vessel for an expansive exploration of an idea. This 

work reaches dialectically beyond the capacities then known to rock music in order to realise 

its ideas. It strives towards the protracted forms of classical music, but it does so while 
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remaining distinctively rock. It is a discourse between two dissident vocabularies which are 

synthesised in its wake.  

When bands like Yes, Genesis, King Crimson, Caravan, Pink Floyd, and myriad others 

expanded the scope of their rock music in the years following this song’s production they did 

so in a different context: long songs and expansive themes and concepts were now 

conventional, they had become canon to progressive rock. While these artists refined the 

execution of these ideas, they were developing them and perfecting them rather than 

inventing them. The more common these qualities became amongst the upper echelon of rock 

acts (commercially, critically, etc.), the more rapidly they proliferated. And by the early-

seventies such ideas bore little fundamental innovativeness. 

This crystallisation – novelty fading into imitation and becoming ubiquity – can be observed 

in practically all of the traits common to progressive rock within the work of many of its 

biggest bands. Some, like the previously discussed blending of harsh and soft timbres and 

contrastive dynamic shifts in “Firth of Fifth” and the “side-length” song format instituted by 

Procol Harum, are readily identifiable. Similarly, paramusical components like lyrics and 

album themes could be mapped from nascent concept albums like Freak Out! and Sgt. Pepper's 

Lonely Hearts Club Band through their ubiquity in the seventies. Concomitantly, the centrality 

of classically-influenced progressive rock music, though far from pervasive within the more 

experimental contingent of rock acts between the sixties and seventies, was foregrounded as 

classically-influenced bands became dominantly popular. 48  That progressive rock music 

matured throughout the seventies (arguably true) is beside the point. The music of the 

progressive rock era began as an overwhelmingly progressive statement in the mid/late-

sixties (as explored in Chapter 5) and, as it found mass popularity, its spark faded into a more 

conventionalised, and therefore less artistically progressive, stylistic trajectory. Songs like 

“Firth of Fifth” and “Close to the Edge” represent the full realisation of the material promises 

of early progressive rock, loudly theorised by their mid-sixties predecessors. But they were 

 

48 A majority of the more commercially successful progressive rock acts of the seventies were more aligned with the symphonic 

prog substyle and its classical influence  This is as opposed to bands like Soft Machine, Gong, and other more jazz influenced 

acts who would remain influential within progressive rock scenes but influence the wider popular music vocabulary less  
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built, too, on these predecessor’s experiments, and would not exist, at least with the clarity 

and consistency that they do, in their absence.  

Indeed, it is impossible to deny just how potent these classic progressive rock texts – “Close 

to the Edge” and “Firth of Fifth” – remain. They build on past innovations but they offer 

highly compelling takes on these innovations’ characteristics by not just expanding their 

visionary outlines but normalising their novelty and inventiveness. It is hard to imagine the 

side-length song in rock music without “Close to the Edge” as its formal barometer, even if it 

is less formally novel than its precursors. The same could be said for the expressive transitions 

and dynamics exemplified in “Firth of Fifth,” a song that reshapes the template of the jagged, 

convoluted, and sporadic nature common to much pre-progressive music. 

Nonetheless, neither of these works are truly progressive insofar as the core argument 

presented in this thesis is concerned. As explored in Chapter 5, this music may have been 

incepted by a wider cultural and ideological shift towards variety and the esoteric, a less 

controlling record industry, a new form and outlook in music journalism, shifts in technology, 

and a transition between two generations of pop stars with very different ideas about 

authorship and artistry, but by this point the stylistic parameters had once again constricted 

within all of these capacities. The farthest extents of this closed system were still wider than 

one might describe of more conventional pop musics: many of these artists worked with the 

assumption that long songs, surrealistic and contemplative lyrics, radical dynamical contrasts, 

and varied timbres were all acceptable variables to explore. But theirs was a design which had 

been laid out before them, which they had adopted, not invented. “Close to the Edge” and 

“Firth of Fifth” are examples of the manner in which much early/mid-seventies progressive 

rock had ceased to be actively progressive and instead became more concerned with 

perpetuating a musical style. 

The next chapter explores this conventionalisation further. While much progressive rock 

crystallised towards an identifiable style increasingly separated from its modernistic impulse 

throughout the seventies at the hands of the likes of Yes and Genesis, it was consolidated in 

the eighties. The idea of a progressive rock style today is inextricably connected to bands like 

Yes and Genesis, yet it is also the product of decades of progressive rock revivalists since: 

those who chose certain seventies-era bands as their stylistic basis and produced a form of 
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progressive rock music therefore distanced further from its heterogenous foundations. The 

following chapter will explore progressive rock beyond the seventies, namely Marillion and 

Dream Theater, and consider how these bands engaged with the artistic progressiveness 

introduced in Chapter 3. 
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7. THE CONSOLIDATION OF PROGRESSIVE ROCK 

 
1977: An answer to rock modernism 
 

In the late-seventies progressive rock faded from the mainstream. The factors behind this shift 

were numerous and multifaceted. The prosperity which had supported the Counterculture 

and fostered its rise in Britain evaporated and a collusion of rising unemployment and 

inflation – stagflation – beset British society (Hegarty & Halliwell, 2011, pp. 163-4; Stump, 1997, 

p. 166-73). In response, the political climate drifted harshly right. The optimistic politics of the 

Counterculture were exchanged for neoliberalism, Thatcher in Britain and subsequently 

Reagan in the USA,49 and the ostensibly practical, pragmatic ideals of these politics rendered 

their precursors’ utopian outlook naïve (Stump, 1997, pp. 213-4). Moreover, their policies of 

austerity clashed with the enormously expensive and ostentatious stage shows (and arguably 

the grand and demanding music itself) of the later progressive rock era which, in these new 

surroundings, seemed offensively out of touch with the wider societal experience. It is no 

coincidence that the music which answered progressive rock – punk particularly – proved so 

utilitarian by comparison; it emerged in an entirely different socio-cultural space instigated, 

to some degree, by those experiencing the public’s woes first-hand. Progressive rock, viewed 

from this lower socio-cultural vantage point, was a dinosaur: bloated, self-assured, arrogant. 

Its currency of exploratory and open-ended artisanship, justifiable in a cultural sense in the 

mid/late-sixties, became an insult to those for whom the utopian worldview had materially 

faded into poverty and unemployment. Martin submits that “innovative and idealistic music 

could only develop in an idealistic and innovative time” and this condition had largely 

expired by 1977 (1998, pp. 61-2).  

The musics which usurped progressive rock carried with them logics far removed from 

progressive rock’s modernist aspirations. Classic progressive rock was involved in ideas of 

artistic value and legitimacy, intellectualism, textural and formal sophistication, and was 

definitively music for concentrated and thoughtful listening. Its foundation was reconciliatory, 

 

49 Stump ( 997) points out that many within and surrounding progressive rock were actually involved in these right wing politics 

(pp  2 3)  
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invested in an eclectic bridging of new and old (Moore, 1993, p. 59). And while much of this 

ideological basis was diluted throughout the seventies as it stylistically crystallised, it was the 

advent of styles like punk, disco, and ambient music which illuminated and confronted the 

flaws in these pursuits head on. In the case of punk, this was projected as a working-class and 

anti-intellectual response to progressive rock’s apparent pretence.50 It challenged progressive 

rock’s prerequisite for musicianship and education – tied to the middle and upper classes – 

more extensively democratising the pursuits of self-expression and artistry which had been 

broached by formative progressive rock acts, and it broadly excised popular music of the 

apparent loftiness and pretentiousness imparted through progressive rock.  

Conversely, disco represented a critique of established methods of music consumption central 

to progressive rock, namely that music should be closely and deliberately consumed and by 

extension that activities like dancing were puerile (Willis, 1978). Of course, disco 

foregrounded dancing. It was constructed and cultivated expressly for this purpose, and its 

situation, after a decade of artists and media extolling the care expected in their music’s 

experience, was a marked return to popular music’s populist roots. It was also a music which 

embraced and was adopted by groups who had found little place in progressive rock scenes 

(much like the working-class consumers of punk music), namely black and homosexual 

communities (see Dyer, 1979, pp. 410-8).51 

Not entirely removed from disco’s critique of normative ideas about popular music 

consumption, Brian Eno’s influential Ambient 1: Music for Airports (1977) represented an 

alternative tactic through which the purpose and utility of popular music could be understood. 

Drawing from Steve Reich and John Cage, Eno’s interest was in a music which “composed 

itself.” He instituted the variables through which the music would be constrained but 

eliminated the control synonymous with much of the compositional value of progressive rock. 

Eno’s viewpoint of this music’s use was perhaps its most profound challenge to the adhered-

 

50 Although the authenticity of this reading is no doubt variable, especially at the advent of punk and (at least some of) its origins 

in art school traditions (see Frith, 997, pp  63 74)  

51 Melanc ̧on and Carpenter suggest that, while they see progressive rock as politically and musically progressive, it was not 

socially progressive in being focussed so heavily around middle/upper class white men (20 5, p  45)  
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to wisdom of progressive rock, a style synonymous with its ponderous and meticulous 

production and consumption. Eno’s music required no deliberation, it was expressly intended 

for the background, “furniture music” as was famously dubbed by French composer Erik 

Satie. Where progressive rock demanded attention and contemplation, Eno’s music rejected 

these concerns. 

These musics challenged the progressive rock approach in interesting and divergent ways. 

Their larger cultural and commercial impact clearly varies but their timeliness and 

simultaneity (1977; linked to the changing socio-cultural environment of the late-seventies) 

and the sheer vitality and forthrightness through which their critiques were presented 

somewhat explain the ubiquity of this narrative. Conversely, Albiez (2003) describes a 

symbiotic relationship between these forms (namely punk) with later progressive rock being 

“reinvigorated” by punk (p. 362). But whether one accepts that punk and its ilk overtook 

progressive rock in the public consciousness or instead was an ideologically stimulating 

challenge which shifted the landscape in its wake (resulting in, for example, Pink Floyd’s 

Animals [1977], and The Wall [1979]), these musics do not seem a continuation of rock’s 

artistically progressive trajectory insofar as the modernistic model of this thesis are concerned. 

Brian Eno’s appropriation of postmodern compositional methods (Cage, Reich) implies an 

interesting contrast to the modernistic ideology of much classic progressive rock. However, it 

would seem punk and disco, too, function as a kind of postmodern critique of progressive 

rock’s modernism. 52  Both punk and disco embody definitively populist takes on music 

unconstrained by the bourgeois preconditions of progressive rock, namely its requirements 

for expertise, skill, and education. Both look backwards to past musics for their vocabulary, 

returning to a more primal form suitable to their ends. Furthermore, there outwardly appears 

little avant-garde vocabulary in these musics, even if their rearticulation of popular musical 

models was decidedly timely and aesthetically ground-breaking. Were such qualities present, 

their appearance may have had cause to be concealed (particularly in punk) since the very 

 

52 Much of this paragraph’s discussion is situated around Jameson’s descriptions of postmodernism ( 983)  Jameson includes 

punk amongst his description of reactionary postmodernisms built around their rejection of instituted conventions related to 

high modernism  
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presence of thoughtfulness and ambition was antithetical to the identity of this music and its 

construction of authenticity.  

Just as theorists and philosophers who are called “postmodern” extolled a mutual (if 

multidimensional and varied) incredulity to the value of a “grand narrative” – of progress 

being a single, reconcilable trajectory; of truth being universal; of the virtues of innovation, 

structure, and technology (Lyotard, 2001) – these musics rejected the contingent cause and 

currency of progressive rock and its dominance in the broader language of popular music. 

They challenged its traditions and its outlook. The utopianism common to much progressive 

rock, that vestige of sixties politics whether extolled through fantastical imagery, ambitious 

scope, or expansive sonics, was supplanted by a vicious irony in punk and a detached, 

sensorial hedonism in disco. The shift in aesthetic is undeniable, but the most crucial quality 

in these musics is their implicit foundational incredulity as to whether progressive rock, a 

music predominantly produced by middle/upper-class white men in Britain, could even be a 

generally accessible and favourable force; whether its sway over rock’s direction was in fact 

progress.  

This broaches a much larger discourse which forms the basis for much theory under the 

postmodern banner: the project of modernism is problematic, and its apparent virtues prove 

far from universally virtuous (Foster, 1983, p. ix; Jameson, 1983, pp. 111-25). These reactions 

to progressive rock represent a transformation of rock’s language, but one observing a 

different set of rules than those which motivate a growing and evolving musical vocabulary 

– one akin to modern art – in the way sixties rock acts did. While it is necessary to defer further 

discussion of the nature of these musics for the sake of focus and clarity, the relationship 

between progressive rock and these usurping reactionary forms is fascinating and clearly 

worthy of further research. 

After 1977 practitioners of progressive rock turned decisively away from its early/mid-

seventies qualities and pursuits while newer bands synthesised these qualities with more 

fashionable musics. U.S. bands like Kansas and Journey merged progressive rock (specifically 

the symphonic prog substyle) with the riff-heavy and radio-friendly characteristics of stadium 

rock (see Holm-Hudson, 2005; Hegarty & Halliwell, 2011), finding enormous commercial 

success throughout the eighties. In Britain, bands like Electric Light Orchestra and Queen (at 
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least up until their late-seventies albums like News of the World [1977]) pursued a heavily 

arranged and distinctly symphonic pop music, equivalently commercially-viable as the 

harder-edged stadium rock bands but with mutually distinctive and nuanced voices. 

Supertramp, too, transitioned from the progressive rock roots of Crime of the Century (1974) to 

their simpler and more accessible breakthrough album Breakfast in America (1979).  

Rush, a relative latecomer to the progressive rock style but a considerable influence on 

contemporary artists, moved in the opposite direction. Beginning in the late-sixties as a blues-

based hard rock band and transitioning towards more ambitious works throughout the mid-

seventies (Fly by Night and Caress of Steel, both 1975), Rush’s first significant commercial 

breakthrough was 2112, released in the closing years of the classic progressive rock era, 1976. 

The title track of this record is a beloved and influential side-length work representative of 

the band’s progressive rock direction throughout the remainder of the seventies with records 

like A Farewell to Kings (1977) and Hemispheres (1978), both heavily influenced by the likes of 

King Crimson, Jethro Tull, and Van der Graaf Generator, amongst others (Guitar World, 2014; 

Wanderman, 2011). While 2112 and its successors saw Rush achieve a considerable degree of 

fame in their home Canada and North America more broadly (“Rush,” 2010), the band were 

also eminently popular in the UK in spite of the general fading interest in the progressive rock 

style of which they were now exponents. Rush’s tour dates in this period evidence a growing 

band with significant pull even as their style pushed further towards the seemingly outmoded 

forms which most British bands had by this point abandoned.53 Rush remain an interesting 

figure in this movement. While their music is not artistically progressive, their influence over 

subsequent progressive rock and metal (Dream Theater most notably), and their persistent 

popularity, is irrefutable. 

Many of the old guard of progressive rock reinvented themselves in the late-seventies. For 

example, Genesis, particularly after the departure of guitarist Steve Hackett in 1977, explored 

an increasingly pop-oriented trajectory which eventually led the band to superstardom with 

 

5  For example, the Hemispheres tour included four consecutive dates at London’s Hammersmith Odeon, a 3,500 capacity venue, 

and every UK show had at least one repeat and was situated in a venue with a capacity of several thousand (“Hemispheres Tour,” 

20 8)  
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1986’s Invisible Touch, the culmination of almost a decade of transitioning away from their 

formative progressive rock sound. Yes, too, explored a more pop-friendly presentation 

throughout the eighties, achieving their only US #1 single, “Owner of a Lonely Heart,” in 1983.  

Another example of this stylistic shift was the supergroup Asia. Constituted of members of 

King Crimson, Yes, ELP, and The Buggles – a new wave band – Asia found immediate chart 

success with their 1982 U.S. #1 single, “Heat of the Moment.” In spite of the creative and 

innovative pedigree of the band’s founders, this song proved little more than formulaic radio 

rock in a structural, melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic sense. However, their album covers 

continued to use Roger Dean’s artwork (the artist responsible for much of Yes’s surrealistic 

album art), a final vestigial connection to their musical past and its constituent ideals, even if 

the music shared only scant similarities with this heritage.54 Progressive rock, as it had been 

known throughout the seventies, was stylistically derelict. On one hand, its once radical ideals 

were shown for their problematic nature by reactionary musics like punk; on the other, its 

figureheads quickly adapted their means towards a safer and more universal form, 

abandoning almost all of the vitality and the inventive thrust which had prefigured this now 

stagnating music.  

 
The progressive rock revival 
 

Considering how decisively progressive rock faded in this period, it is interesting how 

promptly the sonics and thematics of classic progressive rock were revisited. As with its 

precursor and namesake, the first major progressive rock revival, which came to be called 

neo-prog after the fact, appeared in Britain around a decade after the crystallisation of 

progressive rock: circa 1982. It is best known through groups like Marillion, Pallas, IQ, and 

Pendragon, but arguably the first band to make a stylistic impact in this format was Reading’s 

 

54 Some progressive rock bands, perhaps most obviously Van der Graaf Generator and their leader Peter Hammill’s solo material, 

stayed course through the late seventies and eighties in a format relatively unmoved by these changing trends  However, Van 

der Graaf Generator and their like never held the same degree of sway over the popular music milieu as did bands like Yes and 

ELP, and so their quiet cult following was mostly unaffected by these changes and subsequently affected little change over 

popular music more broadly  
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Twelfth Night, “Reading’s biggest band of the 80s” according to the BBC (Masters, 2010).55 

Twelfth Night’s Fact and Fiction (1982) is a coherent if unsteady representation of what neo-

prog would soon come to mean. On Fact and Fiction dramatic symphonic tendencies abound, 

but progressive rock’s ubiquitous Mellotron is replaced with digital synth strings and Moog 

with harder sounding FM synthesis. Guitars feature prominently, although their character is 

dominated by nascent eighties technology, drenched in ambient signal processing and 

modulation (“This City”). The atmosphere is dark, oftentimes morose, reminiscent of Pink 

Floyd’s mid/late-seventies output and somewhat distanced, in this respect, from Yes or Jethro 

Tull. Harmony is equal parts Genesis (chords shifting atop steady modal ostinato – a sound 

ever-present in neo-prog) and new wave; the latter, too, evidences occasional influence over 

drum sounds and structural hooks.  

This vocabulary aligns closely with common definitions of neo-prog. In defining the style, 

Macan (1997) cites the predominance of tenor lead vocals, chorused electric guitar, and 

“spongy synthetic string chords” (p. 202), as well as the continued use of large-scale concepts 

and surrealistic themes, although he notes that these appear alongside a contrasting penchant 

for more direct and socially-informed lyrics (pp. 203-4). Lucky (2001) foregrounds the 

symphonic qualities borrowed from progressive rock, noting too that the style’s purveyors 

welcomed a harder “eighties or nineties edge.” While neo-prog is often taken to be somewhat 

discreet stylistically, Lucky suggests a more gradual shift between progressive rock and its 

eighties revival (2001). Considering it as such, one could point to a range of seventies-era rock 

which prefigured many of the sonic particularities which would come to define and 

differentiate neo-prog: mid-seventies Genesis (especially their 1976 record, A Trick of the Tail), 

Camel, Pink Floyd, Eloy, The Enid, and Steve Hackett, especially Spectral Mornings (1979), for 

example. However, the bands which are usually called neo-prog were of a new generation 

relative to their progressive rock veteran precursors. Ahlkvist (2011) suggests that neo-prog 

is inextricably connected, insofar as fan value discourses are concerned, to classic progressive 

rock. His ethnographical research indicates that fans of the music respond positively to 

 

55 This is a difficult claim to reinforce or justify in a wider commercial or critical sense, although Twelfth Night were indeed 

influential over the subsequent neo prog direction  
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stylistic throwbacks (p. 648). In effect, the best neo-prog, to many fans, is that which aligns 

most closely to classic progressive rock stylistically.  

As is implied in this brief characterisation, neo-prog was not an exacting replica of classic 

progressive rock. It is the selective nature of the style’s appropriations of progressive rock 

tenets which is especially relevant to this discussion. While neo-prog is highly referential of 

progressive rock’s past in a number of qualities, it is discriminatory as to which aspects of this 

past are emphasised within its vocabulary. This is more significant than it might immediately 

seem. The stylistic direction of neo-prog was patently based on the progressive rock of the 

early-seventies. However, just as the media and music industry had lionised certain early-

seventies progressive rock bands and thereby ordained the direction through which the style 

would develop in their image, the stylistic tenets of neo-prog were similarly decreed by the 

hierarchy of influences central to its most popular and influential bands. The crystallised 

progressive rock of the seventies was still a somewhat broad and expansive stylistic system. 

But when neo-prog bands began to re-transpose the ideas of these classic progressive rock 

bands and enact, through their expanding popularity, influence over the trajectory’s direction, 

certain trappings of this vast system were cast-aside in lieu of the qualities which these artists 

preferred. In effect, neo-prog bands’ stylistic predilections enacted a process of consolidation 

over what is meant by progressive rock in a more acute way than did the classic progressive 

rock bands before them. The breadth of the progressive rock sound was reduced in their wake. 

Neo-prog, and subsequent progressive rock developments like progressive metal, are taken 

to be the logical continuation of progressive rock in its canon. Progressive rock’s trajectory, 

such as it is, therefore includes Marillion, includes IQ, includes Änglagård, includes Spock’s 

Beard, and includes Dream Theater; to many younger fans these bands are as much a part of 

the style’s lineage as are its seventies luminaries. At the very least, these bands act as the de 

facto successors of the progressive rock style – where the music went after progressive rock’s 

untimely demise in the late-seventies.  

While seventies progressive rock represented a multifaceted refinement of their more 

inventive but less polished precursors, neo-prog and its lineage seem a stylistic regression: a 

simplification of the expansive palette of their precursors driven, at least in part, by the 

influence of more austere musics dominating (or recapturing) the popular musical 
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conversation at large: pop, punk, new wave, and so forth. This chapter will focus on the nature 

of two such groups: Marillion and Dream Theater, easily the most influential bands in their 

respective decades within the progressive rock lineage since the seventies. It will consider the 

artistically progressive nature of their music through similar analytical means to the previous 

chapter, exploring both how these bands influenced the wider meaning of progressive as a 

popular musical qualifier, and whether their music, too, expresses the quality of artistic 

progress developed earlier in this thesis. 

 
Marillion 
 

Forming in Buckinghamshire in 1979, Marillion emerged in a musical landscape already 

moved by punk and already cynical of the texts of progressive rock. Undeterred, they 

borrowed their moniker from J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Silmarillion (1977) and styled themselves 

sonically and visually after Peter Gabriel-era Genesis, albeit with a gloomier and more 

unambiguously personal emotive voice. No band would be more important than Marillion in 

articulating and embedding the sound of neo-prog. In spite of obstinately inhabiting an 

unfashionable position at the margins of a fluctuating popular music milieu, Marillion would 

go on to achieve substantial commercial success through the eighties, most notably with 

“Kayleigh” reaching #2 in the British charts, and “Lavender” reaching #5, both from their 

critically lauded Misplaced Childhood (1985).  

There are two distinct phases to Marillion’s career. The first, to which this analysis belongs, 

encompasses the years 1981 to 1988 and is characterised by the involvement of Scottish 

vocalist and lyricist, Derek William Dick, better known by his pseudonym, Fish. The second 

incarnation was fronted by the more new wave-inclined Steve Hogarth and continues to 

release records and tour to the present. The latter, while retaining a strong cult following and 

consistent live and recorded presence, never repeated the success of Misplaced Childhood, nor 

enacted as significant an influence over the direction of the progressive rock canon after, being 

surmounted by newer generations of bands by the late-eighties. When “best” Marillion 

albums are discussed they are typically chosen from the band’s first decade, particularly the 

first three records, Script for a Jester’s Tear (1983), Fugazi (1984), and Misplaced Childhood (1985). 

This analysis will focus on the earliest part of this phase.  
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appropriate modulations, and so forth.56 Even as progressive rock became a more repetitive 

and defined format throughout the early-seventies there remained a sense of interest in the 

limits of this vocabulary. It is therefore notable that the majority of “Grendel,” indeed roughly 

a third of its entire running time, is constituted of an Andalusian progression: i, ♭VII, ♭VI, V, 

in B minor. This progression featured heavily in sixties-era psychedelic and progressive rock, 

like “Good Vibrations” (1966) by the Beach Boys, “Nights in White Satin” (1967) by the Moody 

Blues, and “Epitaph” (1969) by King Crimson. This latter example is especially relevant to the 

use of the sequence in “Grendel” due to the tremendously similar instrumentation shared by 

the two. In both “Grendel” and “Epitaph” this sequence is supported by severe dynamic 

shifts: a clean, melodic guitar verse section and a powerful and Mellotron-laden chorus. In 

“Epitaph” the chorus employs a variation on the chord sequence lending a second layer of 

contrast, but in “Grendel” the sequence inexorably repeats, albeit with rhythmic and dynamic 

variation, until the shift (shown in light blue above) to the “Verse 3” section at the seventh 

minute of the song. 

This harmonic cliché, in spite of its ubiquity, carries an undeniable momentum and seems a 

fitting subordinate to Fish’s detailed and heroic lyrics. “Grendel” is based on John Gardner’s 

1971 book of the same name. It is a retelling of the Old English epic story, Beowulf, but its 

protagonist and antagonist are reversed, and the story is told, instead, from Grendel’s 

viewpoint. In this opening metastructure Fish’s overtly fantastical lyrics unhurriedly define a 

sense of place (“Mountains echo, curfews bell, signal ending tasks”). This first section is 

thematically concerned with how Grendel is seen by those who fear him (“The panic seeps 

through bloodstained floors as Grendel stalks the night”). He is contrived as a bogeyman: 

mythical, almost abstract. But the lyrics also infer that there is an existential danger at hand: 

“bloodstained floors,” “prepare the funeral pyres.” In fact, the musical change at 3’33,” a stark, 

non-transitioned shift to a faster tempo and more propulsive rhythmic foundation, seems to 

align with a lyrical swing from the abstract – whispers and murmurs throughout the village 

 

56 This development could be demonstrated to an even greater degree through works like ELP’s “Tarkus” with its bitonalism and 

sophisticated 20th century harmonic devices (Macan, 2005, pp  65 68), or indeed much of Gentle Giant’s advanced tonal and 

contrapuntal experiments  
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– to the extant danger towards which this fear is directed: “as Grendel leaves his mossy home.” 

The kinetic nature of the music, a fast 4/4 backbeat with a repetitive syncopated bassline, at 

this point seems an apt presentation for the monster on the move (“along the path he roams”), 

a kinetic anaphone. The heroic nature of the Andalusian sequence equivalently supports the 

creature’s expectations in his malevolent advance (“he knows that victory is secured”). 

Although the progression itself is not particularly extraordinary or inventive – arguably it is 

the opposite of these qualities – it seems somewhat thematically justified. 

At 6’58” the song spans its first section change which encompasses equivalently stark shifts 

in the rhythmic and tonal components of the work. This transition feels harsh and unheralded, 

the first of many such jarring shifts. The newly introduced section (called “Verse 3” in the 

above diagram) is floundering and static. Its makeup can be traced to classic progressive rock 

influences: its guitar part is evocative of Pink Floyd in its languid and ambient melody and its 

harmonic constitution is redolent of Genesis in its employment of a simplistic series of chords 

above a repetitive bass ostinato. These chords will prove to be one of the only regularly 

reiterated aspects of this lengthy song. 

There is a confusing relationship between music and narrative in this section and an equally 

confusing host of connotations expressed by the music more broadly. Its rhythmic component 

is dominated by a marching snare, propulsive and evocative of militarism, but it bears no 

obvious referent in the song’s lyrics. In fact, in spite of the jarring and deliberate musical shift, 

the narrative seems to continue with little change, neither in mood nor in wordsetting or 

melody. The immediacy of Grendel’s threat has seemingly subsided as the slower and more 

meticulous descriptions of this verse evidence (“an alien in an alien land seeks solace within 

dreams”), and this element is supported by the softer and more tonally ambiguous musical 

backing. Why is this the case in a narrative sense? The suspension of danger is both 

unpunctuated musically and unjustified lyrically. There is no reason to think the threat has 

lessened; its preceding lyrics imply the opposite. Perhaps the strongest justification for this 

transition is this verse’s shift in emphasis towards Grendel himself – a contrast in that its 

precursor alternated focus between the village and Grendel – but this too seems unnecessary 

in a narrative sense. The previous verse built enormous anticipation of Grendel’s approach, 
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both in its lyric and its kinetic rhythmic and harmonic component, but now the listener is 

asked to forget this tension. 

This section persists for 32 bars before yet another severe shift resituates the song’s course and 

narrative. At 8‘56” the instrumentation cuts, supplanted by a colossal church organ (similarly 

dynamically stark to its equivalent in “Close to the Edge,” at 15’01”) continuing, at least 

broadly, the chord sequence from the previous section – E, D, Am, D – but at a new tempo, 

without the modal ostinato, and with a contrastive feel. This shift proves to be little more than 

a transitionary section pivoting harmonically towards the fourth verse section by way of the 

parallel minor: E, D, Bm, Em, E, and then resolving to E minor in the new section. This new 

verse gradually builds in dynamic, led by an arpeggiated synthesiser and a mounting drum 

part. Against this backing the narrative’s momentum lifts, drawing focus, once again, to 

Grendel’s entrance and threat. The hypnotic build maintains a subtle tension as the distance 

is spanned and is subsequently interrupted by yet another drastic change, this time with a 

stronger narrative relationship. The drum and synth unison following the line “he cares not 

for the brave” feels disjointed in isolation, but gesturally represents a moment of violence: 

Grendel’s long-feared arrival. Unfortunately, the narrative expectations produced by this 

violent transition once again fall flat as the section abruptly shifts back to soft ambience. It is 

unclear what this shift is intended to portray and were it excised then the lyrics, and indeed 

musical sections, would bear a cleaner connection. 

It is the ensuing penultimate section, beginning at 12’34”, which has received the most 

controversy from commentators. As a musical narrative device, the section is sound: its 

propulsive rhythm and its simple chords above a modal bassline (referential of Verse 3) act as 

a cogent representation of Grendel’s stalking through the village. But the section is a clear 

reference to Genesis’s “Supper’s Ready,” namely an ostinato (from the Apocalypse in 9/8” 

section) beginning at 16’11”. 

 

Figure 27. Score of excerpt from Marillion’s “Grendel” (12’35”) 
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Figure 28. Score of excerpt from Genesis’s “Supper’s Ready” (16’11”) 

 

The similarity between these sections is undeniable. On the surface both share a comparable 

pulse and drum pattern in spite of their metrical difference and the instrumentation, dynamic, 

and overarching sense of mounting tension and instability is alike in both works. The 

difference is in their respective degrees of musical sophistication. Both utilise a repetitious 

ostinato in the guitar and bass which persists throughout. In “Supper’s Ready” this ostinato 

is based on an Esus2 triad which incessantly clashes against an underlying oscillation between 

two power chords a tritone apart, C5 and F♯5. Few chord changes conflict as severely as do 

these dyads and their dissonant relation. Neither chord settles the tension produced by its 

counterpart and as a result the modal progression undulates cyclically, its tension reasserted 

with each change. Furthermore, the modal interaction of the ostinato and chord fragments 

invoke, in a more general sense, dread, a connotation aligned with Peter Gabriel’s psychedelic 

and nightmarish lyrics. The E grounds these chords as a kind of minor tonality, sometimes 

Aeolian sometimes Dorian but never resolute and never clearly signified. The collusion of 

factors: the accentuated tritones, the harmonic ambiguity of the dyads and their lack of formal 

relation, the rhythmic ambiguity of its eponymous (9/8) time signature, the ceaseless modal 

ostinato and its subordinate rhythm, and the sheer repetitiousness of the part proves 

tremendously impactful as a musical movement. 

Conversely, “Grendel” is a simplified representation of the same device. Its effect is alike: 

tense, repetitious, mounting in line with its lyrical narrative. Like “Supper’s Ready” the 

standout element, alongside the lyrics, is the cyclical guitar and bass ostinato, here outlining 

a tonally ambiguous octave. While the underlying pulse is definitely related to “Supper’s 

Ready,” its clearer 4/4 rhythm results in a more driving and propulsive effect, but one 

accordingly divorced from the sophisticated rhythmic tension of its influence. Likewise, the 

tonality of “Grendel” is major. Where “Supper’s Ready” juxtaposes a consistent foundational 

melody against mutually opposed chord movements producing an effect both dramatic and, 
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perhaps counterintuitively, logical (through its inexorable repetition), “Grendel” positions its 

Verse 3 chord sequence – E, D, Am, D – atop this static major modality, the third instance of 

this sequence being reiterated. Against the E bass this sequence suggests an ambiguous and 

psychedelic Mixolydian-tinged quality, but the Am chord offers a darker ♭6 and an 

implication of tension to be released as the pattern loops. This cresting harmonic tension is 

analogous to the cyclical shifting tritones in “Supper’s Ready,” just expressing less dramatic 

tension. This critique can be expanded to all discussed aspects – harmony, rhythm, lyrics – 

which feel commensurate in a narrative sense to “Supper’s Ready,” just diluted. However, the 

more pressing issue with this part is its quotation of Genesis’s song. So similar are these 

sections that “Grendel” could be read as a pastiche of “Supper’s Ready.” This point will prove 

more relevant as the commonness of such an activity is discussed (in the Dream Theater 

analysis forthcoming). This discussion will therefore be deferred until later in this chapter. 

“Grendel” is not a particularly strong narrative work. Its large-scale structure meanders with 

little interconnectivity between its lyrical and musical components – as one peaks the other 

remains unchanged and vice versa, and rarely is there a sense of the texts colluding so as to 

magnify their effect. With the exception of the four-chord sequence introduced in the song’s 

Verse 3 section, the work shows little thematic development or structural intricacy. Viewed 

holistically, its sections are distinct, even if its lyrical themes are not, and even within this 

model the materials used are rarely interesting or novel (as the lengthy Andalusian sequence 

opening the song exemplifies). Overall, “Grendel” could be compared to nascent side-length 

works like “Ars Longa Vita Brevis”: it similarly struggles to justify its structure (even if its 

narrativity is more sophisticated). “Grendel,” and by extension Marillion in this early period, 

is highly imitative. The band appropriates the broad aesthetic and compositional practice of 

bands like Genesis and Pink Floyd adding little, if anything, to these bands’ vocabularies. 

Furthermore, these musical allusions are counterpointed by a host of paramusical choices 

equivalently imitative. For example, Fish’s vocal affectations are redolent of the more snarling 

of Peter Gabriel’s delivery – exaggerated perhaps by way of the influence of surrounding 

punk and new-wave stylings – while his stage persona borrowed similarly from Gabriel’s 

theatricality: face-paint, exaggerated gesticulations, and costumes.  
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Marillion would subsequently compose more cogent and idiosyncratic large-scale songs in 

“Forgotten Sons” (Script for a Jester’s Tear, 1983) and “Heart of Lothian” (Misplaced Childhood, 

1985), amongst many others in the later Steve Hogarth-led period of the band. But as an 

introductory work in the revival of the progressive rock sound, the song represents a crucial 

moment wherein the ideas of classic progressive rock was reoriented by a new generation and 

reflected back into a post-punk world. If “In Held ‘Twas in I” was a potent (if flawed) 

introduction to the protracted and elaborate song format perfected on “Close to the Edge,” 

“Grendel” was this practice reinterpreted by those for whom the progressive rock torch – 

insofar as fans, pundits, the media, and even the record industry were concerned – was passed, 

spanning, too, an ideological and cultural divide. It was a nascent image of this consolidatory 

practice, one which would mature over the ensuing decade in neo-prog, but one which would 

also more broadly course through to all progressive rock and metal which followed. Neo-prog 

revived progressive rock, but this revival extends further than neo-prog’s reorientation of its 

practice, and so examining this reorientation further upstream, looking into the recent past, 

promises further insight into how this emerging style matured.  

 
Dream Theater  
 

No band has more profoundly influenced the direction of contemporary progressive rock and 

metal than Dream Theater. Formed in 1985 by John Myung (bass), John Petrucci (guitar), and 

Mike Portnoy (drums), then students at the Berklee College of Music in Boston, the band has 

gone on to sell over 12 million records and twice been nominated for Grammy awards. 

Interestingly, they have achieved such success generally relegated to the confines of the 

progressive metal underground – their last charting single, “Pull Me Under,” came out in 1992 

(from the album Images and Words, and peaking at #61 in the Billboard 200) and the band rarely 

receive radio play. Dream Theater’s discography spans from When Dream and Day Unite (1989) 

to Distance Over Time (2019), a career lasting almost three decades and resulting in fourteen 

studio albums. 

In spite of forming within the commercial and critical apex of neo-prog, Dream Theater’s 

music is more accurately labelled progressive metal. In a timbral sense the music is harder-

edged, led by heavily distorted rhythm and lead guitar tones, and their composition is more 
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riff-orientated than typical progressive rock.57 The band still adheres to all of the conventional 

hallmarks of progressive rock – long songs, blatant technicality and complexity, and odd 

rhythmic and metrical vocabularies, for example – but these foundations are filtered, by way 

of intermediaries like Rush, through the stylings of the New Wave of British Heavy Metal and, 

more obviously, American thrash metal bands like Metallica (MacIntosh, 2010; McCandless, 

2013). While their music still exhibits the progressive rock compositional palette crystallised 

throughout the early to mid-seventies, the band’s lengthy career has also seen many attempts 

at contemporising and otherwise shifting their sound from the critically and commercially 

loathed Falling Into Infinity (1997) and its conceits towards commercial viability, to the riff-

oriented thrash metal of Train of Thought (2003).  

While Dream Theater are commonly cited as progressive metal rather than rock, the broader 

classificatory differences between the two is of little concern in this analysis. Indeed, 

progressive metal may be as problematic a term as progressive rock and being that the latter 

is already the target of redress in this thesis, there is no reason to tease out stylistic differences 

beyond an acknowledgement that they exist. This is especially true given the widespread 

similarities between progressive rock and metal. Traits like long songs, complex structures, 

adventurous instrumentation, and metrical complexity (see McCandless 2010; 2013) are as 

much a feature of Dream Theater’s music and their situation in the progressive rock trajectory 

as they are in equivalent music by bands who more obviously fit the progressive rock 

designation.  

An often-discussed component of Dream Theater’s compositional practice is their readiness 

to borrow from their contemporaries in order to keep their music current. An activity 

acknowledged by the band. McCandless (2013) details the band’s “inspiration corner” – an 

area in the recording studio devoted to accumulating records from which the band derives 

ideas and artistic stimulation. While the specifics of the band’s usage of the “inspiration corner” 

have never been clarified, 58  its fingerprint can be observed throughout the band’s 

 

57 There are, as Jethro Tull exemplify, exceptions to this characterisation  

58 McCandless (20 0) points out that while Portnoy understates the significance, Jordan Rudess suggests otherwise, implying 

instead that the “inspiration corner” was heavily drawn upon and important in the stylistic development of the records (55 6)  
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discography: “Never Enough” (2005) refers to Muse’s “Stockholm Syndrome,” “Home” (1999) 

is influenced by Tool’s “Forty Six & 2,” “The Test That Stumped Them All” (2002) alludes to 

Pantera’s “By Demon’s Be Driven,” and “Build Me Up and Break Me Down” (2011) has clear 

similarities to Red’s “Feed the Machine” (Huber, 2011).59 The band has sometimes engendered 

criticism due to these practices (McCandless, 2010, pp. 10-1).  

Selecting a single exemplar in the work of a band as prolific as Dream Theater is problematic. 

This is due to the sharply drawn differences in song archetypes explored by the band 

throughout their catalogue. The band have almost always included “single”-styled tracks on 

each release. Stylistically these songs – from “Another Day” (Images and Words, 1992) to “The 

Looking Glass” (Dream Theater, 2013) – are based around a pop song structure and are usually 

situated in the first quarter of the record indicating forethought and intent to the practice. The 

demarcation between these songs with their commercial conceits and the “flagship” lengthier 

works on each album is clear-cut, certainly more than it seems to be for other self-styled 

progressive rock/metal bands. Moreover, this approach to song “roles” has spread further in 

the bands’ more recent work with the increasing presence of specific song archetypes (long 

epic song as closer, shorter epic as opener, single in the first quarter, and so forth). This 

examination is focussed on a song which fits the model of the side-length epic and the band’s 

conception of “progressive” (“Dream Theater Guitarist,” 2017), as well as the format most 

praised by their fans: Dream Theater’s lauded 24-minute “Octavarium,” a song taken from 

the album of the same name from 2005. 

While a case could be made for analysing songs from Dream Theater’s two most highly-rated 

works, 1992’s Images and Words and 1999’s Metropolis Part 2: Scenes From a Memory, Octavarium 

is the first Dream Theater studio album to have a side-length song with a hefty experimental 

and conceptual basis, a trope explored by the band on five releases since,60 and this format 

 

59 More examples can be found in McCandless, (20 3, footnote 23)  

60 “A Change of Seasons” ( 995), “Six Degrees of Inner Turbulence” (2002), “Octavarium” (2005), “The Count of Tuscany” (2009), 

and “Illumination Theory” (20 3)  “In the Presence of Enemies” parts  and 2 taken together could be seen to fit this model too, 

although their split nature across Systematic Chaos (acting as the opening and closing tracks) distances them thematically from 

the other examples which all close their respective records (except for “A Change of Seasons” which is an EP in its own right, 

followed by a selection of cover songs)  
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cycle begins on F (The first song, “The Root of All Evil,” is in F minor), and subsequent songs’ 

tonics ascend the Lydian mode, resolving back to F up the octave at the outset of “Octavarium.” 

The black keys are represented by five hidden songs placed in negative time on the CD. 

“Octavarium” seamlessly transitions back into the “Root of All Evil” at its conclusion creating 

an endless album cycle. Moreover, the song is exactly 24-minutes long, with its two main 

theme reprisals occurring at exact subdivisions of this time, the first at 20’00,” the second at 

23’00.” 

The general layout of the piece references closely the side-length archetype crystallised 

through songs like “Close to the Edge” and its early-seventies contemporaries. While “Close 

to the Edge” consists of four titled chapters and “Octavarium” five, the flow of their respective 

structures is similar. Both begin with a structurally discrete introduction which lasts roughly 

three minutes, transitioning after that point into their primary theme. In both cases this 

primary theme is only fleetingly reiterated throughout the considerable running time of the 

works: in “Close to the Edge” the first theme is recapitulated once (at 14’13”), as well as one 

less distinctive reiteration (the theme appears in the background rather than as the feature) at 

8’02.” In “Octavarium” the first theme is reinforced twice in its initial appearance, first on 

slide guitar at 2’59” and then on flute at 4’36”, and it is recapitulated at 20’00”.  

“Octavarium” utilises more discrete musical themes than “Close to the Edge.” While the first 

of these themes is comparable to the structural employment of the main theme in “Close to 

the Edge,” the second is recapitulated in the song’s finale, the third is a mainstay in the first 

verse section, and the fourth is introduced and promptly abandoned, acting in a transitional 

context at 17’51” in spite of the structural capacity it seems to infer. There is simply a greater 

volume of constituent material to “Octavarium” than was used in the epics of the classic 

progressive rock era, and there is arguably less of an emphasis on the economy of this 

material’s use. Similarly, the finale in “Octavarium” references several themes from 

throughout the song but settles into theme 2 for its climax, appearing as a grand and 

protracted guitar solo by Petrucci. The activity of ending a lengthy song in a slower tempo 

and in grander instrumentational presentation is practically ubiquitous to both Dream 

Theater’s catalogue, and to much contemporary progressive rock and metal in general, 

perhaps popularised by works like Rush’s “2112.” However, this approach is notably rare in 
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classic progressive rock.  Indeed, it is not present in “Close to the Edge,” “Supper’s Ready,” 

“Nine Feet Underground,” “Echoes,” “Lizard,” or Emerson, Lake & Palmer’s epics, although, 

prophetic as always, Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” is perhaps the first work to institute 

this device back in 1968.  

Another quality which has become something of a mainstay in contemporary progressive 

rock and metal in spite of its general absence in classic progressive rock61 is the lengthy 

instrumental section at 12’16,” seemingly intended as a show of virtuosity more than a 

semiotic representation of narrative or meaning as the bridge in “Firth of Fifth” demonstrates 

(this point is further emphasised by how structurally and materially similar such sections are 

throughout Dream Theater’s catalogue). Finally, those sections which are repeated are usually 

subjected to modulations in parameters like metre (a common approach in Dream Theater’s 

work, see McCandless, 2013), instrumentation, or even tonality. While this is far from unique 

to contemporary progressive rock, the fact that themes are either ephemeral – appearing and 

then being discarded – or else are seldom repeated in the metric/melodic/harmonic context in 

which they were introduced, seems evidence of the music pushing towards a self-conscious 

state of complexity and sophistication. This is a music which revels in its flashy nature to a far 

greater degree than its predecessors, a quality certainly common to much contemporary 

progressive metal. 

Unlike “Close to the Edge,” “Grendel,” and “In Held ‘Twas in I,” “Octavarium” is not strictly 

chronological in a narrative/lyrical sense. Rather than being concerned with beginnings and 

endings as its predecessors are, “Octavarium” emphasises cycles. Its five chapters (written by 

three different lyricists) outline somewhat self-contained arcs connected by their common 

reference to the theme. This conceptual basis proves thematically mobile: the first chapter, 

“Someone Like Him,” muses on making the most of every day and avoiding the dangers of 

accepting a boring and unfulfilling life while paradoxically craving its simplicity; the second 

chapter, “Medicate (Awakenings)” deals with a man waking from, and eventually re-entering, 

 

61 While there is no doubt common virtuosity in the work of bands like Yes, Jethro Tull, King Crimson, and their ilk, a protracted 

instrumental section  seemingly intended as a show of virtuosity in its structural disconnect from the mood and themes of the 

work surrounding it  seems a trait which is more common in recent progressive rock/metal  
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a comatose state; in both cases the cyclical theme is present while the narratives are discrete. 

Chapters four and five, too, deal discretely with cycles (the fourth exploring themes from the 

remainder of the album and the band’s career prior, the fifth reinforcing the concept more 

abstractly), but it is the third chapter, “Full Circle” which proves the most interesting. The 

lyrics for this chapter, written by Mike Portnoy, represent a flashing collage of seemingly 

abstract lyrical imagery. These seem to connect to the previous chapter in their descriptions 

of the throes of a nightmarish hallucination perhaps experienced between waking and sleep 

(“Running forward/Falling back/Spinning round and round/Looking outward/Reaching 

in/Scream without a sound”). However, the lines most pertinent in this section are those of 

stanzas one and four: 

 

Figure 30. Excerpt from lyrics in Dream Theater’s “Octavarium” 

[Stanza 1] 

Sailing on the seven seize the day tripper diem s ready 
Jack the ripper Owens Wilson Phillips and my supper s ready 
Lucy in the sky with diamond Dave s not here I come to save the 
Day for nightmare cinema show me the way to get back home again 

[Stanza 4] 

Flying off the handle be careful with 
That axe Eugene gene the dance machine 
Messiah light my fire gabba gabba 
Hey hey my my generation s home again 

 

These lyrics refer to existing song titles, lyrics, and bands and musicians amongst other things. 

The poetic device of enjambment62 combined with the relentless phrasing and heavy and 

rhythmically complicated music reinforces the chaotic sentiment. It portrays a torrent of past 

experience – an overwhelming journey through texts formative to the narrator’s personality 

and identity. Many references are to progressive rock bands and song titles and lyrics, and 

many refer directly to progressive rock and its time. There is an autobiographical connotation 

to this section (and indeed to much of the lyrical matter in the song broadly): the music 

 

62 A device where a line is continued beyond its conclusion by a new line using the final word of its predecessor as its opening  
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referenced is often cited by Portnoy as amongst his favourites (Prato, 2017; Portnoy, 2017). In 

this way, “Octavarium” can be seen, at least in part, as Portnoy and Dream Theater’s tribute 

to the history of rock and their influences, a theory with some parallels in the musical text. 

Even this could be seen as thematically cyclical: an artist musing on his influences and looking 

back to his early days at a watershed point of his career (change of record labels, recursion to 

a “classic” sound) and reappropriating those formative influences through his highly 

successful incarnation of their style. 

Perhaps the most obvious parallel to this referential practice occurs in the opening minutes of 

the song. The introduction is a freetime section grounded by an ambient synthesizer 

unhurriedly outlining chromatic mediants, F minor and G♯ minor. Above this gentle and 

ambiguous harmonic backdrop keyboardist Jordan Rudess improvises on a Haken 

Continuum fingerboard.63 His long, languid phrasing gives way, after 2’42”, to a lap-steel, and 

eventually, ten seconds later, to an introductory statement of the work’s first main theme. This 

section is a reference to the opening measures of Pink Floyd’s “Shine On You Crazy Diamond.” 

Its reference is made through similar synth sounds, both backing and lead; its use of lap steel 

redolent of Gilmour’s clean solo, played on a Fender Stratocaster guitar, appearing in an 

equivalent position in “Shine On You Crazy Diamond”; its minor harmonic underpinnings; 

and even the phrasing and sparsity of Rudess’s extemporisations themselves. These qualities 

are less similar between these works than virtually the same; the reference (and its situation 

as a reference) is unambiguous. In releasing this to a progressive rock-educated audience this 

statement would be lost on few, and no doubt the band were cognisant of this potential 

reception and reading. Indeed, both this direct reference and the many lyrical references in 

“Full Circle” act, in this context, as a synecdoche for the larger corpus of progressive rock. 

Being that this activity is central to both “Grendel” and “Octavarium,” it requires a brief 

digression before the progressive nature of these two works can be adequately assessed. 

 

6  A “three dimensional” MIDI controller, the Continuum appears as a large red board which interprets MIDI data from multiple 

fingers across the X axis (pitch), Y axis, and also the pressure of the finger on the board  
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Use of collage in post-seventies progressive rock 
 

Referring to one’s musical lineage is key to the establishment of genre (Lena & Peterson, 2008). 

Indeed, classic progressive rock, as discussed in the previous chapter through the works of 

Yes and Genesis, engaged in such a process of crystallisation: as the style established it became 

increasingly synonymous with certain of these qualities best represented by key bands and 

valorised by responding journalists.  

However, in addition to their generic references to the crystallised progressive rock genre, 

both “Grendel” and Octavarium” reference well-known progressive rock works directly. The 

appearance of this quality in two works so temporally and stylistically disconnected but 

linked through a mutual aspiration to the lineage of progressive rock is not necessarily proof 

that this quality is typical of the stylistic process of post-neo-prog practitioners. Yet, it should 

be noted that this practice appears somewhat frequently in contemporary progressive rock 

and metal. For example, the acoustic guitar chords in Porcupine Tree’s “Time Flies” (The 

Incident, 2009) refer to the opening progression in Pink Floyd’s “Dogs” (Animals, 1977); 

Opeth’s Benighted (Still Life, 1999) refers to Camel’s “Never Let Go” (Camel, 1972); Opeth’s 

“Closure” (Damnation, 2003) refers to King Crimson’s “Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, Part One” 

(Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, 1973); the introductory riff to Opeth’s “The Devil’s Orchard” (Heritage, 

2011) refers to Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” at 8’53” (Shine On Brightly, 1968); Tool’s 

“Vicarious” (10,000 Days, 2006) references King Crimson’s “Discipline” (Discipline, 1981); and 

Enchant’s “Paint the Picture” (Juggling 9 or Dropping 10, 2010) references Rush’s “Xanadu” (A 

Farewell to Kings, 1977), amongst many others. Artists like Opeth refer cryptically to lesser-

known bands through song and album titles, like their famed fifth album Blackwater Park 

(2001), named for the German progressive rock band of the same name. Similarly, their live 

record, In Live Concert at the Albert Hall (2010) imitates the cover of Deep Purple’s Concerto for 

Group and Orchestra (1969) with a statement on their website conveying an intent to 

“[underline] the band's longstanding love for their prog-rock roots” (“Opeth to Release,” 

2010). Even if not common, this activity is clearly acceptable in post-seventies progressive rock.  

The important aspect of this mode of representation is its oppositional relationship with 

modernist expressivity. Ulmer (1983) describes a post-critical, postmodernist, or 
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poststructuralist work of art/literature as defined by bricolage, namely the “compositional pair 

of collage/montage” (p. 83). Ulmer’s account of this pair is further delineated into four related 

devices, each defined by their oppositional association to modernist expressivity: “découpage 

(or severing); [the use of] preformed or extant messages or materials; assemblage (montage); 

[and] discontinuity” (p. 84). In Ulmer’s quaternary model, collage recontextualises an artistic 

device. Its new situation, to invoke Jacques Derrida, leads to a “double reading” of this 

original text, read both through its decoupled and newly resituated context, and through 

connotation to its original context (Derrida, 1997). Referring to a text ostensibly emblematic of 

progressive rock in this sense becomes a synecdoche for progressive rock itself. It is the use of 

a preformed message; not a message invoked for its emotive weight, profundity, novelty, 

subversiveness, or any other quality, but rather for its history and its associated value 

discourse. These works, in addition to engaging in the lineage of progressive rock by 

honouring its genre-indicators, such as they are, engage progressive rock – its history, 

meaning, and authenticity – through quotation. McCandless (2013) has further discussed the 

commonness of this practice specifically in Dream Theater’s music as a particular mode of 

poietic communication: an intertextual quotation which refers to one’s influences and 

historical lineage (para. 16). 

This means of communication can also be sought in music from the actively progressive 

musics of the mid/late-sixties, although these texts referred to music beyond the established 

popular music sphere. For example, bands like Procol Harum and the Nice famously referred 

to classical works (see page 98). In these artist’s hands, this synecdoche referred to a lineage 

of classical music separate, at that point in time, from popular music. It was a synthesis with 

an outside idea, far from the most elegant expansion of the popular music dialectic (there are 

myriad more holistic and subtle developments explored in Chapter 5), but one ground-

breaking regardless. Conversely, Dream Theater and Marillion, in addition to presenting a 

consolidated representation of progressive rock stylistic characteristics, are situating their 

music in the progressive rock lineage not necessarily by engaging with such outside syntheses 

directly but instead by referring to texts which undertook this progressive project in the past. 

In this way Marillion and Dream Theater’s employment of collage is incompatible with a 

modernistic view to artistry. In the modernistic popular music of the mid/late-sixties the 
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relationship between the popular music substrate and the turbulent and limitless avant-garde 

– the new vocabulary explored by nascent progressive rock purveyors – instituted a tension 

propelling its forms irrevocably outward. In the respective sections of “Octavarium” and 

“Grendel” which refer to other classic progressive rock texts the fundamental substance of the 

referenced songs – their wider meaning and their context – is shed. In its place appears a 

decoupled quotation, one which obviates the dialectical tension and vitality the quotation 

might have originally carried.  

 
Discussion: “Grendel” and “Octavarium” as artistically progressive 
works 
 

“Grendel” and “Octavarium,” although sharing in a lineage and project, are tremendously 

different. The former is a simplified caricature of the music of early to mid-seventies 

progressive rock, especially the work of Genesis in this period. The latter is a complex and 

thoughtful work which foregrounds both its artistic influences and its meticulousness. One 

cannot ignore the clear improvements in compositional finesse and sophistication between 

these works. “Octavarium,” in a thematic sense, could be seen as a further refinement of the 

crystallised progressive rock of the seventies where the music may not have been as materially 

progressive but where its artistic approach had become clearer and more effective. “Grendel” 

offers no such example. It employs the large-scale models and general aesthetic of the 

seventies-era progressive rock acts but does so heavy-handedly, losing the nuance and 

elegance of its antecedents. However, regardless of compositional quality, the pair are 

equivalently problematic as progressive works.  

“Octavarium” is atavistic. Its constitution, though caringly crafted, betrays its influences. Its 

references, whether the Pink Floyd quotation opening the song or the allusions to myriad 

progressive rock-related song titles in the “Full Circle” section, become both a reverential 

acknowledgement and a claim to authenticity through the lineage to which the songs 

referenced are metonymic. The structure honours “Close to the Edge,” “Tarkus,” “Super’s 

Ready,” and their ilk from its scope, to its internal verse/chorus substructures, to its subtle 

interplay and layering of themes, to its grand recapitulation of a structurally significant 

melody in the finale (similar to “In Held ‘Twas in I”); the virtuosity is undeniably impressive 
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but is of the same logic and structural application as that in works by Emerson, Lake & Palmer, 

King Crimson, and Jethro Tull; even the textures, dynamics, and thoughtful sense of 

Apollonian/Dionysian contrast references Genesis. Having examined works by Procol Harum, 

Yes, and Genesis which show either an institutional application of these traits or else a 

refinement thereof, the baseline expansion here is negligible. The occasional instances where 

it surpasses this model, too, portray a specific consolidatory outlook towards the reductionist 

meaning of being a progressive rock act in the present day, namely a preoccupation with 

virtuosity which oftentimes collides with the beautiful and exploratory elements of the music. 

Dream Theater’s method to the “prog epic” is “Close to the Edge” with thematic complexity 

and band technicality thrust to the forefront, substituting much of the exploratory and 

dynamic impulses of their precursors for self-aggrandization. There is nothing here which 

pushes beyond the scope of the progressive rock stylistic vocabulary. Dream Theater’s 

virtuosity-driven model, sophisticated and impressive though it proves to be, is a 

consolidatory facsimile of the vibrant and varied music to which it aspires. 

Much of this analysis could equivalently describe “Grendel.” The song is laden with 

references to Genesis’s early to mid-seventies work and to the practice and sound of other key 

progressive rock bands from the era such as Pink Floyd, King Crimson, and Yes. These 

references are evident in both the musical and paramusical component of the song, from its 

narrative approach to side-length song structure, to its harmonic qualities (triads above an 

ostinato; grand and functional diatonic sequences), to its instrumentation and dynamic, to 

Fish’s vocal delivery. Of course, its influence spans beyond Genesis – there are likenesses to 

other symphonic prog practices explained in the analysis. But “Grendel” obviates a sizable 

degree of the classic progressive rock lineage, from the angular riffing and extemporisations 

of King Crimson, to the sophisticated harmonic experiments of ELP, to the contrapuntal 

arrangements of Gentle Giant, amongst countless others. In Marillion’s rereading of 

progressive rock, its forms are easily summarised (interestingly similar to many 

contemporary fan/critic readings of the style): the neo-prog conception of progressive rock 

portrays a style focussed on instrumentational contrasts, dynamics, grand and lofty 

atmospheres, and thematic subject matter. These qualities embody an important portion of 

classic progressive rock no doubt, but a portion nonetheless. “Grendel,” and indeed 
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Marillion’s stylistic approach throughout the early-eighties, is built from a smaller vocabulary 

than classic progressive rock works like “Close to the Edge.” Its vocabulary does not come 

from Moore’s “reconciliatory” depiction of progressive rock (1993, p. 59). Rather, it views 

these styles through the practice of key amongst its bands. In “Grendel,” Genesis’s vocabulary 

becomes a stand-in for the greater progressive rock style, inadvertently excising the enormity 

of this eclectic and vast (albeit stylistic circumscribed) music. Marillion, like Dream Theater, 

thereby consolidate progressive rock. Instead of engaging in the adventurous experiments of 

classic progressive rock bands who took the artistically progressive gesture of their mid-

sixties forbearers and extended its vocabularies to their most expansive and complex limits, 

Marillion regressively portray a simplified likeness of this music. 

 
A summary of the traditional trajectory of progressive rock 
 

The past three chapters have surveyed key works by prominent bands from the 

conventionally-defined progressive rock canon. This analysis has spanned from the style’s 

nascent origins in the mid/late-sixties through to its contemporary luminaries. Whereas 

contemporary definitions of progressive rock unite such acts within a common stylistic project, 

these chapters have detailed an increasingly problematic nature to their foundation. As shown 

in the analysis of these select works, the progressive rock canon commenced as an artistically 

progressive force in popular music. However, its currency in this capacity arguably 

diminished as time went on. In the mid/late-sixties much (pre) progressive rock was driven 

by an ideological impulse to negate the musical practice which it had inherited from the 

previous generation. Its modernistic attitude pursued a project definitively heterogenous, 

diffuse, and fluid. The breadth of unexploited musical ideas – those spanning beyond rock 

and roll and the popular music lexicon – became negatory statements and assertions of artistic 

legitimacy. Nonetheless, the music resulting from this outlook, too, became a commercial 

success. Soon bands motivated and influenced by this moment of popular music modernism 

became either institutors or followers of trends – often both in a reflexive relationship. 

Progressive rock thereby crystallised in the early-seventies, its once-diffuse forms solidifying 

around a hugely popular and influential stylistic centre. As bands like Yes and Genesis 

converged on this style their progressive impulse was lessened – invention replaced by a want 
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to push their predecessor’s innovations to their zenith. By the late-seventies progressive rock 

was ideologically usurped by musics like punk and later new wave. While some of its biggest 

stars, notably Genesis, Pink Floyd, Jethro Tull, and Yes continued to sell thousands of records, 

their style simplified and the stylistic practices of progressive rock promptly became 

outmoded. 

When the style was recapitulated in the early-eighties its new purveyors reshaped the form 

through a combination of key influences and their own tastes. They thereby consolidated 

progressive rock for those in turn influenced by their representation of the style, caricaturising 

its vocabulary. Under the charge of neo-prog, exemplified in this study by Marillion’s first 

“side-length” work, progressive rock became a more simply-defined genre. The wide and 

eclectic boundaries which had defined sixties-era progressive rock was supplanted by an 

affinity for ‘classic era’ Genesis, Yes, and their ilk and was reforged through the instrument 

and recording technology trends of the time. Marillion engaged in both a conservative genre 

discourse (that is to say they imitated and reproduced aspects of their more innovative 

precursors’ work) and have concentrated – that is to say reduced – the vocabulary of the 

progressive rock lineage in their wake. Consolidating the progressive rock form certainly 

simplifies the idea of an identifiable progressive rock genre but its foundation is as distanced 

from an artistically progressive activity as is any genre form framed through the invocation 

of historical practice (from blues to rock and roll [Lena & Peterson, 2008]). Dream Theater 

arguably pursue the margins of musical technicality to a greater extent than did Yes and 

Genesis, and their approach to song construction reflects this sophistication, but they are not 

negating convention and they are not, therefore, expanding popular music in the same 

manner. 

The forthcoming final chapter will answer this problematisation with an alternative trajectory 

of progressive music. This trajectory will encompass a similar period as that covered in the 

previous three chapters – from the late-sixties to the present – following two acts whose 

careers cumulatively span this time: King Crimson and Radiohead. While progressive rock, 

as it is conventionally conceived, by-and-large diminished in its progressive impulse from the 

sixties to the present, these two acts appear to maintain a ceaseless modernistic aspiration to 

reinvention. Both bands’ stylistic evolution seems to have occurred through an incessant 
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process of synthesis with musical devices beyond the popular music realm. In this respect, 

these acts appear to maintain the ideological drive of their mid/late-sixties precursors as 

genuinely progressive popular music artists. This claim will be explored presently. 
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8. AN ALTERNATIVE TRAJECTORY 

 
Progressive popular music, beyond genre 
 

Much progressive rock, from the style’s mid-sixties origins to its recent revivals, has exhibited 

less artistic progressiveness over time. This is a trajectory (and genre) which began as 

stylistically varied and idealistically driven but which rapidly rescinded into stylistic inertia 

as it crystallised around its biggest artists in the early-seventies. Moreover, this trajectory was 

consolidated by successive generations of artists from the 1980s onwards, progressively 

delimiting its once diverse project. Nascent progressive rock embodied the first instance of a 

modernistic popular music – one definitively heterogeneous and invested in expansion and 

self-negation. But the genre, such as it is, has decreasingly demonstrated this artistically 

progressive impulse over time.  

This final chapter is interested in progressiveness as it manifests in the work of popular music 

artists beyond the artistically progressive mid/late-sixties period. It is concerned with those 

who perpetuated the modernistic drive of acts like the Beatles and Frank Zappa in their own 

distinct stylistic domains since those definitive acts (and their progressive contemporaries). 

Specifically, the intention is to isolate artists since this time who embody the “continuously 

progressive” model expounded in Chapter 3 and can be called artistically progressive 

regardless of their connection to the canon of progressive rock.  

To adhere to this model, these artists should continue to critically challenge the artistic 

practices of their past, the normative qualities of the style/scene to which they are engaged, 

and to contemporaneous popular music at large, treating these systems as theses for self-

negation. Whereas a momentarily progressive artist could be identified by a single significant 

synthesis resulting in a new stylistic designation or sub-genre, a continuously progressive 

artist strives to progressively reshape this canvas with non-pop vocabulary, thereby leaving 

a trajectory of upheaval and advancement in their wake. The continual nature of this process 

throughout the band’s career (irrespective of its stylistic consequences) is the crucial feature. 

To examine this quality over such a vast period necessitates a different temporal lens than 

that in previous chapters. Indeed, each content chapter in this thesis approached its analysis 
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through means suited to their respective subjects: Chapter 5 surveyed a wide range of artists 

and their varied and multifaceted challenges to the same normative popular music thesis; 

Chapter 6 compared two definitive progressive rock works to antecedent pieces which bore 

much of the same vocabulary for which they were famous; and Chapter 7 examined the 

origins of key elements in two works from progressive rock revivals, one from the 1980s and 

one the 2000s. In all cases the artists analysed were treated as exemplars of the wider 

movements of which they were emblematic. This chapter, by contrast, is concerned with two 

analytical microcosms, namely the career trajectories of two rock bands who seem to embody 

a progressive impulse in their creative pursuits independent of time, place, sound, or musical 

style. The first band is Radiohead, a group sometimes likened and compared to progressive 

rock but generally excused from the designation. The second is King Crimson, often argued 

to be nothing less than the fountainhead of the progressive rock genre. Both acts are well-

known for their uncompromising and experimental artistic pursuits and both seem 

exceptionally well-suited to this thesis’s definition of an artistically progressive popular music 

artist.  

This chapter will explore its subject’s careers as they evolved. Although it will focus on key 

works representing crucial progressive moments in both bands’ careers, these analyses will 

emphasise context – both with respect to the band’s career and within popular music broadly 

– describing the album-by-album development each band followed and the musical milieu 

against which these albums were released. These analyses will be followed by a detailed 

discussion of how (and indeed, if) these artists fit this thesis’s designation of artistic 

progressiveness, and how they compare to antecedent progressive artists in this respect. 

 
Radiohead 

 

What we will do from now on, should not be anything like we’ve done before… 

There won’t be a second The Bends… As a band, we have fully discussed this matter 

recently. Radiohead will be completely unrecognisable in two years (quoted in Tate, 

2005, p. 194).  

Thom Yorke discussing Radiohead’s outlook after The Bends 
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Radiohead (then called On a Friday) formed at the prestigious Abingdon School in 

Oxfordshire, England in 1985.64 Its founding members – Thom Yorke, Ed O’Brien, Phil Selway, 

and brothers Jonny and Colin Greenwood – were all influenced at one time or another by 

popular music artists including Nick Drake, REM, Joy Division, K.D. Lang, Sonic Youth, and 

Elvis Costello (Griffiths, 2004). Moreover, the band was aware of and interested in avant-

garde and twentieth-century classical music like Messiaen, Ligeti, and Penderecki (Smith, 

2000; Eshun, 2001).  

Radiohead’s early years were protracted. Although they played their first local gigs in this 

time, the band was organisationally inconsistent due to members focussing on finishing their 

schooling (Fortnam, 1997). In 1991 the group reorganised. They moved into a shared house 

together and resumed writing and performing in earnest. They were signed in late 1991 to a 

six-album deal with EMI at which point they ceased being On a Friday and became Radiohead, 

releasing first the EP, Drill (1992), which aroused little critical or commercial interest, and 

second, their debut album Pablo Honey (1993), which spawned “Creep,” a song which became 

a global hit (Randall, 1998). Pablo Honey situated Radiohead in the post-Britpop alternative 

rock scene, a format which they promptly contested with increasingly experimental work. 

Radiohead’s second album, The Bends (1995), hinted at this quality, but it was subsequent 

albums like OK Computer (1997), Kid A (2000), and Amnesiac (2001) which guaranteed the 

band’s legacy in popular music, one embodying ceaseless reinvention and redefinition.  

Moreover, Radiohead have garnered practically unparalleled critical acclaim. The band have 

been nominated for 18 Grammy awards (with three wins) and their records are mainstays of 

“best-of” lists and articles the world over. This acclaim stems largely from their stylistic 

fluidity, a quality which has conditioned in its audience the anticipation of innovativeness at 

each turn. When Radiohead release a record there is an expectation of it being not only 

brazenly experimental and provocative but historic – emblematic of a new stage in the band’s 

developmental course which echoes, in turn, throughout popular music. Such achievements 

necessarily invite divisiveness and indeed Radiohead are frequently accused of being 

 

64 This is an interesting parallel with the likes of Genesis and their similar upper middle class schooling at Charterhouse, Surrey  
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overrated – eclectic flash bereft of substance (Yates, 2011; Thorpe, 2003). In this interpretation 

Radiohead’s highbrow and studious character alienates them from some critics whose 

argument is comparable to those rock purists who deemed progressive rock too intellectual 

and cold in the seventies. Regardless, Radiohead’s career, spanning three decades and 

counting, has left an indelible mark on popular music, their influence felt in myriad styles and 

genres. Furthermore, they have sold in excess of 30 million albums, a feat which situates them 

amongst the most commercially successful bands of their time (Jonathan, 2011). 

 
Early career to OK Computer 
 

Released eight years after the band’s formation, Pablo Honey (1993), Radiohead’s debut LP, 

received a lukewarm critical and commercial reception on release but gradually attained 

commercial success through what would become the band’s biggest single, “Creep.” 

Stylistically Pablo Honey was compared somewhat unfavourably to the contemporaneous 

grunge movement (for example, a critic calling it “Nirvana-lite” [Smith, 2000]). However, 

while grunge and the remnants of Britpop pervade the record, it subtly hints at the 

experimental manner which the band would later master. Album-opener “You” explores 

interesting metrical shifts, regularly alternating 6/8, with 5/8; “Blow Out” conveys a wealth of 

textural and dynamical contrast in an irregular formal setting. Even “Creep” suggests an 

interesting (and frequently discussed) dualism which underpins much of Radiohead’s work 

and which has been emphasised further since: what Dettmar (2005) calls “Fender versus tenor” 

(p. xv), the battle between Yorke’s frail voice and the tremendous dynamic potentials of the 

band (and later a more expansive music-technological vocabulary) surrounding him. In 

“Creep” this tension is exhibited clearly as Greenwood’s guitars violently assert themselves 

with three tuneless hits at the close of the verse, overwhelming Yorke’s soft crooning as the 

song lifts into the chorus.  

Following a period of touring and the release of the My Iron Lung EP (1994) to relative 

commercial favour, Radiohead released their second record, The Bends, in 1995. The Bends 

expands upon Pablo Honey in almost every respect, acting as a transition to the fully-realised 

works which followed it. While still largely constituted of shorter, pop-structured works, its 

sonic palette is immeasurably vaster than its predecessor, as is the meticulousness in its tonal 
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language. However, the development throughout these first two albums was dwarfed by 

Radiohead’s prodigious third album, OK Computer (1997).  

OK Computer is practically universally acclaimed and largely unparalleled in its influence. 

Less personal and introspective than its predecessors, the record expands the thematic 

promises of The Bends as “an album about global hideousness” (Blashill, 1998) suffused with 

expressions of alienation and cynicism. OK Computer’s lyrics strove for a more abstract 

thematicism (Suarez, 2015) and the music shifted, in step, towards greater structural and 

textural complexity, emphasising unusual instrumentation and contrast. As Yorke’s lyrics 

cryptically hint at disaffection and the obstinate hurdles of modernity the music blends 

smooth and jagged in constant brooding tension, a skirmish between pop song and 

expressionistic chaos. This chaos is ostensibly the outcome of technical difficulties, of “falling 

short” in their explorations and appropriations of an intentionally diverse and incongruous 

host of artists from Miles Davis to Phil Spector. Describing this practice and the band’s 

consistent situation of working beyond their vocabulary, Yorke explains that “aiming and 

missing is the whole point, really” (Randall, 1998). 

The lead single “Paranoid Android” remains one of Radiohead’s most acclaimed songs, even 

if it proved less saleable than “Creep” (reaching #3 in the UK). The song encompasses four 

distinct parts and spans various instrumentational textures, distinctive timbres, and 

occasional meter changes. At 6’27” in length it is Radiohead’s first experimentation with 

extended scope and, while being dwarfed by the epics of progressive rock, its (surprising) 

commercial appeal seems to situate it in a fairly unique category of songs which surpass their 

exceptional nature to reach a mass audience (it is sometimes compared to Queen’s “Bohemian 

Rhapsody” in this respect by journalistic media [see Hogan, 2011]). The comparison to 

progressive rock was made by some critics (Randall, 1997), a view the band largely rejected. 

Jonny Greenwood opined that “most [progressive rock] is awful” (Doyle, 1997). Yorke’s 

judgement proved similar, suggesting that “the problem with prog stuff is it sounds like it 

really has been thought about. And it’s exhausting as a result. All those records were very 

pastoral, and they’re preaching about unicorns and dinosaurs” (Greene, 2017). While the band 

was largely consistent in this assessment, their reproach was sometimes light-hearted – Yorke 
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ironically introduced “Paranoid Android” as a “Pink Floyd cover” on tour in 1996 before OK 

Computer was released (Footman, 2007, p. 54). 

Radiohead have revealed an eclectic assortment of influences behind OK Computer, from the 

Beatles, R.E.M., and Elvis Costello to Miles Davis, Can, and film soundtrack music (Irvin, 

1997). Moreover, inspired by the likes of DJ Shadow (“The Greatest Albums,” 1999, p. 126), a 

characterising element of OK Computer is its varied use of sampling, from the three-second 

loop of Selway’s drums accompanying “Airbag” to the prominent musique concrete of “Fitter 

Happier” and its employment of a Macintosh computer synthesised voice, an allusion to the 

style the band would subsequently explore further on Kid A (Randall, 1997). The album is 

steeped in unorthodox instrumentational combinations like the warm and distant Mellotron 

of “Exit Music (for a Film)” which is juxtaposed in the climax by a jagged, sharp, fuzz-

drenched bass guitar, a modernised Apollonian/Dionysian pair. Even more blatant in terms 

of unorthodox instrumentation and arrangement is “Climbing Up the Walls,” a song inspired 

by Polish composer Krzystof Penderecki, where a discordant, seemingly atonal string section 

(“16 violins are playing quarter tones apart from each other.” See Bartleet, 2017) is pitted 

against both Yorke’s gentle voice and steadfast but brittle and distorted drums seemingly 

unaffected by the chaos which usurps them as the song crescendos. This interest in 

contemporary classical music would go on to become a vital mode through which Radiohead 

developed the more artistically progressive of their vocabulary moving forward (discussed 

presently). However, the band’s press from this period is already rife with references to the 

likes of Penderecki, Messiaen, and Terry Riley, alongside popular music provocateurs like 

Holgar Czukay (Bartleet, 2017; Randall, 1997).  

OK Computer is in a sense a continuation of the discoveries of The Bends (Moore & Ibrahim, 

2005, pp. 148-9). It represents a significant but nonetheless predictable stylistic growth in 

varied capacities; arguably less a stylistic leap than a magnification of, and reorientation 

towards, certain embryonic elements on that record. This includes the paramusical, as in the 

development of the personal and melancholic lyrics of Pablo Honey towards a grander and 

more universal portrait of the zeitgeist. Yorke’s lyrics, inspired by a newfound interest in anti-

capitalist politics and contemporary history (Paphides, 1997) folded the personal angst of the 

previous records into a broader illustration of anxiety and alienation, increasingly 
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emphasising a sense of contemporality in their music and media (Radiohead came to be 

amongst the first bands to have a website circa OK Computer [Gordon, 2016]).  

 
Kid A, Amnesiac, and the experiments of “Pyramid Song” 
 

Although OK Computer is frequently touted as the definitive Radiohead album, its follow-up 

Kid A (2000) – and the simultaneously recorded Amnesiac, released (2001) – are far more 

audacious in their exploration of non-pop compositional materials. Kid A (and Amnesiac) is 

characteristically electronic, a component which attracted something of a mixed critical 

reception at its release.65 While OK Computer blended rock band elements with a wealth of 

varied accompaniment, Kid A and Amnesiac abandon the imperative for Radiohead to be a 

rock band, appearing instead as a stylistically untethered experimental force referring 

tangentially (but not automatically or even necessarily) to their rock foundations. Simon 

Reynolds analogised this shift by way of describing the difficulty guitar-playing Radiohead 

fans would find in exploring tablature of this music (2000); the textural elements of the 

recording often take precedence over the more easily notated features and the guitar, as one 

example, is given prominence only where it is deemed the appropriate instrumentational 

voice. This change (particularly its resulting in certain members being absent on certain songs) 

proved unsurprisingly difficult for the band’s membership. Nonetheless, this orientation and 

the broad aesthetic of Kid A has remained largely consistent on all of Radiohead’s work since. 

Some songs feature no rock band instrumentation; some utilise instruments from the past and 

present in order to invoke futuristic or anachronistic textures. White (2005) has suggested that 

the strange makeup of Kid A’s production “has been used to create a gap between the artwork 

and the law of the universal,” emphasising the significance of its experimental forms (pp. 11-

13). 

Both Kid A and Amnesiac span an enormous compositional and aesthetic scope. Songs like 

“Everything in Its Right Place” and “Morning Bell” experiment with strange, angular meters 

and rhythmic devices contrasted against floating and ambiguous melodies. “Untitled” and 

 

65 A critic labelled Kid A “commercial suicide” (“This Week in History,” 20 8)  
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“Treefingers” eschew a pulse altogether, referring to the temporally-open minimalism of the 

likes of Brian Eno. The records are steeped in strange hypermeter and odd cycles of repetition, 

rarely submitting to predictability in either capacity (Moore & Ibrahim, 2005, p. 149-50). 

Harmony is extensively reimagined from the grunge-influenced modal borrowing of prior 

albums. The extent and extremity of these experiments proves vast, from the exotic Phrygian-

tinged movements of “Pyramid Song” and “Everything in Its Right Place” to the anarchy of 

“Pulk/Pull Revolving Doors,” where the erase heads on the band’s tape machine were 

disabled to create exponential generations of overlayed pitch (Eshun, 2001). Throughout both 

records Yorke’s voice is manipulated, sometimes subtly, as in “Kid A” where it is sparingly 

(but intensely when the effect is heard) processed with a Korg Kaoss Pad.66  Conversely, 

sometimes processing is employed to devastate its source material. In “Pulk/Pull Revolving 

Doors” the Antares Auto Tune plugin67 is used to shift the register and sound of Yorke’s voice 

into otherworldly ranges and to produce alien melodic affectations (Hansen, 2005, p. 127). 

Juxtaposing this modern technology, Kid A and Amnesiac both feature common use of the 

Ondes Martenot, an antiquated instrument from the early twentieth century (invented 1928) 

which uses a manipulable wire situated above a keyboard to derive untempered pitch, and 

which sounds akin to a Theremin (Crab, 2015). This instrument, with its distinctive smooth 

and analogue timbre, is used as a background fixture on “The National Anthem,” but it is 

foregrounded on “How to Disappear Completely” where it is layered to produce an eerie, 

ethereal, and tremendously dynamic pad evoking the emotive impact of a string ensemble, 

but also, by way of contrast to the other futuristic instrumentational voices of the song and 

record, create a conspicuously anachronistic atmosphere. 

Comparable to the practice of DJ Shadow and Brian Eno, “Idioteque” from Kid A is built from 

a sample of Paul Lansky’s 1976 work of computer music, “mild und leise.” Jonny Greenwood 

had used this piece in a longform improvised collage (also featuring works by Penderecki and 

Messiaen) ostensibly intended to creatively develop the band’s composing potentials. This 

 

66 The Kaoss Pad is an effects processor which uses a screen to control parameters and effects   

67 Antares Auto Tune is a plugin which tracks the pitch of a vocal, aligning it with its nearest note in a selected key centre  Simon 

Reynolds (200 ) explores the history of the effect and how Radiohead have employed it  
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piece was later cut down and developed melodically and lyrically by Yorke (Lansky, 2005, 

169-71). While an interesting engagement with sampling (and postmodern musical practice), 

it was somewhat haphazard: Greenwood had thought he composed the chord sequence until 

rediscovering Lansky’s work and contacting the composer for permission (which was 

respectfully given – Lansky indicates in the essay that he holds “Idioteque” and Radiohead in 

high regard). An interesting note is that Lansky considers “mild und leise” itself something 

of a sample, built entirely around Wagner’s “Tristan Chord” (Lansky, 2005. p. 169-70).68   

“Pyramid Song” from Amnesiac is amongst the clearest examples of Radiohead drawing from 

beyond popular music in order to create something unconventional. The song’s makeup, 

while relatively simple in a formal sense, contests a range of popular music norms – most 

clearly rhythmic and harmonic. The idea motivating the first of these elements is borrowed 

directly from French composer Olivier Messiaen, an influence (amongst many) that 

Radiohead, especially Jonny Greenwood, explored with the stated intention of expanding 

his/their creative horizons (Jones, 2014). The underlying rhythm of “Pyramid Song,” heard 

first on solitary piano, is rhythmically intriguing. It hints at either a rubato feel – perhaps 

featuring fermatas provided to emphasise several of its modally obscured chords – or else a 

rolling, irregular movement. This latter interpretation is supported by the song’s consistency 

as it loops. 

Once Selway’s drums enter at 2’05” it is revealed to the listener that, in fact, the song is in a 

swung 16/8 meter constituted of varying irregular subdivisions of eighth-note triplets: 3, 3, 4, 

3, 3. While the chord progression encompasses two full measures in order to resolve, the 

rhythm repeats each bar.  

 

68 The “Tristan Chord” acts as a part of a leitmotif related to the character Tristan in Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde ( 865)  It is spelt 

, ♯4, ♯6, ♯9  
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Figure 31. Score of excerpt from Radiohead’s “Pyramid Song” 

 

 

This rhythmic makeup is irrefutably unorthodox in popular music. However, it relates to a 

signature concept of Olivier Messiaen, its key influence. It is organised as a “non-

retrogradable” rhythm – a musical palindrome. Messiaen explored non-retrogradable musical 

devices, both rhythmic and tonal, throughout his career (Van Der Walt, 2007, pp. 37-40), often 

in combination with other obscure techniques (such as the peculiar sounds he derived from 

transcribing birdsong [pp. 20-22]). This approach is evident in “Prélude, Instants défunts” 

over a bar of 3/4, and, in a more complicated rhythmic orientation, in “Première communion 

de la Vierge” over a single bar of 5/8. 

 

Figure 32. Score of excerpt from Olivier Messiaen’s “Prélude, Instants défunts” 

 

 

Figure 33. Score of excerpt from Olivier Messian’s “Première communion de la Vierge” 
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The song’s harmony is built from the F♯ Phrygian Dominant mode.69 This mode resembles an 

ambiguous Middle-Eastern or Andalusian melodicism relatable, at least in part, to the song’s 

title.70 In fact, the song was first called “Egyptian Song” and was composed after Yorke visited 

an Egyptian art exhibition in Copenhagen in 1999 (Kreps, 2013). While the eponymous 

pyramid could be a metonymical relation to its Middle-Eastern tonality, it is interesting to 

consider the triangular dimensions of the rhythm – short, long, short – likewise as a musical 

expression of the titular pyramid. 

The aesthetic of Kid A and Amnesiac was largely reiterated in the band’s follow-up, Hail to the 

Thief (2003), and would remain present, to varying degrees, for all of the band’s future work. 

Hail to the Thief, inspired by the chaos surrounding 9/11 and polemical of the ensuing state of 

US politics (Fricke, 2003), was still largely electronic and equivalently interested in complex 

sonic experimentations. However, by this point Radiohead had become increasingly 

interested in the live representation of these unconventional components. Much of the record 

was therefore live tracked, its whole production spanning only seven weeks (Gava, 2015). 

Moreover, during the recording Greenwood experimented with the visual programming 

language Max in order to manipulate instrumental parts in novel ways (Collins, 2004) 

resulting in unique programmed effects like the stuttering heard on “Go to Sleep.” However, 

in spite of the exploratory impetus behind much of the album’s material, it was also intended 

to be concise, inspired by the likes of the Beatles, and as a response to the more open and 

protracted music of Kid A and Amnesiac. It was the final album for Radiohead’s deal with EMI 

and was followed by a four-year hiatus. 

 
Solo projects, and In Rainbows to the present 
 

During the gap Yorke and Greenwood embarked on solo projects, the former with The Eraser 

(2006), a predominantly electronic record which maintains something of a stylistic likeness to 

 

69 It is notably similar to “Everything in Its Right Place” from Kid A and represents perhaps a further exploration of the same 

musical material  

70 The lyrics seem to bear little relation to pyramids  Instead they are concerned with mortality and refer to Dante’s Inferno, from 

the fourteenth century epic poem Divine Comedy  
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Amnesiac and Kid A with a less ambiguous pop sensibility in song structure and vocal 

presentation; and the latter with a string of movie soundtracks of which There Will Be Blood 

(2007) is the best known. Released in 2007, Radiohead’s seventh album, In Rainbows, made 

waves in the music industry largely for the band’s adoption of a “pay what you want” model 

(Garland, 2009), a divisive gesture which some read as salvation from an outmoded model 

and others as a dangerous precedent potentially harmful to smaller bands (“Did Radiohead’s 

‘In Rainbows’,” 2017). The record is critically considered amongst the peak of the band’s 

work,71 occupying a somewhat more relaxed conceptual foundation than its “War on Terror”-

influenced predecessor, interested, as Yorke suggests, in “transience” (Mincher, 2008). It is a 

lighter record, more economical with its material and its density and subsequently more 

expressive of dynamics. It is also shorter and even more concise than its predecessors.  

Radiohead have maintained an intermittent release schedule since, remaining at the apex of 

pop stardom in spite of never compromising their obscure and unremittingly challenging 

aesthetic experiments. 2011’s The King of Limbs arguably abandoned its rock band legacy to an 

even greater degree than its predecessors, built almost entirely from samples of the band 

performing assembled in Ableton Live.72 The album is decidedly rhythmic in its makeup, 

stressing the interlocking and in-and-out-phasing of minuscule musical vignettes, some 

recognisable and some otherwise. In contrast, 2016’s A Moon Shaped Pool is clearly influenced 

by Greenwood’s forays into movie soundtracks. It masks a similar formal constitution to its 

forbearers with a distinctly symphonic flavour thanks to the appearance of both a string 

orchestra and choir sections (Larson, 2016), thereby diluting some of the abrasive texturing 

and sonics of The King of Limbs. While neither album is as inventively remarkable as Kid A or 

Amnesiac, both remain as unrestrained as ever by popular music fashion and the pressures of 

commercial viability.  

 

71 A poll in The Guardian ranked it second overall, tied with Kid A  Unsurprisingly, OK Computer was the highest rated (Boult, 

20 )  

72 Ableton Live is a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) geared towards the live application and manipulation of sounds  It is 

eminently popular amongst electronic artists but is used extensively throughout the wider audio world  
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It is this uncompromising nature with which the band has remained synonymous. In 

attempting to classify the idiolect of Radiohead’s work, Moore & Ibrahim (2005) suggest that 

“the unpredictability of the band’s recordings [are] the only real constant” and that 

Radiohead’s music is largely defined by an emphasis on “difference and juxtaposition over 

similarity” (p. 152). Such a characterisation echoes Middleton’s musings on the heterogeneity 

of early progressive rock (see page 28) – bands from that mid/late-sixties period were united, 

if tremendously stylistically varied, by their shared search for new ideas, one which resulted 

in a constant reimagining of their stylistic place and of rock music’s borders more broadly. 

Radiohead’s vision proves just as restless. Even as their style became more constant after Kid 

A, the band remained invested in challenging themselves and challenging expectation in a 

way analogous to those early progressive rock artists, Procol Harum, Frank Zappa, or the 

Beatles. Indeed, in Osborne’s scholarly analysis of OK Computer (2010) he suggests that the 

record and band more generally “reignites the same experimental spark as” [The Beatles’s on 

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band] (p. 56). This quality, and the band’s situation as 

artistically progressive, will be deliberated further at the conclusion of this chapter.  

 
Robert Fripp and King Crimson  

 

King Crimson can be seen as an experimental laboratory for the combining and 

recombining of living musical strains (Tamm, 2015, Chapter 7). 

If there is an album inceptive of seventies-era progressive rock, it is King Crimson’s 1969 debut, 

In the Court of the Crimson King (see Stump, 1997, pp. 42-3; Martin, 1998, p. 177; Macan, 1997, 

p. 11, 23). However, while this record is emblematic of aspects of the stylistic direction which 

progressive rock would take, it is definitive of only one fleeting moment in its creator’s 

chameleonic career.  

King Crimson’s work is often demarcated into several distinct periods. The first encompasses 

the band’s formation in late 1968, In the Court of the Crimson King the following year, its less 

celebrated successors In the Wake of Poseidon (1970), and the stylistically transitional Lizard 

(1970), and Islands (1971). The more jazz-influenced Lizard and Islands became a bellwether for 

the band’s second distinct period, one defined by a darker, bleaker aesthetic and an emphasis 
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on improvisation. This period includes the albums Larks’ Tongues in Aspic (1973), Starless and 

Bible Black (1974), and Red (1974), and it is held by many to be the band’s creative and 

innovative apex. In spite of the acclaim projected upon this line-up and these three records, 

Fripp announced in late 1974 that King Crimson was to be disbanded. This pattern, wherein 

Fripp would disband King Crimson at the instant he felt it become diluted, conventional, or 

no longer vital, would be repeated several times in the future. Although it took almost seven 

years – following Fripp’s engagement as a sideman for the likes of Peter Gabriel, David Bowie, 

and others, and a lengthy self-discovery motivated sojourn (see Tamm, 2015, Chapter 7) – 

King Crimson was again revived in 1981 with a markedly different artistic direction. The three 

albums embodying this period, Discipline (1981), Beat (1982), and Three of a Perfect Pair (1984) 

are characterised by the influence of Javanese gamelan music, the surrounding post-punk 

environment, and minimalism. Moreover, this period’s music features a sharp reduction in 

ensemble improvisation, a stripped-back texture, and brief songs, and so shares few 

similarities with its precursory incarnations. King Crimson’s career would continue in the 

1990s and 2000s spanning myriad stylistic directions and instrumentational configurations. 

However, in recent times the band’s golden-era vocabulary has again become its focus, a state 

discussed at the close of this section. 

While this section is foremost about King Crimson, the vast majority of choices which 

motivated the band’s career (through successive dissolutions and reinventions) was the 

charge of bandleader and guitarist, Robert Fripp. Since Fripp was the principal creative force 

behind King Crimson (particularly from the early-1970s onwards) he can be seen as somewhat 

synonymous with the King Crimson moniker and will be treated as such throughout this 

section. As such, Fripp’s other projects and collaborations are also discussed where applicable.  

The first of these, Giles, Giles and Fripp (formed in 1967), is a direct precursor to King Crimson. 

The band’s 1968 album, The Cheerful Insanity of Giles, Giles and Fripp, garnered little commercial 

or critical interest at release, but it remains a curiosity for King Crimson fans. Although deeply 

emblematic of the psychedelic era of which it is a product and stylistically unfocussed, it offers 

occasional remarkable moments from Fripp’s muscular display of guitar alternate picking 
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technique73 on “Suite no. 1” to the interesting harmony and improvisation on “Erudite Eyes.” 

More pertinently, the band produced two versions of “I Talk to the Wind,” later to feature on 

In the Court of the Crimson King, both straighter and more pop-oriented than the King Crimson 

version74 but demonstrative of the transition from one project to the other. From here the move 

to King Crimson was straightforward: Peter Giles was replaced by Greg Lake on bass and 

lead vocals and Ian McDonald joined playing several woodwind instruments, notably flute 

and saxophone. McDonald also brought with him lyricist, roadie, and art director Peter 

Sinfield who would remain a central figure in the early incarnation of King Crimson and an 

influential figure with respect to progressive rock lyrics more generally.  

Formed in London in November 1968, King Crimson would wait almost a year – undertaking 

rigorous rehearsals and playing a particularly high-profile gig in support of the Rolling Stones 

at Hyde Park, (Macan, 2005, p. 66) – until October of 1969, when they released their most 

famous work, In the Court of the Crimson King. The album went gold in Britain, peaking at #5, 

and was praised by critics and musicians alike (Macan, 2005, pp. 664-5; Stump, 1997, p. 42). 

 
Early career and the “interregnum” 
 

In the Court of the Crimson King and its (nearly) eponymous closer are discussed on page 119. 

In that chapter, “The Court of the Crimson King” is described as a dramatic if simplistic work 

which hints at symphonic prog and features early illustrations of mainstay progressive rock 

characteristics such as surreal/fantastical lyrics, modal borrowing, dichotomous 

acoustic/electric instrumentation, the use of classical instruments and Mellotron, and 

contrastive dynamic shifts. However, the album is far more varied and intricate than this track 

assessment implies. Its five songs are distinct, exhibiting a manifesto for much of the 

progressive rock genre which would soon come to crystallise as well as displaying a wealth 

of stylistic practice which would not find uptake as readily in this canon. The album opener, 

“21st Century Schizoid Man,” demonstrates this diversity. It is dark and aggressive, perhaps 

 

7  Alternate picking describes a downstroke followed by an upstroke, a highly efficient way of playing linear patterns on guitar  

74 Both were released on The Brondesbury Tapes compilation in 200  
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prototypical of metal; certainly removed from the colourful sonorities of classic progressive 

rock (Yes and Genesis), although not terribly distanced in a tonal/atmospheric sense from the 

likes of ELP or Van der Graaf Generator.  

It proves to be the stylistic exception rather the rule. The dulcet tones of the second song, “I 

Talk to the Wind,” is more exemplary of the record’s textural aesthetic: warm and sombre, 

lyrically infused with psychedelic themes, and laden with acoustic guitar, woodwind, and 

Mellotron. “Epitaph,” the sorrowful third song, too, is steeped in such instrumentation, 

although it bears a grander symphonic texture. “The Court of the Crimson King” and the 

peculiar fourth track, “Moonchild” are similar. This latter song exhibits another technique 

which would become a signature of King Crimson. Although opening as a Mellotron ballad 

with a mysterious and dreamlike atmosphere, after two-and-a-half minutes the song 

transitions into a quiet, sporadic, and rhythmically-focussed ensemble improvisation lasting 

ten minutes. This free jam section is angular and unremittingly strange, certainly contrastive 

of the highly arranged album otherwise and representative of a quality that, while mainstay 

throughout King Crimson’s catalogue, made little impact on nascent seventies progressive 

rock trends.  

It is instructive to consider how In the Court of the Crimson King engaged with its preceding 

and surrounding musics. The creative trajectory between Giles, Giles and Fripp and In the 

Court of the Crimson King encompasses (late) 1967 to 1969. These years are commercially and 

creatively dominated by the Beatles’s Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, self-titled, and 

Abbey Road records; and by Procol Harum’s “A Whiter Shade of Pale” and the Moody Blues’s 

Days of Future Passed. Additionally, although sustaining less mainstream notoriety these years 

also include highly influential acts like the Nice, Pink Floyd, and Frank Zappa. In a general 

sense, while popular music had somewhat expanded in scope in this period, the verse/chorus 

pop song form wholly dominated popular music and songs were typically under three-and-

a-half minutes in length (see page 79). This format still controlled charting popular music 

concomitant to this trajectory. It can be summarised, then, that the thesis upon which King 

Crimson shaped its early works was largely verse/chorus-oriented in structure and three to 

four minutes in duration; acceptant of symphonic inclinations and interested in grandiosity 

and scale; accommodating (perhaps requiring to some degree) of virtuosic tendencies, and 
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additionally, of exploratory improvisation untroubled by charges of self-indulgence; of 

Countercultural/psychedelic literary themes and studio/instrument effects to match; and 

emblematic of an environment where experimentation with a wide range of musical 

instruments and performative practices was nascent, but explicitly encouraged. 

While the record is clearly novel in this context, many of its features do not seem to push far 

beyond these models. Songs like “I Talk to the Wind” and “The Court of the Crimson King” 

are largely pop structured, featuring clear verse/chorus forms with a typical, albeit enlarged, 

dynamic contour and length. Compare this marginal expansion of traditional forms to works 

like “In Held ‘Twas in I” which was already established in the latent progressive rock scene a 

year or two prior and featured side-length scope and meticulous thematic development. Both 

songs are warm and inviting, if eccentric. In the former the flute’s presence is somewhat 

unorthodox (although Jethro Tull, a band known for their employment of virtuoso flute in 

heavy rock, had acquired a commercial presence with Stand Up in 1968), as is the Mellotron 

of the latter. However, where Days of Future Passed experimented likewise with symphonic 

tendencies, it separated its orchestral and band moments. Here the composite seems more 

organic and complete. “Epitaph” is largely ternary: three main sections bridged by a brief 

acoustic interlude. “Moonchild” contrasts a brief verse/chorus sequence with a lengthy 

freeform improvisation, yet such “freak outs” were a mainstay of psychedelic rock, and so the 

direction, scope, and virtuosity are notable, but the approach itself less so.  

Conversely, there are many aspects of In the Court of the Crimson King which are undeniably 

innovative, as well as many which have been clearly imprinted in subsequent progressive 

rock bands’ work. Perhaps most notable in this respect is the tonal and dynamical 

juxtaposition throughout the record. The Beatles, Pink Floyd, Procol Harum, Frank Zappa, 

and many others had by this point experimented with contrasting instrumentation and 

dynamics across songs and records, but the magnitude and coherency of In the Court of the 

Crimson King is exceptional. Its lightest and heaviest moments are executed with equivalent 

fluency – the dystopic atmosphere of “21st Century Schizoid Man” is no less confident than 

the gentle psychedelic balladry of “I Talk to the Wind.” This track-by-track contrast is aurally 

disorienting but both statements are carefully crafted and expressive, far more than the 

stylistic novelty with which such contrasts oftentimes appear in the early rock canon.  
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“21st Century Schizoid Man” bears much of the innovatory currency of In the Court of the 

Crimson King. Its abrasive tones and overriding dissonance embody metal prototypically 

while its varied tonalities, from the unresolved suspensions in the verses to the eccentric 

chromaticism of the bridge sections, exhibit an extensive compositional vocabulary. The 

employment of saxophone throughout this song proves somewhat novel within forming 

progressive rock; while narrowly preceded by Soft Machine’s  Volume Two (September 1969) 

and concurrent to Colosseum’s Valantyne Suite (November 1969), King Crimson’s 

employment of the saxophone’s forceful, gruff timbre as the executor of main riffs (not just 

melodies and solos) spawned, itself, a modest trajectory of bands employing the instrument 

similarly, from Van der Graaf Generator (first on H to He Who Am the Only One, 1970), to recent 

artists like Ihsahn (After, 2010), and Beardfish (Mammoth, 2011).  

Moreover, the virtuosic band unison passages beginning at 4’41,” a device appropriated from 

the more technical contingent of modern jazz, 75  are striking and unusual. In fact, King 

Crimson likened their music in this period to jazz (Williams, 1969c). Unlike jazz, though, was 

the band’s approach to large-scale structure. The specific approach typified by “21st Century 

Schizoid Man” and expanded on subsequent records was to begin with verse/chorus form 

and then explore intricate bridge substructures. “21st Century Schizoid Man” could be 

delineated as: ABABACDCCDEECABA. King Crimson may not have been the first to expand 

a song’s bridge section, and certainly the structure itself pales in comparison to certain 

preceding and contemporary approaches (again, “In Held ‘Twas in I” represents a key 

comparison), but the orientation and execution of this section was novel and tremendously 

influential. 

Perhaps In the Court of the Crimson King demonstrates less a paradigm-shattering statement 

than an accomplished prototype created by a group of consummately thoughtful and 

forward-thinking, albeit developing, artists. It was innovative to be sure, but the forceful and 

negatory attitude of future King Crimson material was only realised as Robert Fripp’s 

directorship was established on subsequent records. However, as Macan (1997, pp. 23-4) has 

 

75 Macan connects this section particularly to that of Charles Mingus and Ornette Coleman ( 997, p  3 )  
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identified, its songs were monumentally influential, representing the wellspring of several 

distinct progressive rock substyles: “Epitaph” as a prototypical incarnation of the symphonic 

prog of Genesis and Yes; the more dissonant and exploratory language of “21st Century 

Schizoid Man” adopted by the likes of Gentle Giant, ELP, and Curved Air. Moreover, the 

enduring legacy of this work positioned it as a model with which King Crimson themselves 

would need to negotiate as their career proceeded.  

Much of the band’s future work would directly engage with the structures and sequencing of 

In the Court of the Crimson King. In most instances this was a negatory engagement: the band 

differentiating its practice from the more conspicuous qualities of the record (this will be 

discussed with respect to future King Crimson records as they appear in this chronology). 

However, King Crimson’s second album, In the Wake of Poseidon (1970), seems to use it as a 

compositional basis in order to replicate its artistic and critical success. This record, made 

while King Crimson (then only Fripp and Sinfield) were experiencing difficulties maintaining 

a stable band76 proves outwardly redolent of In the Court of the Crimson King in many respects. 

Its sequencing bears a striking resemblance to its precursor. “Pictures of a City” echoes “21st 

Century Schizoid Man,” “In the Wake of Poseidon” echoes “Epitaph” (see Martin, 1998, p. 

186; Stump, 1997, p. 45). “The Devil’s Triangle” is redolent of the more improvisation-based 

and exploratory works of late psychedelic rock, particularly Zappa,77 and is comparable in 

scope and practice to “Moonchild,” if aesthetically distinct. “Cat Food” is a strange 

approximation of a commercially viable single (Burns, 2018, p. 36). The three fragments of 

“Peace” act less as coherent thematic bookmarks than filler interludes separating the more 

substantial works. In all, In the Wake of Poseidon endures in the shadow of its predecessor. 

Fripp even quipped to Sounds at the album’s release that “the ideas behind the new band are 

very much the ideas behind the old one” (Eldridge, 1970). 

 

76 Hence the nickname, the “interregnum” (Singleton, 20 6)  

77 This comparison seems even more apt in the song’s use of xenochrony, a collage technique devised by Zappa wherein a musical 

recording made by the artist would be resituated in a new song in order to transform its melodic/harmonic/rhythmic relationship 

(Marshall, 988)  This song features a snippet of the chorus of “The Court of the Crimson King ”    
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The subsequent records, Lizard (1970) and Islands (1971) realised more fully the innovative 

promises of In the Court of the Crimson King. The former is partially defined by its jazz leanings: 

jazz composer Keith Tippet returns on piano, joined by guest musicians Mark Charig (cornet), 

Nick Evans (trombone), and Robin Miller (oboe, English horn) to produce the widest scope of 

instrumentational textures and timbres yet explored by the band. While the emotionally and 

atmospherically manifold title track encompasses both classical grandiosity and jazz-inspired 

band interplay – an intermediary between the symphonic leanings of the previous two albums 

and this establishing direction – songs like “Indoor Games” and “Happy Family” exhibit a 

bizarre and highly original amalgam of pop song, improvisatory vessel, and, seemingly 

contradictorily, meticulous band arrangement. 

Islands pursues these jazz leanings with less ambiguity still. The record spanned another 

reconstitution of the band’s lineup: only Fripp, Sinfield, and woodwind player Mel Collins 

remained from Lizard. “Formentera Lady” and “Sailor’s Tale” both eschew the grand, 

colourful harmonic qualities of songs like “Lizard” or “The Court of the Crimson King” for 

ostinatos and colourful but often non-functional chord fragments. Vocals are sparse and the 

record proves softer and less dissonant than its predecessor. As an extension of Lizard, Islands 

foregrounds subtlety and quiet detail. Its “chamber” instruments are arranged and performed 

as intricately as the classical conceits of any contemporaneous symphonic prog bands, only 

they are not situated amongst conventional harmony. Instead they pulse in and out of 

minimalistic chord sequences, stationary modal sections, and occasionally the absence of 

harmony altogether, exchanged for taciturn rhythmic moments (a practice the band expanded 

upon vastly in the 1980s). On Islands, the residues of the pop song thesis are greatly 

diminished – perhaps less conspicuous than on any King Crimson record. Instead these songs 

meander, following developmental and sometimes through-composed forms interested in the 

dynamics of the moment instead of the delivery or denial of structural expectation. It is a 

challenging album, many suggest the most inaccessible of the band’s career (Tamm, 2015, 

Chapter 5), but its break from the tether of In the Court of the Crimson King and into Fripp’s 

truly uncompromising visions is unmistakable. 
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Larks’ Tongues in Aspic 
 

It would be fifteen months before King Crimson’s next record, the product of yet another 

totally revamped band, would be released, the celebrated Larks’ Tongues in Aspic (1973). This 

record’s release occurred parallel to the apex of progressive rock’s maturation and stylistic 

crystallisation. Between Islands and Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, Yes released Close to the Edge (1972), 

Jethro Tull released Thick as a Brick (1972), ELP released Trilogy (1972), Gentle Giant released 

Octopus (1972), and Genesis released Foxtrot (1972). These records epitomised a style which 

was prototyped by In the Court of the Crimson King. This was a style to which Fripp, by this 

point, wanted no relation. He claimed that the “spirit” of progressive rock in 1969 “didn’t 

carry over into the 1970s” and had, by 1974, “gone irretrievably off-course” (Fripp, 1997) (a 

statement which aligns entirely with the observations motivating this thesis). 

Fripp’s intention with this new band was to differentiate itself (and himself) from the fashions 

of progressive rock. Noted free-improvising percussionist Jamie Muir was recruited which 

attracted drum virtuoso Bill Bruford, then of Yes, to leave the band (then at a career high-

point following Close to the Edge) in order to advance his skills in the darker King Crimson 

(Bruford, 2009, pp. 144-45). Violinist and keyboardist David Cross joined, substituting the 

band’s past application of woodwind at a time when flute had become widespread in 

progressive rock. This unusual lineup was rounded out by bassist and vocalist John Wetton 

and new lyricist Richard Palmer-James who, unlike Sinfield, would hold practically no 

influence over the band’s art aesthetic, contributing only lyrics. Fripp held a new vision for 

King Crimson: one inspired by the likes of Stravinsky, Bartók, and jazz (Kirkdorffer, 1995, 

Riccio, 2014) with a particular emphasis on ensemble improvisation (Tamm, 2015, Chapter 6). 

At a time when fantasy and utopianistic themes were rife in progressive rock, Fripp directed 

his musicians to philosophy, psychology, wicca, dark mysticism, and magic (Bruford, 2009, 

pp. 145-6). As surrounding progressive rock pushed towards a greater sense of majesty and 

splendour, King Crimson pursued a tense, dynamic, rhythmic, and predominantly 

instrumental austerity (see Stump, 1997, p. 163-4).  

Larks’ Tongues in Aspic is a stylistic foil to progressive rock. At its periphery lies In the Court of 

the Crimson King – Lark’s Tongues in Aspic’s gentle Mellotron and acoustic guitar-driven 
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moments refer to this record, as do the angular octatonic-inflected guitar riffs. But these 

parallels are largely superficial. The melody, rhythm, and harmony throughout Larks’ Tongues 

in Aspic is far more sophisticated than its precursors, integrating a wealth of twentieth-century 

harmonic practice78 and an adventurous scope encompassing the glorious, the esoteric, and 

the dark. All of these qualities are present in the introductory instrumental, “Larks’ Tongues 

in Aspic, Part One.” This song represents as clear an example of King Crimson’s second period 

as any, featuring a highly original metrical language, dark and bleak tone, and a refined view 

to thematic development. It is highly visual and narrative in spite of its instrumental 

constitution. 

“Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, Part One” opens with a soft and tonally obscure percussion build 

gradually giving way to violin and a host of strangely performed instrumental sounds. The 

violin outlines fully diminished and half diminished triads above a repetitive C bass in 5/4 

before exploding into the well-known main riff consisting of power chords built on G, B♭, C, 

and D♭. This riff represents a technique common to this period of King Crimson’s music: 

timing displacement. The riff is in 7/8 but played against a 4/4 drumbeat with a brief metric 

turnaround after four bars. These elements convey a unique capacity for dissonance but also 

act as dynamical extremes, creating a terrifically potent contrast. Compare this melodic, 

harmonic, and rhythmic dissonance with 10’55” where violin and guitar explore an oriental-

voiced pentatonic theme in a moment of placid respite; or to the jazz fusion grooves leading 

the song’s second quarter which, while inharmonious, feel electrifying and propulsive rather 

than oppressive and tense; or the atonal, expressionist-influenced violin and percussion 

passages around 7’44.”79 This enormous range and thematic consistency has been studied by 

Gregory Karl (2002) who suggests it represents an instrumental version of a “struggle-to-

victory plot type” and that it is exceptional in its ability to communicate in a manner 

comparable to the large-scale formats of classical music while not referring to them directly. 

Martin (1998) notes that this piece could transcend rock into the “post-Cage classical tradition” 

 

78 It is worth noting that Keith Emerson was experimenting with a similar Bartók and Ginastera influenced harmonic vocabulary 

in this period, especially on Tarkus ( 97 ), a well developed prototype of many such ideas (Macan, 2005, pp  4 69)  

79 The dark, chromatic theme at 2’25” seems to have been referenced on Opeth’s “Closure” from Damnation (2003)  
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save for its enormous scope of dynamics and tones made possible only by its rock band 

presentation and performative environment – qualities which ground it as a rock work (p. 

227). 

The language of King Crimson’s past and its contemporaries remains a peripheral feature 

throughout the album. Its thesis is still progressive rock and the Counterculture and this tether 

is evident in some moments more than others. The brief “Book of Saturday” is relatively 

standard in its tonality and delivery; “Exiles” presents a familiar melancholic Mellotron 

(violin) and acoustic guitar configuration, albeit with some unusual rhythmic and harmonic 

characteristics. These exceptions aside, Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, contextualised in its time and 

against its band’s former works, represents a truly visionary moment in rock.  

It was followed by two records which are comparably acclaimed, Starless and Bible Black (1974) 

and Red (1974). These albums maintain largely the same personnel as their precursors (short 

Jamie Muir) and pursue a comparably experimental and stylistically manifold bearing. 

Critically considered the lesser of the two, Starless and Bible Black exhibits an extremely 

polished band performing in a similar tonal and rhythmic manner. Vocal-driven songs like 

“The Great Deceiver” and “Lament” are powerful if somewhat standard in a compositional 

sense relative to the more inventive of King Crimson’s work, especially in this period. “The 

Night Watch” offers an update of the Mellotron ballads of the band’s catalogue, emotive and 

engaging if underwhelming, and the record’s later half is suffused with several live 

improvisations, interesting if somewhat insubstantial. The record’s labyrinthine closer, 

“Fracture,” is by far the most compelling work on Starless and Bible Black in a progressive sense, 

but the record, in terms of its inventive impact and the consistency of its vision, is the lesser 

of the three. 

King Crimson released Red only six months later, also in 1974. Its release followed another 

major disbandment of King Crimson by one month. In spite of this (and its corresponding low 

charting) Red would go on to rival In The Court of the Crimson King as the band’s most 

acclaimed record (“Progarchives,” n.d.). The album was created by the trio of Fripp, Wetton, 

and Bruford but features a host of past members as guests: Ian McDonald (saxophone), Mel 

Collins (saxophone), and David Cross (violin). This retrospective lineup is one example of the 

distinctly dualistic nature of Red, either referring to the past (as the lineup clearly does) or else 
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sidestepping it completely. “Providence” is a dark and condensed band improvisation in the 

spirit of many precursors; “Starless,” while sometimes described as the highlight of King 

Crimson’s career (Tamm, 2015, Chapter 6), is a dynamic and emotive Mellotron-led ballad. 

Moreover, the dissonance of the past two records are refined further on “Red,” “Fallen Angel,” 

and “One More Red Nightmare” where diminished guitar riffs angularly span fluid 

polyrhythmic and shifting metres atop the sledgehammer rhythms of Bruford and Wetton’s 

rhythm section. Red acts as a transitional record itself, hinting at the future of the band six 

years hence. It features almost no acoustic guitar, a mainstay of past King Crimson, its album 

cover features a black and white image of the band in the place of the colourful and varied art 

which adorned its predecessors (and which connects them to the visual coding of the 

surrounding progressive rock scene), and its thinner instrumentation – drums, bass, and 

heavily distorted guitar dominate the record – present an austere counterpoint to the lush 

trappings of the band’s first period, juxtaposed forcefully by “Starless,” the lone envoy and 

remnant of the symphonic prog style which King Crimson had spearheaded.  

Progressive rock at large had reached its greatest thematic and conceptual excesses in this 

time. Albums like Jethro Tull’s A Passion Play (1973), Yes’s Tales from Topographic Oceans (1973), 

and Genesis’s The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway (1974), released a month after Red, portray a 

preoccupation, many would call pompous or pretentious, towards grandiosity, scope, and 

scale. King Crimson’s music in this period moved contrariwise: increasingly uncluttered, 

sharp, dissonant. Its constitution (with exceptions like much of “Starless”) progressively 

diverges from this nexus between 1973 and 1974, a diversionary course which can be extended 

back to Islands and Lizard (if less obviously). Red is a triumph in this sense. It is profoundly 

refined, unremittingly powerful, and consistent, as well as an unambiguous negation of the 

contemporaneous rock milieu and a model from which recent bands (Tool, as one example) 

would draw.  

It also represented, according to Fripp, the exhaustion of this chapter of King Crimson’s music. 

Having become jaded by the spectacle, the musician/audience disconnect at enormous 

progressive rock shows, the music industry, and the process of touring, as well  as feeling “the 

world was going to come to an end,” Fripp disbanded King Crimson for the second time in 
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September 1974 (see Partridge, 1974; Hegarty & Halliwell, 2011, p. 177; Macan, 1997, pp. 206-

7; Tamm, 2015, Chapter 6) 

 
Fripp’s Sabbatical and King Crimson’s reformulation 
 

Fripp expanded his interests towards other music-related roles in the early-seventies, acting 

as a producer and session musician for the likes of Centipede, Matching Mole, Van der Graaf 

Generator and others. After King Crimson folded, Fripp delved deeper into production 

(notable, in this regard, is Fripp’s work with Peter Gabriel), as well as undertaking several 

side and solo projects with various collaborators.  

Especially interesting in this period was Fripp’s partnership with Brian Eno. The outset of this 

collaboration fits chronologically between Larks’ Tongues in Aspic and Starless and Bible Black, 

namely the album No Pussyfooting (1973).80 This record is a stylistic precursor to the likes of 

Eno’s Discreet Music (1975) and his celebrated Music for Airports (1978). Moreover, it is Fripp’s 

prototypical foray into “Frippertronics.”81 This album, in sharp contrast to surrounding King 

Crimson works and wider stylistic courses in rock, was compositionally postmodern: it was 

largely the outcome of collage, built from tape loops produced in Eno’s apartment (and so 

intrinsically linked to its recording medium); and highly oriented around chance (being that 

it was built from layered, atemporal improvisations). It refers to the minimalism of the likes 

of Terry Riley and Pauline Oliveros – Eno’s tape machine, the crux of this music’s method, 

was built upon a design credited to Riley (Barber, 1981). No Pussyfooting offers an entirely 

different challenge to the established progressive rock movement than Larks’ Tongues in Aspic 

and its successors. Whereas King Crimson had sought to redress the utopian strains of 

progressive rock with its bleak and angular melodies and unconventional harmonic, melodic, 

and rhythmic influences, No Pussyfooting evaded this tension altogether. It was not composed 

 

80 In fact, the opening piece, “The Heavenly Music Corp ,” was recorded on September 8, 972, prior to the recording of Larks’ 

Tongues in Aspic  

81 Fripp’s definition of Frippertronics, from 980, is  “that musical experience resulting at the interstice of Robert Fripp and a 

small, mobile and appropriate level of technology, vis  his guitar, Frippelboard [effects pedal board] and two Revoxes [reel to

reel tape recorders]” (Tamm, 20 5, Chapter 7)  
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as such; it was intrinsically lacking in complexity, scope, even melodic and harmonic function. 

It was deconstructive of rock practice in a postmodern manner and so not necessarily 

“progressive” insofar as this thesis is concerned (see page 152 for a discussion of this 

distinction). But it further exhibits Fripp’s modernist attitude (postmodern application 

notwithstanding) of ceaselessly seeking to challenge the musical norms surrounding him with 

apparently no reservations as to how such a challenge should be framed. Fripp’s 

collaborations with Eno would flourish over subsequent years. The pair’s collaboration 

resulted, too, in Fripp’s association with David Bowie (and his performance on Heroes [1977]). 

With exception for his expanding Frippertronics, 82  Fripp’s direction in the late-seventies 

resembled increasingly the postpunk sensibilities of the late-seventies and eighties. His first 

solo album, Exposure (1979) demonstrates this direction as it collides with Fripp’s 

experimental fascinations. This album is notable for its emphasis on pop song structures, a 

form which Fripp had explicitly chosen to explore in this period (the record being initially 

slated within a trilogy featuring Daryl Hall’s Sacred Songs [1977] and Peter Gabriel’s second 

self-titled album [1978]). At times it seems parodic, not far removed from Zappa’s snide 

caricatures of rock and roll (“You Burn Me Up I’m a Cigarette” is a key example); the two 

“Water Music” tracks have much in common with the Eno collaborations; and “Breathless” 

and “Hååden Two” reference Red-era King Crimson in their metrically irregular riffing and 

prolonged tension. In contrast to the few lengthy works embodying most King Crimson 

records, Exposure boasts 17 tracks, some (dialogue interludes) under a minute in length. While 

most are relatively standard in their musical details – structurally, harmonically – the 

sequencing is erratic and jarring, doubtlessly intentionally so. Fripp called Exposure 

autobiographical and indeed this seems an apt portrayal of Fripp’s own view towards music 

and his place in the forthcoming musical decade. It seems that through these mediums he was 

surmounting a new thesis, one disconnected entirely from his progressive rock roots. Fripp’s 

ideas about music were in flux after his sabbatical. Whereas King Crimson’s past work had a 

simpler artistic target in the excesses of progressive rock and the band’s own past, Fripp was 

 

82 Fripp’s Frippertronics tour of 979 followed closely his solo album Exposure ( 979), and saw the musician undertake an extensive 

series of European tour dates to smaller audiences   
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less sure of the milieu in which he had re-emerged. His subsequent engagement with myriad 

disconnected musical styles and practices seems the logical outcome of a want to elucidate his 

own place in a new musical world. Unfocussed and varied, this period was, itself, a prototype. 

It represented Fripp trying his hand at a breadth of contemporary styles in order to reorientate 

and reinforce his capacities as a charged, dynamic artist.  

Fripp’s projects in this period satisfied a particular facet of his musical vision: they were 

“second” and “third line” bands. Fripp formulated a set of levels describing the intentions, 

reach, and ultimate commercial threshold of a project in this period. “Third line” depicts a 

band intended to develop and experiment with practices and sounds removed from concerns 

for fame (ambient work with Eno and Frippertronics); “second line” attracts a modicum of 

commercial success, enough to live on as a professional musician, but does not reach mass 

culture (The League of Gentleman, a short-lived new wave act Fripp had formed after 

Exposure, in 1980); “first line” describes a band at the level of mass media, “with all its risks 

and rewards” (Grabel, 1982; Tamm, 2015, Chapter 9). The problematic nature of these 

designations is plain – foregrounding commodity and popularity seems especially flawed 

given the challenging and uncompromising nature of Fripp’s work (see Drozdowski, 1989). 

Nonetheless, Fripp’s outlook in the late-seventies seemed to have shifted decisively after his 

1974 sabbatical, a break partially motivated by a disenchantment with the music industry. Re-

entering this industry with assiduity and with a greater appreciation for its processes may 

partially explain this line of thinking.  

A reformed King Crimsons was conceptualised as a first line band, bearing all of the 

connotations which this designation proffers. Fripp formed Discipline in early 1981 with Bill 

Bruford, Adrian Belew, and Tony Levin, and soon “realised” that the band was King Crimson 

(Tamm, 2015, Chapter 9). They changed their name in October 1981. Their first album, instead, 

would bear the title Discipline (1981). Perhaps unsurprisingly the marked stylistic shift and 

resurrection of the legendary name was seen by many as disingenuous at the time (Palmer, 

1981). 
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King Crimson revitalised: the ”rock gamelan” 
 

The third iteration of King Crimson, encompassing the albums Discipline (1981), Beat (1982), 

and Three of a Perfect Pair (1984), was a reinvention, one in step with the postpunk world and 

its overhauling of progressive rock values. Fripp’s creativity was invigorated by his various 

(and varied) engagements throughout the seventies. His experiments with the League of 

Gentleman and on Exposure brought him nearer the contemporary new wave fashions and 

aesthetic, and Eno and Frippertronics detached him from the density and grandiosity of his 

past work. Moreover, Fripp’s concept for this new King Crimson was calculated from the 

outset: he envisioned a “rock gamelan,” an interlocking, pointillistic arrangement of guitars – 

both Fripp’s, and the complementary stylings of new member, Adrian Belew – in fluid 

interplay, influenced by Javanese gamelan music (Hegarty & Halliwell, 2011, pp. 177-9). This 

(and further experimental vocabulary) was pitted against popular music as it was reorientated 

by punk. Fripp had become especially interested in this format throughout the late-seventies 

(see page 209), and by the time King Crimson was to be recontextualised, Fripp’s comfort with 

it is evident. There appears little lost transitioning from the mammoth compositions of earlier 

King Crimson works to this concise framework which Fripp termed a “small, mobile, 

intelligent unit” (quoted in Stump, 1997, p. 293). It is worth noting that while King Crimson’s 

1980s setlists are largely based on new material, the band played occasional songs from the 

Larks’ Tongues in Aspic era, but nothing from earlier in their career (“King Crimson: songs,” 

2019).  

Bill Bruford summarises this version of King Crimson as “a synthesis of minimalist and non-

European attitudes” (2009, p. 151), suggesting also that their outlook was deliberately 

constructed on being artistically progressive: “whatever you thought rock music was, we 

were going to take it further” (p. 152). Indeed, this iteration preserves little from past King 

Crimson line-ups. Fripp’s approach to longer odd meter timebases remains intact (“The 

Howler,” the chorus in “Three of a Perfect Pair”), as does his proclivity for time-displacement 

and polymeter, here emphasised even further (“Frame by Frame,” “Neal and Jack and Me,” 

“Discipline,” “Thela Hun Ginjeet”), however, both of these techniques are contextualised 

quite differently in this music. Unusual rhythmic vocabulary is less conspicuous and 
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ostentatious when situated in the “gamelan,” repositioning the solo virtuosity found in some 

progressive rock for virtuosic ensemble interplay. Therein a static harmonic context is made 

exciting through the ebb and flow of these interlocking instrumental relationships, a kind of 

tension-and-release in the place of more conventional harmonic sequences (which are largely 

absent or deemphasised in this period of King Crimson’s music).  

Moreover, there is a heightened sense of incorporation throughout. King Crimson, in its 

sixties and seventies line-ups, used such devices in contradiction of various solidifying 

precepts: what popular music was doing, what progressive rock was emphasising. They were 

therefore conspicuously placed, intended to make a point. Conversely, they seem intuitive 

and effortless to Fripp here (see Hegarty & Halliwell, 2011, p. 178). Other past hallmarks of 

King Crimson are deemphasised: there is little harmonic drama (see Macan, 1997, p. 209); 

there are no histrionic symphonic breaks; no violin, Mellotron, or the like, nor many 

instruments which do not belong archetypally to the rock band (the Chapman Stick and guitar 

synth being exceptions); songs are short, structured tightly, and feature less improvisation 

(with a handful of exceptions like much of the second side of Three of a Perfect Pair). Rather 

than exploring extremities of dissonance and resolution, the mood is stable, even stationary. 

In practically every sense, from style, to atmosphere, to members (excepting Bruford), this is 

a wholly different band bearing an equivalently different vision. 

While Discipline accentuates the “gamelan,” for example on “Frame by Frame,” “Thela Hun 

Ginjeet,” and “Discipline,” its follow-up, Beat, is perhaps the more compositionally 

conventional of the trilogy. Past King Crimson works bore a certain mutual developmental 

trajectory: In the Wake of Poseidon expanded ideas from In the Court of the Crimson King; Red 

focussed the experiments of Larks’ Tongues in Aspic. Beat pulls the dialectical tensions of 

Discipline back towards their thesis. The former is experimental and clearly realised whereas 

the latter foregrounds its pop foundation (especially through songs like “Heartbeat” and 

“Two Hands”). This album exhibits the beginning of tensions within the band driven by 

Adrian Belew’s incommensurate responsibilities (being both the frontman and principal 

songwriter).  

Fripp’s vision for this incarnation of King Crimson seems somewhat diluted with Beat, but the 

final piece of the band’s eighties-era trilogy portrays this quality further. Three of a Perfect Pair 
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was the product of a troubled production. Resultantly, its layout is divided: mostly pop songs 

on its “left” side and a highly experimental and abstruse “right” side. The left side seems as 

commercially viable as any music in this period, although still bearing a concealed 

experimentalism. “Three of a Perfect Pair” hides a tricky 7/4 time base and integration of a 

surprisingly accessible “gamelan” below compelling hooks while the lead single, “Sleepless,” 

overlays a signature Levin slap bassline with a series of subtle time-displaced guitar passages 

lending a curious rhythmic dissonance. The right side is disjointed. It seems less a set of 

contrasts than a jumble of disparate ideas. Much of it is materially underwhelming, as in the 

repetitious strophic instrumental “Industry” or the bizarre and tonally bipolar “Dig Me.” 

Moreover, there is a considerable sense of recursion to the record and particularly its “right” 

side. Like Beat, Three of a Perfect Pair is a continuation of the visionary models introduced by 

Discipline, but it also revisits earlier King Crimson material. “No Warning” reintroduces Larks’ 

Tongues in Aspic-era ensemble improvisation, albeit with less dynamic impact. Furthermore, 

it acts as the introduction to a third part to the “Larks’ Tongues in Aspic” suite, a six-minute 

instrumental which closes the record with direct reference to a previous incarnation of the 

band. This is the first, but not last, time King Crimson would refocus on past ideas. Perhaps 

in answer to this, Fripp indicated, as he had after Red in 1974, that the vitality of this era of 

King Crimson had again run out, and, after King Crimson’s 1984 tour, the group again 

disbanded for another decade. 

 
The “double trio,” ProjeKcts, and King Crimson now 
 

Fripp followed this dissolution with several projects including recording and touring with 

David Sylvian, developing Frippertronics with a host of “soundscapes” released throughout 

the nineties, and the implementation of his guitar pedagogy method, Guitar Craft, in 1985. By 

1993 (after the formation of Fripp’s record label Discipline Global Mobile, the platform for all 

future King Crimson releases and reissues [Stump, 1997, pp. 294-5]), Fripp set out to assemble 

another King Crimson lineup. The group included Belew, Levin, and Bruford, but, referencing 

Ornette Coleman’s famous double quartet, Fripp envisaged a “double trio” and the sonic 

palette such an ensemble could provide (Bruford, 2009, pp. 165-71). To round out this group, 

Fripp added Pat Mastelotto on drums/percussion and Trey Gunn on Chapman stick and 
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backing vocals. The band released an EP, Vroooom, in 1994, and a full-length album, THRAK, 

in 1995. Both of these releases share material – the majority of the latter appeared first (some 

in altered arrangements) on the former. Moreover, they are stylistically all but 

indistinguishable. These records’ style refers to the contrapuntal “gamelan” arrangements of 

Discipline, although expanded in-line with this new ensemble – drums and bass are included 

in the layering and counterpoint. The tonal atmosphere is sometimes reminiscent of the Larks’ 

Tongues in Aspic period, featuring strident, angular diminished guitar riffs (“Vrooom 

Vrooom”), and also including a greater emphasis on ensemble improvisation. Moreover, the 

pop song thesis at the heart of these works (namely Belew’s Beatles influence) is accentuated. 

THRAK demonstrates a tight synthesis of past King Crimson sonics, a collage of much of their 

past stylistic lexicon from the gentle string section in “Dinosaur,” referential of In the Court of 

the Crimson King, to the Red-voiced riffing of “THRAK,” to the pointillistic instrumentation of 

“People” (Robinson, 2002, p. 228, 230-1; Macan, 1997, p. 210). Furthermore, Robinson points 

to a particular phrase within “Dinosaur” which seems to directly quote “Cirkus” from Lizard 

(2002, p. 230). 

Again, creative frictions divided the band, this time mostly focussed around Fripp and 

Bruford (Bruford, 2009, pp. 165-71). Rather than dismantle King Crimson entirely at this 

creative impasse, its troubles, instead, became an artistic focus, and from the double trio came 

several “ProjeKcts” – collaborations between different King Crimson members providing a 

freer experimental environment. These spinoff groups, all including Fripp, spanned 1997-99 

and were treated as “research and development” for King Crimson’s future work. Being that 

they were separate from King Crimson, their makeup bore none of the responsibilities of the 

main band. Subsequently they were able to test radically altered group orientations and 

experimental ideas from Belew playing drums rather than guitar and vocals in ProjeKct Two, 

to the entirely improvised ProjeKct One. The breadth of these experiments is beyond the scope 

of this discussion, encompassing around eight groups and a wealth of live and studio releases. 

However, the idea of such an expansive experimental palette, itself, is fascinating. 

The ProjeKcts did not have as clear an effect on subsequent King Crimson material as may 

have been expected. By the late nineties both Bruford and Levin exited the band, leaving in 

their wake a “double duo” and removing the potential outcomes of their place in the 
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developmental undertakings of the ProjeKcts. The following album, 2000’s The ConstruKction 

of Light is a rousing, acutely heavy, and tremendously technically challenging work. However, 

its songs subtlety suggest the presence of past King Crimson orientations. The “gamelan” of 

the Discipline era is employed throughout, as is the characteristic heavy, angular riffing of 

Larks’ Tongues in Aspic and Red. Moreover, the instrumental “Larks’ Tongues in Aspic” was 

expanded to a fourth instalment on The ConstruKction of Light, and material from “Fracture” 

off Starless and Bible Black was also reiterated as “FraKctured.” A large part of The 

ConstruKction of Light is therefore derived from past works. Furthermore, on the band’s 2001 

live extended play, Level Five, they released another variation on “Larks’ Tongues in Aspic,” 

a de facto fifth instalment also called “Level Five.”  

2003 saw the release of the most recent (at the time of writing) King Crimson record, The Power 

to Believe, which furthered this practice of expanding past works, including material from 

Vroooom, and a studio version of “Level Five.” It is through these 2000s-era records that the 

modernistic impetus of King Crimson seems to decline. Through the ProjeKcts and various 

incarnations of King Crimson proper the group has maintained a relatively continuous 

presence from 2003 to the time of writing (2019). However, the material performed with these 

fluid line-ups has largely constituted reconfigurations of past works. The band has produced 

little new material. Indeed, different incarnations of the band since have experimented with 

different aspects of their past, namely reorientations of classics spanning their career. Now 

fifty years after the band’s explosive entry into the then-nascent progressive rock movement, 

their current focus seems to align more with Lena and Peterson’s “heritage” designation 

(2008): a will to relive and replay one’s glory days and the achievements they bore. Indeed, 

since the early 2000s the band has demonstrated little of their prior commitment to reinvention. 

Although significant, this recent artistic shift should not diminish the relentless modernistic 

drive that the band, principally Fripp, perpetuated for so many decades. 

 
Discussion: Are Radiohead and King Crimson progressive?  
 

Both Radiohead and King Crimson embody the artistic progressive quality outlined in this 

thesis’s third chapter. Throughout (most of) their careers, both consistently engaged in self-

negation, challenging the musical styles and genres they occupied as well as their own musical 
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pasts. King Crimson’s career, being decades longer, bears more “phases” of reinvention. The 

group, primarily Fripp, assumed a series of sweeping evolutionary steps, each revitalising 

and reorienting the musical direction of the last after intermittent periods of inactivity and 

reflection. Likewise, Radiohead’s music developed precipitously from their debut, Pablo 

Honey, maintaining an uncompromising and rapidly advancing approach to artistic 

development to the present day.  

Radiohead found early commercial success on the heels of alt-rock, grunge, and Britpop, and 

although well-constructed and perhaps indicative of future potentials, their earliest music did 

not stray far from these influences. By contrast, King Crimson came out of the late-sixties and 

the Counterculture and were party to the modernistic vision and discourse extolled by the 

generation who followed the Beatles’s model (see Chapter 5). In the Court of the Crimson King 

is a genre-defining record. However, as has now been argued, it is perhaps less truly 

challenging to its surrounding popular music conventions than its comparatively less 

celebrated follow-ups like Islands and certainly Larks’ Tongues in Aspic.  

King Crimson realised their progressive potentials in a terraced pattern. In other words, they 

explored each evolutionary step on several albums before moving elsewhere to continue this 

development (as opposed to evolving by album). They presented first a bold and definitively 

progressive statement (Islands, Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, Discipline) and then developed this idea 

to its limits across several albums (Red, Three of a Perfect Pair, etc.). In this way, the band’s best 

(most materially developed, most popular) records are not necessarily their most artistically 

progressive. Rather, each innovative idea is shown to be deliberate: its designs must be 

explored before they can be sublated further and before their potentials can be effectively 

estimated. This tactic is consistent with modernism in that modernist art is invested in 

reinvention, but it is not imprudent nor wasteful. Indeed, once an idea’s potentials were 

apparently reached, Fripp disbanded King Crimson. He did this consistently.  

Radiohead’s reorientations occur by album rather than by groups of albums as in King 

Crimson’s career. Some of Radiohead’s records are especially notable in this regard: the 

growth between The Bends and OK Computer, or between OK Computer and Kid A, for example, 

exhibit as potent illustrations of a band negotiating with its past, its surrounding style(s), and 

popular music more broadly as exists. Nonetheless, every Radiohead album portrays a 
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stylistic restlessness and a compulsion to artistic mobility. No album is a replication of the 

last; all maintain a unique character. Consider the emphasis on live performance (and its 

implications of mastery over technology) on Hail to the Thief and compare that to the largely 

computer-assembled The King of Limbs. Consider that The King of Limbs accentuated rhythm 

and counterpoint while A Moon Shaped Pool shed this technology for a human, orchestral 

identity. In all cases the band are engaging with their past and sublating its forms, if in a 

manner subtler than one can observe in Kid A and Amnesiac. Moreover, Radiohead’s music 

demonstrates a regular employment of novel, non-pop vocabularies to expand their own 

compositional toolkit, from the Penderecki-inspired tonal clusters of Climbing Up the Walls” 

to the employment of sampling a piece of computer music – “mild und leise” – in “Idioteque,” 

(as artistically postmodern as this activity is).  

Moreover, Radiohead’s stylistic evolution is driven by experimentation and an aversion to 

repetition, and their outlook is undeniably modernistic in this regard. This vision can be 

appreciated in the more severe of the band’s innovations from the palindromic materials 

which guide “Pyramid Song” to their expanding technological toolkit, beginning as a rock 

band but gradually incorporating various synthesizers and machinery, exploring obscure 

historical instruments (like the Ondes Martenot), and even dabbling in computer 

programming. The group’s influences expanded throughout their discography as they were 

compelled to find new ideas and techniques and so their albums bear the imprint of sundry 

artistic theories, from musique concrete and chance musics through to the atonal, the rhythmic, 

and a kaleidoscope of tonal colours. Importantly, all of these recondite ideas remain tethered 

to popular music – antitheses to its unwavering thesis. In this way theirs is a popular music 

self-consciously involved in its own negation. In fact, this modernistic drive towards the new 

and the novel is not restricted to the band’s music, as demonstrated by their early internet 

presence and their popularisation of a “pay-what-you-want” distribution model with In 

Rainbows. Indeed, this idealistic vision to reinvention seems as much a part of the band’s 

personality as their idiosyncratic and ever-changing artistic process. 

Similarly, there is little ambiguity in Robert Fripp’s goals with King Crimson (at least until the 

very recent past). Being artistically progressive was paramount to Fripp. As Macan 

summarises: 
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…no other progressive rock musician has grappled so persistently with the question 

of what precisely constitutes genuinely “progressive” music. For Fripp, “progressive 

rock” was not so much a definitive style as an attitude; the progressive rock of the 

1970s had been “progressive” only as long as it pushed the stylistic and conceptual 

boundaries of rock outwards… Once progressive rock ceased to cover new ground, 

but became a set of conventions to be repeated and imitated, the genre had, in Fripp’s 

view, ceased to be “progressive” at all (Macan, 1997, p. 206). 

This idealism justifies neatly the twists and turns King Crimson undertook to conform to 

Fripp’s ever-shifting vision. The genre-defining approach of The Court of the Crimson King was 

upturned on the challenging Lizard and Islands, albums bearing a stronger will to challenge 

normativity – although resultantly bearing less coherency and consistency – than its 

predecessors overall (it was thus less favoured critically and commercially). Following these 

inventive records, Larks’ Tongues in Aspic exhibits perhaps the clearest instances of Fripp’s 

vision to progressiveness. It presented a wholesale negation of both the band’s past and the 

then-crystallised progressive rock form enormously popular at the time, substituting these 

texts for a highly idiosyncratic vocabulary drawing from classical music, jazz, and beyond 

while embodying a unique aesthetic (prototypical of metal). The aesthetic of this album was 

explored twice more (Starless and Bible Black and Red) before its potentials were apparently 

exhausted. And just as Fripp had sought a new direction after In the Wake of Poseidon so closely 

repeated In the Court of the Crimson King, he swiftly disbanded King Crimson in late 1974 at 

the height of this band’s performative and creative potentials to foil this perceived 

standardisation. Next, the 1981 version of King Crimson styled itself around postpunk and 

new wave-influenced aesthetics, but it undermined these styles too, replacing their simplistic 

tonal language with a largely non-harmonic and pointillistic compositional method 

influenced by Javanese gamelan music. After three records in this style, Fripp’s aversion to 

stylistic comfort was again tripped, and the band again dismantled.  

Martin (2002) provides a lucid description of King Crimson’s terraced career. At each step 

they had “taken a dominant trend… and [raised] it to the next level” (p. 149). This is a fine 

way of conceptualising their specific brand of progressiveness. Each time King Crimson 

negotiated a thesis – be it new wave in the eighties or nascent progressive rock in the late-
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sixties – they reflected its forms in interesting, sometimes surprising, ways, therefore 

demonstrating the vast possibilities even outwardly conventional musics offered.  

While demarcating King Crimson’s career into phases bookmarks its most progressive 

moments, it underplays an important consideration: the band’s relentless exploration and 

exhaustion of inventive ideas resulted in an ever-growing vocabulary, and the sheer creative 

breadth to which the band was therefore exposed acted, itself, as a motivator. Karl (2002, pp. 

122-3), borrowing terminology from biology, posits that Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, rather than 

only translating the discovery of new sets of influences since the band’s early days, may in 

fact embody a kind of “convergent evolution.” In this theory, King Crimson’s (or perhaps 

Robert Fripp’s) intrinsic motivation to expand its (his) own musical horizons resulted in them 

(him) independently discovering many inventive ideas which may or may not have been 

present in non-pop musics (where their alleged influences would lie in conventional readings), 

thereby uncovering a progressive vocabulary organically by virtue of their studiousness and 

seriousness in this artistically progressive pursuit. This would explain why each new phase 

in the band’s career began so expertly-formed – they were built from a vocabulary with which 

the band discovered and built from previous incarnations, whether its remnants are 

observable or otherwise. It also justifies the utility of each reiterative follow-up to the band’s 

most progressive works beyond the simple virtue of exploring an innovative idea fully – they 

were evolutionary intermediaries, vital for the band in expanding its toolkit as the radical 

steps which followed were prototyped.  

By the early 2000s, Fripp and King Crimson diverged from their once interminable decades-

long pursuit of progressiveness, looking back instead to their past innovations and successes. 

The significance of this should not be underemphasised: at this point the band ceased to 

belong to the artistically progressive category defined in this thesis. But this shift in vision 

came after a tremendously progressive run of over three decades. 

Both King Crimson and Radiohead’s careers are compelled, for the most part, by a 

modernistic idealism. This idealism is comparable to that which stemmed the Beatles’s Rubber 

Soul (1965), the Beach Boys’s Pet Sounds (1966), Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” (1968), 

and Frank Zappa’s early work like We’re only in it for the Money (1967) and Lumpy Gravy (1967). 
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In that bountiful progressive period of the late-sixties, bands like those concerned themselves 

explicitly with contesting the orthodoxies of popular music, of keeping its texts in motion.  

Those bands would consequently enact nothing short of a Cambrian Explosion in rock. Their 

experiments expanded the scope of popular music into a heterogenous and rapidly 

diversifying form, and what popular music could be was irrevocably changed thereafter. King 

Crimson and Radiohead, too, questioned what was creatively permissible for a rock band 

(and indeed what constitutes such a band), leaving an enduring stylistic and creative footprint 

on the aesthetic of contemporary rock music. Both bands’ music has always been aware of 

and sensitive to its rock context but has always strived for new, challenging antitheses 

through which such language could be sublated and expanded into the future. The 

restlessness of both bands’ artistic pursuits, alongside their creative acuity and purposefulness, 

is categorically modernistic. And it is under this explicitly modernistic banner – a self-

conscious push to progress – that both bands have left their respective marks on popular 

music. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

 
Defining artistic progress in popular music  
 

What is an artistically progressive popular music? This question epitomised the first of two 

major inquiries in this thesis and constituted the interest of its first several chapters. In 

surveying progressive rock literature, it is clear that “progress” is a quality rarely critically 

considered in spite of its persistent usage (as both a genre identifier and an adjective). 

Moreover, it is also a subject largely absent from popular music discourse in general. The idea 

of an artistically progressive popular music – one engaging in a similar project as the varied 

manners in which “progress” has been invoked in art history discourse – is seldom critically 

considered in popular music research.  

The first goal of this thesis was therefore to define such an artistically progressive music and 

consider the qualities through which it could be identified. For this purpose, two discourses 

of progress were explored: G.W.F Hegel’s conception of the dialectic and the ideology of 

modernity. Hegel’s dialectic describes the motivator of progress. In this model a thesis is 

challenged by an antithesis with which it sublates, synthesising into a new thesis embodying 

qualities of both. This new thesis is then subjected to further antitheses hence and the project 

cumulatively grows through this tension. Maintaining such a dialectical instability and 

growing by accumulation were therefore defined as qualities that this artistically progressive 

music should exhibit.  

Modernity, conversely, was used as a means by which to characterise an artistically 

progressive artist in an ideological sense. The ideology of modernism holds progress as its 

pinnacle, always striving for new forms with little fear of their potentially difficult or 

challenging nature. In this interminable search for new ideas and syntheses, artistic 

sovereignty and purity became vital – this project could not be tarnished by inartistic 

pressures, by compromise. Rather, good art should challenge, provoke, and self-negate, 

concerning itself only with its project. Modernity was therefore established as an ideology 

which should also be embodied by the creators of an artistically progressive popular music. 

More than simply happening upon something idiosyncratic, an artistically progressive artist 
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should self-consciously aspire to innovation, restlessly negating their own musical past, their 

surrounding style, and popular music conventions at large. These two discourses exemplified 

“artistic progress” as it was invoked throughout this thesis. Identifying their presence in the 

analytical subjects’ texts was the foremost objective. 

Popular music clearly changes over time, but the nature of its particular developmental 

trajectories is an important consideration when seeking a progressive popular music. This 

thesis identified three such developmental logics depicting the scope of their internal 

dialectical transformations. These logics are broad and descriptive, intended not to 

exhaustively demarcate popular musics but rather to further specify the scope of the 

dialectical transformations sought in this thesis’s artistically progressive popular music 

contingent. A “closed” developmental system fluctuates within a set of predetermined 

limitations moving, by way of trends, around the extremities of its inherent qualities (tonality, 

rhythm, structure, and so forth) but not exceeding these parameters since familiarity is central 

to the value discourses of most musics identified as embodying this system (mainstream pop 

music and “heritage” musics for example). A “momentarily progressive” system depicts the 

instance when a music melds with another, transiently producing a unique synthesis which 

quickly ossifies, itself, into an identifiable (sub)genre with closed dialectical parameters. 

Finally, a “continuously progressive” system is one wherein the thesis, popular music, is 

persistently sublated with new ideas resulting in a continuous trajectory of artistic growth. 

These systems are variable, and artists and music scenes conceivably oscillate between them 

over different periods. It was concluded that an artistically progressive popular music, as 

outlined in the previous paragraph, should align consistently with this “continuously 

progressive” model.  

 
The progressive rock canon as an artistically progressive trajectory 
 

With “artistic progress” thus defined, the thesis then turned to how this quality operated 

within the progressive rock canon. This survey began before the conventional time of 

progressive rock exploring the discrete steps, following World War 2, which resulted in the 

rapid and radical transformations in rock music throughout the sixties. It was argued that 

rock and roll, an industry-devised and regulated youth music, was democratised by the 
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Beatles’s success in writing and performing their own songs, resulting in a host of young 

“amateur” bands emulating their model. By the mid-sixties ideas extolled by the burgeoning 

Counterculture, namely the hippies’ penchant for the complicated and the arcane, infused the 

ideals of some of these artists. Some came from middle-class backgrounds and were 

accordingly more broadly aware of art traditions, but this appreciation soon superseded these 

circumstances, influencing journalistic media too and becoming somewhat mainstream by the 

close of the sixties. Consequently, many young artists began to explore a vast and expanding 

range of artistic concepts in this time, as well as aspiring to high art ideals and becoming 

invested in artistic legitimation. The unique character of the rock catalysed by these factors 

was its modernistic vision and view to accumulative progress, its aversion to convention and 

commodity, and its valuation of artistic individualism and sovereignty. These artists implied 

an association with art history discourse, describing their project in similar terms. Many artists 

and journalists in this period invoked the term “progress” to describe this project years before 

it was attached to a specific genre.  

These artists, backed by a similarly-minded media and a somewhat withdrawn record 

industry, explored numerous potential avenues by which to challenge the hitherto accepted 

conventions of popular music. Bands like the Beatles and the Beach Boys had led this charge 

but even their more inventive works were quickly overshadowed by the radical innovations 

of the likes of Procol Harum, the Moody Blues, Frank Zappa, and Pink Floyd, all of whom 

pushed the popular song to its limits along mutually diverse but equivalently negatory artistic 

lines. 

As was demonstrated through a survey of this period’s music, its overarching quality was its 

heterogeneity – specifically the varied ways in which these artists challenged popular music 

convention. While they recognised a common mark in the popular musics of the past, their 

challenges to this declared target were manifold. Artists subverted popular music norms 

through the exploration of new modes and scales, new instrumentation, new rhythmic 

devices, new structural forms and scope, and so forth. Furthermore, the precise manner in 

which convention was negated within these elements varied artist to artist. For example, some 

artists became concerned with creating longer and more structurally distinct works and 

within that common objective some explored classically-themed suites (Procol Harum’s “In 
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Held ‘Twas in I”); some expanded the popular song form to have a longer and more involved 

bridge, or a song-within-a-song (the Beatles’s “A Day In the Life”); some combined 

performances with collage and studio manipulations (Frank Zappa’s “The Return of the Son 

of Monster Magnet”); and some explored improvisation and band interactivity in a more 

freeform structural setting (Pink Floyd’s “Interstellar Overdrive”), amongst others. While 

their aspirations were alike, their execution of this project was singular. In other words, their 

thesis was the same – the popular song – and in this thesis they isolated an element amongst 

many which could be sublated (in this case form/scope), before providing antitheses – 

instructed by their own backgrounds, influences, and whims – to expand this quality 

outwards. This conclusion extends to many other song elements from the tonal language 

used, to rhythm and meter, to instrumentation and texture, and so forth. While tremendously 

varied in an aesthetic sense, the cumulative project of many of this period’s rock artists was 

aligned in its artistically progressive vision. The mid/late-sixties was concluded to be a 

defining moment of artistic progressiveness in popular music. 

However, this impulsion changed promptly. By the early-1970s the term “progressive rock” 

had been canonised by the media and the modernistic project which had begun with the likes 

of the Beatles, the Beach Boys, Pink Floyd, Procol Harum, Frank Zappa, and others, became 

increasingly stylistically circumscribed. This thesis suggests that in this period progressive 

rock crystallised, a notion sometimes inferred in progressive rock literature but here posited as 

an important shift in the music’s character compared to its progressive antecedent musics. 

Bands like ELP, Jethro Tull, Yes, and later Genesis came to represent a genre of music 

increasingly classifiable, synonymous with its musical virtuosity, its grand and sweeping 

arrangements, its instrumentation, and its colourful and surrealistic paramusical qualities. 

These qualities all began as targets motivating varied parallel negations; they were hereafter 

delimited as genre markers (see Frith, 1996, pp. 75-98). In perpetuating such a style, the 

heterogeneity and stylistic plurality which embodied the modernistic development-by-

accumulation model of the previous decade was lost in this time.  

To appraise this stylistic crystallisation and the changing impulsion of progressive rock in the 

1970s, two of the most esteemed works from this period, Yes’s “Close to the Edge” and 

Genesis’s “Firth of Fifth,” were examined. These songs were chosen for their tremendous 
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stature in the progressive rock canon and because both embody highly regarded instances of 

traits which are synonymous with progressive rock. They were therefore ideal as exemplars 

of these traits.  

These qualities – song form and scope in “Close to the Edge” and contrastive instrumentation 

and dynamics in “Firth of Fifth” – were compared to earlier songs (both from the late-sixties) 

which exhibited similar qualities. These analyses concerned themselves with whether these 

1970s works represent a similar developmental logic as the one identified in Chapter 5’s study 

of the heterogeneous musics of the mid/late-1960s. It was found that although both “Close to 

the Edge” and “Firth of Fifth” exhibit an expansion of the inventions of their antecedents – 

Procol Harum’s “In Held ‘Twas in I” and King Crimson’s “In the Court of the Crimson King 

respectively – their advancement was incremental and qualitative – a development of past 

ideas (as opposed to a new idea altogether). These works were concluded to have expanded 

the innovations of their forebearers by following relatively close to their models and it was 

concluded that they are therefore not artistically progressive in the sense that their 

antecedents were. While their outlook, and by extension the outlook of much 1970s 

progressive rock at large, appears outwardly modernistic, engaging in a similar idealistic 

discourse as their forebearers, their artistic products proved comparatively limited in this 

capacity. 

By the late-1970s progressive rock was assailed by musics motivated by opposed ideals. These 

musics, for example punk, disco, and ambient music, bore a kind of a postmodern answer to 

the modernistic discourse of progressive rock: its grand narrative of musical accumulation 

and the value of raising the rock text to high art. In divergent ways they dismantled this 

proposition. For example, disco undermined the idea of thoughtful and contemplative 

listening replacing it with an emphasis on expressive enjoyment through dance, punk 

challenged the notion that music should be the purview of the educated and privileged, and 

ambient music removed the valorisation of compositional detail and meticulousness. 

Although these musics reoriented the popular music milieu they were not artistically 

progressive insofar as the definition in this thesis is concerned since all sought a musical 

vocabulary from the past (if one framed in ground-breaking aesthetics), and all positioned 

themselves in contradiction to modernistic ideals. 
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Nonetheless, the sonics of progressive rock were revived through neo-prog in the early-1980s. 

Led by bands like Marillion, Pallas, Twelfth Night, and Pendragon, this movement is depicted 

in this thesis as a kind of consolidation of the progressive rock style. These bands self-

consciously reiterated classic 1970s progressive rock, but they did so through a lens 

necessarily limited by their own tastes and interests. Whereas the crystallised progressive rock 

of the 1970s still bore a great deal of variety in spite of being a reduction in artistic 

heterogeneity relative to its mid/late-1960s counterpart, this consolidated neo-prog reiterated 

only a small portion of this variety, preserving the progressive rock canon through only some 

of its vocabulary. “Grendel,” an early side-length song by Marillion, was analysed in order to 

explore this theory with respect the revival’s outset. This analysis demonstrated that, indeed, 

much of the compositional vocabulary of the song can be likened to Genesis, Yes, Pink Floyd, 

and so forth, while also being far less formally sophisticated and arguably less successful as 

an exercise in narrative composition (that is to say its twists and turns seem arbitrary rather 

than a confluence of musical and paramusical qualities, especially compared to the likes of 

“Firth of Fifth” analysed in Chapter 6). However, perhaps its most interesting feature is its 

quotation of Genesis’s “Supper’s Ready,” a finding which proved especially significant being 

that a similar quality appeared in this chapter’s other analysis, discussed momentarily. 

Overall “Grendel” revealed a consolidatory character: it relayed a simplified facsimile of 1970s 

progressive rock into the progressive rock canon by way of the band’s success and influence. 

However, it is theorised that this consolidatory project is one which has continued to affect 

progressive rock to the present. If Marillion were responsible for relaying a delimited 

progressive rock form in the 1980s and influencing its canon thereafter, such an activity could 

be charged to any of the more influential progressive rock bands since. The final analysis in 

this chapter was of the most influential progressive rock (or rather metal) band from the 1990s 

to the present: Dream Theater. Examining the band’s “Octavarium” (2005), the closing side-

length work from the album of the same name, disclosed a similar activity. While 

“Octavarium” is tremendously sophisticated and meticulous, its structure echoes the likes of 

“In Held ‘Twas in I” and its makeup, although heavier and more virtuosic, offers little 

fundamentally different vocabulary than its antecedents. Moreover, like “Grendel” it 

references classic progressive rock directly. Its opening measures quote Pink Floyd’s “Shine 
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On You Crazy Diamond” and its bridge refers, in its lyrics, to several progressive rock (and 

progressive rock related) bands and song titles. 

This common activity of quotation in contemporary progressive rock was an unforeseen 

finding. In fact, this activity appears commonly enough in the contemporary progressive rock 

canon to be notable (there are several examples described in Chapter 7). Although not 

necessarily a trope in the genre, it is at the very least acceptable in progressive rock, 

contemporary and otherwise.83 While it is concluded through the analyses that the subjects 

are not actively progressive, direct quotation offers a particularly anti-modernistic curiosity. 

In both of the subjects analysed it seems a kind of synecdoche for progressive rock: invoking 

a portion of classic progressive rock in one’s music depicts a connection to this canon; it proves 

privileged knowledge and invites the audience to revel in a shared understanding or 

nostalgia. It is an activity antithetical of modernistic artistic progressiveness and aligned, 

instead, with postmodern expressivity. 

The key conclusion in these analytical chapters is the gradual divorce that the progressive 

rock canon (demonstrated through several case studies) demonstrates from artistic 

progressiveness. Indeed, all musical genres embody a stylistic refinement over their lifespan; 

such a quality is a common feature of genre development and is to be expected. But 

progressive rock implies a difference from this common trajectory. At its 1960s origins artists 

involved themselves with a modernistic discourse – to them progress was a project; only later 

would it become a genre. Moreover, there is an implication in fan discourse, in the words of 

artists, and also suggested by many scholars that there is something progressive about much 

progressive rock, even if this discourse is often entangled in contradictory language and 

opinion.  

In summary, the music which directly preceded the genre known as progressive rock in the 

mid/late-1960s was nothing less than the definitive statement of artistic progressiveness in 

 

8  It is interesting to consider how common quotation actually proves to be in much of the progressive rock canon, from the recent 

examples provided in Chapter 7 to bands like Emerson, Lake and Palmer and Procol Harum referring to classical pieces  This is 

a fascinating aspect of progressive rock that could benefit from further study  
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popular music history. By the early-1970s this style became increasingly concerned with 

development rather than modernistic reinvention as the style crystallised. Over subsequent 

decades the progressive rock canon has been increasingly delimited by generations of bands 

relaying their own idiosyncratic interests from this once broad stylistic pool onto those whom 

they influenced. In effect, the artistically progressive nature of this music – its persistent 

dialectical tension pushing the margins of its musical past, its stylistic present, and the wider 

lexicon of popular music – has diminished drastically. Progressive rock, as a musical style, no 

longer embodies the artistic progressiveness which once characterised its diverse and 

adventurous pursuits. It has embodied this attribute in a diminishing capacity since the early-

seventies. 

 
The popular music vanguard 
 

This observation suggests a final question: if progressive rock has not been a driver of artistic 

progressiveness since the late-1960s, which bands or artists have embodied this quality since 

that time? The final chapter of this thesis explored the careers of Radiohead and King 

Crimson, the former not conventionally considered a progressive rock band, the latter 

remaining one of the genre’s most prized exponents (a stylistic association that bandleader 

Robert Fripp would doggedly refute since distancing himself and his band from the style in 

the early-seventies). This chapter’s analyses demonstrated differing approaches and outlooks 

between these artists but also unveiled several shared qualities. Both bands engaged in 

punctuated moments of reinvention. Radiohead approached each new album with a vision 

towards a new aesthetic and sought new non-pop influences at these reinventive moments. 

King Crimson observed phases (followed by disbandments and intervening periods of 

exploration and reinvention) where new artistic processes and aesthetic visions would 

entirely replace old ones resulting in little similarity between many such phases. In this 

capacity both bands exhibited similar progressive qualities common to some rock music from 

the mid/late-sixties. Namely, they negated their own stylistic past and thus the predictable 

course of their stylistic future (for example, Kid A was called “commercial suicide” in that it 

overhauled entirely the work of its predecessor, OK Computer); they negated the style to which 

they were related (for example, after all but inventing the symphonic prog substyle in the late-
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sixties, King Crimson abandoned all of its hallmarks for a dissonant, angular, and 

rhythmically complex music in the early/mid-seventies); and in manifold ways, they 

challenged the conventions of contemporaneous popular music by using theories and tools 

which had not yet been situated in this context, thereby demonstrating a broader negation 

(and expansion) of popular music boundaries. Furthermore, both bands pursued this project 

self-consciously: they extolled a want to enact such a degree of negation over their past and 

their surroundings and a want to remain stylistically (artistically) mobile. The stylistic 

outcomes of their transformative process seem less important than the idea that they were 

constantly seeking something new, something innovative. In this way their ideals were (or 

are) profoundly modernistic. 

Radiohead and King Crimson are not unique in this capacity. There could be myriad bands 

who engage in a similar progressive project and thus perpetuate such an artistically 

progressive quality through to the present. This part of the study was limited to only these 

two bands for logistical reasons but there are no doubt many others scattered throughout the 

popular music sphere who share in an aspiration to inexorably pursue new artistic horizons 

and push popular music forward. Expanding this list of artistically progressive artists and 

exploring their stylistic breadth and their unique innovative vocabularies would be 

interesting and enlightening. Many artists and bands could be potential subjects for such a 

study. To offer several examples: Public Image Ltd., Björk, Meshuggah, Flying Lotus, and 

Leprous are all popular music acts who seem to have persistently engaged in an artistically 

progressive course throughout their careers.  

Moreover, the concepts considered in Chapters 6 and 7, namely that progressive rock 

underwent a process of stylistic crystallisation in the 1970s and was consolidated from the 

1980s onwards, could easily motivate large-scale analyses in their own right. While this study 

was more interested in the recursive vocabulary of (a limited group of) artists from these 

periods, it became evident to the author that more wide-ranging analyses (perhaps 

quantitative corpus analyses) would be eminently interesting. To quantitatively examine, for 

example, the hypothesised reduction in stylistic variety between “pre”-progressive rock in the 

1960s through to classic progressive rock in the 1970s and even neo-prog and progressive 
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metal today, would be fascinating. The data provided by such a study would complement the 

findings of this thesis, whether aligned or otherwise. 

This thesis occupies a novel position in popular music scholarship. Popular music is often 

artistic and often expressive and so critically associating it with the idea of progress, a 

principle tenet of art history discourse, is timely. Moreover, “progress” is a term long used in 

rock and pop parlance, yet it is rarely critically appraised. It is often implied that popular 

music can be progressive, but what such a quality entails is rarely deliberated. Rather, 

“progress” in rock discourse implies an aesthetic frozen in history; to be called “progressive” 

as a rock artist is to suggest a perpetuation of the past. Besides this implication being the 

definitional opposite of progressive it also undermines the worth of progressiveness in 

popular music, a concept highly valued, and exposed to rigorous critical deliberation, in many 

fields and disciplines. It is argued that progress should bear this same valuation and scrutiny 

in popular music studies.  

This thesis attended to this concern, proposing a framework of characteristics by which to 

identify an artistically progressive popular music. It then explored this framework within the 

context of progressive rock, a music conventionally discursively associated with progress. 

However, it ultimately found its trajectory increasingly deficient in this regard from its sixties 

origins through to the present. In answer to this, it proposed two artists who do, in fact, 

embody this artistically progressive quality. It was concluded that Radiohead and King 

Crimson, while sonically and stylistically distanced, engaged in a similarly artistically 

progressive project as did many rock artists in the mid/late-sixties. Moreover, they sustained 

such a project over decades, maintaining a “continuously progressive” character by 

challenging their past artistic practices, their associated styles, and the wider conventions of 

popular music (at least until the recent past in King Crimson’s case, see page 215). 

In continuously aspiring to self-negate and by extension push their contemporaries and 

popular music at large, King Crimson and Radiohead matter. It is actions such as these, 

echoing the revolutionary processes of their mid/late-sixties forebearers, which have the 

capacity to broaden popular music by their example. And while the most radical of such 

experiments may not make an impression on all of popular music, they are a reminder that 

these forms still have room to grow, to evolve. Just as mid/late-sixties rock exploded into 
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myriad vibrant and vital trajectories at the hands of inventive young artists, bands like King 

Crimson and Radiohead continue to demonstrate the great malleability of the popular music 

canvas. They are a symbol of its potentials; the antithesis in continual tension with popular 

music’s thesis. They are its vanguards, just as bands like the Beatles and the Beach Boys were 

in the nascent years of rock music. To valorise their artistically progressive project is to 

remember that it is only by the actions of those who reach beyond the conventional that the 

conventional is empowered to grow.
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APPENDIX: DEFINING POPULAR MUSIC 
 

“Popular music” is a complex term to define, but its frequent use in this thesis necessitates 

some explanation. Contemporary popular music criticism and analysis is built upon 

(oftentimes in opposition to) German social theorist Theodor Adorno’s seminal analyses of 

the form, including On Popular Music (Adorno & Simpson, 1941), Philosophy of Modern Music 

(2007, originally published in 1949), and he and Max Horkheimer’s celebrated essay “The 

culture industry: Enlightenment as mass deception” (1997, originally published in 1944), 

amongst others. Adorno saw popular music (or rather popular culture more broadly) as a 

medium with little aesthetic value because of its standardisation and homogeneousness. The 

Frankfurt School scholars, in their neo-Marxist critique of mass culture, posited the necessity 

for radical and emancipatory art as a means of dismantling from within the totalitarian 

mechanism they perceived in Western (chiefly American) culture (see Marcuse 1969, 1977). 

They saw the status quo facilitated by popular culture in a self-perpetuating cycle: its ubiquity 

and access dominates the lives of everyone and effectively predicates their tastes in leisure, 

which in turn keeps them repressed (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1997; Frith, 1996, p. 13). In this 

system Adorno declared a dualism between popular music and its alternative, the more 

challenging and thus radical “serious music” (sometimes referred to as “art music” and 

throughout this thesis referred to as “classical music”), which persists as the basis of much 

vernacular usage of the term. However, this binary art-versus-commodity treatment is today 

considered highly contentious, especially in popular musicology where Adorno’s polemics 

are heavily critiqued (see Gracyk, 1992; Middleton, 1990, pp. 33-63). Many extant definitions 

of popular music revolve around implicit “common sense” readings which nonetheless 

resemble this binary. Although problematic, it is this distinction between “classical music” or 

“art music” and popular music that is of discursive value in this thesis, and accordingly it will 

be used as such. This usage is implemented with the acknowledgement that it is a 

simplification of an intricate and divisive discourse.



 

 

 

 




